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Summary 

The chapter handles the radio location basic principles from the physical point 
of view, furthermore frequency and propagation problems as well as errors and error 
correction methods. 

1.  Introduction 

Radio systems are particularly suited to deliver data required for navigational 
guidance of a vehicle.  Numerous problems of position-fixing and navigation cannot be 
solved simpler and better by any other aid. Depending on the type and combination of 
the systems employed, various data can be obtained;  distance between vehicle and a 
ground-based system; difference between two distances; angle between a reference sur- 
face and a surface or straight line intersecting the center of the ground system; dif- 
ference from a selected angle.  If two (or, in space, three) independent reference 
data are available, they can be used tu compute the coordinates of the aircraft's po- 
sition.  In addition, the ground speed and the altitude above ground can be measured. 

Radio systems used in communication are designed to supply the same information 
at any location within a given area. Radio systems used for position fixing, however, 
should provide information that differs from location to location and should provide 
data associated to the instantaneous position of the vehicle.  The coverage of a radio 
location system (NAVAID) is therefore not determined by the range in the usual sense, 
but by the usefulness of the navigational information. 

The quantities characterizing a radio field and capable of being measured are its 
amplitude, phase and frequency.  The change of one or more of these quantities with 
the position in the radio field constitutes the basis of any radio navigation system. 
The distribution of these field quantities in space is called the amplitude-, phase-, 
or frequency-pattern.  The properties of such patterns can be varied in wide limits 
and adapted to special requirements. Radio methods employing this basis can be con- 
ceived as transmitter- or receiver-navaid methods.  In the first case, a transmitter 
produces a radio field that contains, at any point of the field, the location-fixing 
data related to this point.  This data can be received and processed by any number of 
vehicles simultaneously.  In the latter case, the vehicle transmits a signal identi- 
fying the vehicle, but containing no position Information; this signal is received and 
processed by an equivalent ground system. The result of the evaluation can be trans- 
mitted to the vehicle.  In this case, only one vehicle can be served at a given time. 
A typical example is the ground direction finder.  The trancillter-navaid and receiver- 
navaid methods are on principle equivalent. The choice of the one or the other method 
depends on the general problem, operational requirements and technological feasibili- 
ties. There are cases, however, where a reversion is a priori precluded. An example 
are the long-distance methods where it is impossible to install antennas and trans- 
mitter power in an aircraft required to cover the large range.  On the other hand at 
some navaids, which originally were designed as a pure transmitting system, the re- 
quirements on the airborne receiver became more and more stringent in the course of 
time. Hence more advantages may be seen in the conversion to a receiving system, 
where the groundstation is equipped with high-grade receiving and signal processing 
units, whereas the installation aboard the aircraft is reduced on a relatively simple 
transmitter. 

For obvious reasons the trend in aviation will always be to keep the airborne 
equipment as compact as possible. 

* The contributions "Principles of Radio Location; Omega, Loran; Very High Frequency 
Omnidirectional Ranges; Distance Measuring Systems, TACAN" come 
from the book "Funksysteme für Ortung und Navigation und ihre Anwendung in der Ver- 
kehrssicherung" (Radio Systems for Location and Navigation and their Application in 
Traffic Control) by Ernst Kramar, editor, translated into English with permission of 
the publishing house Verlag Berliner Union / W. Kohlhammer GmbH, Stuttgart. 
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The radio coordinates of a vehicle measured with a radio system should coin- 
cide with the true position coordinates referred to the system. The definition of the 
radio coordinates is based on the assumption that the electromagnetic waves propagate 
without disturbance under free-space conditions. This assumption Is not always valid 
in the vicinity of the earth surface where the radio waves are subjected to various 
influencer as diffraction, refraction, absorption, different ground constants, fluc- 
tuations of the earth magnetic field and of the state of the various ionospheric layers 
as well as reflections by obstacles. These phenomena highly depend on the frequency. 
Reduction of such Interferences has been the objective in system development from the 
beginning of radio navigation. 

The frequencies employed range from about 10 kHz to over 10 GHz, i.e. a span of 
over 6 powers of ten. The propagation properties of radio waves over such a wide 
range are in every respect so different that their knowledge is of fundamental impor- 
tance in the design, planning and application of radio systems. Even the most sophis- 
ticated system cannot produce better results than the laws of propagation allow. 

In the following the basic systems will be discussed assuming ideal free-space 
propagation for simplicity.  It will be shown that the large number of radio systems 
that have come into operation in the course of many years are actually not more than 
modifications of a small number of basic principles. 

Then the most Important properties of electromagnetic waves will be summarized. 
Finally, methods for error reduction will be described, especially with reference to 
errors generated by multipath propagation and reflection by obstacles. 

2.  Basic Principles 

Radio navigation employs a small number of basic methods that are used in numer- 
ous modifications. Their operating principle consists in measuring specific quanti- 
ties t.-'at will now be described. 

Travel Time 

The signal (for Instance, a pulse) radiated from a source at the time t - 0 pro- 
pagates as a spherical wave with the velocity of light c and arrives at the destina- 
tion after having travelled a path r during the travel time t ■ r/c. The distance is 
computed from 

(a) measurement of the one-way travel time. This requires accurate knowledge of the 
instant when the signal is emitted. This is called a one-way method; 

(b) measurement of the round-trip travel time of the signal. Employed for the return 
trip of the signal are either active rlevices (transponders with known delay; DUE) 
or passive devices (reflecting objects; radar). These methods are called two- 
way methods. 

(The value for the propagation velocity  •  '   in a vacuum concluded inter- 
nationally is c - 299792.50 km/s.) 

Propagation Time Difference 

The travel time djiference between two signals transmitted from two points A and 
B is either measured simultaneously or with a known delay. The locus of equal time 
difference thus obtained is the revolution hyperboloid with the focal points A and B. 

The distance d is also called the base of the system.  An example for a travel 
time difference method is LORAN. 

Phase 

The distance can also be measured in multiples or fractions of the wavelength ^ . 
In this case, the travel time measurement can be substituted by phase measurement. 
One wavelength can be expressed in terms of 360° or 2 rt . This allows an extremely 
accurate distance measuring but the penalty is the ambiguity because the same phase 
angle is repeated after every wavelength X . To eliminate ambiguity, sometimes the 
travel time is used for coarse measurement and the phase for fine measurement. Of 
course, the envelope of the pulse employed for travel time measurement should be locked 
to the carrier RF used for the fine measurement. An example is LORAN-C. Coarse/fine 
methods may also be employed to remove ambiguity by first obtaining an unambiguous 
measurement with a larger wavelength and then fine measurement with a shorter wave- 
length. 

Phase Difference 

The most Important and most frequent application of the phase measurement is in 
the phase-difference method: 

The in-phase RF signals emitted by two radiating sources A and B arrive at a des- 

. .      - -■ —■ -- —'- -"*—*****mimimtiimämmtt 
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tlnatlon having the distance rA from A and the distance rg froa B with the phase dif- 
ference. 

As In the case of the travel time difference, the locus of equal phase difference 
(0 - const) Is the revolution hyperbolold, both radiators being positioned in the 
focal points. The hyperbolas can be substituted by their asymptotes for large dis- 
tances where rA and rß are large compared with the spacing d of the two radiators. 
The phase difference then obtained is where the solid angle formed by the base of 
both radiators and the straight line interconnecting the center of this base and the 
point of reception is. This term, or better its differential quotient illustrates 
that small changes of the bearing d^ result in large changes of the phase angle pro- 
vided that the base referred to the wavelength d/X is made large enough. 

As phase measurements do not require much effort, very accurate navigational data 
can be obtained even with simple equipments when using wide-base systems. It should 
also be noted that the phase gradient SE is greatest in the direction perpendicular 
to the base ( i) ■ 90°) and decreases a^ with r| by a sine law. 

To measure the phase difference, it is necessary to separately receive the sig- 
nals of A and 6 stations. To implement this separation, the signals are transmitted 
either in time sequence, the phase of the first signal being suitably stored (e.g. 
LORAN, OMEGA) or by different carrier frequencies that can be derived from a common 
fundamental frequency. In the latter case, phase measurement is obtained on a common 
reference frequency after frequency multiplication (example: DECCA).  (The systems 
here mentioned in parentheses are explained in chapter 5.) 

Phase-reference methods become ambiguous if the base exceeds one half of the 
wavelength of the frequency employed (reference frequency). This is so because the 
change of the propagation path by one full wavelength X causes the phase angle to 
shift another full 360°. This ambiguity can be resolved with a coarse measurement 
system and an additional measurement with a smaller base d or a larger reference wave- 
length (DECCA). The ambiguity can also be eliminated by combining travel time and 
phase measurement methods (e.g. LORAN-C). 

Amplitude 

The amplitude methods exploit the directivity of antennas or antenna arrays. The 
distribution of amplitudes in space results from the antenna radiation pattern of the 
individual antenna element and the group pattern of the antenna array. The properties 
of the group pattern are controlled by the geometric arrangement of the antenna ele- 
ments and by the amplitude and phase of the current in each element. 

Measuring of the amplitude alone does not give any indication on the bearing. 
Various methods are therefore used to derive the bearing data from the amplitude 
patterns: 

(a) detection of the minimum or maximum of a directional pattern by mechanical or 
electrical rotation or swiveling of the pattern. This method can be employed at 
the receiver or transmitter side (direction finders, radar, modern landing 
systems). The sharper the minimum or the smaller the beam width in the maximum, 
the greater is the angular resolution of the measuring system. 

(b) Physical or electrical rotation of a directional pattern with constant angular 
velocity. 

This results in an amplitude modulation of the transmitted or received RF carrier; 
the beai'ing Information is then contained in the phase of the amplitude-modulated 
signal. The phase angle is measured to a reference signal that is independent of 
the bearing. This is the principle of the rotating radio beacon (VOR, TACAN). 
In the case of a single-lobe pattern, the phase angle a of the modulation ex- 
actly corresponds to the bearing angle 0 ,  In a multi-lobe directional pattern 
with m lobes, however, a = m ■ ■& . The accuracy generally increases by the factor 
m (fine bearing), but at the expense of unambiguity (see Fig. l). 

Fig. 1 Rotation of a directional pattern 

(c) Intersection of two diagrams 

A simple method that is unsurpassed to this day is the keying of two patterns so 
that the oi.e supplies a short and the other one a long signal that interlace to 
form a continuous wave for a certain bearing. Any lag of perfect interlacing 
can be interpreted as a deviation to the left or to the right. This method is 
mainly used for guidance in a fixed direction (equisignal methods). 

^— ■ .■  -  —  -  - ■ ■        ■ ll^aMm 
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(d) Generation of bearing-dependent modulation-depth diagrams 

Here a first, modulated carrier pattern Is radiated in addition to a second, dif- 
ferent directional pattern that contains only the sideband frequencies of the mo- 
dulation. The superposition of both results in a bearing-dependent depth of mo- 
dulation. If the mirror inxig? of this method is employed for a second modulating 
frequency then the difference between the depths of modulation provides a useful 
measure for the left/right deviation from a fixed direction. This method is used, 
for instance, in the ILS or instrument-landing system. 

(e) Exploitation of a multi-lobe pattern generated from two radiators with large d/\ . 

Here the resulting field Is called the Interference field (Fig. 2). 

Pig. 2 Change in field distribution of an 
Interference field 

To resolve ambiguity, a coarse system with small d/ X  is used in addition to the 
fine system, with Intermediate staged (coarse/fJ.ne measurement) if required. 
Interferometers can be swiveled mechanically. Electrical swlveling is not fea- 
sible because the field distribution Is hyperbolic. However, the field pattern 
can be changed. In this case, the positions of maxima and minima will be changed, 
but not the symmetry axis of the pattern (Fig. 2). An example is the CONSOL 
method. In the case of non-rotatable, stationary Interferometers as used for 
surveying of satellite trajectories or in radio astronomy, the radiation from the 
satellite or the radio star is recorded and the minima or maxima encountered are 
analyzed. 

Frequency 

If a transmitter having the frequency f0 moves with the velocity v towards or 
away from an observer, the frequency fo received su'fers a doppler shift fD ■ + 
(fo/c)v. The doppler effect permits to derive the ground speed of an aircrafffrom the 
frequency shift between the radiation obliquely directed to the ground and that re- 
flected from the ground. 

The same principle may be used for bearing measurement: if  a radiator is moved 
along a straight line with the velocity v, a stationary observer having the angle y\ 
to the direction of motion will receive a frequency that is shifted by the amount 
fo.v.coa f) against the frequency of the radiator; in other words, it is bearing-depen- 
dlnt. In actual practice the radiator periodically moves along a path of finite length 
and the motion is electrically simulated (DOPPLER-ILS). Depending on how the measure- 
ment is evaluated, either frequency/frequency-deviation patterns or phase/phase-devia- 
tion patterns are used. 

If the radiator is allowed to move along a circular trajectory, a bearing-depen- 
dent frequency modulation is obtained. The bearing Information is contained in the 
modulation phase (DOPPLER-VOR). All methods operating with directional frequency 
pattern have the important feature of remaining unambiguous even when d/ X is large 
because there is no splitting into many lobes. 

Summary 

The description of the basic radio navigation metiods shows that the position 
coordinates can be obtained in various ways. The method employed for a special case 
will depend on technological feasibilities, operational and economic aspects, and user 
specifications. Involved are aspects as range coverage, number of simultaneous users 
(capacity), band-width, number of channels, information rate, monitoring and others. 

Propagation Problems 
i q An undisturbed propagation ' p  has been anticipated in the discussion of the 

basic principles. Undisturbed propagation means that the electromagnetic wave propa- 
gates from the source in all directions homogeneously, i.e. along straight lines with 
the velocity of light and constant polarisation. These conditions apply only to free 
space; on the surface of the earth and in the high-altitude atmosphere, however, dis- 
turbed conditions have to be expected. Almost any radio-navigation system has to take 
this fact into account. Not only the range, but also the accuracy is dictated by the 
laws and anomalies of the wave propagation. The large number of suggested, imple- 
mented and abandoned systems may be explained by the manifold efforts to provide use- 
ful position information and to Improve them. All these systems have been modifica- 
tions of the basic principles described. 

 ■... - -.-. . 
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Table 1 lists the frequency bands allocated for radio navigation and traffic con- 
trol services. The mos-c important properties of the various frequency groups will 
briefly be discussed in the following paragraphs in as much as they are significant 
for the performance of radio navigation systems. 

Table 1 Allocated Frequency Bands 

Frequency Band Radio Navigation Systems 

10-14 kHz 
70-130 kHz 
190-375 kHz 
255-415 kHz 
17^0-1950 kHz 
73.8-75.2 MHz 
108-118 MHz 
118-136 MHz 
150/400 MHz 
225-400 MHz 
328-335 MHz 
960-1215 MHz 
600 MHz, 1300 MHz, 2.8 GHi-,, 
10 GHz, 15.5 GHz, 38 GHz 

1540/1650 MHz 
1558-1636 
5.0-5.25 GHz 
15.4-15.6 GHz 
440 MHz, 1630 MHz, 4.3 GHz 
8.75-8.85 GHz 
13.25-13.4 GHz 

OMEGA 
DECCA (DECTRA), LORAN-C/D 
CONSOL 
aeronautical and maritime radio beacons 
LORAN-A 
aeronautical marker beacons 
ILS localizer, VOR, D-VOR 
direction finders, civil (communication) 
navigation satellite TRANSIT (NNSS) 
direction finders, military (communication) 
ILS glide path 
TACAN, DME, secondary radar 
various radar systems as surveyance, airborne 
and shipborne radar, weather radar, airfield 
radar 
Navigation satellite DIOSCURE 
future collision-avoidance systems (CAS) 

future landing systems 
radio altimeters 

Doppler navigator 

4Ttr ._ 
The free-space attenuation along a radio path r is a « lg -7;  dB if a Isotropie 

radiator is used with transmitter and receiver. The range therefore increases with 
the wavelength >  , assuming a defined ratio of transmitter-to-receiver power. For 
the radio link on the earth surface, the propagation laws are very complex. On the 
whole it may be said that the radio-location frequency employed should be the lower, 
the larger the area to be covered is, especially since the receiver sensitivity gene- 
rally decreases with the increasing frequency. A global range can only be achieved 
with very long waves (disregarding the short waves which are hardly suitable for lo- 
cation). Range problems have been widely discussed in the existing literature; special 
reference is made to the CCIR propagation characteristics ", 

The use of radio vaves for location presents less and less problems the more their 
characteristics resemble optical frequencies. Only the introduction of quasi-optical 
frequencies exceeding 30 MHz in the "thirties" has raised the classic methods to the 
level of modern radar technology. 

Let us start with the very long waves. 

Very-low Frequency  (VLF, 3-30 kHz). 

The propagation is conceived today as taking place in a waveguide having the shape of 
a spherical shell formed by the earth surface and the D layer of the ionosphere 
(height about 60 km). The attenuation and velocity of a wave propagating in a wave- 
guide depends on the waveguide dimensions for a certain wavemode and a given frequency. 
The effective height of the D layer depends, however, not only on the frequency, but 
on numerous other factors: time of the day, season, latitude, sun activity, and di- 
rection of propagation referred to the terrestrial magnetic field.  Significant is 
also the surface conductivity of the ground over land and over sea. The phase veloci- 
ty of the wave is thus ruled by a large number of Influences. The position-line cri- 
terion in this frequency range is usually the phase difference of two waves. These 
waves pr'pagate around the earth along completely different paths. Obviously useful 
results car. be expected only when the propagation phenomena are sufficiently known. 
This problem is solved by continuous monitoring and by using corrections for diurnal 
and seasonal forecasts of the propagation anomalies to be expected In the area con- 
cerned. Because atmospheric disturbances for very long waves are considerable, espe- 
cially in tropical territories, extremely powerful transmitters are required. 

Low Frequency 
Medium Frequency 

(LF 30-300 kHz) and 
(MF 30-3000 kHz). 

This frequency range la characterized by two wave components of quite different be- 
haviour that may interact: the groundwave and the skywave. 
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The groundwave Is the wave propagated along the surface of earth. The analysis 
starts from the limiting case of grazing incidence of a wave propagating in free at- 
mosphere; the phase of this wave is influenced by the complex refractive index of the 
ground. The wave is thus additionally attenuated and the phase delay is increased. 
Both effects depend on the ground constants (ground conductivity and dielectric con- 
stant) as well as on polarization. The attenuation is a minimum over sea and a maxi- 
mum above low-conductivity ground. Accordingly affected is the phase delay. The 
groundwave of this frequency range is actually highly suitable for accurate position 
measurements over medium distances (500-1000 km over ground, 1000-2000 km over sea, 
depending on the frequency); however, problems are encountered by the different pro- 
pagation properties over changing ground and transition from land to sea, especially 
when the base (spacing between the ground stations) is large and propagation takes 
place over different topography ground. Though even less than in the case of VLP, the 
atmospherics are still considerable in some regions. The skywave is the radiation 
reflected by the ionosphere.  Its field strength greatly fluctuates in daytime, but is 
only about one tenth of the strength at nighttime. Compared with the groundwave, the 
skywave is hardly noticeable in daytime up to distances of about 300 km as compared 
with the groundwave. In contrast, the groundwave is disturbed by the skywave in night- 
time even at distances of less than 100 km. The skywaves have single-hop and multi- 
hop reflections. Their quantities (amplitude, phase, travel time, polarization) are 
subjected to fluctuations. Without the groundwave, the skywave can be used for lo- 
cation purposes only to a limited extent and at reduced accuracy. For radio-location 
systems in this frequency range, the appearance of the skywave will reduce the useful 
range unless special measures are employed to process the groundwave signals before 
the skywave signals are received (e.g. pulses in LORAN). 

For these reasons (pure skywave), the short wave range (HF, 3-30 MHz) is not very 
useful for location purposes. Here no frequency is allocated. 

Very-high Frequency  (VHF, 30-300 MHz) 
Ultra-high Frequency (UHF, 300-3000 MHz) 
Super-high Frequency and higher (SHF, 3-30 GHz). 

In this frequency range the propagation is quasi-optical and the more so, the higher 
the frequency is. The useful range along the earth surface is quasi-optical assuming 
4/3 of the actual radius of earth in order to take into account the diffraction effect 
on the surface. The radiation will reach the area beyond the horizon by diffraction 
and refraction. The decrease of energy behind the horizon is the more rapid the 
higher the frequency is. For grazing incidence similar aspects apply as to the ground- 
wave in the long wave range (effects of ground cofi&tants and polarization).  No re- 
flection by the ionosphere takes place. 

The main field of application for these frequencies are in the space above the 
earth surface. The radiation from a source above ground has two components: a direct 
wave propagating Just as in free space and a wave reflected by the ground. Both are 
combined vectorally. Amplitude and phase of the reflected wave depend on the ground 
reflection coefficient and on the path difference. The amplitude and phase of the re- 
flection coefficient depend on the ground constants, the angle of incidence, and pola- 
rization 2 . The existence of the ground is thus the cause for the free-space radia- 
tion pattern of an antenna to be split into numerous lobes, the shapes of which depend 
on the height of the antenna and the other above mentioned factors. The field strength 
is therefore depending on the elevation angle; for a given elevation angle, however, 
it obeys the law of free-space propagation. An aircraft at great distance is gener- 
ally located on the slope of the first lobe; here the field-strength increases with 
the flight altitude over ground. For a given transmitter power and receiver sensitiv- 
ity, the range basically depends on the altitude of the observer.  The statement of a 
distance alone is therefore insufficient to specify the range of a system. The ground 
reflection is used in some methods, e.g. the ILS glide path, to obtain a measurable 
quantity that depends on the angle of elevation. However, problems may be encountered 
through irregularities of the ground, variable with time. The higher the frequency 
used, the greater is the risk of disturbing reflections because even small obstacles 
may have the dimension of several wavelengths. On the other hand, it is easier to 
apply methods in the higher frequency ranges suitable to avoid or reduce reflection 
disturbances, namely high directional patterns, short pulses, and wide-base methods. 

It should be noted that even these frequencies do not remain unaffected along 
their path through the atmosphere. Thus atmospheric layers may change in their dielec- 
tric constant and cause the beam direction to be bent. Finally, a rapid increase of 
absorption by fog, rain etc. 12» 13 has to be expected for frequencies exceeding 15 
GHz. 

A substantial advantage as compared with longer waves is the complete absence of 
atmospherics. Moreover, these frequencies have ranges highly suitable for radio com- 
munication with spacecraft because they penetrate the ionosphere. Hence, wide areas 
of the earth can be covered by satellites and large-area navigation can be performed 
at very high frequencies (navigation satellites). 

An important factor for propagation conditions is the polarization of the elec- 
tromagnetic wave. This polarization may be horizontal, vertical, or mixed-circular. 
The choice of polarization for a certain system will depend on the propagation con- 
ditions, the desired field distribution in space (antenna patterns), and problems in 
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the implementation of ground and airborne antennas.  Vertical polarization is primar- 
ily used for low frequencies, and various polarizations for high and very high fre- 
quencies. 

3.  Errors and Error Reduction Methods 

The surfaces in space where the quantities used for location are of constant value, 
are called position surfaces or radio position surfaces. 

When systems on the ground are used, the intersection of the earth surface with 
these position surfaces results in the position lines. Such position lines may be 
straight lines, circles, or hyperbolas.  Often the position lines are also called the 
radio coordinates. A feature particularly important for the user of a radio location 
system is the magnitude of the error resulting from measuring on a position surface. 

In the case of a stationary observer, two major error sources can be identified: 
equipment errors and errors caused by non-ideal propagation conditions (anomalies, re- 
flections). 

Equipment errors are g 
components (antenna, recei 
art. For a given magnitud 
nation of a position surfa 
in space (i.e. on the grad 
equipment errors dstermine 
fines the lowest limit whe 
If the equipment error is 
can be improved only by in 
ity, higher number of inte 

enerated by non-ideal technological properties of the system 
ver, processors); they greatly depend on the state of the 
e of the equipment error, the error affecting the determi- 
ce will depend on the change of the field quantity measured 
lent of the field quantity).  For a given gradient, the 
the limiting accuracy aptly called the resolution. It de- 

re a system can discriminate between two position surfaces, 
a minimum according to the state of the art, the resolution 
creasing the field quantity gradient, i.e. higher directiv- 
rference lines, shorter pulses and increased frequency shift. 

Additional errors in the position surfaces determination are caused by the non- 
ideal propagation conditions.  Trie magnitude of these errors greatly depends on the 
method employed. The user of a radio-location system is now interested in the overall 
error he has to consider in position surface determination.  If radio-ccordinates are 
derived from two or more position surface lines, the error of the position-fix can be 
determined. 

The overalj error should be determined with great care and observing certain pre- 
requisites.  All errors may be composed of systematical (i.e. constant) errors and 
statistical errors.  If a spread is specified (generally the ö-value of the gaussian 
distribution) this can refer only to the statistical components.  In the true sense of 
the laws of statistics it is impermissible to derive a cr-value from a single (or few) 
error diagrams (e.g. difference between theoretical and measured values along a test 
circle around the system).  Furthermore, measurements have to be obtained from a suf- 
ficient number of installations, sitings and in various distances, flight altitudes, 
etc.  Since such measurements are extremely expensive and time-consuming, the attempt 
is often made to compute the cr-value from many individual measurements on subunits. 
If this is not feasible, an error-statement at most can be made which is valid for 
only one installation and only under the prevailing conditions.  Under these aspects 
all accuracy statements for a radio location system have to be subjected to a critical 
review.  In most cases, a reliable value can be stated only after a lengthy system 
operation time period. 

Systematical errors may be corrected to a certain degree with the aid of special 
tables or charts, provided that the correction values are secured by sufficiently ex- 
tended observations throughout the time and area in question.  Inasmuch as this is 
possible, the errors determined by a stationary monitor can be radioed to the users in 
this area. 

A special source of errors is the multipath propagation.  It appears at low fre- 
quencies when the skywave signals are superimposed over the groundwave signals. At 
higher frequencies;, it is generated by reflections from the ground, mountains, build- 
ings, vehicles, etc.  The disturbing effects caused by multipath propagation are un- 
fortunately conspicuous in this frequency range (which is highly suitable for navi- 
gation) because even small obstacles have the dimension of several wavelengths and 
will therefore act as intensive reflectors.  The direct signal is then superimposed 
by spurious signals coming from various directions, signals which contain wrong in- 
formation, other delay times, other amplitude and other phases.  The resulting loca- 
ting data can thus be distorted or even be unusable. The following measures can be 
applied to reduce errors of this type: 

Avoid obstacle illumination 

This method can be implemented by high directivity transmitter or receiver anten- 
na patterns so that obstacles are not or only partly illuminated by the radiation. In 
addition, the installation site can be selected so that the number of obstacles in the 
vicinity of the system is low. Even the surrounding terrain can be prepared according- 
ly (e.g. ILS). 

 ■   .           -- - ■ _J 
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Use of short pulses 

Tne reflected signals travel a detour path,i.e. they arrive at the point of des- 
tination later than the direct signal.  If very short pulses or only their leading 
edges are evaluated the disturbing pulses do not affect the result.  This principle 
may also be applied to all quantities; it is primarily employed for travel time or 
pnase measurements. 

Use of wide-base systems 

Wide-base systems designate a system with a high ratio of aperture to wavelength 
d/X .  Under the usual condition that reflected signals are weaker than the direct 
signal, it can be shown that an extended base d/A result in a substantial error re- 
duction.  The wide-base principle is applicable to all information carriers (ampli- 
tude, phase, frequency). A comparison of different systems is only possible on the 
basis of complex error formulas.  It can be shown that all relevant formulas for the 
error analysis comprise always the term d/\      . Typical wide-base systems are CONSOL, 
DECCA, DOPPLER-VOR, direction finders 16. 

Averaging 

An error due to multipath propagation is in itself stationary, i.e. it does not 
change as long as the geometric constellation system/obstacle/vehicle remains un- 
changed. For a moving obstacle or vehicle, nowever, both the amount and the sense of 
the error will change. The speed of error fluctuation varies with the  geometric con- 
stellation change referred to the wavelength.  If ♦■he change is rapid enough, a signi- 
ficant error reduction can be achieved by averaging. Care should be taken to adapt 
the averaging period of time to the vehicle's speed. 

These methods can be implemented with a particularly high effect for the higher 
frequencies.  It is only in this range that high directional radiation patterns can be 
obtained, that wide-base systems have practicable geometric dimensions, that suffi- 
cient bandwidth is available for short pulses, and that the geometric configuration 
referred to the wavelength varies quickly enough.  In some casos it is of advantage to 
combine several of the above .mentioned methods, e.g.   to  use directicna. antennas for 
wide-base systems. 

Development Trends 

The import 
development of 
carriers with a 
fine the object 
types in rapid 
have resulted. 
The primary obj 
landing; more p 
traffic control 

ance of radio navigation is undisputable even for the futur 
radio location systems normally follows the development of 
certain lag that is indispensable to identify the problems 

ives. In aviation, for instance, the introduction of novel 
succession, combined with an enormous increase of the traff 
among others, in a gradual obsolescence of existing navigat 
ectives of development today are: radio guidance for fully 
owerful radio systems for en route and area navigation and 
(ATC); systems for an effective collision avoidance. 

e.  The de- 
the traffic 
and to de- 
aircraft 

ic density 
ion systems. 
automatic 

for air- 

The wide field of application of radio systems for en route navigation employing 
navigation computers and a network or navigation systems will permit flying any course 
and high-precision area navigation. 

The development of one-way distance-measuring methods on the basis of the trans- 
mission of pulses synchronized with extreme accuracy and individually associated to 
time will permit collision avoidance by measuring mutual distances and their changes 
for a large number of aircraft. 

Finally, efforts will be needed to reduce the steadily increasing number of air- 
borne units and to integrate as many functions as possible in a single equipment. 
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Preceding page blank 

DESCRIPTION OF SOME NAVAIDS 

The radio navigation systems described in the following chapters deliver radio coordinates 
derived from special transmitting NAVAIDS which enable the aircraft to find its location by 
airborne receives and processors, independently of headings: 

(A) - Long Distance Aids 

(B) - Medium Distance Aids 
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(A) LONG DISTANCE AIDS 

(OMEGA, LORAN) 

b> 

Walter Stanner, Scientific Advisor 
Standard Elektrik Lorenz, AG 

Stuttgart, Germany 

Suaaary 

The ground-based long distance aids Omega and Loran provide the user with posi- 
tion data by the hyperbolic principle. Desirable are ranges up to 10,000 km, i.e. one 
quarter of the circumference of earth. This objective determines the frequency, modu- 
lation methods and transmitting powers of the ground stations. Recently, additional 
to the described aids, a VLF Radio Navigation System appears which employs highly 
stable transmitters in the lo ... 25 kHz band for precise one-way distance measure- 
ments (Interavia 7/197A). 

1.  Introduction 

It has been found that powerful transmitters in the VLF and LF ranges are best 
used considering the present state of the art and the international frequency allo- 
cation. These transmitters radiate position signals In such a way that the user can 
fix his position after the hyperbolic principle.  In this procedure, the line of po- 
sition is the locus of equal distance differences to a pair of transmitters, this 
locus being a hyperbola. The locations of the ground transmitters of such hyperbolic 
system are the focal points of a family of hyperbolas. In the cases of the hyper- 
bolic systems Omega and Loran here described, not only one pair of transmitters, but 
up to 8 ground stations are linked in their functions for radiation of position sig- 
nals in time and frequency multiplex. The user can then determine through his air- 
borne receiver several lines of position, the intersection of which indicates the po- 
sition wanted. Here airborne computers are becoming more and more important. 

Although even more complex mathematical functions are Involved in long-distance 
navigation because of the curvature of earth, the following paragraphs will be con- 
cerned with hyperbolic lines of position for the sake of simplicity. For position 
fixing, only a small number of the limitless quantity of loci are used in actual prac- 
tice; the relationship between measurements and geographic data is provided in the 
form of tables. In addition, the competent authorities provide suitably prepared navi- 
gation charts. The sections of hyperbolas there printed are identified by numbers. 
It is these numbers (propagation delay differences) that the user reads from his air- 
borne equipment. It should also be noted that the locus takes the shape of a straight 
line on the interconnecting base line between both transmitters and in the lateral ex- 
tensions. When the base lines are very short or the distances are very large, the 
hyperbolas can frequently be replaced by their asymptotes. The phenomenon is utilized 
in the CONSOL method. 

Pig, 1 DELTA and WYE arrangement 
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The solid hyperbolas correspond to the delta arrangement of the 
transmitters M, Sx and Sy. The transmitter S^ completes the 
wye arrangement. 

Fig. 1 shows an example for the arrangement of a chain of transmitters In the 
hyperbolic system. The master transmitter M Is In the center of the navigation area. 
It is surrounded In wye shape by the slave transmitters Sx, Sy and S^. Because of the 
satisfactory area of coverage, the slave transmitters are usually arranged in the form 
of an equilateral triangle. However, certain objectives or geographic conditions may 
result in other transmitter configurations •» 2, 3, **. 

In hyperbolic navigation, the user has a purely passive function. He does not 
transmit any signal for position fixing. This property Is of importance especially 
for military missions because the user does not reveal his position to the enemy. 
This method is also never saturated, that is, the number of users is virtually unlimi- 
ted. The costs for the range and the accuracy can largely be concentrated in the 
ground stations of the system. Here, however, considerable costs have to be faced for 
the sites, buildings. Installations, maintenance and guarding personnel. 

The airborne units are usually required in large quantities and standardized de- 
sign. Therefore, their costs estimate is relatively modest. The latest models are 
primarily solid-state versions. They feature high reliability in operation (MTBF); 
compared with earlier designs, they display not only better navigational performance, 
but also lower volumes, weights and power consumption. 

The airborne receiver analyzes the delay differences of the signals from the in- 
dividual ground transmitters. This problem can be solved by pulse-delay measurements 
with the aid of delay networks (LORAN A), by phase measurements (OMEGA, DECCA) or by 
a combination of both measuring methods (LORAN C). Some sophistication is needed to 
properly associate measurements with position.  In particular, the individual trans- 
mitters of a chain should be identifiable even though they are using the same carrier 
frequency. 

2.  Omega 

The transmitters of the Omega system radiate their position data in the VLF range. 
Most of the users are ships; however, a sufficient field strength of the position sig- 
nals may also be expected up to a diving depth of 13 m (50 ft). 

The propagation of Omega signals is best described with the model of two spheri- 
cal shells forming the boundaries of a wave guide "» 7. One of the boundaries is the 
surface of earth and the other is the D layer of the ionosphere about 70 km above 
ground. In the space enclosed by these two boundaries, a number of modes can be set 
up and these modes may interfere with each other. Careful investigations of propa- 
gation have shown that only a carrier frequency of about 10 kHz is useful for long- 
distance navigation. For this reason, the frequency of 10.2 kHz was selected for the 
Omega master carrier. 

In 1966, the first transmitters of the Omega system started trial operations.  In 
1968 everybody was convinced that all expectations can be met and plans for the con- 
struction of a total of 8 ground transmitters were implemented for worldwide coverage. 
Table 2 lists the locations and states of the individual ground transmitters 5, 6, 7. 

Table 1 

Station 
chain Country Objectives planned or met 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

Norway 
Trinidad 
Hawaii 
USA 
Madagascar 
Argentine 
Australia 
Japan 

ERP increase from 2 to 10 kW (1974) 
Equipment Substitution (Operable 1975 
Equipment Substitution (Operable 197A 
Relocation of Transmitter,  ERP 10 kW (1972) 
Construction Phase (1975) 
In Planning Stage (Op.  1975) 
(Op.  1975) 
Under Construction (Op.  197A) 

ERP - Effective Radiated Power 

As may be seen from Table 1, only four ground transmitters were in operation on 
the northern hemisphere, partly with reduced radiation power, in 1974. The full oper- 
abllity of the Omega system with worldwide coverage could not be expected before 1975. 
Fig. 2 shows the locations of the 8 ground transmitters on the globe; shown are also 
the LORAN chains discussed later. 
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Fig. 2 Distribution of LORAN C and Omega stations on the earth. 
The existing LORAN C transmitters are Identified as black 
dots, the existing Omega transmitters as double circles 
and the letters A, B, C and D. The asterisks Indicate 
planned Omega stations. 

The Omega signals permit the user to fix his position by the phase measurement 
principle: since the signals from the transmitters arrive In a sequence, the first 
signal has to be stored In the receiver for phase measuring against the second signal. 
This Is usually accomplishod by synchronizing a highly stable oscillator. 

The master carrier for the phase comparison has the frequency fi ■ 10.20 KHZ. 
This frequency corresponds to a lane width of 6 nautical miles (nm) or 14.7 km on the 
base line of two ground transmitters. The resulting ambiguity of Omega positioning 
can generally be eliminated by other navigational means, e.g. dead reckoning or astro- 
navigation. However, even the Omega system Itself offers the user a possibility for 
coarse position fixing. For this purpose, the two subcarriers £2 ■ 13*60 kHz and 
fj  - 11.33 kHz are radiated. In the airborne receiver, the following difference fre- 
quencies are therefrom obtained: 

f1 " f1/3 

f3-f1 ■1/9 

3.^0 kHz lane width 24 nm 

- 1.13 kHz lane width 72 nm 

Thus the lane width is always increased by the factor 3 and will in almost all 
cases permit unambiguous association of the lanes. 

Under discussion are also suggestions to extend the information content of the 
position signals by additional frequencies °. 

The carriers f^, fp, and f* are identical for all ground transmitters of the 
Omega system. For unambiguous identification of the signals fiom these transmitters 
in the airborne unit, the signals have to be radiated in a unique sequence by time 
sharing. For this purpose, a signal scheme with a cycle of exactly 10.0 sec has been 
chosen. This cycle is broken down in working intervals of 0.9 to 1.2 sec. Provided 
between the working intervals are idle Intervals of 0.2 sec each with a total of 1.6 
sec. Table 3 shows the exact Omega signal format. It shows that the ground trans- 
mitter A in Norway (see Fig. 2) radiates the master carrier fi in the first working 
interval of 0.9 sec. During the same Interval, the ground transmitter 0 in Australia 
will radiate the subcarrier tj  and the ground transmitter H in Japan the subcarrler 
f2. The user may make use, for phase measurements, of the hyperbolic lines of posi- 
tion associated with the stations A, H, and G. After this interval of 0.9 sec follows 
an idle Interval of 0.2 sec (not shown in the Table 2) during which all position sig- 
nals may decay and build-up. This scheme provides an information repetition rate of 
10.0 sec which is fully satisfactory for marine use. 

The radiation of the position signals is strictly linked to the universal time 
UTC-2. Thus synchronization is enforced In all 8 ground transmitters many thousand 
kilometers apart. Transmitter A starts with the carrier fi at 00.00 hours UTC-2 with 
the positive-going passage through zero of Its oscillation, initiating the sequence 
of Table 2 that is then constantly recycled. 
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Table 2 Signal Scheae of the Onega Transaltters 

Duration of the individual transmitter working 
Ground tranaalttera Intervals in  seconds) . 

0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.1 0.9 1.2 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 j 

ground transmitter A (Norway) f1 f? f1 f1 f? f3 
ground transmitter B (Trinidad) f1 f? '3 f1 f? 

f1  1 
ground transmitter C (Hawaii) f1 h f3 f1 f?  1 
ground transmitter D (USA) f1 h ^ f1   I 
ground transmitter E (Madagascar) fl f? f3 
ground transmitter F (Argentine) I f1 f? «3 
ground transmitter G (Australia) ^ f1 f? '3 
ground transmitter H (Japan) f2 f5 

fl f2 f3 

Radiated frequencies Ground transmitters employed for navigation 

carrier f1 A B C D E F G H A B C D  I 
carrier f2 H A B C D E F G H A B C 

carrier f. G H A B C D E F G K A B 

Known is also a wide-range navigation system similar to Omega with transmitters 
in USSR. Here the carrier frequencies are 

f1 - 11.905 kHz, f2 - 12.649 kHz, t^  - 14.881 kHz. 

One cvcle takes only 3.6 sec. This rapid data-repetition rate is valuable for avia- 
tion V. 

As to the range of the Omega system for worldwide coverage with position data, 
reliable reception for 3 lines of position can be expected at any point of the earth 
surface. Because of the magnetic field of earth, the maximum distances depend on the 
direction of propagation. The following values are known '« N and S: 8,100 nm; 
W-E: 11,300 nm; E-W: 4,900 nm. 

The accuracy of the Omega signals is greatly influenced by the diurnal and sea- 
sonal variations of the phase velocity. These variations can be predicted rather 
accurate] y for a given user position. They are made available to the user in the 
form of correction tables. Table 3 examplifies the structure and content of this im- 
portant aid 6, 7. The unit of correction is one hundredth of one cycle (1 centicycle) 
of 10,2 kHz. The tables contain these sky wave corrections (SWC) for each full hour 
of the day and for every 13 days. Finally, a sequence of tables presents longitudes 
and latitudes spaced by 4°. The figures of the correction table are indicated with re- 
versed signs by the Omega indicators for correction. 

Table 3 Examples for correction tables after Swanson (SWC) to improve the 
Omega position accuracy 

Position of the observer: 0.0   68.0 west 
Transmitter received:    ground transmitter D 

Date 

Jan. 1-15 

Mar. 1-15 

May 1-15 

July 1-15 

Time of the day   (Greenwich Medium Time) 

i  00 01 - j 03 04  05 06 07 3« 04 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 IS 19 20 21 22  23  24 

—>6 -56 -56 -56 -56 -56 -56 -56 -56 -56 -56 -32 -6-1-1  1  2 2 2 1 -1 -4 -7 -54 -56 

—56 -56 -56 -5f, . 56 -56 -56 -56 -56 -56 -56 -13 _7 -3 0 2 4 4 4 2 -1 -4 -8 -17 -56 

-50 -56 -56 -56 -56 -56 -56 -56 -56 -56 —19 

-14 

-8 -4 -1  2  5 6 6 5 3  1 -3 -7 -12 -50 

-36 -56 -56 - 56 -56 -56 -56 -56 -56 - S6 -2  0  2  4  5 6 6 6 5  3 1 -1 -3 -3(> 

The numerical values of the table in centicycles ( about 10" sec) are true 
for the master carrier of 10.2 kHz. 
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In a limited area of navigation, the accuracy of the Onega position fixing can 
he improved with the aid of a monitor station. The latter will currently check the 
measurements at a known measuring location, determine the instantaneous optimum cor- 
rection values, and pass these in a suitable way (usually through VHF) to the users 
in this area. This procedure is called Differential Omega. The correction values 
can be passed on in any feasible way, e.g. by radio, telephony, transmission of test 
tones, etc. 6. 

The system accuracy thus depends especially on propagation of conditions. If 
sufficient time is available for position fixing as on ships, then an accuracy better 
than 1 nm can be achieved by correction values and combination of different measure- 
ments. Generally errors between 0.5 and 1 nm will have to be expected in daytime and 
doubled values in nighttime. The following rule of thumb applies to most cases ', 
RCEP " 0"12 o0 where RCEp is the probable error-circuit radius in nm and dt is the 
difference in time in yus (all hundredth of the lane width at 10 kHz). (CEP - Circu- 

lar Error Probability.) 

The Omega accuracy can b« summarized  under three conditions (Table 4): 

(a) As differential Omega; relative and reproducible. 

(b) By returning of the starting point within one month and the same hour of the day; 
reproducible. 

(c) Using the previously computed corrections for the hour of the day, season of the 
year, and propagation path; predictable. 

Table 4 Summary of Omega accuracy 

Time 

Condition (A) 

S          CEF 
%          nm 

Condition (B) 

S          CEP 
%         nm 

Condition (C) 

S          CEP 
%         nm 

daytime 
nighttime 
transition 

1-3    0.12-0.36 
1-3    0.12-0.36 
1-3    0.12-0.36 

5.2        0.62 
6.0        0.27 
6.5        0.78 

6.7        0.8 
8.1        0.97 

10.8        1.3 

S - Spacing between lanes 

Transmitters and receivers 

Apart from the propagation conditions, the accuracy of Omega position signals 
primarily depends on the frequency and phase stability of the individual gr.rnd trans- 
mitters. The necessary stability of these values is achieved by using in each ground 
transmitter 4 cesiuir -torn frequency standards and by according one transmitter the 
function of a master transmitter that is to phase-synchronize the other transmitters. 

The carrier frequencies are generated in the frequency synthesizer in four inde- 
pendent channels that are continuously compared with each other. The carrier fre- 
quencies are then passed through the power stages and a power of about 130 kW is avail- 
able across the transmitter output. The ground transmitters have the AN designation 
FRT-88, the associated control units have the AN designation FRN-30 (F - fixed ground, 
R - radio, N ■ navigational aids, T » transmitting). 

To achieve a tolerable antenna efficiency, large-dimension transmitting antennas 
are required for the Omega ground stations. Where geographic conditions permit, 
valleys with suitable slopes are preferred for radiator element mounting. The ground 
transmitter in Japan, however, will receive a 450 m high radiator. Its upper end will 
carry 16 radial wires. Buried in the ground are 90 wires, each 200 m long. The vol- 
tage at the insulator base will have 170 kV. 

Because of the very low bandwidth of about 20 Hz, all ground transmitters have to 
change over the tuning of their antennas for each of the 3 carrier frequencies by auto- 
matic means; finetunlng means compensate for the effects of wind and weather. The 
effective radiated power (ERP) of the Omega system is only 10 kW in spite of the cost- 
ly antenna system b. 

A number of receivers is offered for the analysis of the Omega signals. The 
prices fluctuate considerably depending on whether the user wants a simple, fully auto- 
matic operation or wants to invest his own efforts for operation and analysis. The 
circuit designers are also offering rather different solutions. Generally the Omega 
carriers pass through an amplifier and a filter stage and are then translated into the 
low-frequency range of 1000 Hz. In the course of further amplification, the bandwidth 
is narrowed down to about 50 Hz. Some designers eliminate the frequency translation 
and employ tuned RF receivers. In almost any case the Omega signals are processed by 
integrated circuits with control and tracking devices. Since the signals from the in- 
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dividual ground transmitters are radiated at different times In accordance with Table 
2 and have different propagation paths depending on the user's position, the receiver 
should feature storage means for subsequent analysis of the phase difference. This Is 
usually accomplished by digital circuits 6-10, AS useful position signals have to be 
expected from A ground transmitters, the corresponding circuits should be available In 
quadruplicate. Widely used are digital control circuits of Type II (veloclty/zero- 
error control circuits). 

Some known models of airborne units are: CMA-723 arid CMA-719 by Canadian Marconi 
Co., AN/ARN-99 by Northrop Corp., ORN-101 by Lltcom, M2 and MN by Sercel. 

Mounting of antennas on ships usually presents no problem. In the case of air- 
craft, difficulties are frequently encountered because disturbing harmonics of the 
400-Hz airborne power supply are picked up. A remedy consists in mounting two crossed 
iron- air colls in a suitable location to form the antenna °. 

3.  LORAN A 

LORAN is an acronym for the field of application (Long Range Navigation). The 
origins of this navigational aid reach back Into the year 19^1. Then a rapidly oper- 
ational long range navigation system was wanted for the allied air forces and navies. 
Selected was a hyperbolic system in the 2-MHz region. Systematic investigations of 
propagation had shown that both large ranges and satisfactory accuracy for pulse-mo- 
dulated position signals could be expected in this frequency region considering the 
state of the art. The decision was probably controlled by the findings that the re- 
flecting ionosphere layer has an unexpectedly stable altitude of 100 + 2.5 km in 
nighttime so that the sky-wave propagation, too, could be exploited for position 
fixing 12. Soon trial operations with 100 kW transmitters were started on the Bermu- 
das. The results were uncommonly encouraging and the system was therefore promoted. 
In spring 19^3, the first LORAN chain resumed continuous operation. The meantime 
running production by the US industry soon yielded the necessary quantities of ground 
and airborne equipment units. By the end of World War II, 70 transmitters were in 
operation and about 50,000 airborne and 5,000 shipborne receivers had been delivered 

Meantime 81 transmitters radiate position signals in the LORAN A format. For the 
k7  transmitters served by US personnel, $ 250,000 per ground transmitter are required. 
These transmitters provide a coverage along all coasts of USA. The operating costs 
of the whole system will amount to $ 600 million during the next 30 years according to 
present estimates 10, The basic configuration of LORAN A is a pair of transmitters 
with cooperating functions, the master transmitter M and the master-synchronized slave 
transmitter S. Under the pressure of wa' LORAN A was rapidly Implemented without the 
delta or wye arrangement of Fig. 1 that v...s later found so useful. Rather, the indi- 
vidual pairs of transmitters were roughly installed along the most important coasts 
and Islands. 

The lines interconnecting the master transmitter M and the slave transmitters 
(Sx, Sy and Sz in Fig. l) are called the bases of a hjperbolic system. Their length 
greatly depends on the frequencies chosen and the mission of the system. In LORAN A, 
initially called the Standard LORAN, the base lines are usually several hundred kilo- 
meters long, tnus reliably providing sufficient field strength of the ground wave to 
synchronize the slave transmitter. 

For special missions of the allied air fleets over Central Europe, a modification 
of the Standard LORAN was in use: the Skywave Synchronized Loren System (SS LORAN). 
Here the base lines are over 2000 km long. Synchronization between master and slave 
transmitters could be achieved only with the aid of the sky-wave propagation. This 
method was abandoned after the war '*, 

The ground transmitters of LORAN A are dimensioned for a pulse power of 100 kW. 
However, more powerful output stages have also been developed. The pulse duration of 
LORAN A is 45 >us , measured between the half-amplitude points ^; the rise and fall 
times are 10 ^s each. The following operating channels were selected as carriers of 
the positions signals in LORAN A:  1,950 kH; In channel I; 1,850 kHz in channel II; 
1,900 kHz in channel III; and 1,750 kHz in chrinel IV, Primarily the channels I and 
II were allocated to the transmitters.  In eacn channel, a substantial number of 
ground transmitters operate with different pulse frequencies.  In the airborne equip- 
ment, the individual pairs of transmitters and again the master and the slave trans- 
mitter of each pair have to be identified easily and uniquely. This problem was 
solved very elegantly. To separate the M from the S pulses, the latter follow with an 
adjustable time offset. This time offset is chosen so that the S pulses are released 
not before the M synchronizing pulses are released, thus eliminating the ambiguity of 
the delay measurement referred to the perpendicular to the center of the base line; 
on the other hand, the S pulses ere radiated with another delay by about one half of 
the pulse repetition time so that a two-trace reading as shown in Fig. 3 is obtained. 
The M and S pulsea thus have exactly identical pulse repetition frequencies and are 
strictly synchronized; however, they are radiated with a controlled time offset. 

  tmt^m mmmtm 
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Fig. 3 Principles of the LORAN A analyzing circuits. 

SS-0 100.0 ma SL-0 80.0 ms SH-0 60,0 ms 
S-0 50.0 ms L-0 40.0 ms H-0 30.0 ms 

Further subdivision and a resulting increase of the number of channels is ob- 
taines by inserting idle intervals of 0.1 ms in the pulse sequence. These additional 
pulse sequences are identified by the numerals 1 through 7. From the definition it 
follows that the sequence of the individual pulses in time is exactly fixed, but the 
pulse-sequence frequencies are fractions. Table 5 shows these relationships. For 
the LORAN C transmitters operating in the North Atlantic, for instance, the code SL-7 
means a super-position of pulses separated by 79.3 ms, which corresponds to a pulse 
repetition frequency of 12 39/64 Hz. 

Table 5    Relationship between pulse separations, pulse frequencies, and the 
corresponding codes in LORAN charts and LORAN tables 

1 

Code 

2 

Sepa- 
ration 
in ms 

3 

Fre- 
quency 
in Hz 

Code 

5 

Sepa- 
ration 
in ms 

6 

Fre- 
quency 
in Hz 

7 

Code 

8 
Sepa- 
ration 
in ms 

9 

Fre- 
quency 
in Hz 

SL 0 80,0 12 1/2 L 0 40,0 H 0 30,0 33 3 9 

SL 1 79,9 12  33/,(14 39.9 25  1/16 H 1 29,9 33 4/9 

SL 2 79,8 12  34 64 39,8 25  i 16 H 2 29,8 33 59 

SL 3 79,7 12 3'. 64 39,7 25 3'16 H 3 29,7 33 6/9 

SL 4 79,6 1: 36 64 39,6 25 4/ 6 H 4 29,6 33 7/9 

SL 5 79,5 12  37/64 39,5 25 5/ 6 H 5 29,5 33 8'9 

SL 6 79,4 12 38.64 39,4 25 &' 6 H 6 29,4 34 

SL 7 79.) 12 39 64 L 7 39,3 25 7/ 6 H 7 29,3 34  1/9 

Knowledge of the structure of the individual Loran pulse frequencies facilitates 
understanding of the functional interworking between the LORAN receiver and the indi- 
cator. Here the delay difference has to be derived from the staggered reception of M 
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and S pulses; this difference corresponds to the path difference. Fig. 3 shows the 
measuring principle up*d for this purpose. For the sake of simplicity, all events are 
represented for a pulse-repetltlon frequency of 25.0 Hz, corresponding to pulse se- 
parations of 40.0 ms (code LO). 

The adjusting and measuring functions are Just the sane for the other pulse-re- 
petltlon frequencies. Experience showed that the versatility of LORAN could best be 
used with the aid of a CRO display unit. A double trace Is written on the CRO screen. 
When the receiving station Is properly adjusted, the M pulse appearing across the re- 
ceiver output is Indicated as a small pedestal at the beginning of the upper trace 
(Fig. 3). The subsequently received S pulse is offset by the time tb + tc where tb 
corresponds to the propagation time along the base line while the delay tc is chosen 
so that the S pulse is displayed in the second, lower trace of the CRO at each point 
of reception within the hyperbolic field. In the simplest case, th + tc Is the half 
of the pulse separation time of the M transmitter. In our example 20 ms. The sweep 
frequency corresponding to the pulse frequency is adjusted on the CRO in compliance 
with the table data or navigation charts and manually adjusted until the pulses remain 
stationary. The sweep voltage is derived from a crystal oscillator having the fre- 
quency of 100 kHz; the sweep voltage has a stability that is fully satisfactory for 
the operation. From the sweep stage in Fig. 3 the sweep voltage Is applied to the ho- 
rizontal-deflection plates.  In our example, it has the frequency of 50.0 Hz because 
while the two LORAN pulses are repeated with a separation of 40.0 ms, the CRO beam has 
to be deflected across the screen every 20.0 ms per trace (including retrace). More- 
over, a square-wave voltage In synchronism with the row tracing should raise the beam 
to the M trace and lower it to the S trace (voltage from the stage "double row N, S" 
is applied to the vertical deflection plates). 

The CRO screen has the function of a memory in this measuring method. Because of 
the phosphor afterglow, both pulses appear for the observer at the same time they are 
also received and written in succession. The length of the trace corresponding to the 
separation of the two pulses is a measure for the difference in propagation time, or 
the time difference (Fig. 4). The measuring procedure for this difference requires 
the observer to place an adjustable pedestal under the M and S pulse, respectively, so 
that the M and S pulses appear seated on the initiation of the pedestal (Fig. 4a). 

Fig. 4 LORAN A Measuring Procedure 

These pedestals with the M and S pulses are now expanded as shown by the dashed 
lines so that the M and S pulses are expanded too (Fig. 4b). Now the squpre-wav« 
voltage for the double trace is switched off and the M and S pulses are written In one 
trace only (Fig. 4c). The leading edges of both pulses are made to coiucide. Ja older 
equipment units, the time difference corresponding to this shift had to be determined 
by a separate measuring procedure ("markers" in Fig. 3).  In modem equipment, the de- 
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lay time Is measured with a calibrated, variable delay network. 

Suitable planning of  the carrier and puls, frequency distribution largely avoids 
the interference of pulses frou neighbouring pairs of transmitters in the delay align- 
ment. Interfering pulse sequences that might be displayed on the screen will run across 
the screen because of their different pulse frequencies and hardly disturb the analy- 
sis of the stationary pulses. 

The latest equipment models offer numerous simplifications of operation. In par- 
ticular, the individual circuits are adjusted only once and by automatic means there- 
after. Finally, the receivers are designed so that they can receive not only LORAN A 
pulses, but also LORAN C pulses.  The price of older units was about 1000 dollars, 
that for modern units is up to 10,000 dollars. 

The range is very different depending on whether propagation over land or sea is 
involved, daytime or nighttime conditions apply, ground waves or sky waves are used. 
The ground wave over the sea has a range of about 700 to 800 nm in daytime, bit only 
450 nm in nighttime. The sky wave over sea yields ranges up to 1500 nm. Over land 
and in daytime, the ground wave has useful field strengths between 200 and 300 nm, at 
night with the sky wave similar conditions as over sea '» '*t  1*. 

In 93% of all cases, a value of 0.2 to 0.696 of the observer distance from center 
of the base line of the LORAN A transmitters is quoted as the accuracy in determining 
a line of position,  In generalized form, an accuracy of 1 to 3 nm can be quoted '»I". 

U.      LORAN C 

The LORAN A system aided the allied air force and navy; however, several disad- 
vantages could not be overlooked, especially uncertainties by ionosphere propagation 
in the 2-MHz region. Therefore, better solutions were wanted even during World War II 
and it was believed they could be found in the frequency region around 180 kHz. In 
19^4, orders for experimental systems were Issued, but upon completion of WW II all 
work was discontinued 13, 

In the subsequent years, the US air force still demanded a long-wave LORAN system. 
During extensive experiments in the Arctic, experience on long-wave propagation was 
gathered from 19^6 to 1948 and efforts were made to separate the ground wave from the 
sky wave in the receivers.  Yielding to the pressure of military specifications, espe- 
cially for a range of over 1000 nm, finally the long-wave hyperbolic LORAN C system 
was developed. The first chains for military use were installed in the north-east 
Atlantic and in the Mediterranean area. Now 8 chains with 34 transmitters are in 
operation, covering about h%  of the surface of earth 10. Fig. 2 sho^s the locations 
of these chains. It may be seen that a master transmitter is often surrounded by 3 or 
4 slave transmitters as was also shown in Fig. 1. The distance between the slave to 
th» master transmitter?, i.e. the base line of a chain, is between 1000 and 2000 km 
long. The accuracy, about ten times better than with LORAN A, was achieved by coarse 
and fine position fixing, a combination of delay and phase difference measurements; 
the 
gy 

ground wave can be separated from the sky wave by application of pul 
I, 2, 10, '2.t 

se technolo- 

LORAN C operates with a single fixed frequency of 100 kHz for all ground trans- 
mitters. The internationally settled permissible bandwidth in this range from 90 to 
110 kHz is exploited by optimum shaping of the pulse envelope without interfering with 
the adjacent channels as in LORAN A; the individual LORAN C chains are identified by 
their pulse frequencies and additionally by pulse-phase coding.  The same combinations 
of letters and figures as shown in Table 5 are employed as codes. 

Owing to the fully automatic analysis, the operation is the simplest possible; 
the chain code, e.g. SL-3, applicable to the area in question, is taken from the charts 
and adjusted in the receiver; then the delay diffevences of 2 hyperbolic lines of po- 
sition appear in the two windows and are looked i\p  in the chart.  Their intersection 
is the instantaneous position of the observer who may also check the quality of the 
information on a small CRO screen. 

System description and signal format 

Contrary to LORAN A, the position signals are no longer individual pulses in 
LORAN C (for discrimination between master and slave transmitters), but pulse se- 
quences. Fig. 3 shows the structure and sequence of the various position signals. 
Each pulse sequence comprises a number of siagle pulses following a strict format. 
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Fig. 5 LORAN C Signal Format 

The pulse sequence of a LORAN C slave transmitter comprises 8 pulses at Intervals 
of 1 ms. The sequence duration Is therefore about 7 ms. The M sequence Is characte- 
rized by a ninth pulse following this sequence after an Interval of 2 ms (Fig. 5). 
Hence, the duration of an M sequence is about 9 ms. The phase of each individual RF 
pulse has a fixed relation to the phase of a reference frequency and thus permits 
phase coding. These measures are employed to identify the individual M and S trans- 
mitters by reliable and automatic means in the airborne equipment. The effect of long 
sky-wave sequences is eliminated and the accuracy of the ground-wave measuring is en- 
sured under all circumstances. The pulses of a sequence may be phase coded as shown 
in the following example where ♦ means in phase with the reference frequency and - out 
of phase: 

M: 

S: 

♦♦—♦-♦-♦ 
♦♦♦♦+--♦ 

or 

or 

♦—♦+♦++- 

Radiation of 8 pulses in a sequence increases the mean ERF without increasing the 
peak power of the transmitters. Moreover, satisfactory delay measurements are fea- 
sible even in the presence of a low signal-noise ratio i even when the signals are 
20 db down referred to the noise, LORAN C position signals are still useful. 

This phase coding provides the additional means of transmitting simple data apart 
from the position signals. Thus the ninth pulse of the M sequence supplies informa- 
tion on the operational reliability of the individual LORAN C chains. If the ninth 
pulse has the constant interval of 2 ms to the preceding sequence, this hyperbolic 
chain can unreservedly be used for navigational purposes; if this interval of 2 ms 
fluctuates because of keying in the ground station, this indicates a disturbance 
causing the airborne equipment to generate an alarm signal. 

The M sequences are radiated every 50 to 100 ms; the S sequences follow at off- 
set, but synchronized times (Fig. 7). Modern receivers permit direct analysis of 
these position data in spite of the high repetition rate. Storage registers in the 
receiver store the M data until S data come in. In the ground transmitters, the S 
sequences are offset in time so that each sequence can properly decay before the next 
sequence is transmitted. Consideration is given to the sky-wave propagation. Gener- 
ally the slave transmitter X is offset by 11 ms, the sequences of the Y and Z trans- 
mitters correspondingly more (Fig. 5), Some LORAN C chains have 4 slave transmitters 
(Fig. 2), which results in particularly satisfactory intersection angles of the hyper- 
bolic lines of position. In such cases, the fourth S transmitter is identified by the 
letter W and its pulse sequence precedes that of the X transmitter '» 2, 15. 

The signal format above described allows a coarse position fixing with high in- 
formation rate. The desirable fine position fixing is achieved by measuring the phase 
difference between the individual carrier oscillations of M and S transmitters whose 
phase relations from sequence to sequence and within each sequence have to be syn- 
chronized. 

Position fixing requires separation of ground-wave and sky-wave signals in the 
airborne equipment. In LORAN A this problem was simply solved by observing the CR0 
screen of the indicator unit. For LORAN C this trivial method is no longer satis- 
factory. Here a special technique is employed: based on the experience that the sky 
wave arrives at least 30 >is or 3 full carrier cycles after the ground wave when the 
carrier frequency is 100.0 kHz, the phase measurement is obtained during this period 
so that the ionosphere-reflected signals have no effect. For this purpose, a current 
gate is provided in the receiver and will pass only the first three oscillations of 
the LORAN C pulse. 

The envelope of the LORAN C pulse is tightly controlled. As may be seen from 
Fig. 6, the leading edge of this pulse increases tc its amplitude maximum within 7 
oscillations or 70;us . The exponential decay takes about 20 oscillations so that 
the complete pulse has the duration of about 270 ps  . 
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Fig. 6 LORAN C Pulse 

The accurately defined leading edge of this pulse has a fixed sampling point 
after the first 2.75 oscillations of the carrier or 27.5 >JS after the start of the 
pulse. Since the pulse envelope shaped by the transmitter has a turning point that 
coincides with the sampling point, the latter can be accurately determined in the re- 
ceiver by differentiation of the leading edge 1» 2i '^. 

The accuracy and reliability of the radiated signals have to meet stringent speci- 
fications; they are therefore subjected to a control centralized in the M or master 
ground transmitter. The slave transmitters X, Y and Z receive the signals from M and 
correct their own signals accordingly. 

Ground and Airborne equipment 

Two transmitter types are used in the ground stations of LORAN C.  In the AN/ 
FPN-AA model, the power stage has a four-tube push-pull parallel amplifier with water- 
cooled triodes. The pulse peak power is 400 kW, in the sampling point 100 kW. Oil- 
impregnated paper-mica capacitors are employed to achieve the high transmitter power 
output. The transmitter antenna is about 190 m high. 

The AN/FPN-A5 transmitter has a pulse peak power of 3000 kW, in the sampling point 
750 kW.  It works into a l*-\0  m high "antenna 2. 

Of course a system offering the user such excellent position data cause for so- 
phisticated receivers in order to exploit all possibilities.  True LORAN C position 
fixing is also feasible with small and even portable receivers; for full evaluation of 
the signals, however, large-scale receivers are required that are best combined with 
navigation computers.  The latest receivers have solid-state stages and repeated cir- 
cuits are combined into modules 2» 15.  The only tubes used are in the CRO and in some 
switching stages. The CRO screen of the display unit is no longer used to continuous- 
ly adjust and check pulses as in LORAN A; rather, the display unit serves as a means 
to check the functions of the airborne equipment and to accurately adjust the current 
gate for the phase-difference measurement. All large-scale receivers are equipped 
with tracking and tracing circuits so that even the navigator of a supersonic air- 
craft is continuously supplied with optimum position data in an automatic process re- 
quiring no readjustment. 

The LORAN C system is somewhat related to th 
the hyperbolic principle, the use of highly stabl 
transmitters, and the phase measuring for fine po 
has been investigated if it were possible to expl 
a single, integrated receiver. Although separate 
would have to be used, many units in the analytic 
far these efforts have only resulted in trial mod 
also receive LORAN C signals, but make use only 0 

Range and Accuracy 

e OMEGA system.  Common to both is 
e frequency standards in the ground 
sition fixing.  Therefore the problem 
oit the advantages of both methods by 
antennas, filters, and amplifiers 

al stages could be integrated. So 
els ". Modern LORAN A receivers can 
f the coarse position signals. 

The mean range of the ground wave is 2000 run over sea and 1200 over land. The 
accuracy (mean error-circle radius) depends on the chain configuration and the inter- 
section angle of the hyperbolas at the point of observation.  It is also affected by 
the noise level. At a distance of about 300 nm from the M transmitter, the accuracy 
is 250 nm and at a distance of 800 nm about 1500 nm. Detailed data on -ange and 
accuracy have been compiled elsewhere ^. 

The advantages of LORAN C are somewhat narrowed down by natural and man-made 
noise. Since the position signals are also available to military users, the effects 
of jamming stations have to be taken into consideration.  Large-scale receivers con- 
tain various bandstop filters for any type of noise and narrow-band tracking servos 
in combination with the sampling error detectors. 

In European space, for instance, the receiving conditions are rather unfavour- 
able where numerous powerful transmitters operate near or in the frequency band of 
LORAN C (example: Decca).  In effect these disturbing transmitters are equivalent to 
an additional noise of about 20 to 30 db, thus reducing the useful range of the LORAN 
C ground transmitters. The signal of the M ground transmitter Faroer, for instance 
(northern European chain, SL~3, 400 kW) provides a reliable range of 1100 nm over the 
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Atlantic; the same signal is difficult to receive at a distance of only 650 nm in the 
noise environment of South England 'l*. 
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MEDIUM DISTANCE AIDS 

(VIII Omnidirectiunal Kadin Beacuns) 

In 

l)i (ii'micr Höfgen, Depuriincni Head 
Stuiidurcl I'lcktrik Loren/. A'r 

Stultgarl, < lemiany 

I.        VOR 

öummary 

VOR (VHF Omnidirectional Radio Range) is a radio aid for aircraft guidance.  It 
is an omnidirectional radio beacon providing the angle between aircraft and North, 
seen from the ground station.  The VOR ground station radiates an azimuth-dependent 
signal that is analyzed as the bearing information by the aircraft receiver.  The 
pilot guides the aircraft along the course selected with the aid of constant azimuth 
indication.  The range is of the order of 100 to 150 nm. 

1. Introduction 

VOR (VHF Omnidirectional Radio Range) is a radio aid for aircraft guidance intro- 
duced on a world-wide scaled,  it is an omnidirectional radio beacon providing the 
angle between aircraft and ilorth, seen from the ground station, as the azimuth in- 
formation.  The present network is determined by a number of VOR ground stations 
located along the airways. The pilot guides the aircraft along the course selected 
with the aid of constant azimuth indication.  This course runs either to or from a 
ground station.  Whenever any change of course is necessary because of the airway 
configuration, this is generally performed when the aircraft flies over a VOR ground 
station. 

The number of ground stations is determined by their ranges and the requirement 
that a ground station will be installed at every bend or branching point of an airway. 
The range is limited by the quasi-optical propagation conditions of VHF (metric waves) 
which confine the application of the VOR method to short-range and medium-range 
aviation.  The range is of the order of 100 to 150 nm. 

The combination of VOR with DME or TACAN, providing distance measurements, is an 
important prerequisite for area navigation, i.e. for the possibility of flying any 
course in the area. 

2.  Principles 

On principle the VOR ground station radiates an azimuth-dependent signal that is 
analyzed as the bearing information by the aircraft receiver. The azimuth-dependent 
signal consists of a 30 Hz frequency phase-shifted to a reference signal in proportion 
to the azimuth angle. The azimuth-dependent signal is generated by rotation of a 
figure-of-eight radiation pattern at VHF (e.g. rotation of a dlpole) at the speed of 
30 revolutions per second (rps). This pattern is superposed on the omnidirectional 
radiated carrier in the frequency range 108-lla MHz, which results in an amplitude 
modulation (AM) of the carrier with 30 Hz. For proper analysis of the azimuth in- 
formation in the airborne receiver, the ground station additionally transmits a 
reference frequency of 30 Hz. This reference signal is used for the frequency modu- 
lation (FM) of a sub-carrier of 9960 Hz having a frequency swing of +480 Hz. The sub- 
carrier is also employed to modulate the said VHF carrier, again by JM.    Through the 
use of FM and AM the azimuth-dependent signal and the reference signal are well de- 
coupled, although both have 30 Hz; their phase shift is analyzed in the airborne 
receivers and provides the azimuth because the in-phase condition is adjusted in the 
North direction between the azimuth-dependent and the reference signals. Moreover, 
the carrier is amplitude-modulated with voice frequencies or speech (300-3000 Hz) and 
with the identity (1020 Hz). Fig. 1 shows the frequency spectrum. 
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Fig.  1    VOR frequency spectrum 
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3.  Operation Principle 

The azimuth-dependent VOR signal is generated by rotating a figure-of-eight 
radiation pattern at a speed of 30 rps.  The radiation of the rotating pattern is 
imposed on the simultaneously radiated carrier frequency; the latter is thus amplitude- 
modulated with 30 Hz and an azimuth-dependent phase angle in such a way that a change 
in azimuth corresponds to a proportional change of the electrical phase angle. 

Practical structures for the generation of the rotating directional pattern so 
far provide a physical rotation of a dipole or a goniometer.  In the former case, the 
rotating dipole is fed with the unmodulated carrier energy.  In the goniometer case, 
fixed antennas radiate the power while the goniometer rotates with the speed of 30 rps. 
It is fed with the unmodulated carrier energy, and supplies amplitude-modulated 30 Hz 
signals with suppressed carrier to two separate outputs. The envelopes correspond to 
the sine and the cosine of 30 Hz (phase shift 90°). 

Feasible is also an electronic solution without physical rotation based on the 
goniometer principle; in the following, only this  solution will be considered. 

The goniometer outputs are connected to two separate antennas, e.g. crossed 
dipcles, or to two pairs of loop antennas mounted at an angle of 90° in respect to 
one another where each sets up a figure-of-eight pattern (Fig. 2). Pattern 1 is 
associated with the first goniometer output, pattern 2 with the second. 

X 

■ 

+ 

Fig. 2 Antenna patterns in the horizontal plane 

The airborne antenna provides the receiving voltage 

VR " Ue (cos ^ sl-nwtcosOt +  sin* coswt cosQt) 

- Ue ■ sin(u)t + dt) • cosn 

where 0 = angular frequency of the carrier 
u = 2n x 30 Hz 
Ue ■ peak value of the receiving voltage 

This equation indicates that the phase angle of the 30-Hz-frequency equals the 
angle of azimuth *. 

Modulation in an electronic goniometer presents difficulties because electronic 
modulators meeting stringent specifications in respect of stability and linearity-* 
have to be used. Here a special approach is being offered by STANDARD ELEKTRIK 
LORENZ AG (3EL) inasmuch as the modulation problem is separated from output power 
generation. Modulation is thus obtained at a low level with good stability and 
linearity.  Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of this electronic goniometer. 

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the electronic goniometer 
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The input voltage Ue  « Ue cos Q t is applied to the modulator Mi directly and to the 
modulator M2 through a quarter-wave cable providing a phase shift of 90°.  The modu- 
lating voltages nre: 

Ui  =  Um cos cu Um sin 101 Um is the peak value of the 
modulating voltage. 

Thus the following modulator output voltages are obtained: 

L/i = Ua cos ut cosOt; ^2 " ua si" ^ t sin " t Ua is the peak value of the 
modulator output voltage. 

These voltages are transformed into unmodulated signals, namely, the upper and 
the lower sideband, in a bridge circuit. The bridf? forms their sum and difference 
and thus generates the lower and upper sideband frequencies, respectively. 

t^ + t^ ■ Ua cos (fi - w )t; Ui - U2 =  Ua cos ( Q+ uj)t 

These two sideband voltages feed two power amplifiers from which the required 
goniometer output power is obtained. 

The amplifier output voltages L* and 'J'A are transformed into the goniometer 
output voltages with the aid of another bridge circuit: 

'-'al = "A C0Sw't cosfit; Ua2  =UA sin w t cosUt UA is the peak value of the 
goniometer output voltage. 

A.  The VOR Ground Station 

Here the VOR-S ground station by SEL will be described as an example.  The 
transmitter is accommodated in a small shelter, the roof of which is both an electrical 
counterpoise and a supporting structure for the antenna array surrounded by a plastic 
cylinder for all-weather protection. The omnidirectional radiator with quadruple 
feeding and the crossed dipoles are all mounted on a plastic support plate.  The four 
feeders of the omnidirectional radiator between the periphery and the centre point 
do both the balancing and transforming so that their parallel connection results in 
the desired impedance (50^ )• A polarization cage topped by a cage-like extension 
under the plastic cylinder compensate for the vertical-polarization components of the 
crossed dipoles. There is another design of the antenna array where the radiator 
plate complete with polarization cage is topped by a second plate-cage combination 
that in turn is topped by the said extension for termination. This two-element 
antenna provides a field strength increased by 5 db under low elevation angles, which 
increases the effective range. 

Fig. U  is the block diagram of the VOR-S ground station. The transmitter com- 
prises an exciter, a carrier transmitter, and an electronic goniometer.  The modulator 
supplies the voltage Umo(i  to amplitude-modulate the carrier. 
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Speech, identity, and the 996C-Hz subcarrier voltages are summed. The subcarrier 
contains the 30-Hz reference signal as FM.  The main switch of the station is operated 
by a control logic that causes switching to the OFF state or to stand-by operation 
whenever an alarm is given by the monitor or the transmitter. 

The monitor of the VOR-S station ensures that the radiated VOR signal complies 
with ICAO specifications19. Otherwise it gives alarm resulting in the said switching 
process by automatic means. A field detector located in the field of radiation detects 
the radiated signal, demodulates it, and feeds it to the monitor. 

5. The Airborne Receiver 

The airborne receiver picks up the signal of that ground station to which its 
channel selector (Fig. 5) was adjusted.  After one or more frequency conversions and 
IF amplification with AGC, the VOR signal is demodulated. 
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Fig. 5 VOR airborne receiver, basic layout 

The composite signal is separated by means of filters into separate channels:  the 
azimuth-dependent 30-Hz signal; the 9960-Hz subcarrier modulated with the 30-Hz 
reference signal;  the station identity and speech. The 9960-Hz subcarrier passes 
through limiters to a frequency discriminator supplying the 30-Hz reference signal. 
Both 30-Hz signals feed a phase bridge, the one being directly applied while the 
other one first passes through the course selector. 

By its electrical function, the course selector is a phase shifter permitting 
adjustment of any value between 0° and 360°. Here the selected course is adjusted, 
that is, an azimuth difference against North, which corresponds to an equivalent 
phase-angle difference between the two frequencies of 30 Hz. 

The two phase-bridge outputs have a zero voltage difference in balanced state 
and are connected to the so-called cross-pointer instrument with a full-scale de- 
flection of +10°.  The phase bridge is balanced and the needle of the cross pointer 
is in its central position whenever the phase difference of the input voltages amounts 
to either 0° or 180°.  (This descrintion disregards a possibly necessary additional 
90° phase shift of the input voltfl^e for the purpose of bridge alignment.) Should 
the aircraft deviate from the selected course adjusted on the course selector, then 
the cross pointer would indicate a proportional deflection. When flying over a ground 
station, the phase difference of the 30 Hz will change by 180°; the phase bridge 
therefore remains in the aligned state. 

A "to-from" indicator (Fig. 5) shows the pilot whether the azimuth is the bearing 
from the ground station to the aircraft or from the latter to the ground station. 
Contrary to S self-contained direction finder, VOR direction finding is independent of 
the aircraft heading (the longitudinal aircraft axis). For this reason, the to-from 
reading will correspond to the heading only whenever the latter coincides with the 
azimuth adjusted on the course selector. The to-from indicator operates on the same 
basis as the above described phase bridge with cross pointer, although it is much 
simpler because it gives only one qualitative information.  Its main feature is the 
additional phase shift by 90°  of the two feeding 30-Hz voltages. When the aircraft 
flies over a ground station, the sign of this 90° shift will change and the indicator 
will thus change from indicating "to" to indicating "from" the ground station. 
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6.  System Accuracy 

The errors affecting the VOR method are intrinsic errors of the ground station; 
the site error introduced by the surrounding terrain; the intrinsic error of the 
airborne station; and the pilot1« errors. The intrinsic error of the ground station 
is relatively small, about 1°. Significant is the site error by obstacles reflecting 
the radiation.  The receiver will then receive the obstacle azimuth in addition to 
the correct azimuth. Vectorlal addition results in an error, the magnitude of which 
is dependent of the amount of radiation reflected, the RF difference between the 
phases of direct and reflected wave, and the difference between receiver and obstacle 
azimuth. 

II. Doppier VOR 

Summary 

The designation Doppier VOR (DVOR) indicates its close relationship to the 
conventional VOR;  the signals radiated by both, VOR and Doppier VOR ground stations, 
are compatible and can be processed by normal VOR receivers. Doppier VOR has an over- 
riding advantage over VOR:  a substantial reduction of the site error. 

1.  Introduction 

The designation Doppier VOR indicates its close relationship to the conventional 
VOR; the signals radiated by both VOR and Doppier VOR ground stations are compatible 
and can be processed by normal VOR receivers. 

Although a Doppier VOR ground station is more sophisticated and its cost there- 
fore higher, it has an overriding advantage over VOR:  a substantial reduction of the 
site error. Generally Doppier VOR Is still useful in a terrain abunding in obstacles 
where VOR would be useless because of the high site error. 

2.  Principle 

The functions of the two 30-Hz frequencies in VOR are reversed in Doppier VOR 
(DVOR): that amplitude modulating the VHF carrier is the reference signal and that 
dependent on azimuth is contained in the 9960-Hz subcarrler. 

The most important feature of DVOR is the generation of this subcarrler, 
frequency-modulated with the 30-Hz frequency at a phase relationship depending on 
the azimuth. The frequency modulation is achieved through the doppler effect. The 
principle of DVOR can be explained with reference to Fig. 6. 

Fig. 6 Schematic presentation of DVOR principle 

The central antenna AQ radiates the omnidirectional carrier that is amplitude- 
modulated with the 30-Hz reference signal.  Installed at a distance R from this carrier 
antenna is the sideband radiator A1 that should be imagined as rotating around Ao 
on a circle having the R radius. 

The A-| sideband frequency is offset against the carrier frequency by +9960 nr 
-9960 Hz.  If now the A-] antenna is rotated at the speed of 30 revolutions per stcond 
(rps), the subcarrler is azimuth-dependent frequency modulated because of the doppler 
effect. The frequency swing is 

LF where F = carrier frequency, approximate sideband 
frequency 

c = velocity of light 
u = 2n x 30 Hz 
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In the frequency range between 108 MHz and 118 MHz, ICAO requires a frequency 
swing of ±U80 Hz19. This calls for a circle diameter R - 6.5 to 7.1 m. 

Fig. 6 also shows the variation of the sideband frequency as a function of time 
when received in the far field. This sideband frequency is frequency-modulated by the 
motion of the sideband radiator A1. Assuming two positions E1 and Eo of eirborne 
receivers and designating by A f the deviation between the transmitted and \he  received 
sideband, we obtain 

[AH, AF ■ coswf [AfL AF • sincot 

This shows that the azimuth difference of 90° between Ei and E2 in Fig. 6 is 
identical to the phase difference between the two frequencies of 30 Hz appearing as 
sideband FM at both receiver positions. Moreover it is generally true for DVOR just 
as for VOR that the electrical phase difference exactly corresponds to the azimuth 
difference of the re"elver positions. 

3.  Operation 

The above assumed physical rotation of the sideband antenna along the specified 
circle is actually impossible because the antenna would have to have four times the 
speed of sound. Therefore, this rotation is simulated by electronic means. For this 
purpose, a number of fixed antennas are mounted on a circle and fed in a sequence 
and at a rate that simulates rotation of the sideband radiation.  In order to also 
simulate the continuity of the rotation, the radiation amplitudes of neighbouring 
antennas are made to overlap as shown in Fig. 7. 

-^> 

Fig. 7 Radiation amplitudes of No. 1, 2, 3 
rotation 

antennas simulating the 

So far this description referred to the operation sketched in Fig. 6, namely, 
simulation of the .otation of only one sideband.  In order to obtain from  DVOR the 
VOR spectrum shown in Fig. 1 the other sideband has to be implemented. This is 
achieved by feeding the instantaneously opposite antenna on the circle with the 
second sideband, and by adopting the same feeding sequence and continuity provision 
for all antennas.  In other words: the two sidebands thus set up are always in line 
with the carrier radiator in their centre and at an unvarying distance. The two 
sidebands consisting of frequencies differing from the carrier by +9960 and -9960 Hz, 
respectively, are combined in the far field at proper phase resulting in the carrier 
amplitude-modulated with the 9960-Hz subcarrier. A prerequisite is the provision 
of proper level and phase relationships between carrier and sidebands in the ground 
station. 

The methods employing two sidebands are known as double-sideband (DSB) methods  . 
The DVOR spectrum employing DSB exactly corresponds to the VOR spectrum, but is 
characterized by higher implementation costs and difficulties. 

A variant of the D3B method is the single-sideband (SSB) method. It is 
characterized by minimal cost, but has no VOR-compatible spectrum and substantial 
system shortcomings. The use of only one sideband entails the following potential 
errors: 

Rotation of the sideband results in an additional carrier modulation so that 
the reference signal (30 Hz AM) contains a phase error. The disturbing modu- 
lation is brought about by parasitic carrier radiation from the instantaneously 
radiating sideband antenna. 

Additional errors depending on the design of the airborne receiver type are 
introduced by the subcarrier having only one sideband and being additionally 
modulated in its amplitude by 30 Hz through the simulated 30-rps rotation. 
This results in cross modulation in the demodulator and generates together with 
other non-ideal receiver properties the errors. 

Another variant is the alternating-sideband (ASB) method. This solution avoids 
high expenditure and realization problems by moderate sophistication and provides all 
the advantages of the DSB method. The ASB method1' has been developed by Standard 
Elektrik Lorenz AG (SEL) and introduced world-wide with outstanding results. It 
employs both sidebands and results from DSB by eliminating every other sideband 
antenna in such a way that the resulting halved number of sideband antennas is an 
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odd number. It can be shown^-0 that the simulated rotation of the sideband radiation 
Is equivalent to that In DSB although the transition from one antenna to the next 
does not Involve the adjacent antenna radiating the same sideband, but the opposite 
antenna displaced one half division that radiates the other sideband. The ASB method 
permits satisfactory decoupling of the sideband antennas and Is particularly suitable 
for electronic commutation. 

4.  The DVOR Ground Station 

This section contains a description of the DVOR-S ground station by SEL. 
Employed Is the ASB method. The construction Is of the same kind as used for VOR-S. 
The trar-'"itter equipment complete with the electronic antenna switching unit 
(commutator) Is Installed In a small shelter. The 39 sideband antennas as well as 
the carrier antenna In their centre point ere all mounted on a counterpoise meshing 
arranged above the shelter. The counterpoise Is 30 to 40 m in diameter and Is 
generally mounted at a height of 3 to 10 m above grcond. Because of the wide base 
of the antenna array, the monitoring dlpole Is mounted at a distance of about 200 m 
from this antenna arrangement. FIELD DITOLE 
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Block diagram of the DVOR-S ground station 

The ground station (Fig. 8) comprises the exciter, carrier transmitter, and side- 
band transmitter. The former two as well as the modulator, monitor, control logic, 
power supply, and main switch are of the same design as in VOR-S.  In the DVOR-S side- 
band transmitter, the +9960 Hz sidebands of the carrier are generated and amplitude- 
modulated to almost ldü%  in the power stages as timed by the antenna-switching 
frequency.  The sideband generation is done by the same principle as in the VOR-S 
goniometer (by elimination of the second bridge circuit and by the use of 9960 Hz 
Instead of 30 Hz modulating frequency). The envelopes are mutually shifted by one 
half of a cycle. The antenna switching unit takes care of the cyclic switching from 
antenna to antenna, each time in the voltage minimum.  At the same time the about 
opposite antenna has its voltage maximum. Good decoupling Is provided by the fact 
that only opposite and not adjacent antennas radiate at the same time; this decoupling 
is an "important prerequisite for optimum suppression of parasitic radiation. 

5.  System Accuracy 

The wide antenna base and the insensitive FM transmission of the azimuth-dependent 
signal constitute the substantial improvements of DVOR against VOR. A diagram 
published elsewhere9 Indicates the theoretical azimuth error due to reflection by an 
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obstacle vs. angular difference between receiver azimuth and obstacle azimuth for 
"oth the VOR and the DVOR methods. It shows that 

the error maxima of DVOR are by about one order of magnitude less than that 
of VOR, 

the DVOR error Is greatest when the angular difference between receiver azimuth 
and obstacle azimuth Is least while the VOR error Is greatest when the said 
angular difference Is 90°. 

The difference In the quality of course Indication by VOR and DVOR Is best 
Illustrated by the records obtained from both systems over the same flying route. 
An example Is shown In Fig. 9.  In most cases the system error of the DVOR is less 
than 1° even If the site error Is Involved. 

I*plit W 

~1 

Fig. 9    Course Indications for VOR and DVOR at the same route  (Salzburg 
ground station) 
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DISTANCE MHASURINC METHODS 

by 

Dr.  Manfred Böhm,  Head,  Development Navigation,   SEL,   Stuttgart 

Summary 

Of various radio distance  measuring methods principally possible  only the ICAO- 
standardized DME  (distance measuring equipment)  is being employed  in aviation.    This 
equipment features round  trip time measurement between interrogation pulses transmitted 
by airborne equipment,  and  reply pulses  transmitted by a ground  transponder.    Thiy trans- 
ponder transmits a reply 50  /Us after each reception of an  interrogation.    A  search and 
track  system in the airborne equipment discriminates own replies  from replies to other 
aircraft.    Every ground  station is capable  to serve  100 airborne  equipments. 

1. Introduction 

The distance-measuring methods c.i.ploying electromagnetic waves make use of the 
velocity of light c; the path >o covered by a light or radio signal can be determined, if 
the transit time t is known, from the formula yo = c x t 

There are round-trip and one-way distance measuring systems. The round-trip systems 
operate with responding transmitters (or with passive reflectors as in the case of radar 
or radio altimeters). The responding transmitter will retransmit the received signal 
with an exactly defined delay (Fig. 1).  In the case of one-way distance-measuring 
systems, identical and extremely accurate time standards are used in both the transmitter 
Eind the receiver locations (Fig. 5). 

At present, the round-trip method is the only one used although the one-way method 
Is more desirable for navigation because the number of users served is infinite. Just as 
in the case of radio beacons for azimuth measurements. The reason for preference of the 
round-trip method is the high cost for sufficiently stable time standards that are in- 
dispensable for one-way operation.  Lately, however, methods virtually constituting a 
mixture of one-way and round-trip methods have been developed for collision-avoiding sy- 
stems (CAS). Here reasonably priced crystal-controlled oscillators are re-synchronized 
by round-trip measurements after relatively large intervals and may thus be used during 
such Intervals as sufficiently accurate time standards for one-way measurements. 

Furthermore, distance-measuring systems may employ either the pulse method or the 
continuous-wave or CW method; the latter is illustrated in Fig. 2. The CW methods where 
single-tone or multi-tone modulation is employed, are widely used for mapping (geodatic) 
while they are still in the planning stage for navigation systems Involving satellites. 
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Fig. 1 Round-trip distance measurement by pulses 

Therefore, the tone-modulation systems will not be described here. 

To serve a substantial number of users with distance data, a special control is re- 
quired involving either time or frequency division multiplex equipment.  Therefore, a 
pulse method has widely been adopted for short and medium-distance navigation in aviation. 
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Its underlying principle that has also been recommended  for future  landing systems ^ will 
be described  in the next  section. 

2.       Distance Measuring Equipment   (DME) 

DME was introduced  in 1959 and  is now an internationally  standardized distance- 
measuring equipment.     It  is usually operated  In combination with the VOR azimuth-measur- 
ing  system,   but  is also to be used  in future  instrument-landing systems  (ILS).    The ba- 
lance of this  section is a summary of  international  specifications^ applying to DME; 

Overview 

The DME shall provide for continuous and accurate indication in the cockpit of the 
slant range distance to a ground station. The complete system shall comprise the air- 
borne interrogator and the replying ground station or transponder. 

SIGNALS MODULATED WITH ONE TONE FREQUENCY ONLY 
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Fig.  2    Round-trip CW distance measuring  system with tone 
modulation   (block diagram similar to Pig.   1   ) 
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Fig.  5    One-way distance measuring with  pulse; 

Accuracy 

The distance error within the whole coverage area shall not exceed + 0,5 nm or 
JL 3 5^ Of the distance, whichever measured value is greater. 

Properties 

The system will he useful to measure the slant distance up to 20 nm beyond the 
radio horizon.  It will be operated in the frequency band of 96O to 1215 MHz. The fre- 

.»«-t.tnnin   ■    r<\   ,.r.*,^    '..<■,    .-.r.        n^A        «^r-r^rw-n  ..rill   Kö     ''       MU T       T1^/-!   rt 1 1 ^rt n ♦- -i «H  «O   ^* quency spacing between interrogation and response will be 
quencies to the various channels will he a.s in Table 1. 

MHz.  The allocation of fre- 
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Table 1    Channel distribution for VOR/DME 

^ 

VOR frequency 
Channel     In MHz 

16 
17 

rj9 

60 

0^ 
64 

69 
70 

126 
Y 
1 

16 
17 

59 
60 

63 

69 
70 

126 

DME 
interrogator 
frequency13 

In MHz 

1150 
PSC 56 /us 
1025 

DME 
transponder 
frequency13 

in MHz 

PSC 12 /us 
962 ' 

1024 
1151 

1213 
PSC 30 /Us 
1088 

1150 
1025 

108? 

Notes: 

a - channel spacing 100 kHz 
b - channel spacing 1 MHz 

PSC - pulse-spacing code time 

The channels 1Y through 16Y, 60 X.Y through 69 X.Y, 70Y 
through 79Y, and 124Y through 126Y must not be used if their 
use will interfere with the secondary-radar systems operating 
with the same frequencies. 

The statistically distributed pulse pairs transmitted by the interrogator and the 
transponder will have the shape and spacing sketched in Fig. h.    The spacing between the 
pulses of a pair will be chosen so as to provide unambiguous discrimination against 
other services. 

•The mean repetition frequency of the interrogator pulse pairs will not exceed JO 
per second, assuming that 95 %■  of the total time will be covered by tracking operation. 
If the search time is to be reduced, it shall be possible to transmit up to 150. pulse 
pairs per second. 

._ I * ^ , L_. 
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DECAY   TIMF. 

Pl'LSE  SPACING 

RISE TIME '.^ pi nommol («3y»l 

DECAY TIME ■ Z.5 ps nommol l«]yi) 

PULS.-; DURATION : 3,5 pi ?O.Sps 

PITLSE  SPACIflG ■ U,30 pi 

PU1SE  PAIRS 

41 1L JUL 

i 
T f -  REPETITION RATE (AVEKAOE) 

T (AVERAGE) : from 6.5 to 40 ai for «Irborn» set 

T (AVERAGE)  370 ye for fr-.unil «tB<ion 
(with ICO «ircraft interrogating) 

Fig. 4  DME pul.'-,e format 

Capacity 

Each responding ground rjtatlon (tran.sponder) shall be capable of serving up to 100 
aircraft simultaneously. 

J.   Operation Principle 

The summarized presentation of the preceding section will now be investigated in 
some detail. 

Fig. 5 is a block diagram of the Interrogating airborne equipment (the interroga- 
tor) and the responding ground station (transponder). The pulse peak power is between 
5,0 and 2000 watts, depending on the type of set. 
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Pig. 5 DUE block diagram 

The interrogating pulses are received by the selected ground station and re-trans- 
mitted to the aircraft on a frequency spaced from the interrogating frequency by 63 MHz 
after a fixed delay of 50 /us, known to the interrogator. The transmitter power of the 
transponder may be between 1 kilowatt and 20 kilowatts. 

In the airborne equipment, automatic circuits evaluate the delay between transmission 
of an interrogator pulse pair and reception of a transponder pulse pair, taking account 
of the fixed delay. The resulting time difference is converted into distance, and the 
distance is inc1— '"ed (Pig. ^). 

There are t-  re^son^    using pulse pairs.  In the first place, coding of the 
pulse spacing prov.   a    le means of identifying the channels X and Y, see Tables 1 
and ^.     In the sec   pla   the use of pulse pairs is a protection against the errone- 
ous evaluation of 1.  -DME system single pulses as generated, for Instance, by radar 
equipment in the L band. 

In most equipment used the first pulse of a pair provides coding while the second 
serves for actual distance measuring.  In new developments, however, it is the first 
pulse of an associated interrogator and transponder pair that is employed for distance 
measuring because this mode will substantially reduce reflection errors. 

Each ground station can serve simultaneously 50-100 interrogating aircraft.  Each 
airborne interrogator accepts only responses to its own interrogations. This is achieved 
by a statistically varied repetition rate of the interrogation pulses and a special, air- 
borne search and tracking system. 

As may be seen from Table 1, a total of 126 "X" channels is available, to be com- 
plemented by 126 "Y" channels. The channel spacing is 1 MHz, each channel offering a 
bandwidth of about 300 kHz. 

Airborne Equipment 

A somewhat refined block diagram of an airborne interrogating unit is shown in Fig. 
6. The receive and transmit frequencies are always spaced by 63 MHz; therefore, a common 
frequency generator may be used.  In older equipment, the frequencies were generated by 
means of 126 crystals; now the 126 frequencies are being generated by a synthesizer 
using one crystal in combination with a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) and a fre- 
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quen y divider. 

A common antenna Is used for trannmittjrg and receiving. A transmit/receive switch 
prevents interference upon the receiver durinK, transmission. 

The transponder pulses received in the aircraft are compared with the intorrogaticns. 
However, all of the transponder pulses are received, about 3000 pulses per second.  For 
this reason, the airborne DME has to perform two Important functions, namely, filtering- 
out of the wanted responses from all other transponder pulses search and conversion of 
the round-trip time into a current indication of the distance (tracking). 
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Fig. 6 Block diagram of an airborne DME 

These functions can be implemented in a number of ways,; all of them are based on the 
principle shown in Fig. 7. 
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Pig. 7 The DME search process 

This diagram displaysthe replies received in the airborne DME during the time of 
six sequential interrogations. The time slot Is shifted towards longer round-trip 
periods during this time and Is stopped if 80 ^ of the interrogations result in replies 
during the time-slot duration. 

The characteristic search process Is performed as follows: For each interrogation 
pulse, a time slot with the duration of about 20 AJS is generated.  Only a reply pulse 
received during these 20 /us will be processed.  Otherwise the time slot is shifted for 
each new interrogation along a time scale corresponding to tie maximum feasible distance. 
Considering a search Interrogation rate of I'jO per second and a duration of 20 /us of the 
time slot or gate, the analyzing circuit is ready to receive for only 0.3 %  of the total 
time, or only 3 milliseconds for each second. 

The shifting of the time slot stops as soon as a pulse incldes several times in 
succession with a certain high rate. This occur:; only in cases of replies to interro- 
gatlons of the associated airborne DME, which is made possible by the statistical 
variation in time oi the ground-station pulses. 

If the ground station transmits 3000 statistically distributed pulse pairs per 
second, nine of these pulse:; will fall into the time slot In every second.  Whenever the 
time slot has arrived at a point that corresponds to the correct distance, however, then 
almost 30 pulses will fall into the time-slot period.  It is this ratio of 9 to 30, 
assuming a shifting rate of 18 km/:;, that forms the criterion causing change-over from 
search to tracking operation. 
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The time ~P nt for sea rcl ing proper r epl ie c by shifting the time ~lot. should be 
kept a s short a s po!;•· i bl e . Hence . a pul se -repetition r a t e of 150 per second i s e mployed 
during the search . Dependi ng on t he equipment type used. the whole search time takes 

etween 1 and 20 se cond s . 

A shi f t of the t i :ne :, lot at a rate of 18 km l :; means t hat search over a range of 
2400 ;u s. whi ch corre s pond ~ t o 360 km. wou l d take 2o second s . Advanced ~ystems. howeve~ 
r educe this searc h time to only 1 ~econd. 

When t ie proper posi tion of the time s lot ha s been found. then the interrogation 
r ate i s r educed to a va lue · etwe n 5 and 30 pe r second. 

In t he en suing track in mode . t h time s lot of 20 ;us will chan e it s ;:nsit i on in 
sync hroni sm wi th th shl r of the r eplie s to interro ations of the a ssoc iated Dl-1E . The 
generation of t he time s lot i s a cce l e r ated i f the r eply pul ses fall into the first micr~ 
seconds and is de l ayed i f the pul :>e - f a ll i nto the la s t microsecond s of the time s lot. 
The change of posi ti on of a ai r cr a f t duri ng the time between two interrogation pulses 
i s v r y small; hence . the interroGa t i on rate can be reduced in thi s mode without any 
adve r r e ffect. Gene r a lly 25 pu l s pa irs pe r second are used; ho•11ever. even only 2 
pu l se pe r sec ond have oeen fo nd :;at i s factory in s imulated airspeed s up to 5400 km/h. 

s ua lly t he time :;lot i::; a:; sociated with a tracking circuit that prevent s changing
over t o search ju:.; t be cau s r e s ponse signals were los t for a short time. As a result of 
a r! na l f ai l ur e . the t ime s lo t will thus either remain s tationary for 10 sec (static 
:nemory) or continue t o e shi f ted wi t h t he la s t tracking rate (dynamic memory). 

The s lot locat i on. that 1~; . the time sracin between interrogation pulse and slot. 
can e di s played by mean.· of an ana lo vol tap;e f eeding a pointer instrument in very 
s impl e uni t s . The error increase s in proportion to the full deflection. but will not 
exceed t he 3 ~ s pecified. In more expensi ve unit s . tracking servos with coarse/fine 
eva l uati on a r e employed wher e the inher t equipment error can be kept below 180 m 
r e ardle ss of the di s ta ce ; i n t he se unit s . however. the system accuracy deteriorates 
eyond t he s pecified value because of various other parameters. 

Ground Station 

\hile the airborne DME should accomodate at leas t 126 X charmels (to be supplement
ed y 126 Y channe l s at a late r date). a ground s tatipn usually operates on only one 
channe l. For this rea son. the ground- s t a tion receiver can be made more sens itive. and 
i t s a ssoc i ated t ran smitter more powerful. The number of aircraft that can be served at 
t. e same time r e sul t s from the assumpti on t hat . on the average. 95 % of all aircraft 
wi ll e in the t rackin13 mode with not more than 25 interrogations per second.and 5 ~ 
1-1i ll e i n t. e searc h mod e with max. 150 interrogations per second. To serve 100 air
craft . the ground station (the trans ponder) has to transmit }000 pul se s per second. 
Althour,h it s pul se peak power is the . ern~ as in the airborne interrogator. the trans
ponder ha s a hi he r power con sumpti on for this reas on. Mob~ transponders operate with 
a con s tant mean dut y cycle. 

A ~ long a s no inte rrogation come s in. the trans ponder pulse s are derived from re
ceiver noise and c onstitute f i ll ing pul se s . As long a s less than 100 aircraft interro-
ate . the t ransponde r rad i ates a mixture of re sponse pulses and filling pulses. When 

100 aircraft are to be served. then t he trans ponder provides exclusively reply pulses. 
If more than 100 a i rcraft interrogate. then the sensitivity of the transponder receiver 
i s reduced to a point whe r e only the nearest 100 aircraft can be served. 

The con stant duty cycl e mode has the following advantages: 

(1) In an automat i c proce ss . t he transponder is operated with the highest receiver 
sensitivity permi ssi ble at any time. the number of reply pulses transmitted being 
a read i ly evaluated. unambiguous controlling parameter. 

(2) The transponder tran smitter cannot be overloaded. 

(3 ) The automatic gain control in the airborne DME can be simplified. 

(4) When too many aircraft interrogate. service is withheld from the most remote air
craft where the aircraft operation is leas t affected. 

To arrive at the s implest possible. reliable circuits. the transponder receiver is 
turned off during transmi ssion. Moreover. the sens itivity ol' this receiver is reduced 
as a consequence of powerful interrogations so th~t the echoes of the latter cannot 
trigger replies. For this reason. some of the interrogations are always lost. Accord
ing to estimates. this loss amounts to about 20 ~. In other words: for every 25 inter
rogations . the airborne DME (interrogator) will receive only 20 responses on the average. 
Thi s fact is taken account of in the dimensioning of interrogator circuits. 

The delay between reception of an interrogation and transmission of the reply is 
fixed to 50 JU S. This delay is permitted to vary by+ 0.5 ;us. which corresponds to 
0.04 nautical miles (nm). However. the resulting error is small compared with the ICAO
specified permi ssible system error of max. 0.5 nm or 3 ~ of the distance. whichever 
value is greater. ~/hen analyzed in the interrogator. the 50 ;us are. of course. excluded 
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from the time-to-dl.stance convenlon. 

Undfr control of an external generator, each transponder transmits its Identifica- 
tion code or identity which is usually the same as that of the associated VOR ground 
station. The identity it-, transmitted every 57 sec for the duration of about 3 sec. 
For this duration, the statistically distributed transponder pulses are substituted by 
equally spaced pulses with a repetition rate of 1350 per second. In the Interrogator, 
these pulses excite a ringing circuit tuned to the frequency of 1550 Hz. The Identity 
pulses are modulated by a three-letter Morse code in compliance with international 
specifications. During the transmission of the ground-station identity, the memory in 
the airborne DME, described above, becomes effective. 

4.  Development Trends 

Further development of the DME system is characterized by the following trends: 
Increase of measuring accuracy;  increase of the number of users; and improvement of 
reliability and economy through exclusive use of solid state devices. 

Increase of Measuring Accuracy 

The distance-measuring accuracy has to be improved because DME Is to be applied to 
additional tasks.  In the first place, DME in combination with VOR and DVOR is to enable 
accurate area navigation to be implemented with the least possible aircraft separation. 
In the second, DME in combination with IL3 should provide continuous and accurate 
distance indication so that the rather coarse marker indication of ILS can be sub- 
stituted. 

Improvement of the distance-measuring accuracy re 
intrinsic equipment errors and the errors caused by mu 
approach would be an increase of the channel bandwidth 
edges and less critical units as amplifiers and filt9r 
This approach Is to be taken for the future microwave 
by the Special Committee SC-117 of the Radio Technical 
(RTCA). This is feasible only because a new frequency 
because no compatibility with any already introduced s 
new band comprises the frequencies 5003 to 5060 MHz 

quires reduction of both the 
Itlpath propagation. The simplest 
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s would reduce both error types, 
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Fif.  9    Pilot-pulse  mode employed  in 
the  transponder 

An  improvement  of  the  ICAO-DME accuracy can only be achieved  by refining  the 
signal evaluation.     An approach that has proved  useful  to reduce multipath propagation 
errors  illustrated   in Fig.   8 is to measure  the  leading edge  of the  first  pulse  of any 
pair because  reflected  pulses must necessarily  be  received   later than the  straight-path 
pulses. 

The  pilot-pulse  mode   (Fig.  9)   is effective  in reducing the propagation-time  fluctu- 
ations within the  interrogator and  the  transponder.     Here  the DME is not   started  by the 
interrogation video pulse,   but  by a pilot  pulse  that  is decoupled from the  interrogation 
pulse at RF  level,converted in frequency,  and  fed   into the  receiving channel,   thus elimi- 
nating  intrinsic  delays. 

Increase  of  the  Number of Users 

,10 The now 100 users per transponder can be expected to grow over 800 in future 
The most important measure to achieve this goal is the reduction of the number of pulses 
exchanged between all users and the transponder in unit time.  If the present rate of 25 
interrogations per second in the tracking mode can be reduced to 10 per second, for 
instance, then a factor of 2.5 is gained.  Unfortunately the reduction of measuring 
pulses is somewhat in conflict with accuracy b oause the effect of statistically distrib- 
uted errors can be kept low only by  a sufflciei.„ly high number of individual measurements. 
In the long run another method seems to hold promise, a method that is bting investigated 
for collision-avoidance systems (CA3). It is basically a one-way DME with the additional 
feature of synchronizing In intervals of several minutes by regular round-trip measure- 
ments the airborne time standard, a crystal oscillator with a stability of 10 to 0.1 
parts per billion (ppb) to the transponier time standard.  It should be remembered that 
the overall pulse requirement per user is very small even though each user transmits 
many interrogations and receives many responses} this is so because the interval between 
the individual synchronization processes is rather long (several minutes). This 
solution, although burdened with additional costs, allows for an increase of the number 
of simultaneous users. 

At all times between the synchronization processes, the distance is measured by 
one-way DME.  Measured Is the time uetween transmission of transponder signals and their 
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reception in the interrogator, both times referred to the transponder time standard to 
which the airborne DME is regularly synchronized. 

Suppose the synchronization of the airborne time standard during the flight could 
be eliminated, i.e. a more stable time standard were available for economic airborne 
application. We would then have a true one-way DME that could not be saturated by the 
number of users - Just as is the case with the rotating radio beacons. At present such 
solution is too expensive because it would involve the airborne use of atomic frequency 
standards. However, the dimensions and costs of such standards have been greatly re- 
duced in the past ten years; hence, their introduction can be expected before the end of 
this century. 

Improvement of Reliability and Economy 

The technological development of ground and airborne DME is characterized by solid- 
state designing, micro-miniaturization, and digitizing. Tubes are still being used In 
transmitter amplifiers, but even here their substitution by solid-state stages is only a 
matter of time. 
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TACAN 

by 

Preceding page blank 

Dr. M. Böhm, Head, Development Navigation, SEL, Stuttgart 

Summary 

TACAN (TACtical Air Navigation) is a radio position-fixing method for military 
short and medium range aviation. Since the 1950ies it has been introduced on a large 
scale in all NATO countries. 

Each ground station currently,-provides azimuth or "theta" values to any number 
of aircraft and distance or "rho" values to max, 120 aircraft at the same time. Both 
types of values are eit: .r directly displayed (Fig. 1) or are inputs for a navigation 
computer. 

NORTH 

\ 
orrimr-REFEiiRÄi 

I.VKTH 

k 
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JROUI.'E  STATION \ 

Fig. 1 Measuring and display of TACAN coordinates 

1,  Introduction 

TACAN is accurately specified in MIL-STD 291B and in STANAG 5034, TACAN equip- 
ment operates in the frequency range from 962 to 1213 MHz just like DME, This range 
is subdivided into 252 X and Y channels spaced by 1 MHz, The range of TACAN is 300 km 
on the average. Five channels in the frequency region around 1030 MHz and five around 
the frequency of 1090 MHz are reserved for Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) or 
secondary radar (SSR), and are therefore not available for TACAN, 

The association of TACAN channels to the various frequency subranges may be seen 
from Table 1, Just as in DME, pulse-spacing codes are employed, i,e, the spacing 
between two pulses constitutes a unique identification code. 

Table 1 - Channel distribution in TACAN 

(Total: 126 X and 126 Y channels) 
PSC = pulse spacing code 

PULSES OF AIRBORNE INTERROGATOR 
63 X channels 
PSC 12 /us 

63 X channels 
PSC 12 /us 

63 Y channels 
PSC 36 /us 

63 Y channels 
PSC 36 /us 

962-1024 MHz 1025-1087 MHz 1088-1150 MHz 1151-1213 MHz 

63 X channels 
PSC 12 /us 

63 Y channels 
PSC 30 /us 

63 Y channels 
PSC 30 /us 

63 X channels 
PSC 12 /us 

RESPONSES  OF  GROUND  STATION  TRANSPONDER 
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2.  Operation Principle 

TACAN azimuth is measured by the airborne equipment by discriminating the phase 
shift between the azimuth-dependent rotating directional radiation pattern and the 
reference pulses independent of the azimuth, rimilarly as in the VOR system.  To make 
these measurements possible, the ground station provides the following: 

a secondary radiator rotating around the fixed central antenna at a distance 
of 7.5 cm with the speed of 15 rps; this results in a rotating pattern used 
for coarse measurement (Fig, 2); 

nine antenna elements rotating around the fixed central radiator at a distance 
of 45 cm with the speed of 15 rps that are also excited by radiation coupling; 
they generate a nine-lobe pattern superimposed on the above pattern (Fig. 3); 

15-Hz and 135-Hz reference pulses against which the said sirgle-lobe and 
nine-lobe patterns are measured in order to indicate the azimuth (Fig. h), 

rVXLOPE 

-< i; I 
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Fig.   2     TACAN  azimuth  single-lobe pattern 
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Fig.   3    TACAN azimuth nine-lobe pattern 
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Fig. 4 TACAN reference pulses 

The TACAN ground station thus basically consists of the DME described before 
and additional equipment that permits 
(a) modulation of DME and filling pulses with an azimuth-dependent signal and 
(b) additional radiation of reference pulses for azimuth measurements. 
The TACAN airborne equipment is essentially a DME with attachments for azimuth 
measurement. 

This provides a compatibility inasmuch as any airborne DME can process TACAN 
distance data while any TACAN airborne equipment can process EWE distance data. 

Compared with VOR/DME, TACAN features the following significant advantages: 

The TACAN antenna is smaller because of the higher operating frequencies 
(962-1213 MHz as compared with 108-118 MHz). This is important for mobile 
use on ships and land vehicles. 

The multi-lobe coarse-fine measuring principle improves accuracy and 
resolution. 

Azimuth and distance are measured with the same RF channel, which constitutes 
a more economic solution. 

Compared with the doppler radio beacon (DVOR) , a certain disadvantage may 
be seen in the application of the coarse/fine measuring principle for a certain class 
of users. 

The TACAN Airborne Equipment 

The airborne equipment is essentially a DME with associated azimuth-measuring 
unit. A block diagram of existing equipment is shown in Fig. 5 (azimuth part only; 
for DME see chapter: Distance Measuring Methods). 
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Fig.  5    Azimuth unit of TACAN airborne equipment 
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The signals received are decoded in this unit, i.e. only one pulse of a pair is 
processed. Then the 15-Hz and the 135-Hz components are filtered out from the ampli- 
tude-modulated signal. The North pulse triggers a corresponding 15-Hz reference 
frequency while the auxiliary reference pulses synchronize a 135-Hz reference 
frequency. The phases of the variable 15-Hz and 135-Hz waveforms are continuously 
measured against the reference waveforms with the aid of a tracking unit comprising 
two bridge circuits. A gear with the ratio of 9 : 1 is attached to the servo motor 
in order to interlink the 15-Hz and the 135-Hz systems.  In the tracking mode, the 
servo motor is controlled by the 135 Hz as long as the latter signal is present and 
as long as the 15 Hz are tracked to an accuracy of 8 to 20 degrees.  If the 135-Hz 
signal is missing or the coarse-measuring error exceeds 20 degrees, then the 15-Hz 
signal assumes control over the servo.  In this way the 15-Hz signal provides un- 
ambiguity of the signal while the 135-Hz component enhances the measuring accuracy. 
Just as in DME, static or dynamic memories will bridge the gaps caused by short- 
duration fading of signals. 

The TACAN Ground Station 

The design of the TACAN ground station is sketched in Fig. 6.  The antenna array 
comprises a central radiator designed to handle a bandwidth of about 250 MHz. These 
antennas have been built-up of up to 11 vertically stacked elements in order to achieve 
a high vertical antenna gain. Kig. 7 shows a typical vertical-radiation character- 
istic of a TACAN ground-station antenna. 

The secondary antenna elements are embedded into the two plastic cylinders 
(Fig. 6) rotating around the central and fixed antenna. They are excited by radiation 
coupling and will amplitude-modulate the pulse sequence radiated by the fixed central 
antenna.  The depth of modulation is about 20 per cent.  Rotating synchronously with 
the plastic cylinders are the sender disks for the reference pulses and for the 
ground-station identity tone. 
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Fig. 6 TACAN ground station 
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Fig. 7 Typical vertical-radiation characteristic 
of an antenna (TACAN ground station) 

The rated speed of 15 revolutions per second (rps) of the motor (Fig, 6) for the 
antenna array is derived from a tuning fork and is controlled to an accuracy of max. 
1%. 

The North pulse sequence comprises 2U  single pulses alternatively spaced by 
12 and 18 ,us. After decoding in the airborne set, 12 single pulses spaced by 50 ,us 
appear across the decoder output.  The reference pulse sequences are radiated 8 times 
for every revolution;  the ninth sequence is substituted by the North pulse sequence. 
They consist of 12 single pulses spaced by 12 ,us  each. Reference pulses are trans- 
mitted with priority over filling and response'pulses. 

The station-identity tone of 1350 Hz is transmitted every 30 seconds in sync with 
the pulse sequences of the identity code, thus avoiding mutual interference. The 
identity code comprises 1350 pulse sequences per second;  each sequence consists of 
U  pulses with the following spacings: 12 /us, 100 /us, and again 12 /us. 

/' /L /l 

VORTAG 

Several countries have introduced the VORTAG system enabling TACAN-equipped 
aircraft to use the IGA0 air lanes. The VORTAG ground station comprises a TAGAN 
instead of a DME equipment (TACAN is compatible with airborne DME). The resulting 
VORTAG station is sketched in Fig. 8. Civil aircraft will obtain azimuth data from 
a VOR transmitter and the distance data from the TAGAN transponder. Military aircraft 
obtains both azimuth and distance data from the same TAGAN transponder.  From the 
viewpoint of Air Traffic Control (ATC), both types of users can be treated in the 
same way. 
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Fig. 8 VORTAG station 
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3.  Development Trends 

TACAN has been the first multi-lobe rho-theta system for coarse and fine measure- 
ments and has in some rfays more than fulfilled expectations. The typical system error 
is 1 degree;  however, TACAN will operate satisfactorily only as long as the 15-Hz 
system continues functioning. This system is sensitive to reflection interference 
because its measuring base is short..  Particularly detrimental are reflecting obstacles 
located in the vicinity of the ground-station antenna. An effective remedy is the 
elevation of the vertical radiation diagram which, of course, will reduce the range 
for low-flying aircraft. Another remedy is the use of pulses because reflected pulses 
are received later than the original pulses and can be made ineffective.  Other im- 
provements are incorporated in advanced airborne equipment that makes use of only the 
leading edge of only the first pulse of a pair. 

Further development work on TACAN reveals the following trends: 

improvement of ground station reliability 
increase of azimuth and distance measuring accuracy 
Introduction of new and improved angle-measuring procedures 
multiple exploitation of TACAN channels for landing etc. 
development of highly mobile ground stations 
suppression of interference by frequency hopping. 

The reliability of airborne and ground equipment is continuously being improved 
by the use of modern solid-state and digitizing technologies and by the elimination 
of physically movable parts. 

The azimuth measuring accuracy is being increased by better antennas switched 
by electronic means, a wider base of the ground station, and careful airborne measuring 
of angular signals, predominantly using the digital technology.  The distance-measuring 
accuracy is being improved along the same principles as employed for DME.  New angle- 
measuring principles supported by wider antenna bases are being worked out to overcome 
the effect of multi-path propagation upon the measuring accuracy. 

Multiple exploitation is suggested by the ample endowment of the TACAN frequency 
band with bandwidth and number of channels.  Therefore, both data links within the 
position-fixing channels and the SETAC landing aid were developed on the basis of 
TACAN. The feasibility of incorporating additional services is being investigated. 

The overall TACAN development trend will probably advance in the direction of 
multiple exploitation of the airborne TACAN equipment as a central unit of a so-called 
TACAN family comprising various highly mobile ground stations insensitive to inter- 
ference and employed for various tasks of tactical radio navigation in air force and 
army. 
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PART   1      INBKTIAL  NAVIGATION   AS A FACTCH   IN   ATC 

saiM.AHV 

The history of the development of navigation within Air Traffic Control .Systems is traced briefly 
and the requirements for effective navigation and f I ig-ht path control are discussed.  They are related to 
the adoption of inertial navigation and to the possible future extention of Its use.  Typical airborne 
sys'em configurations are described together with the facilities provided by them.  Reference is made to 
systems for both civil and military aircraft.  The principles of Inertial Navigation are then described 
briefly with a review of the standards of accuracy and reliability being achieved. 

INTRODUCTION 

These alms are obtainable by a combination of airborne navigation and ground-based surveillance, 
the former being of most interest here. 

The alternative approaches to navigation are through the provision of ground-based radio aids and 
self-contained systems confined to the aircraft:  in practice some combination has always been used. 

In the two decades following the end of the Second World War the widest .ipplication of new 
technologies to navigation took place in the ground-based radio sector.  In particular the air spaces over 

the most highly developed continents, the U.S.A. and Europe, wore orgfinized around extensive airway 
structures based on VOR, with the later addition of IME.  Navigation over water and less highly populated 
land masses was achieved by the use of dead reckoning complimented by position fixes derived from whatever 
sources were available.  Over the North Atlantic many operators used I.oran A for this purpose. 

The primary disadvantage of such classical navigation techniques was the work load Imposed on the 
crew:  a combination of data reduction, plotting and the exercise of .judgement to weight the various 

information sources.  There was a further conseiiuence of Importance in calculating acceptable separation 
standards: widely varying standards of accuracy and a real possibility of 'blunders', leading to a 
significant proportion of gross errors. 

The operators of long range civil .-ind military aircraft thus had n common use for an aid having the 
following properties; 

Continuity and consistency of operation over all sectors, throughout the world. 

Ease of handling by the crew: preferably pilot interpreted. 

Highest possible accuracy. 

Reliability. 

The need for a world-wide capability and a desire to maintain the factors influencing accuracy and 
reliability under o|>erator control pointed the way to a primarily self-contained solution. 
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Navigation by Itoppler Radar was the first such solution to be comraprclally available but suffered 
from certain significant short-comings; 

Accuracy dependent on the heading: reference, in most cases derived magnetically. 

Performance variations over water, In certain sea states. 

A significant installation problem. 

However Itoppler was quite extensively used, particularly when the work load involved in interpreting 
the data was relieved by a relatively simple analogue computer, operating in along and across track 
co-ordinates. 

In the late KltiOa Inertial Navigation was Introduced by a number of civil operators, following a 
period of development as a basic sensor in certain types of military aircraft.  Apart from its basic 
superiority as a self-contained aid this wider application of IN was, and is, highly successful for a 
further Important reason.  I'ortuitously the introduction of these systems coincided with the availability 

of a new generation of relatively reliable, compact, airborne digital computers. 

The resulting inertial systems have significant advantages over the previous Doppler systems because: 

Their advanced gyroscope techm logy lias solved the problem of achieving an accurate heading 
reference. 

Their high navigation accuracy has proved to be .»xtremoly consistent. 

They have become more reliable because of advances in the technologies involved. 

The Inclusion of digital computing has provided: 

A range of monitoring facilities and checks previously unobtainable. 

Satisfactory pilot operation by using the computer to store way-points expressed as latitude 
and longitude. 

Automatic flight guidance by versatile AI'CS coupling. 

lietter and more comprehensive pilot displays. 

By a combination of the above a higher degree of protection against 'blunders', or 
'flight technical error'. 

As will be seen later all of this has an immediate impact on the potential viability of an oceanic 

ATC system, where separation standards may have to be reduced.  liut in addition the full potential of 
Inertial Navigation has further implications for ATC' in continental en-route air space, in Terminal Areas, 
and in approach and landing. 

This is because the INS is not merely a navigation aid, but a sensor of the aircraft velocity vector. 
It produces this data in three dimensions, and also provides high accuracy data on roll and pitch attitude, 

and angular rates.  It does so in a form free from noise, and immune to errors caused directly by aircraft 
manoeuvres.  It is the potential foundation of a new generation of Guidance and Control Systems.  The 

corresponding improvements in aircraft capability can in turn Influence the evolution of future ATC 
systems. 

2.   RKQUIKKMKVTS FOR NAVIGATION AND FLIGHT PATH CONTROL IN AN ATT SYSTEM 

In the context of this paper it is of Interest to distinguish a number of different flight regimes, 
and to see how Inertial Navigation applies to them. 

2.1  Long Range Kn-Route Navigation 

Mere, for example in trans-oceanic sectors, IN is likely to be the sole means of navigation.  The 

rer]uirement is to achieve a given standard of accuracy, with a specified probability of its achievement. 

A considerable amount of work has been done in assessing the accuracy and integrity required for N. 

Atlantic operations, and the majority of commercial INS equipped aircraft have been cleared largely with 

this route in mind. 

f'ontalning the probability of a conflict in this or any other route structure depends on the 
navigation accuracy achievable and the presence or otherwise of a known standard of surveillance, 

general ; 

[•resent standards of separation are postulated on a mix of IN equipped aircraft and non IN 
equipped aircraft. 

IN has established itself to the point at which ;he separations likely to be needed in the 
late 1<I70S could be achieved by its use. 

In 
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Rut there is a point nt whinh a further decrease in separations to below an order of 30 n. 
ml a laterally would also require satellite surveillance. 

The modellintf techniques involved in such assessments have been described in detail elsewhere, 

(npferences 1 and 2). 

With the recent downward revisions of the predictions of North Atlantic movements it appears that 
the capability now attributed to IN will become essential in the late 19708 if an operator is to enjoy 
as near to optinum routings as is possible.  The separations employed will be of the order of 60 n. mis. 

Hut it must 1« stated that the administrations do not require INS per se, but a demonstrable 
capability of the same order.  It la |)Ossible, but not firmly established, that an alternative solution 

such as Ometfn will also prove acceptable. 

The assessment of the acceptability of INS as providing a given capability over the North Atlantic 

has been a complex process involving a consideration of the following variables, among others: 

INS errors propagate within a given system with time.  The mode of propagation is 
relatively complex because of the number of possible error sources, and a system 
mechanisation which interrelates them in numerous ways.  The system is not positively 

error bounded. 

A single INS is based on a single set of basic sensors and is thus essentially 
vulnerable to undttected failure.  Multiple redundancy is called for, and the 
question of how a flight crew can  diagnose the fact that a particular system is 

drifting away arises. 

The original accuracy requirement for the North Atlantic, promulgated by the FAA in 1906, was the 
limitation of cross-track error to a maximum of - 20 n. mis, along-track to - 25 n. mis.  This was to 
be determined and demonstrated on a 93% probability basis.  (Advisory Circular 25-4, February 1966) 

(Reference 3) 

2.2 Kn-!ioute Navigation in a l<omestic Environment 

Aircraft arriving in such an environment frjm a long range sector become ground referenced as 
opposed to self-contained when they are 'collected' in two ways: 

By entering the coverage of the V0R/DME Byatem,' which thus enables them to fly 
airways in the normal manner. 

By coming under radar surveillance. 

In the early days of INS development a relatively simple concept was accepted:  such aircraft would 
then behave as if they were not INS equipped and be handled thus.  It was conceded that if Area Nav- 

igation became adopted widely it would be based on the use of digital computers combining the data from 
a number of sensors, one of which might be the INS. 

In fact it has now been observed that traffic densities and the resulting cost effectiveness of 

area navigation have not developed as rapidly as was once predicted, with a consequent slowing down of 
the adoption of the concept in practical equipment terms. 

Hut meanwhile operators who have INS equipped aircraft have been monitored as to their compliance 
with the present VOR/DME based airways structure, and it is clear that INS Is improving their performance. 

This  is probably because most present day aircraft have somewhat unsatisfactory arrangements for direct 

VOR/AFCS coupling, the coupling often being achieved by visual instrument monitoring, the basic guidance 
mode being magnetic head mg'Al ("S . 

When such aircraft continue to use INS/AFTS flight path guidance the total airborne system comes 
nearer to meeting a significant requirement which is particularly favourable to inertial navigation:  an 
ability to couple closely to a desired flight path, to ignore wind changes or wind shear, and to man- 
oeuvre precisely when track changes are required; e.g. over a VOR.  Haw VOR continues as a basic monitor 
of track keeping.  Beam noise is of course Ignored.  The role of 'lie  INS as a guidance tool based on 
the aircraft velocity vector relative to the earth's surface becomes apparent. 

It has also become apparent that INS equipped aircraft already possess a form of Area Navigation in 
that the Arinc 501 computer can accept a series of way-points defined in terms of latitude and longitude. 
This permits the negotiation of special clearances which can if necessary depart from the normal airways 
structure.  The requirements are that ATC can organize such clearances, and that INS capability as 
regards accuracy is sufficient for their execution.  Such operations are now being conducted in the U.S.A. 

(Reference 4, Arinc 561) 

It can thus be seen that the first generation of Inertial Systems to be used regularly en-route in 
the domestic environment are meeting specific requirements which have always existed: 

Hetter dynamic track-keeping. 

better automation of certain manoeuvres. 

The manner in which these requirements are met can only improve when Inertial Navigation is used in 
more flexible and comprehensive airborne system configurations, witli provisions to mix IN and radio aids, 

or with more versatile pilot-equipment interfaces. 
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2.3    Terminal Area,   Approach and Landing 

Present  TMA operations  are  based  primarily on radar  vectoring,   followed  by  the  acquisition  of  the 
ILS Locallser  in  the  horizontal   plane.     Depending on  the  AFCH fit   landings  are  possible over  a  range  of 
weather minima. 

The operational   requirement   in  its  simplest  terms  is  to  permit  ATC  to assign  to  arriving aircraft 
flight  paths which  will  result   in  optimum  longitudinal   separation  for  landing,   the  departure  problem 
being somewnht similar. 

Significant   trends   include: 

The need  to  discriminate   in  longitudinal  separation  to cope  with wake  turbulence, 
particularly  from wide  bodied Jets. 

The growth of   automation  on  the  ground  to aid  the  controller   in  this  task. 

The desirability of  improving the acquisition and subsequent  holding of  the runway 
centre line  to facilitate  parallel runway o(>erations. 

A need  for  better  regulation of  climb or descent  profiles   in  the  vertical  plane. 

The  contribution  of   Inertial  Navigation  to  these  needs   lies   in  its  ability  to generate extremely 
smooth  velocity  data   in  three  dimensions,   accurate   In  the   short   term.     It   is  thus  possible  to  smooth 
radio guidance and   improve  the  general   level  of  flight  path  control. 

It  has  been  pointed  out  that   a clear  aim of  MLS  la  to  provide  much  smoother  approach guidance,   with 
freedom from noise  or  beam  bends  resulting in  ILK  from multi-path  effects,   movements of  other  aircraft 
etc. 

Dut it must be pointed out that the present ILS system is likely to co-exist with MLS for at least 
15 years, o'- up to the 2000. Many aircraft cleared to Category 3 will have such clearance on the basis 
of  the established   Integrity of   ILS. 

Considerable  work has  been  done  on both  sides of   the  Atlantic  to  demonstrate  the benefits  of   intro- 
ducing inertial  smoothing  into  automatic  approach  and  landing systems  based on  ILS.     (References  5  and 
6).     Therefore  the   potential  contribution  of   IN to enhanced  flight   path  control   in  three  dimensions 
applies  in  the TMA  down  to  the  final   approach  phase. 

The use of   IN  as  an  aid  to  movement  on  the ground  is   also  a  possibility. 

3.     AIRIMUNK SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 

3.1 History 

The essential sub-assemblies in an Inertial Navigation System are: 

fa)  The Platforms, including the sensors. 

(b) The  Platform Electronics. 

(c) The Computer. 

fd)  Special purpose Power Supplies Etc. 

(e)  Pilots' Controls and Displays. 

In the earliest military systems (a) was usually mounted separately. (b) and (c) were contained in 
a rack mounted unit. 

Dut in the latest military and commercial systems it is customary to pack (a), (b), (c) and (d) in a 
single box.  Figure 1 shows such a unit, part of the Ferranti Digital Inertial Navigation System. 

Systems for commercial aircraft conform to Arinc Standard 561, which standardises mounting arrange- 
ments, dimensions and interfaces with cooling air, power supplies and other avionic systems. (Reference 
4) 

The cockpit units consist of: 

A Mode Selector Unit, used pre-flight to control system alignment etc. 

A Control/Display Unit used for operational handling in the air. 

3.2 Typical  Configurations Used  in Commercial  Aircraft 

A typical  Arinc  561   System   (Reference  7) has  the  signal   interfaces  shown  in  Figure 2.     It will be 
seen that as well  as  functioning as an inertial navigator  the system: 

lYovides the azimuth gyro reference for the compass  system. 

Acts as an altitude reference for flight  instruments. 
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n-ovldea  autopilot   steorinjj. 

The Control/Display Unit  includes a key-board and  alpha-numeric  readouts,   resulting in the 
following functions: 

Ability  to set   in 9 way-points,   i.e.   define  a track. 

Ability  to  select   and read  out; 

Present   Itosition   (lat'lonff. ) 

Selected  Way-point   (lat/long. ) 

Cross-track   Deviation/Track  Angle Krror 

Distance  or  Time   to Go. 

lYesent Track  Angfle/Ground  Speed 

True Heading-'I)rift   Angle. 

Wind Velocity/Wind  Angle. 

liesired  Track/System  Status. 

In  practice  a  typical  commercial  installation consists of  two or  three  systems  to  provide  redundancy. 
With this  aim  there  is       typically   (Reference   t)  segregation  of   the  systems   in  flight.     The  exception  is 
the manual   loading of   flight   plan  data   (way-polnt  positions),   when  a  single  key-board one  one CDU may  be 
used  to  load  two or  three  Bystems  simultaneously. 

3.,'t    Typical   Military  Aircraft  Configuration 

The  tendency  to  develop  special   purpose  integrated  avionic  systems  for  military  aircraft  results  in 
a wider range  of  possibilities.     For  example  the   INS may  be used  as  a  navigation  sensor  feeding a Central 
Digital Computer   in which the  guidance  computations  are  made. 

Figure  3  shows  the  Control/Display Unit for  the  Ferranti   System.      It will  be  seen that  the  facilities 
of mode  selection  are   included  to  avoid  the need  to  install   a  separate  cockpit unit  for  this  purpose   as 
in Arinc  561.     Hut   in  this  and  the majority of  military  systems  there   4.s  provision  to  insert  way-points, 
and  thus generate  track  guidance. 

In many military  systems  oihcr functions not relevant  to  ATC are  to be found;    e.g.   concerned with 
weapon  delivery  or  other  special  operational   tasks. 

It Is also common to fit only a single I"S in militar;. aircraft. The redundancy for navigation is 
provided bj TACAN and other aid?. Radar and other sensors associated with the primary mission increase 
the  total   level   of  redundancy. 

In some military aircraft present position data is displayed to the pilot by a Moving Map Display, 
such  as  the  Ferranti  unit   shown  in  Figure 4. 

However in general it may be said that commercial and military INS equipped ai"craft, while having 
different  overall   system  configurations,   possess  the  same   inherent   navigation capability  as  seen   by   ATC. 

4.       OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS   IN T1IE USE OF  INS 

4.1     Principles 

The  principle of   any   INS   (Reference  ft)involves a  cluster  of   inertial   instruments,   consisting of 
gyroscopes and  accelerometers,   stabilized against aircraft  motion by  a girabal  system.     This  is  the  plat- 
form. 

The gyroscopes  can  detect   any  motion of  the cluster  relative  to  space  about  three measuring axes, 
roll,   pitch  and azimuth.     They  are  the basic  position   sensors   in  the  servo  systems  controlling the  gimbals. 
By  the  inclusion of  a  fourth redundant  roll  gimbal  the  platform can  be made  topple-free  through  all 
aircraft  manoeuvres. 

The  two vertical  gyroscope  channels  are  associated with  two horizontal  accelerometers which  can  be 
considered  most  simply  as  being aligned  N-S and  E-W.     The  possibility  of   inertial  navigation results 
from  the  fact   that  an   accelerometer  maintained  perfectly   in  the  horizontal   plane  can furnish  a  signal 
capable of  being successively   integrat« .' electronically   to give  velocity  and displacement. 

The  problem  of  defining the vertical  is  tackled  by  constructing a feed-back  loop around  an  accelero- 
meter  and  a gyroscope   so  that   the  combination  is   'Schüler  tuned':     i.e.   it  has  a natural   period  of 
oscillatioji  about  the  vertical  of  84  minutes.     Such  a  vertical   is  essentially  perdulous,   but   does not 
respond to vehicle  accelerations. 

As  the  aircraft   traverses   the earth  the  cluster must  be  rotated  to  take  account  of   its  curvature. 
As the earth  rotates  the  cluster  too must  be caused to rotate  appropriately.     The computer generates  these 
correction  terms  from  the  basic  geometry and  furnishes  commands  to  torque  the  gyros  so that  they  precess 
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In the desired manner. 

The accuracy of inertlal navigation therefore depends c  the following factors, among others: 

fa)  Entering Into the computer the precise geographical co-ordinates of the aircraft 
position on the ground at switch-on.  (Essentially the accuracy is such that ramp 
position is required. ) 

(b) Levelling the platform precisely to the local vertical. 

(c) Achieving a precise knowledge of the alignment of the Instruments relative to 

true north:  the initial azimuth alignment. 

(d) Having gyroscopes of a very low intrinsic drift, and accelerometers of high 
acuracy. 

(e) Controlling all the parameters Involved in the subsequent measurements and 
computations extremely precisely. 

There are two further rules.  The alignment raust be completed with the aircraft stationary at its 
ramp position.  Also, since subsequent operation depends on processes of continuous integration, the 
system must be powered continuously, and run continuously. 

4.2  Operating Considerations 

The capability of an INS equipped aircraft within an ATC system is bounded by certain basic operational 
considerations which are common to most systems, although in detail they may be handled differently. 

The basic principles of the operational aspects have been outlined and a brief technological 

description of INS is integrated in this paper but for in-depth information, the reader is referred to 
the bibliography listed under Section 7. 

5.   ACCUHACY AND RELIABILITY 

"Die accuracy of inertial navi^tition systems is generally specified as CEP (Circle of Equal Probability). 
This implies that the system will exhibit a circular error of the level specified on 50% of all flights. 

There has been a steady increase in inertial navigation accuracy (Figure 5).  In the early 1960s 
CEP's of the order of 2l n. mis per hour were characteristic.  But by the late 1960s proven equipments 
in civil and military service were realising accurac        order of 1 n.m/hour CEP, and this has been 
the characteristic performance goal for high quality inertial systems since that date. 

The fact that accuracies of this order can now be achieved in the rugged environment of a military 
strike aircraft as well as in the most benign commercial aircraft environment is indicative of the extent 
to which detailed problems have been solved.  The accuracy depends heavily  on the adequacy of the 

initial pre-flight alignment. 

Complex considerations arise in any attempt to quote the reliability of inertial systems.  In the 

early days there were predictions that the operational reliability would be low because of the unknown 
nature of the tails of the distribution of errors.  In fact these predictions have not been realised and 
anomalous behaviour of this kind is less frequently encountered than obvious failure.  This is largely 

because unsatisfactory operation of the Instruments becomes apparent in the alignment process.  Most 
systems Include provisions for the processor to monitor the alignment and to display to the crew a con- 

fidencd number, between 9 and 0 in the case of Ferranti systems.  Failure to achieve the desired level of 
confidence in alignment is indicative that the system will not deliver its specified performance in the 
ensuing flight.  The fact that an inertial system is effectively tested in this way before take-off has 

increased the effective reliability of these systems in the air.  In general a distinction is made between: 

Dispatch reliability:  the extent to which INS failures prevent departures on schedule. 

In flight reliability, quoted as an MTBF. 

In practice MTBF's have increased from a few hundred hours to figures of the order of 1,000 hours. 
Dispatch reliability and the minimising of delays have been greatly assisted by the availability in the 
INS of comprehensive built-in test facilities including the use of the computer to diagnose fault con- 
ditions. 

6.   CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that the wide application of Inertial navigation has followed from the rapid 
development of the -echnology and the fact that such systems are truly self-contained. The fact that a 
modern INS Includes a digital computer providing a high degree of flight automation is also significant. 

In ATC terms the INS has made its greatest Impact so far in long range sectors, particularly over 
the North Atlantic.  Present levels of INS performance are sufficient to realise the separation standards 
which current predictions of traffic growth indicate as necessary in the 1970s. 

In domestic air space INS aircraft have shown consistently good track keeping performance when 
flying on airways largely because the stability of the INS guidance data has eased the task of the auto- 
matic flight control systram.  The fact that an INS can be programmed to follow any desired route profile 
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througli a  series of wsy-polnta gives  It  .-in  Intrinsic area navigation capability which  is already being 
used. 

In future generations of  aircraft  inertial  systems will enable  better  flight  path control  in tne TMA 
and  there   is  scope  for   improving approach   and   landing iierformnnce  by  using the  inertial  reference  in 
conjunction with radio aids. 
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FIGURE 2 PRINCIPLE ARINC 561 
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FIGURE 5 IMPROVEMENTS   IN   : N    ACCURACY 
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PART  2      [NERTIAL  NAVIGATION  SYKTKMK  AND TCaiNOIOXiY 

SUMMARY 

The principles of Inertlal Navigation are reviewed In a simple manner, Intended as background 
Information for S[)eclall8ts In other fields.  The mechanisation of a typical system Is described and 
alternative methods are referred to.  The problems of securing an Initial azimuth alignment and compensating 
for errors within the instruments are referred to.  There Is then a brief description of the technologies 
involved in producing inertlal instruments together with some indication of possible future developments. 
A section is devoted to the problems of specifying the accuracy of Inertlal systems and assessing It In 
practice.  There are references to electronics and digital computation as applied to Inertlal navigation. 
In conclusion the significant improvements which have taken place in flexibility and ease of maintenance 
are referred to. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

The  purpose  of   this  second  part   Is  to  provide  a concise  summary  of   the essential  features  of  this 
technology  for  the  benefit  of  workers  In  the more  general   fields  of  navigation  and  Air  Traffic Control. 

2. SOMK  FUNDAMENTAL  Hi I NCI PI.KS 

2.1    (ieneral 

A full mathematical treatment of a basic INS is beyond the scope of this paper, and readers who are 
interested are referred to one of the many standard texts on the subject.  However a qualitative 
visuali.satlon of the principles Involved is necessary Lo bring the technological problems Into perspective. 

The basic principle is that a suitable accelerometer can produce an output which can be Integrated 
successively to give velocity and displacement along the axis of measurement.  (Figure 1) Clearly an 
orthagonal triad of instruments in free space can produce three components from which a single acceleration, 
velocity or displacement can be derived. 

Applying this principle to an aircraft moving on the earth's surface introduces the problem that an 
accelerometer tilted from the local vertical will also sense a component of 'g':  see Figure 2.  There is 
thus a need either to maintain the triad aligned to the vertical, or to know the misalignment and com- 
pensate for it. 

In state of the art gimbaled systems this Is achieved by mounting the sensors on a platform stabilized 
against aircraft rotational movements by means of gyroscopes.  In the present example these are 'single 
degree of freedom' instruments.  Thus the Instrument 'cluster' consists of three gyroscopes and three 
accelerometers.  (See Figure 3.) 

Each gyroscope is essentially a directional 'memory' which provides a space reference about its 
sensitive axis.  Hut an important feature is that by the application of a known torque the gyroscopic 
reference can be caused to precess at a known rate. 

The long term vertical must be maintained by some mechanism which Is independent of accelerations 
caused by vehicle motion, the task being to prevent tilt components from arising.  This is accomplished 
(Figure 4) by the classical 'Schüler loop', in which the accelerometer/gyro combination is caused to have 
a natural frequency similar to that of a pendulum of earth's radius R. This is of the order of 84 minutes. 

In the example being considered the platform is mechanized as follows:- 

(a) The azimuth gyroscope is used to provide a directional memory, torqued to offset the 
effects of earth's rotation.  It stabilizes the azimuth gimbal to true north.  Hence, 
the two vertical channels operate in N-S and E-W axes, 

(b) Components of the vertical gyro outputs are used to stabilize the cluster against roll and 
pitch disturbances. 

(c) As a refinement there is a second redundant roll gimbal so that the complete gimbal set 
o 

is fully aerobatic and cannot lock due to a Hookes Joint effect in the presence of a 90 
displacement, as for example in a loop. 

(d) The accelerometer outputs are corrected for Coriolls acceleration etc. 

(e) Hy means of a computer initialised to starting position the N-S and E-W velocities are 
integrated and converted to give continuous position data in latitude/longitude. 

(f) The gyroscopes are all torqued to offset computed earth's rotation effects, and the 
angular orientation changes to compensate for movement over the earth's surface are 
similarly introduced. 

In the above system the platform is 'north slaved':  i.e. the horizontal accelerometers actually 
operate N-S and E-W at all times. However it is not always the practice to achieve this by torquing the 
azimuth gyro.  In 'free' or 'wander azimuth' systems the horizontal channels are permitted to assume an 
arbitrary orientation in azimuth.  Provided that this is known at all times the computer has simply to 
resolve the two measured components to derive N-S and E-W velocities, and hence change of latitude or 
longitude. 
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2. 2 Strap-Down Mechani zation 

In the conventional gimbaled s ys tem the instrument ' c luster' ia maintained physicall y oriented to 
t he verti cal by mean s o! the gimbal s ys t e m, and so isola ted from aircraft motion. However an alternative 
i s c learl y to moun t the s e nsor s on the a i rframe itself in whi ch case the rotational and accele ration 
effects due to aircraft motion will appear in their outputs . 

It I s pos s i ble to remove these effec ts by da ta proces s ing: e ffective l y the gimbal s ys t e m i s 
111e hanil:ed ele c troni call y . Howeve r thi s solution introduces furthe r problems . For example most types of 
iner ti al gyrosco pe hsve a small phys i cal arc of me asurement: they are normall y operated in a nulled 
c ond i tion througn the ac ti on or the gimbals, nee ding onl y to be prece s sed t o take account of earth's 
r ota t i on , or vehi c l P mot i on around t he earth. 

W1Jen s trapped down t o t he ai rframe the gyroscopes mu s t a ccept h igh torquing aigna la ao that the y 
pr eces s a t t he rgll a i rframe rotation r~tea. Th i s Involve s accurate torquing about known axes at rates 
o r say up to 300 / sec ins t ead of a ny 30 per hour, wh ic h ha s c onalde rable de s ign repercua s ion s . 

2 .3 I nitia l Az imuth Alignment 

The a curacy o r an inert ia l nav i ga t or dependa on t he ori e nt a t i on of the instrume nt cluste r be l ng 
pr e i sely known in az imut h. An Init i a l az imu t h error has a number of e ffects . Firat orde r It i ntroduces 
a nav igation error cro s ~- t rnck . But I t a lso causes t ~1e i ncorrec t introduc tion of corrective torques to 
t hf' gy r os co pes , ~<it h a r esult an t compl ex propagation or s ys t em errors in fli gh t . 

I n pr actice t he pr·ec i sion o f az i muth a lignme nt sought I s of the order of 4-6 minute s arc. 

The pr ocess norma ll y u sed is gyr o- compa s s ing . 

I t i s s lmpl s t to vi s ualise th e s ys t e m in the aircraft, stat i onary , a t a known r amp posit ion, with 
he :'1: - S and E- \1' nav i gati on c ha nne l s nl igne d geographicall y , but with a small error. The pl a tform Is 

a l igned t o t he vert ! a l. 

he ef f ect of ear t h • s rotation i s t o c au se the platform to a ttempt t o ' topple' about the local 
""' r idian . I .e. Th~ E- \1' c ha nne l s e e s th<' full effec t of e arth's rate , while the N- S channe l s ee s onl y 
a s ma ll compone nt, due t o the az imut h e rr·or . 

In i ts si mp l est form the gyro-c ompa s s ing procesa con s i s ts of torquing the azimut h gyro in 11 sense 
to r e duce th i s s ib"'l !l l t o zero. I t wi ll be obse rved that: 

( a) The ve r ti cal gyroscopes m.ust have a drift significantl y lower than the rate being senaed: 
esse nt iall y this i mpl i es full 1:'\ pe r· f ormance. 

(b) Ai r craft buffeti ng will introduce noise in t o the loop: t h i s ac celerome ter noise must be 
f i l te r e d out. 

(c ) If t he ve rt ical gyrosc opes are drifting t he drift i n t he E-W channe l can be calibrate d . 
An y drift in the :-<- S channe l i s ind i stinguishabl e from an a z imuth error. 

Cl ear l y it i s not v ital to phys i call y rota t e t he platform. ~lany systems o perate on t he free azimuth 
prin i p l e i n whi ch cas e da ta process i ng is used to deduce the clus t e r alignment r e lative to north, and 
to f i lt rout t he ef f ects of noise . 

2 .4 Compens a tion for Errors 

2 . 4 .1 Errors a r i s e i n gyro-compassi ng , and in subseque nt navigation, from a variety of causes inc luding: 

(a ) Unknown gyros co pi c drifts . 

(b ) Incorrec t torquing of gyros, for example due to the scale factor of the torquers themse lves. 

(c) Acce l e romete r errors. 

(d) Errors i n e l ectronic int erfaces . 

2. 4. 2 I n cons ide r i ng the errors it is important to appreciate the small magnitudes which are •ignificant 
in Ine r t i a l Navi gation . Tabl e 1 g ivLS s ome simple r e lationships to indic ate the orders of magnitude 
i nvol ved . 

Gyroscope drif t s are s ignifica nt in several respec ts: 

I n) A random component i s s ignifi cant in th a t it cannot be compenaated . 

( b ) A day to day c omponent, appearing from one warm-up to another, can pos s ibl y be compenaated. 

( c ) A known cons istent b i ns c an be catered for. 

2.4. 3 Two separate approaches have been adopted in state of t~~t, art system•. 
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(a) To manufiicture  Instruments with minimum random drift but  take some advantag« of  the 
ability  to measure  iiorformame on  the ground  and  compensate. 

(b) Cluster  rotation,   in which  the  whole   Instrument  cluster   Is  turned  in a defined manner. 
In  alignment   this enables  drifts  to  be measured  more  comprehensively.     The  restrictions 
in  2.3   (e)  do not   apply.     In  flight   drift  effects  tend  to   'commutate  out1. 

It   should  be  pointed  out   tlmt  systems  of  type   (a)  above  can be  submitted to  a ground calibration  if 
the platform is processed  in azimuth and measurements  taken at more than one orientation. 

But   ground  running of   this kind   is  time-consuming and operationally  Inconvenient.      In  the  limit   it 
approaches   scheduled  maintenance. 

The  various  nmnufarturers  use combinntlons of  techniques  to contain  the  problems  of  gyroscope  drift. 

The   technique  employed by  Ferrantl  Limited  is  to  emphasise  intrinsic  instrument  performance  so  that 
special  calibration  procedures  are unnecessary   in  normal   fast   response military  operations. 

See Reference  1   regarding this,  and the  technique of  rapid alignment. 

3.        INERTIAL GYROSCOPES  AM) ACCELEROffiTERS 

3.1 General   ["rinciples 

The general principles of the gyroscope are well known.  A rotating wheel has 'rigidity in space', 
i.e. in its perfect form Its axis will point at a fixed point in space. 

An applied torque will cause the wheel to precess about an axis 90 removed from the axis of 

application. 

This is the basis by which a  gyroscope can be torqued to any desired alignment, but also of course 
a potential error mechanism.  Applied torques due to friction in the suspension, mass unbalance, etc all 
cause drifts. 

The essence of the design of an inertial gyroscope Is to minimise these drifts, and to make them 
several orders smaller than those encountered in conventional aircraft vertical or directional gyroscopes. 

In practice some types of gyroscope are designed to produce measurements about one axis only, others 
about two.  These are known as single and two degree of freedom gyroscopes. 

3.2 Floated Gyroscopes 

In conventional non-inertial gyroscopes the rotating wheel is supported by carrying its bearings on 
gimbals which permit the iixis to take up any desired position irrespective of the motion of the supporting 
base.  However any frictional torques generated by the glmbal system itself result in drifts.  This led 
to the concept embodied in the first inertial gyroscopes, which was to use floatation as a method of 
frictionless support. 

A single degree of freedom floated gyroscope is shown diagrammatlcally in Figure 5.  The rotating 
wheel together with its motor are contained in a cylindrical float which is in turn contained in a 
housing.  The latter is filled with a liquid of high density such that at the design operating temperature 

the float assembly is neutrally buoyant.  The device behaves as a rate gyroscope in that when it is 
rotated about its measuring axis the float rotates in the housing, still supported by the fluid.  In 
conventional rate gyroscopes such rotation is opposed by a spring restraint, spring deflection being a 
function of angular rate.  But in this case the restraint is viscous, which leads to an integrating action 

such that the angular displacement of the float is proportional to the rotation about the input axis.  The 
former can thus be detected by a pick-off as an indication of the latter. 

Such single degree freedom rate integrating gyroscopes are both accurate and suited to operations in 
rugged environments.  The instrument Includes a torquer capable of producing the rotation desired to 
orientate the instrument.  This In turn Implies orientating the platform, since the glmbal servos of the 
latter operate in response to the pick-off outputs. 

In an aircraft inertial system the platform carries three such sensors as well as the associated 
accelerometers. 

The alignment of the float within the housing is maintained by a suspension, a simple pivot arrange- 
ment In the case of Ferrantl instruments. 

The fact that the instrument has a single defined operating temperature has led to the general 
acceptance that the platform and gyros must be at operational temperature before navigation can commence. 
This in turn has led to the provision of rapid heating arrangements to bring the whole assembly up to 
temperature as part of the initial pre-flight alignment process.  This has been one of the dominant 
factors fixing state of the art alignment times at between 10 and 15 minutes.  However recent work by 

Ferrantl Limited (Reference 1) has resulted in much shorter alignment times of the order of 2 minutes. 
Gyro-compassing is carried with the gyros at the temperature found at switch-on and rapid heating to 
operational temperature is applied at reduced speed during alignment and accelerated to full speed for 
navigation.  The reference describes the complex considerations involved in this improvement. 

An extremely large number of two degree of freedom floated gyroscopes is in service in systems 
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manufactured by Litton (Referonre 2),  A plutform moohanlaed with two such instruments can of courao 

poaHoas four measuring: axes, one of which Is redundant. 

The firat generation inertial syatens uaod In conunercial aircraft (Delco and Litton) all made use 
of floated (fyroacopos.  Similarly they have been the basis of til»- early generation military Systems, many 
of which are in service.  They have been used extensively in space applications and marine systems.  The 
possible user objection has been that auch instruments have to be manufactured and filled with fluid in 

extremely high quality clean rooms employing skilled personnel.  They are thus not a maintenance pro- 
position in a normal avionics workshop.  However in practice this has proved less of a disadvantage than 
was sometimes envisaged because of the very long life and high reliability of these instruments, which 
results largely from their rugged construction and the care Introduced in their manufacture. 

Both ball bearings and gas bearings are used to supp >rt the wheel in floated gyroscopes, dei)endir.g 

on the application and a number of detailed considerations beyond the scope of this paper. 

3,3   Tuned Rotor (;yrosco(>es 

lor many   years   it   has  seemed  attractive  to develop  a  dry  gyroscope  and  thus escape  the  constraints 
of  the  floatation  principle.      In practice  the  dry   instruments which  have  now entered  production and 
service  on  a  large  scale  are  of  the  tuned  rotor  configuration.     The  operating principles  are  described  In 
detail   In  Reference  3. 

In  a  typical   dynamically   tuned  Instrument   (Figure  ii)   the  drive  motor and  its bearings  form  the base 
of  the unit.     The   shaft   carries  a  structure  resembling  a  universal   joint.     It  supports  an  annular  ring 
free  to  pivot  about  one   axis  perpendicular  to  the  axis  of   rotation.     The  former  then  carries   a  second   set 
of  pivots  at  90     to  the  first  and  supporting  the  rotor.      Such  gyroscopes,   embodying universal   or  Hooks 
loints  have  been   in  use  for irany years  in gyroscopic  gun   sights. 

The  property     of   this  arrangement   is  that  when   the  joint   is  spun  at  high   speed  by   the  shaft  the 
angular  momentum  of   the  rotor  causes   it   to realst   changes   in   its  attitude.     If   the  case   is displaced 
through  a  small   angle  this  in  turn causes  the  glrabal   to  oscillate.     In  fact  there  is  an effective  torsional 
restraint  between  rotor  and non-rotating reference.     This   torsional   restraint,   produced  dynamically,   has 
a negative  co-efficient  of  apring rate,   and  ia  a  function  of  gimbal   inertias  and  rotation  speed. 

In  a  practical   design  the  ball  bearings  and half   axles which would constitute  a normal   universal 
joint  are  replaced  by   torsional  elements with   a positive   co-efficient  of  spring rate.     By   suitable 
selection of  this  spring rate  and  the gimbal   inertias  the  dynamically   induced  spring rate  cancels  that  of 
the  physical  torsional   springs  at  the  selected  speed of   rotation. 

In effect   the  rotor   is  provided with  a  frictionless  gimbal   system  imposing extremely   low  torques  on 
the  rotor,   which  consequently   ia  leas  liable  to drift. 

By  a  suitable  pick-off  arrangement  such  a device  can  be used  as  a  two degree of  freedom  gyroscope 
having  limited  freedom,   and  suitable  for employment   in  a  platform  in  a manner  similar  to  that  of  floated 
gyroscopes.      It  can also  be  torqued by  the  provision of   a  auitable  torquer.     Moth electromagnetic  and 
electroatatic  torquers  have been used. 

The moat  difficult   design  problems  are  posed  by  the  hinge  arrangement   itself. 

Among  the  advantages claimed  for dry   instruments  are  a  smaller  number of  functional  parts  and  the 
fact   that  the  drive  motor   is  outside  the gimbal   system rather  than within  it. 

There   is  a  considerable  amount  of  published  literature  regarding the analysis  of   the  dynamica of 
these  instruments,   which   is  complex.     The   interest   Is  to   isolate   poasible  sources of  error  and  adjust 
the  design  to minimise  them.     In particular  shaft  vibrations  can  be  induced by  the   imi>erfectlons  Inherent 
in  the  bearings.     There   Is  a  particular mechanism which  results   in  errors  induced by  vibrations  occurring 
at  frequencies equal   to  twice  spin frequency.     Damping effects  and operation of  the gyro  at   a  spin  speed 
different  from  the   tuned  speed  can also cause errors.     There  can  be  temperature effects  on  torquers  and 
pick-offs. 

An  interesting variation of  the  tuned rotor  principle  Is found  in  the Ferranti  osclllo-gyro.     This 
instrument  comprises  a  single  axis  suspension  carrying a  rotating bar,   the  position of which  can  be 
detected  by  a pick-off.     While  the element  operates   In only  one  axis  relative  to  the  shaft   a  two  axis 
output  can of  course be obtained on a time  sharing basis,   and the  instrument thus behaves   like  a  two 
degree of  freedom gyroscope. 

It  has  also been  pointed out  in  the  literature  that  multiple  gimbal  arrangements  are  feasible  and 
a poasible  method  of  containing aome  of  the error  sources. 

3.4       Unconventional  Gyroscopes 

3.4.1   Flectrostatlc Gyros 

Reference  4  gives  more  details  of  the evolution of   this  technology, 
applications  are  under  development. 

Doth  gimbaled  and  strap-down 

The  Instrument   consists  typically of  a  spherical   envelope enclosing a rotor,   the whole  being 
evacuated.     The  envelope   includes electrodes  and  the  rotor   is  suspended  in the chamber by  the  forces of 
electrical  attraction.     Tnere  Is  a feedback  system which  controls   the  suspension  to keep  the  rotor  centred. 
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Once suspended the rotor Is brought up to operating: speed by  a rotating magrnetlc field In a manner 
similar  to an  Induction motor.     Since the suspension  la frlctlonless no additional  spin power  is required 
once the rotor  is up to speed.     Arrangements are made to damp any rotor nutation. 

Optical means  are used to determine the position of the rotor within the housing.     In a gimbaled 
system any misalignment  is removed by the glmbal  servos. An Important point  is that the ESG rotors are 
not  torqued.     Their  spin  axes remain essentially  fixed  In Inertlal  space and the  system Is  therefore  a 
space stable  system. 

When an ESG is used in a strapdown application an optical or other technique must be employed to 
determine the  angular rotor position relative to the housing. 

The advantages claimed of the ESG are mechanical  simplicity  and low random drift,   the error sources 
being predictable and repeatable.    Errors can arise from mass unbalance or magnetic and electric fields, 

3.4.2 Ring Laser Gyroscopes 

This instrument is based on a ring laser having two light beams rotating in opposite directions.  If 
the device is rotated about an axis normal to the plane of the beams a frequency difference between them 
can be detected. 

The development of this device has involved tackling a number of difficult problems.  At low rateo 
of turn frequency locking between the two beams tends to occur, giving the effect of a threshold below 
which rates cannot be measured.  The technology of building tubes with the necessary life and reliability 
is itself difficult.  But systems based on the ring laser now exist and it is showing promise for strap- 
down applications.  However in the context of aircraft inertlal navigation systems and their Impact in 
air traffic control the laser is not yet sufficient. 

3.4.3 Other   Poasibllltles 

Free rotor gyroscopes,  using spherical gas bearings,   have beer, used in aircraft  systems.     Vibrating 
elements such as  tuning forks can be used to sense  angular velocities.    Gases or liquids can be rotated, 
when they  are  subject   to  the usual  dynamic  forces which  can  conceivably be detected.     It  has been  suggested 
that  the  inertlal  properties of  atomic nuclei  could  be uf^d as  the  basis of a sensor. 

While work on unconventional sensors  is certain to continue  there are no immediate  indications of 
their impending use  in systems which might be used in aircraft. 

The glmbaled system,  using either floated or  tuned rotor gyroscopes,   is likely to form the  basis of 
aircraft navigation for many years,    "."hile strapdown systems are not yet  developed to  aircraft  standards 
of accuracy  their use  in aircraft references for flight  control  and navigation purposes  is possible In 
the  future,   particularly  as  they  can  be arranged  to achieve  a greater variety of  redundancy.     The  gyros 
used in these  systems   are  likely  to be eittur  floated or  tuned rotor,   with the necessary  torquing 
provisions. 

3.5      Accelerometera. 

A  typical   inertlal  quality  accelerometer   is  shown   in   Figure   7.     Such a device  is  capable  of 
measuring acceleration along a single sensitive axis,  2 or  3 being incorporated in the  Instrument  cluster 
depending on  whether   a  vertical  channel   in desired. 

The device consists basically of a pendulum.     Any force acting along the measuring axis produces a 
relative  motion  between   the  pendulum  arm and  the  Instrument  case.     This  motion  is  sensed electrically  and 
the resultant  signal   is amplified,  rectified and fed to a restoring coil,  situated in the field of  permanent 
magnets,  such that a force Is  produced which opposes and restores the pendulum to its null position.    Thus 
current  passing through  the restoring coll  is proportional  to the  acceleration force applied and  the accelero- 
meter function  as   a  force-feedback  servo. 

The  feedback  loop  must  he  stabilised and  this  can  be  accomplished by viscous  damping within  the 
instrument.     Alternatively   there  are   instruments  available  using gas  damping or  in which  damping  Is  achieved 
electronically. 

The principle characteristics required of such  an  instrument   are:- 

A  large  dynamic  range,   typically  + 20 g. 

-6 Short   to medium  term  stability of  bias:     of  the  order  of   10       g. 

Scale  factor  stability. 

Freedom  from  cross-coupling effects. 

Accelerometer development has concentrated on realising this  class of accuracy within the minimum 
weight and volume.     The  principle problems are concerned with  the detailed design of the hinge,   restoring 
system  and  pick-off.     Roth  Inductive  and capacltiatlve  pick-off  systems  have been used.     In  the  example 
shown  the  pick-off  is  energised normally  from  an oscillator   In the  range  15-20 K.   Hz. 
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4.        ffiRFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1 Specification of   Accuracy 

Tlie parameter most commonly used to specify the accuracy of an inertial navigation system is CEP 
(Circle of Equal Probability).  This is defined as the radius of a circle centred at the aircraft's 
actual position within which 50" of the position measured by the INS v,ill lie. 

It was pointed out by Amacker and Mason (Reference 5) that CEP was originally adopted as the stat- 
istical parameter applied to determine the equal probability of hit or miss with artillery shells.  It was 

carried forward with the development of missiles and their guidance systems. 

CEP Is still the most commonly used terminology and It is implied in such statements as "A One Naut- 
ical Mile Per Hour System".  Hut its use involves limitations both to the designer of an Inertial navig- 
ation system and to the operator of an overall air traffic control system within which the problem is to 
assess the pathkeeping accuracies to be expected from different aircraft equipped with different sorts of 

systems.  The simplest way to assess the CEP for an inertial navigation system is to check the aircraft's 
position carefully by external means at the end of each of a series of flights.  The measured error is 
divided by the total flight time to give the rate of error propagation per hour.  If a sample of flights 
is then examined the CEP in nautical miles per hour is the figure within which one half of the measured 
flights lie. 

Among the shortcomings of this very simple minded approach are:- 

it does not reveal many aspects of the system performance for the benefit of the designer or 
those requiring to assess the relative performances of different systems.  This requires a 
much more comprehensive treatment allowing the results to be displayed in a manner which 
enables them to be related to the error sources. 

For the pursoses of assessing navigation capability CEP is not an exacting enough requirement. 
A more probable requirement is to know the 95%  error which can be anticipated bearing in mind 
not only the performance of the system but the possibility of flight technical error etc. 

4.2 Assessment of Inertial Navigation Accuracy 

There is a considerable literature describing methods of assessing the accuracy of inertial 
navigation systems.  Analytical and modelling techniques can be used to predict accuracy or specific 

flight trials can be analysed. 

An important point, particularly in long flights, is that the manner in which the errors propagate 
is dependent on the flight path.  For example the latitude at which the flight takes place and the direction 
of flight both affect the error propagation mechanism.  In addition, while the errors propagate with time, 
they do not do so in a linear manner.  Cyclic errors are also present. 

Reference 6 describes work carried out in the U.K. by the Royal Aircraft Establishment, and indicates 
the complexity of the considerations involved.  It describes both practical flight test techniques and the 

production of a mathematical model of an inertial navigation system.  The model concerned contained the 
following error sources :- 

Gyro drifts, fixed, variable with time and as functions of flight path accelerations. 

Fixed or variable accelerometer biases. 

Gyro torquing scale factor errors. 

Accelerometer scale factor errors. 

Integration errors and biases. 

The addition of errors resulting from the harmonisation of the inertial components would have 
further complicated the- process, but in practice these are very small, of the order of 20 arc 
seconds 1 sigma. 

A system of equations is derived containing all the commonly kno^ii periodic error patterns for 
Inertinl systems, Schüler (84 Mlnutt-.s) Diurnal (24 hour) ard Foucault (36 hour).  These are not all sig- 

nificant on any given case but all exist. 

The aim of any flight test programme to establish the performance of an INS is to discriminate 
between the results of various error sources.  The authors use the mathematical model to produce error 
curves for position and velocity which would result from given error sources and the given flight path. 
These simulated error curves can then be compared with the observed errors, further processing of the 
data Involving weighting the error sources and combining them until a fit is obtained. 

At minimum the quick visual assessment of the results of an ine.-tlal trial normally demands that 
they be presented in terms of N-S and E-W position and velocity errors, which enables the observer to 
distinguish between the two navigation channels.  An example is given in Figure 8. 

Assessing the performance of an inertial navigation system by plotting the inertial position against 
information derived from external fixes is obviously the basis of any flight test technique, oi technique 
Involving the analysis of navigation data from more than one aid.  Among the problems encountered in 
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doing this are the following:- 

(a) The errors In the external aids are critical.  In practice the accuracy of inertlal navigation 
Is such that It Is often difficult to secure cross checking information of the required accuracy. 
The most accurate aids, such as Decca and ground tracking radars, have limited coverage which 
is a disadvantage In long flights by fast aircraft. Reference 6 describes the combination 
of information from a number of aids ^o provide a reference. 

(b) The frequency with which the position data can be acquired is also critical.  Because the 
Inertlal errors propagate In an oscillatory manner the characteristics of the system under 
test may be concealed by too low a data rate, and depending on the position of an observation 
relative to the Schuler osolllatlon the use of small amounts of data can give misleading 
conclusions.  The method u-»d to derive radio position errors from the observations Is also 
significant.  Reference 6 quotes a procedure for inferring the shape of an apparent distribution 
from the ratio of the geometric mean to the route mean square of the sample. Other methods 
which were in use when the first commercial Inertlal systems were evaluated are described in 
Reference 5. 

Finally it is of interest to contrast the treatment of the errors in an inertlal navigation system 
with the treatment of navigational errors in general, specifically those resulting from classical nav- 
igation in which a human operator combines information from a number of aids using judgement.  This subject 
was treated comprehensively for the first time in a paper published by E.W. Anderson in 1952 (Reference 7). 
A further paper by the same author in 1971 (Reference S) gave the results of an investigation of the 
distributions that arise in practice when navigation errors are examined. 

These papers throw an interesting light on a controversy which arose when it was first suggested that 
inertlal navigation might be used as the sole means of navigation in long oceanic crossings.  It was 
suggested that such a system would be acceptable if the error distribution was convex.  But it was suggested 
that in a system having errors increasing with time the trend might be towards an exponential or concave 
distribution.  The question was whether the tails or skirts of the pattern would be significant in practice 
using IN. 

With hindsight it now seems possible to draw the following conclusions: 

Inertlal performance in practice has proved extremely consistent and the tails of the distribution 
have not been an undue embarrassment.  This probably reflects the consistency with which such 
systems can be manufactured and the results of the manufacturer's efforts to include pre-flight 
alignment procedures and built-in test arrangements. 

While some blunders have occurred the availability within these systems of a digital computer and 
flexible man-raachlne interface have served to minimise them, and so this possible cause of tails 
has not become significant. 

The general accuracy of the system has improved by a factor of 2 or 3 as the technology has 
improved. 

As a result of all the above the earlier pressures to bound the errors of inertlal navigation by 
means of a lorn; range radio aid have not been successful, and operators have relied on similar 
rather than dissimilar redundancy. 

When it was first suggested that Inertlal navigation systems in long range aircraft shoulc be rein- 
forced by long range radio aids most thinking was in terms of the mixing and cross-comparison being carried 
out by the crew.  Subsequently various methods of treating the errors within a digital computer acting as 
a multi-sensor navigation system was suggested. The computing capability required for such multi-sensor 
systems has improved progressively over the years, particularly by the introduction of Kaiman filtering, 
which makes possible an extremely sophisticated treatment of the error model including all aids used. 
New aids have become available, particularly OMEGA. 

But the results achieved in practice using multiple inertlal navigation systems have been much more 
spectacular than anticipated and the indications are that they can contain current or immediately proposed 
separation standards.  It has not proved cost effective or desirable to introduce mixed systems on any 
large scale.  The pure inertlal navigator has scored on the grounds of intrinsic accuracy, ease of operation, 
fault diagnosis, initial coat and cost of ownership. 

The only exception which has appeared to produce dividends in practice has been the automatic updating 
of inertlal information by DME ranges for area navigation purposes in airways structures having the 
necessary deployment of DME.  This at present applies only to the U.S.A.  It has also been proposed that 
inertlal and ILS information should be combined for approach purposes to contain beam bends in the latter. 

5.   Electronics and Computation 

An inertlal navigator requires the mechanisation of a series of equations for alignment and navigation 
(Reference 9), including the generation of correction terras.  In practice these must take account of earth's 
radius to the extent of allowing for the form of the earth and aircraft altitude if maximum accuracy is 
desired.  The computation rates required are not particularly exacting.  For this reason it was found 
possible to mechanise early inertlal navigators using analogue computers, the main problem being to secure 
the necessary standards of accuracy. 

However the development of inertlal navigation systems has coincided with rapid progress in micro- 
electronics. Tliis in turn has made it possible to produce small inexpensive digital processors. 
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Some of the carllest digital Inertlal navigation systems were based on the DDA (Digital Differential 
Analyser).  Subsequent equipments employed general purpose processors including core store memories.  But 
the developmei.t of digital components has been extremely rapid and the latest machines are universally 
based on sollt, state memories.  In addition medium or larg« scale Integration of electronic functions on 
a single silicon chip has reduced the number of packages In the typical processor.  As a result the memory 
rapacity and computing power available in most inertlal navigation systems has reached a level at which 

spare capacity is available. 

The principle tasks undertaken by the processor are:- 

Handllng the inputs from the accelerometers after these have been converted into digital form, and 
possibly integrated. 

Generating commands to torque the inertlal gyros through a desired angle. 

Handling the basic equations to generate correction terms. 

Co-ordinate transformations, for example in the case of the free azimuth system. 

Systrm self-test, reasonableness checks etc. 

Houiekeeping duties associated with the control and display unit.  Great circle calculations for 

guio'ance between way-points. 

The most critical design area is concerned with precision electronics forming the interface between 

the processor and the sensors in the platform.  Other electronic functions include the provision of a 
number of special internal power supplies and platform environmental control. 

The presence of an integrating function within an INS means that time is a significant parameter, 
and that interruptions of the integration process cannot be tolerated.  It is therefore standard practice 

to input redundant power supplies.  For example the Arinc 561 systems operate normally on 400 Hz AC supplies. 
A special external battery is provided and maintained in a state of constant charge.  Should the primary 
supply be interrupted the system reverts automatically to the battery.  Alternatively an INS can be 

powered normally from a high integrity JC supply. The largest power demand is concerned with rapid heating 
in the event of a start up from cold conditions.  This can be drawn from an aircraft AC supply of lower 

Integrity. 

Within the system there are generated critical DC supplies for the gyro spin motors  | since the 

instrumental accuracy depends on the precision with which the design rotation speed is achieved and main- 
tained.  A special supply driven from a precision oscillator, which may be associated with the computer, 
is therefore used. 

6.   Conclusion 

The essence of inertlal navigation technology la the mechanisation of some well defined tasks in a 
highly precise manner.  There Is no escape from this precision if a given standard of performance is to be 
achieved. 

For this reason the development of the basic inertlal instruments, particularly gyroscopes, has been 

an evolutionary process.  The cycle from the first attempt to construct an instrument using given principles 
to the achievement of the desired accuracy on a production basis lasts many years, and it is necessary to 
produce relatively large numbers of instruments before a given accuracy standard can be established with 

confidence.  The exacting accuracy requirements involved themselves create testing problems.  The perform- 
ance of an instrument has to be assessed on a statistical basis as has the performance of a final system. 

The cost of Inertlal navigation systems has fallen progressively over the last decade in terms of 
real value.  But attempts to produce a dramatic break through in cost have not succeeded.  It has been 
rare to find a cost improvement between two successive generations much in excess of 20%.  Production 
experience, improving the yield of high grade instruments and streamlining production and test techniques, 
has been as significant a factor as basic design. 

The development of the associated electronic technologies has been forced by applications in other 
fields.  The designers of inertlal navigation systems have taken progressive advantage of new generations 
of electronic components producing larger numbers of functions per package with higher reliability.  These 
improvements have been most rapid and significant in the area of digital processing. 

For the operator the most significant improvements, apart from accuracy, have concerned operational 
flexibility and easi of maintenance.  The former include improved ability to align pre-flight in a self- 
contained gyro-compassing mode.  Alignment times have traditionally been of the order of 10 to 15 minutes, 
but systems wiln a rapid alignment mode are now possible.  The latest Ferranti systems include such a 
facility. 

Improvements in maintainability have been most marked in two areas: avoiding special setting up or 
calibration procedures as much as possible when main system components are changed and providing com- 
prehensive self-test facilities.  Modern systems include a number of levels of built in test, using both 
special purpose hardware and the facilities of the digital processor.  With the aid of the latter it is 
possible to develop codes Indicative of system performance or malfunctions in specific areas, and to dis- 
play these to flight crews or maintenance personnel. 

In the present context of manned military or commercial aircraft operating within a total ATC system 
the typical inertlal navigation installation consists of one or more gimbaled platform systems using floated 
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or non-floated gyroscopes.      It   IH   [)OSH11I1I>  tliiil   Htrapped  down  .systems  or  Systems  usint,' novel   sensors  will 
ultimately  enter  this  field,   but   there  are  no  Immediate   Indications  of   their  achieving the  standards  of 
performance  and  cost   required  to  bring  this  about. 

It   is   sometimes  suggested  that   n cost  effective   solution  to  mivi^ntion could  be  found   In  hybrid  systems 
using  software  filtering  to  combine  a  low cost   lower  accuracy   im-rtial   sensor  with a  number  of  available 
radio  aids.     This has  so  far  not   happened,   partly  because  of  the  high  accuracy  of  pure   Inertial   navigation 
and also because  the  hybrid  systems  so  far  proposed have  not   been  able  to equal   the  accuracy  and versatility 
of  an   Inertial  navigator  at   a  competitive  price,   given   the  need  to  operate over  a wide  spectrum of  routes. 
Present  day   system accuracies  have  proved more   than adequate  for   trans-oceanic  sectors  on  the basis of  pure 
IN,   as well   as  providing  a  significant   capability   for  operations  off   airways   in  continental   air  space.     Only 
the most   accurate ground  based  radio  aids  seem capable of  producing an  improvement  .■Justifying the costs  of 
hybridisation.     For example  significant  benefits   are  achievable  with   l)ME  updating  In  areas   in which  the 
coverage   Is  adequate. 

It   has also been  suggested  that  an  Inertial   component  could   Improve  flight  guidance  in  the approach 
mode,   particularly  using relatively   lo»  quality   ILS  facilities.     The  extent   to which  this  will   be exploited 
In  the   future  depends  on   the  deployment   of  high  quality   II,S,   and   later   MLS approach   systems. 

The   author   is   indebted   to   the  management   of   Ferranti   Limited   for   permission  to  publish   this  pa|>er. 
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LANDING GUIDANCE SYSTEMS 

by 

Trank B.Bmdy, Aviation Consultant 
600 Now Hampshire Avenue, N.W,, Washington DC. 

SUMMARY 

This publication reviews  the evolution of aircraft  landing guidance technology,  from rudimentary nondirec- 
tional beacons and markers   In the  1920's  through the development and  installation of the current standard 
instrument  landing system  (1LS)  to  the microwave landing systems proposed  for  future world standardiza- 
tion.    The major milestones   in lanuing guidance system development are depicted  in  Figure 0.1. 

0. 1     EARLY  HISTORY 
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In  1934,  the U.S.   Army developed the A-l,  a  radio-compass  locator-marker system,  shown  in  Figure 0.1(b). 
The  pilot  tuned his   left-right  radio compass  to an outer station  located along the extension of  the  runway 
centerllne and maintained  altitude until a marker beacon  lighted a  lamp  in the cockpit,   indicating he was 
directly over the  station.     He then  tuned to the  inner station,  also along the extended runway centerllne, 
and descended to a specified  approach  altitude.    The   Inner marker beacon signalled his proximity  to the 
landing  field. 

It  was generally  recognized,  however,  that  some  form of  continuous  glidepath guidance was needed. 
Pioneering work was  done  along these  lines   In Germany by Dr.   Ernst Kramer, who developed a Lorenz-system 
constant-Intensity  glide path  that  the aircraft  followed via aural   (dot-dash)  and visual  (metered needle) 
irstruments  indicating  fly-left,   fly-right,  or on-course.     The glide slope was merely  the  underside of 
the  beam envelope  produced  by  the  locallzer.     See  figure 0.1   (c).     Versions  of the  Lorenz system were 
tested by  the U.S.   Bureau of  Standards   In 1931 and the  Bureau of Air Commerce in  1937,  and were  Installed 
at  airports  in Germany,   the  U.K.,   and  the  U.   S.     But success was  elusi;e,  mostly because of multipath 
Interference about which  little was known. 

The  Lorenz constant-Intensity glide path was abandoned  In  favor of equlslgnal stralghtline glide-slope 
and  locallzer courses,   each   formed by  the  intersection of  two beams.     The  U.S.  Bureau of Air Commerce, 
Civil Aviation Administration  (CAA)   supervised  research and development on an equlslgnal system used  in 
conjunction with an  Independent,   redundant system of outer and  inner  locator-station marker beacons, 
shown   In   Figure  0.1(d).     This  was   the   forerunner  of   the   ILS. 

World War  II  Intensified  development of all-weather landing guidance technology on both sides,   including 
automatic  landings,  militarized   ILS,  ground controlled approach   (GCA)  and use of microwaves.     The U.S. 
Army version of  ILS was  the  transportable SCS-51,   illustrated  In Figure 0.1(e).     This became the  standard 
for  larger aircraft  at major  alrbases. 

The  precislon-approaci   radar  GCA,   the other standard, was  the primary  landing system in most military 
applications.     The  GCA,   as  shown   in  Figure 0.1(f),  relied on radar  fixes of  the  Incoming aircraft  to enable 
a ground controller  to guide the  pilot  to a landing via a radio voice  link.     There were both  fixed and 
mobile versions,  and  GCA could be  employed  almost anywhere and with any  type of aircraft,  at  remote 
tactical airstrips  and aboard aircraft  carriers.     It was  especially valuable  in all-weather landing  for 
minimally equipped  aircraft or  less  experienced pilots,  as well as  a backup  for  ILS. 

The  AN/SPN series  of  aircraft-carrier CCA landing systems,  depicted   in Figure 0.1(g),  were developed  in 
which optical systems were added to compensate for deck motion during  the  final approach,  ground controllers 
gave way  to computers and  data-link systems  capable of  automatic  landing guidance,  and microwave scanning 
was   Introduced to   increase  range,  capacity and accuracy. 

0.2     INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM 

Soon after the end of World War  II,  the  ILS was adopted by  the newly  formed  International Commercial 
Aviation Organization  (ICAO)   as  the stanaard approach and  landing guidance system for  international  civil 
use.     It   is still  the standard system and  is   Installed at over 500 major airports  throughout  the world. 
The  fully equipped  ILS,  shown  in  Figure O.lOi),  consists  of a  locallzer ground transmitter,  a glide-slope 
ground transmitter,  marker beacons, plus an  ir.lependent distance measuring equipment   (DME - not shown  in 
the  figure), all of which work  in conjunction vith counterpart airborne equipment.     The  ILS uses  VHF/UHF 
frequencies on 20 channels,  one channel for eaci  installation. 
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The   localizer antenna array  generates  a straight and narrow azimuth course via  Intersection of two equl- 
signal  beams modulated  to produce  fly-left,   fly-right,  or on-course   indications  in the cockpit.     The 
glide-slope antennas  provide a  glide path  in essentially  the same manner;  however,  the equisignal  technique 
was  replaced with a null-reference technique  in 1453  in order  to  reduce glide-path angle variations  due 
to snow buildup or tidal action  in the  ground plane,  since  the glide-slope signal depends on ground 
reflection for the   formation of   its  beams. 

For the  lowest  performance  installations   (Category   I)  the outer marker,   located 4 to 7 miles  from the  run- 
wny,  provides  an Independent check on the specified approach altitude versus position,  and signals  the 
pilot  to start  descent  on the  glide path.     The middle marker,   located  less  than a mile  from the  runway 
threshold,  signals decision height   (of about  200  feet  in altitude);   the pilot aborts  the  landing  if  he has 
not yet visually acquired the   runway.     An  inner marker may be   installed at  higher performance  facilities 
(CAT II or III)  to signal a  lower decision height of about  50 feet. 

The glide-slope antenna  is  located adjacent  to the  runway opposite  the glide-path  intercept  point   (Gl'IP)   In 
order  to direct  the aircraft   to  the  touchdown zone. 

Because the heavier and  faster  aircraft of  today require a  flared approach  in  the  last seconds of  flight 
to enable a smooth  touchdown,   a DMK may be  Installed at CAT  III  facilities.     DMK, essentially an L-band 
transponder that  replies  to aircraft   interrogation,  primarily  provides an  Independent and continual 
measure of range to the end of the  runway,  but also can be  used  In conjunction with a radio altimeter to 
lower the decision height  to only a  few feet  for  flare guidance. 

In addition to  ILS,   airports  over the  years have been provided with  a  standard  system of approach,  runway 
edge,  and centerllne  lights,   plus painted markings, all in order to  enhance airport visibility necessary 
for the  final phase of  landing.     Attempts also have been made at   fcg dispersal. 

0. 3    NEED FOR A NEW  SYSTEM 

Despite over  30 years  of successful use plus continuing research and  development  for  Improvements,   the  ILS 
has several  inherent   limitations which have precluded  its  universal  use and  restrict  its  future life. 
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0.4    MICROWAVE LANDING  SYSTEM 

The  foregoing limitations of   ILS have given  impetus to development  of diverse  landing systems,  both  civil 
and military,  and mostly employing the microwave  frequencies.     In order to continue and reinforce the 
universal approach  to a new  landing system and to prevent adoption of a profusion of  incompatible systems 
by different countries and organizations,  an International body,   the Radio Technical Commission  for 
Aeronautics   (RTCA)  produced recommendations  in the  form of performance specifications  in 1970  for a single 
microwave landing system  (MLS)   acceptable to all aviation interests.     ICAO subsequently adopted essen- 
tially all of  the  recommendations  and  instituted a competitive development program.    Australia,   the 
Federal Republic of Germany  (F.R.G.),   France,  the United Kingdom  (U.K.)  and  the U.S.  are submitting 
candidate designs  to  ICAO In  19 75  for  selection as  the international standard,  eventually to replace  ILS 
plus  the various military systems   in existence. 

The advantages of MLS are: 

• Fewer adverse siting effects,   including less  ground-plane preparation 

• Flexible approach paths 

• Less  performance degradation due to multipath  effects 

• Greater Installation density:    up to 200 channels at C-band versus a maximum of  40  for  ILS. 

• Possible simultaneous use  of parallel runways due to greater resolution accuracy and greater area 
coverage 

• Improved  flare guidance 

t    Portability and military  suitability due to smaller antenna size required  for MLS 

• Potential lower costs over the long term 

All basic recommendations  for MLS  include an azimuth  (AZ)  transmitter-antenna and an elevation  (EL)  trans- 
mitter-antenna   (see  Figure 0.1(1))   as  the minimum service  for CAT  I  facilities.     The AZ antenna array 
(equivalent  in function to the  ILS  localizer) usually would be positioned beyond the stop end of the 
runway,  and would cover a specified volume with signals  that any equipped aircraft entering the volume 
could convert  to the horizontal angle of  Its approach in  relation to  the runway centerllne.     The  EL 
antenna  (equivalent  in function to the  ILS glide slope) may be  collocated with  the AZ, but usually would 
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be positioned adjacent to the runway opposite the GPIH, and similarly would cover approximately the same 
volume, only with vertical angle signal.  Runway Identification data, etc. would also be transmitted. 

Another ICAO recommendation for MLS Is that It should be modular In construction so that the different 
levels of service can be tailored to the various types of airports and aircraft; thus any aircraft can 
receive service from any airport commensurate with the least sophisticated equipment of either, whether 
airborne unit or ground station. 

Additional services available at higher performance facilities include DMK, greater coverage volumes, a 
flart antenna (often designated as EL-2), and back azimuth (BA7) and back elevation (BKL) for missed ap- 

proach or takeoff guidance. 

There are many design considerations in developing 'lie Ml.S.  Among them are selection of: 

• Carrier frequency compatible with available portions of the electromagnetic spectrum, propagation 
effects, and hardware requirements 

• Signal format, Including spatial, temporal, and also spectral features 

• Angle data transmission, whether air-derived (as proposed by RTCA) or ground-derived (as proposed by 
France and the F.R.CI.) 

• Signal propagation method, whether mechanical or electronic 

• Signal radiation technique, whether fixed fan beam, scanning beam, Doppler scan, or other 

• Signal data coding, whether via frequency modulation in a frequency reference system (FRS) or via pulse 
modulation In a time reference system (IRS) 

• Coverage region 

• Guidance region 

• Size and weight 

• Primary power 

• Radiated power, both peak and average 

• Dwell time 

• Duty cycle tradeoff 

• Dita rate tradeoff 

• Data link capacity for auxiliary data 

• Channeling tradeoff 

• Reliability tradeoff 

• Split-site versus collocation 

• Compatibility with ILS and collocation with installed ILS 

• Focusing 

• Beam shapes and orientation 

• Polarization,  whether vertical or horizontal 

• Coordinate system,  whether  conical,  planar, or  circular 

• Flare data, whether DME with  EL-2  or with  radio altimeter 

• Flare measurement, whether C-band or Ku-band  El-2 

• Range measurement, whether L-band or C-band DME. 

Many of the above considerations mutually  Interact,  and all  interact with  cost. 

The Australian MLS candidate,  called  INTERSCAN,  is a scanning beam TRS in which  the measured time between 
a to-and-fro scan is proportional  to the position angle of the aircraft.     A to-fro scan is alternated 
with broad-beam transmission of auxiliary data.     The various other azimuth and elevation functions, 
including BAZ,  BEL and  EL-2,  are  frequency-division multiplexed.     The  EL-2 antenna  faces  the runway  from 
the side. 

The  U.K.  MLS candidate employs  a commutated  linear array of antenna elements   to generate Doppler signals 
in conical beams.     The signal  format  is  frequency-division multiplexed  for  the main signals  (AZ.EL)  but 
time-division multiplexed  for the other signals.     The array is scanned  to-and-fro and up-and-down.    An 
array thinning technique is  employed to provide standby operation for purposes of  integrity. 

. .    ■   ...    -.-• -: 
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(a)    DOOLITTLE, 1929 L REED " 
INDICATOR 

LANDING   FIELD 

LOCALIZER     GLIDE SLOPE 

Ic)    BUREAU OF STANDARDS,  1931. CONSTANT INTENSITY GUIDE PATH 
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LOCALIZER 

Id)    CAA  LOCALIZER 
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(TRUCK) 
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Figure 0.1    Evolution of Landing Guidance  Systems   (Early Types) 
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Flgure 0.1     (Continued)   Evolution of  Landing Guidance  Systems   (Current  Types) 
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The  U.S.  MLS program  Is the most elaborate, with two potential candidate systems  In contention.    One  Is 
a TRS scanning beam system and the  other  Is a Doppler scan system.     Both candidates operate at C-band 
except  that   flare guidance may operate at  Ku-band.     Each system Is available  In modular configurations, 
Including versions  for each performance category  and coverage volume plus military  tactical and aircraft 
carrier  versions. 

The MLS  candidate  from France   la part of an  Integrated air traffic control   (ATC)  system.     The MLS operates 
somewhat  similar to a GCA combined with  the  current DME  In that  the aircraft  Interrogates the desired 
ground station, via time-ordered access, down  linking aircraft  Identification.     The ground station uses 
radar  techniques  to measure the  aircraft  position,  and uplinks  this data  In  continual  replies.     The 
time delay of  retransmission supplies  range data.     The  Information Is  updated at  a  sufficient rate to 
provide  virtually  continuous steering data. 

The  F.R.G.  MLS candidate,  called the DLS,   is similar to the French system,    except  that  in DLS the DME 
Is  the main navigational  aid,  as part  of  an ATC-TACAN system, and the ground station  Is only a transponder. 
Interrogated via random access.     The  position angles of the aircraft are determined by measurement of  the 
Interrogation waveform,  and the  angle data  Is  retransmitted to the aircraft   In a pulse position code.     The 
AZ  Is a circular ground array.     EL-1  and  EL-2 are collocated, with  EL-2  operating similarly to the 
Australian flare. 
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SECTION  1 

EVOLUTION OF  LANDING GUIDANCE TECHNOLOGY 

I. 1     EARLY  HISTORY 

The need  for some  form of  landing guidance during periods of restricted visibility was  recognized 
soon after  the end of World War   I  and technical  papers began to appear  [11.     In  1919,  the U.S.  Department 
of  Comnerce,   Bureau of Standards described experiments with a  landing guidance system using a  300-kHz 
spark transmitter on the ground and a direction  finder  In the aircraft   [2)   [3].     To put  this   In perspec- 
tive,   these experiments were made 5 years  after Lawrence Sperry made his  dramatic  Paris demonstration 
of  a  fully automatic stabilized Curtiss   flying boat.     Flying at  low level,  he stood  in the  cockpit with 
his  hands  above his  head while his mechanic walked on the  lower wing of  the biplane   [4], 

A number of articles  appeared   in thS  early  1920's  describing guidance system experiments  on both sides 
\jt  the Atlantic and  from both civil  and military sources.     A paper was  published   In London  in 1923 
entitled "Automatic  Landing of Aircraft"   Indicating the early military  interest   in the subject.     Further 
such   interest   is evidenced   in the  files  on  fog  research at  the  Instrument  Landing  Equipment  Laboratory, 
Wright  Field,  dating back to  1923. 

1.. U.S.   BUREAU OF STANDARDS AND GUGGENHEIM  FOUNDATION  EFFORTS 

By  1928 U.S.   commercial aviation had developed  to a  point where there was widespread  recognition of 
the need  for all-weather flight   [5].     Far better  instruments were available  in the aircraft,  and a 
system of  aural  radio ranges was beginning to  supplement  the lighted airways.     This  progress only 
served to emphasize the need  for better  landing guidance.     Witli  the U.S.   Bureau of  Standards as  the 
center of  responsibility,   facilities were developed that  led to Lt.  .lames H.   Doollttle's historic 
blind  landing at Mitchel  Field,  New York,  on September 2^,  1929,  under the sponsorship of the  Guggenheim 
Foundation.     Doolittle's  feat was accomplished  using a low-frequency range station on the ground that 
actuated a visual  indlcato»  of  the  vibrating reed  type   in the aircraft.     A low-frequency marker beacon 
was  also used to  Indicate the end of  the   runway. 
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successful,  clearly  Indicated the need for some type of vertical 
ed on what was  known as a constant-intensity glide path.     The alr- 
celver,   attempted to  follow a path of constant   field  Intensity formed 
ransmitted  from a directional antenna array on th3  ground.     Because 
ngth with distance,  this signal produced a path  that was steep as  the 
flattened out  as  the aircraft  neared the  transmitter.     Success with 
proved elusive  (little vis  known of multipath at  that  time),  and 

r.ed  In  favor of  a straightllne glide slope  formed by  the  intersection 
isignal  technique  is  used on the current world-standard  Instrument 

1.3     PIONEERING WORK  IN GERMANY 

During the early  1930,s  Important contributions  to landing 
the  Lorenz Company  in Germany   [3].     Kramer's system compris 
and  glide-slope transmitter at   33.3 MHz  that  produced  an eq 
manner as  the  current  ILS.     However, modulation was  keyed  t 
on one side of the  course and  "t's"   (dashes)  on  the other s 
a cockpit  Instrument was developed that  gave the  pilot  a vl 
the   right,   left,  or on the course centerllne.     Kramer's sys 
of descent.     The  glide slope was a  constant  Intensity  type 
underside of the  radiation pattern that  produced the  local! 
the  experimental stage and was  Installed at various airport 
by  the U.S.   Bureau of Air Commerce at   Indianapolis  in 1937 
Approach   (SBA)  was  Installed at some military airfields  in 

1.4     EARLY  U.S.   ARMY TEST 

guidance were made by Dr.   Ernst  Kramer at 
ed a vertically polarized  combined locallzer 
uisignal azimuth  beam much  In the same 
o produce a series  of Morse  Code "e's"  (dots) 
Ide.     In addition to  the aural  indications, 
sual indication as   to whether he was  to 
tern used marker beacons   to signal  the start 
consisting merely of  the  contours  of  the 
zer signal.     Kramer's  system went beyond 
s   in Germany.    A Lorenz  System was  tested 
[2].    A version called Standard Beam 
the United Kingdom prior to World War II. 

The  U.S.  Army ran tests on Its so-called A-l System in  1934 and 1935  [5].     The A-l,  a  compass  locator- 
marker system, was  then declared the U.S.   standard.     The system included two low-frequency non-directional 
beacons   Installed In line with  the  runway  approach centerllne.    Each beacon was  equipped with a 75-MHz 
vertical beam marker transmitter.     The fllot  first tuned his left-tight radio compass  to the outer station 
and maintained his altitude until a marker beacon light Indicated he was over the station.    He then tuned 
to the inner station and started a controlled descent toward it, maintaining the rate of descent until 
reaching his minimum altitude.    The  inner marker beacon light signalled his proximity to the landing strip. 

The high point  in the history of the compass  locator-marker system was reached In 1937 when Captains 
Holloman and Crane together with Mr.  Ray Stout made a successful automatic landing in a Fokker ZC-14 
monoplane at Wright Field  [6].     Equipped with a Sperry A-3 autopilot,   the aircraft  used marker beacons 
to signal activation of various phases of  flight.    Limitations inherent In this  technique prevented 
the system from going beyond the experimental stage. 

Although  the system was abandoned as the U.S.  standard  in 1937, outer and inner low-frequency homing 
stations together with VHF marker beacons later became an Integral part of the standard ILS and served 
as an independent, redundant system.    This backup was  particularly important  to pilots during the intro- 
ductory phase of the ILS.    It was,  In effect, an early version of the concept of an "independent landing 
monitor." 

L 
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1.5     BUREAU OF AIR COMMERCE 

Kesponslbl 11ty  for landing guidance system development   In the U.S.  was  transferred   In 1933  from the 
Bureau of  Standards  to the newly created  Bureau of Air Commerce, predecessor  to  the  Civil Aviation 
Authority   (CAA)  and today's  Federal Aviation Administration  (FAA)   (5). 

In an attempt  to get  away  from the problems  that had plagued the constant-intensity  glide-slope system, 
a decision was made to use a much higher  frequency.     The  Bureau of Air Commerce  contracted with 
Massachusetts   Institute of Tei.!mology   (MIT)   to develop a  750-MHz constant-Intensity  system  (8).     This 
work was  carried on until  1940, when  field  tests  showed that  ground reflections  distorted the  radiation 
pattern and prevented the much sought after smooth glide path. 

In  1938 work was  started by  International  Telephone and Telegraph Corp.   (ITT)   on a project  sponsored 
by  the  CAA to develop a  110-MHz  localizer,  a 93.9-MHz  constant-intensity glide-slope,  and  75-MHz markers 
[2]   [8].     The  system was demonstrated  In  1939  complete with monitor and  remote  control.     The  localizer 
of  this  system was basically  the same as  the current world  standard.     Disappointed with  the   results 
of  the  constant-Intensity glide slope used   In the system,  the CAA contracted with  ITT  in  1940  to develop 
a straight-line equlsignal  glide-slope system at   330 MHz.     This was  the  forerunner of  the current   ILS 
glide-slope system. 

- -—■  • ■ - 
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SECTION 2 

WORLD WAR  II ACTIVITY 

2.1     INCREASE  IN SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION ACTIVITY 

The  start  of World War  II  caused  a rapid  Increase   In  the  tempo of  landing guidance development.   Respon- 
sibility  for such development shifted  from civil  to military centers.     Bad weather and attendant  poor 
visibility caused major problems  for military air transport,  ferrying,  tactical and strategic military 
operations;  thus  finding a solution to the  all-weather landinj; problem was given high priority.     The 
immediate  result was  a proliferation of  ideas  and programs with a number of  intensive activities  being 
carried  out  simultaneously.     Some of  the more   important activities were: 

•    Sperry entered into a contract with the U.S. 
slope and locallzer  [2], shewn in Figure 2.1. 

Army  to develop a  3000-MHz  (microwave)   equisignal glide 

Figure 2.1    Early  3000-MHz  Sperry Microwave  Glide-Slope  System  (about  1942') 

• A team at Wright Field developed a programmed aircraft capable of automatic takeoff, navigation,  and 
landing. 

• During the late summer of 1941,  Capt.  Koster, a German pilot employing a system developed by Siemens, 
made a series of automatic takeoffs and landings  In fog at Dispensee near Berlin  [A].    Because of the 
success of this experiment,  Koster believed that  the problem of blind landing was solved. 

• In November of 19A1 Dr.  Luis Alvarez of the Radiation Laboratory, HIT, working under the National 
Defense Research Committee,  conducted  initial tests  to determine the feasibility of adapting radar to 
the problem of  landing guidance and to determine if the Information derived from radar could be trans- 
mitted by voice radio and effectively used by  the pilot  [9].    These tests marked the beginning of the 
successful Ground Controlled Approach  (GCA) program, which  Is still in active and large-scale use by 
the military services. 

— . 
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•    Another project  at the Radiation Laboratory, MIT,  resulted  In the development of a  3-centlnieter 
microwave system based on the equlslgnal principle, with simple crystal video receivers  In the aircraft. 
The  project,   leaded  by  Dr.   Jack  Buck of Canada,  suffered  from lack of reliable components  but proved 
the   feaslblll:y of highly  portable systems  similar  to  those   in tactical use today. 

2.2 SHIFT   IN  EMPHASIS  TOWARD MILITARY DEVELOPMENT 

As a  result  of  the entry  into the war,  emphasis was  placed on  finalizing development  so  that production 
could get  underway. 

2.2.1 AIRCRAFT RADIO LABORATORY,  WRIGHT  FIELD.     During  this  period   (1941  through   1943)  Wright  Field 
funded the  development of a portable military system based primarily on the background work of  the CAA 
and using  the  same  locallzer and glide-slope  radio  frequencies and audio modulations   [2]   [8].     ITT, 
the  developer of  the  civil system, was  the  major  contractor on the military effort.     Although  the number 
of  frequency  channels has   Increased and antennas  have been  improved,  the basic  ILS  has  not  changed 
since that   time.     The  original  production  system consisted  of a six-channel  locallzer,  a  single-channel 
glide slope   (soon expanded to  three channels),  and  three  75-MHz marker beacons:     an outer marker 5 
miles   from  touchdown  to  indicate start  of  letdown,   a middle marker  1 mile  from touchdown  to  indicate 
the  decision point   (whether to continue descent  or abort   the  approach),  and an  inner marker to mark 
the  beginning of  the  useable  landing area.     The   inner marker was  dropped  from the  system;   only  recently 
has   Its  use  been  revived  in some  installations. 

2.2.2 U.S. SYSTEM STANDARDIZATION. By 1943 there were three strong contenders for a standard landing 
system in the U.S. : the Sperry Microwave System, the ITT VHF-UhF SCS-51 System, and the GCA developed 
at Radiation Laboratory/MIT. 

The  decision of  the  U.S.   to standardize on  the  VHF-UHF  ILS was made at a meeting of military and  civil 
representatives at Plttsbi..-gh Airport in 1943.    As a result,  a large-scale production effort  for military 
implementation was started.    CCA was  favored  for certain military applications, and the  first production 
unit  of  GCA was delivered duiing that  year  to  the Army  Signal  Corps by Gilfillan.     The  GCA operated 
as a tracking radar at X-band. 

2.3 OPERATIONAL TESTING 

2.3.1 GROUND CONTROLLED APPROACH.     In June  1943,  a crew  including Dr.  Alvarez carried prototype equip- 
ment aboard a British battleship to England and demonstrated the system for a 2-month period at a Royal 
Air  Force   (RAF)  bomber base   [9].     At  the end of  this  period the RAF was  convinced of  the  usefulness  of 
the system. 

2.3.2 SCS-51 ILS.     Early production VHF localizers and markers were given a rigorous  test during the 
operation of an Air Transport Command all-weather airway  [5].    Airfields  from New York to Newfoundland 
were equipped with the new SCS-51 system and Col.   E.  A.  Cutrell, heading the effort,  demonstrated the 
feasibility of landing military aircraft via ILS under severe conditions. 

2.3.3 JOINT  BRITISH-AMERICAN TRIALS.     In January 1944 an important event to the  future of landing 
guidance systems  took place when a small team, headed by Lt.  Col.   F.  L. Moseley of Wright Field,  took 
the  first complete prototype SCS-51 ILS to the United Kingdom (U.K.)  for joint British-American trials 
[4]   [10].     Not only were the trials successful and the system adopted for use by the U.S.   8th Air Force 
and units of the RAF,  but Lt.  Col.  Moseley  interested both British and American as well as other allied 
observers with demonstrations of automatic  landing approaches using a displacement rate coupler he had 
developed at home and carried unofficially  to the U.K. 

G/C J. A. McDonald, Commanding Officer at RAF, Defford where the tests were conducted, wrote: "It should 
be recorded once and for all that development in auto-approach technique in this country (U.K.) involving 
use of new standard  ILS owes its origin to this   'Black Box',  first used at Defford  in 1944." 

During the  conduct of the Defford test,  F/L Barbour, upon the enthusiastic urging of  the project officer, 
S/L F.   C.   Griffiths,  modified a Rebecca-Eureka  radar system to provide distance measuring equipment   (DME) 
and also to permit automatic orbiting of the station at a pilot-selected radius.     (The need  for DME as 
part of landing guidance has long been recognized,  but only recently has it been Included as a standard 
part of tactical and civil systems.) 

2.4 WARTIME  IMPLEMENTATION 

Although the high-priority production program did not make equipment available until late  In the war, both 
the SCS-51  ILS and GCA were produced in quantity and were deployed in time to provide substantial relief 
in many parts of the world. 

SCS-51 airborne equipments were carried aboard most tactical and transport aircraft with  the exception of 
fighters.    More than 30,000 airborne systems were built   [2].    Ground stations were Installed at a number 
of alrbases and additional units were moved  into France as the war entered its  final phase.     Systems were 
installed  in critical locations throughout the world.  Including the China-India Hump operation,   the 
Aleutians,  and the Pacific theater. 

GCA units were used extensively by Navy and Air Force units  in the Pacific and were successfully used in 
bad weather operations in Alaska and particularly  in the Aleutians, where five systems were Installed. 
They were also active in support of the Pacific B-29 campaign  [9]. 

Although both systems arrived too late to have a great  Impact on the course of the war,  the worth of 
landing guidance systems was  fully demonstrated,  not only  for military operations but  also  for the 
large-scale  civil  programs  that were to  follow. 

  ■MMM MHM^kat 
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SECTION  3 

POST WORLD WAR  11  ACTIVITY 

3.1    RETURN  TO  CIVIL  PROGRAMS 

Immediately   following World War II  the  landing guidance activity was primarily concerned with applying 
the  lessons   learned  from military experience and adapting military equipment  to civil aviation. 

3.1.1.     ILS ADOPTED BY   ICAO.     With  the background of military  experience,  the  ILS was  proposed as a 
world-wide standard svstem at  the provisional  International Civil Aviation Organization  (ICAO) 
meeting held   in Chicago  in 19A6. Agreement was  reached and the  ILS has been the International standard 
systea throughout  the  noncommunlst world  and  In parts of the  communist bloc nations  up  to the present 
time. 

3.1.2    U.S.   CIVIL  IMPLEMENTATION.     In 1946 the U.S.   CAA ordered 47  ILS and began Installation at 
important  airports  throughout  the country  [2].     Elements  of  the system w^re assembled on site by CAA 
engineers.     Airborne equipments used by the airlines during this period were surplus SCS-51 military 
equipment.     The  first  authorized use of  reduced weather minlmums  for civil operators  occurred  in 1947. 
In  1948  the CAA ordered eight GCA or Precision Approach Radar  (PAR)  equipments  to supplement  the  ILS 
at   Important   locations. 

Instrument  landing approaches in the U.S.  prior to Installation of ILS were accomplished by a low- 
frequency  range technique  In which an aircraft overheaded a range and then let down on one of 
four sector  legs  of  the  range on a timed descent  using  the barometlc altimeter as a  reference.     This  type 
of approach was  limited  to minlmums of a 400-foot  celling and  1-mlle visibility.     Introduction of 
the   ILS  cut  these minlmums   In half at most  locations.     Even more  Important  than the  improved minimum 
was  the  increase  in safety resulting from the use of precision approach f ildance. 

3.2     ESTABLISHMENT OF  NEW  BLIND-LANDING RESEARCH  CENTERS 

An  Important  post-war development was  the organization of  specialized  research establishments  to solve 
the  complex problem of  all-weather landing. 

3.2.1    BLIND LANDING EXPERIMENTAL UNIT.     The  Blind  Landing Experimental Unit  (BLEU)   located at Bedford 
in the U.K. 
perfected a s 
a decreased  r 
Autoland feat 
cboard the al 
guidance,  but 
to moet  the  f 
certified for 

oncentrated its efforts on automatic landing, and over a long period of development 
ystem called Autoland [4].  The system used basic ILS with a radio altimeter set to Initiate 
ate of descent for flare as the aircraft neared the touchdown point.  Initially, one 
ure was a system of magnetic leader cables burled In the runway. Magnetic loops were carried 
rcraft to sense the burled cables.  This system gave highly precise,  stable runway alignment 
because of the additional equipment required and because ILS locallzers had been Improved 

ull landing requirement, the magnetic system was dropped from the system.  Most aircraft 
automatic landing today use the other basic features of the Autoland system. 

3.2.2 AIR FORCE ALL-WEATHER FLYING DIVISION.  The U.S.A.F. All-Weather Flying Division, a part of the 
Wright Field complex, located at Wilmington, Ohio, also made major contributions to landing guidance 
technology.  An all-weather airway was established between Wilmington and Andrews A.F.B., Washington, 
D.C., and a near perfect schedule was maintained regardless of weather [6].  The climax of the U.S.A.F. 
effort occurred In Septembor of 1947 when a four-engine C-54 Skymaster transport aircraft was flown auto- 
matically from takeoff to touchdown across the North Atlantic to Brlze Norton, England.  Using informa- 
tion stored In punch cards plus a computer, the system was programmed for all phases of flight, including 
tuning In and homing on weather ships as a means of navigation. 

3.2.3 LANDING AIDS EXPERIMENT STATION.  The Landing Aids Experiment Station (LAES) located at 
Arcata, California, was a research station jointly sponsored by the U.S.A.F, Navy, and CAA for the 
express purpose of developing Improved visual aids (11].  The site was selected because It has one of the 
highest incidence of fog In the U.S.  Test flying was conducted mainly In weather conditions below a 
100-foot celling and a quarter-mile visibility.  The controlled nature of the testing and wide varlRty 
of systems tested provided the background for selection of the centerllne and bar system of approach 
lights, which has become standard throughout the world.  The LAES, in addition to its work with high- 
intensity approach and runway lights and visibility measuring systems, also tested fog dispersal systems 
and proved the economic feasibility of the Fog, Intensive Dispersal Of (FIDO) system which burned fuel 
oil under high pressure.  However, when a system based on the Arcata techniques was later Installed at 
Los Angeles International Airport, It was found to be Ineffective because of the Increased spacing 
between the rows of burners.  Safety rules dictated that the burners be located well c.ff the edge 
of the runway.  As a result, the heat from the burners could not clear fog from the center of the runway 
as they had at Arcata.  The project was subsequently abandoned. 
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SECTION A 

INSTRUMENT  LANDING  SYSTEM 

At  present  there are over 500   ILS  installations  in  operation throughout  the world and an approximately 
equal number to be  added.     This  number will depend  to some extent on the speed with which   international 
.igreement  can be   reached on a  replacement  for  ILS. 

4.1     FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS  OF ILS APPROACH AND LANDING 

4.1.1 TRANSITION  FROM ENROUTE.    An ILS procedure begins with  the  transition from enroute  flight  to  final 
approach.     This may  be  accomplished by departing  from the   last VHF Omni Range  (VOR)   naviga:ion station of 
the enroute   flight  on a  radial  that will  intercept  the  localizer course approximately  7  to 10 miles  from 
the  runway     [13]. 

4.1.2 LOCALIZER  INTERCEPT.     The aircraft   intercepts   the  localizer course in level  flight at  an altitude 
(specified by  the  approach plate of the pilot's  flight manual)  and distance that place  the aircraft below 
the  glide slope.     This  allows   the pilot to become stabilized on the  localizer course before starting 
descent. 

4.X.3 GLIDE-SLOPE INTERCEPT AT OUTER MARKER. 
Indicator reads full-scale fly-up. As the ai 
move toward center, and the pilot then makes 
descent consistent with the glide-slope angle 
the aural keying and visual flashing of the 7 
Indicates the proper altitude at which Che gl 
facility being used. If he notes any signifi 
descent he must determine whether the dlscrep 
function of some part of the system. With a 
key elements  are working properly and he  can 

The  pilot  continues  level  flight although the  glide-slope 
rcraft   intercepts  the glide slope,  the  Indicator starts  to 
the necessary  power and trim adjustments   to give a rate of 

As lie  reaches  the  center of the glide slope,  he  receives 
5-Mllz  Outer Marker vertical beacon.    The approach plate 
ide slope  Intercepts  the Outer Marker  for the specific 
cant  deviation  from  the published  value,  before starting his 
ancy  Is  caused by an  improper altimeter setting or a mal- 
normal   interception,  he   Is  assured at  this  point  that  the 
safely   begin  his   descent. 

4.1.4 STABILIZED  Al'PROACH.     Descent   from  the  Outer  Marker   involves   keeping both  localizer and  glide- 
slope  indicators centered by making small changes   in heading and In  rate of descent.     Wind shear and tur- 
bulence during descent  can cause deviations  that roust be  correc'ied. 

4.1.5 DECISION  HEIGHT AT MIDDLE MARKER.      If  the  approach   Is  being  made  to Category   1   (CAT  1)   weather min- 
Iraums   (which   can be   as   little  as  a  1,800-foot  Runway  Visual  Range  at  a   fully  equipped  airport),   the   pilot 
must have  in view an element of the approach lights,  runway  lights,   runway markings or significant ground 
references  by  the  time he  receives  the aural-visual   signals  from the Middle Marker  in order to continue 
his approach.     If he  reaches  this  decision height and  does  not have adequate visual  reference,  he must 
abort  the  approach  and execute  a mlssed-approach  procedure.     This  usually  involves a climb-out  to a navi- 
gational  fix where Air Traffic Control   (ATC)  can  Instruct  him further. 

4.1.6 FLARE.     With   the  ground  in sight  the pilot  continues his  rate of descent until reaching a height of 
about  60  feet above  runway elevation; he then slows  his  rate of descent so  that he will  further approach 
the  runway  on an exponential   flight path. 

4.1.7 DECRAB. Having checked rate of descent to an acceptable level. It i.o necessary for the pilot to 
remove any difference between the fore-and-aft alignment of the aircraft with the alignment of the run- 
way by "decrabblng". The misalignment might be caused by last-minute course correction maneuvers or by 
a crosswlnd. 

4.1.8 TOUCHDOWN.     Touchdown  is  the  initial contact  of  the aircraft wheels with  the  runway.     For most 
aircraft   it  should  be made at  a  rate of descent  of  about  2  feet  per second, and with  fore-and-aft 
alignment  in  close   coincidence with  the  runway alignment.     The  touchdown  should be near the runway 
centerllne and at  a suitable  longitudinal distance  beyond  the point  where the glide slope  intersects 
the runway.     This distance varies with  the performance characteristics of  the aircraft. 

4.1.9 ROLLOUT.     This  portion of the  landing begins with  touchdown and ends with the deceleration of 
the aircraft  to  taxi  speed or when the aircraft turns  off  the  runway  to enter a taxiway.     Guidance must 
be provided auring rollout when aircraft are operating  in the  poorest  conditions of visibility   (CAT  III). 
Guidance must also be available under these conditions  in order  for the aircraft to clear the  runway 
quickly and make  it  available  for the next  landing aircraft. 

4.1.10 AUTOMATIC APPROACH AND LANDING.     The procedures  for automatic approach and landing on  ILS are 
essentially  the  same as  those  for manual  flight.     Some automatic systems are limited concerning the 
angle of intercept with the localizer, and  this must be taken Into account  In the procedure.     Autiraatlc 
systems r-v also have a limitation  in the amount of  acceptable windshear     [14].     The major difference 
between p   ;omatlc and manual  landing occurs after  reaching decision height.    The automatic system con- 
tinues  on both  localizer and glide slope until a predetermined height of about 60  feet  is  signalled b> 
the radio altimeter.      The  system then starts a programmed  flare that  continues until just  prior  to 
touchdown,  when,  again on signal  from the  radio altimeter,  the aircraft heading is automatically 
brought  into alignment with  the  runway.    At  touchdown  there  is a  transition    rom aerodynamic  control  to 
wheel steering,  and  the  aircraft  is maintained on centerline by  this means. 

.  ,   ^— 
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4.2 ILS DESCRIPTION 

The ILS as stanJardlzed by ICAO consists of a localizer for runway alignment guidance, a glide slope 
for elevation guidance, and marker beacons for providing key checkpoints along the approach  [15]. Com- 
pass locator stations may be included in some systems, and DME are now being added to some ILS installa- 
tions to provide continuous reading of distance for the airport during the approach. The geometry and 
general layout of the ILS are shown in Figure 4.1. 

FEMIAl «V1AT10H A&tNC 

Figure 4.1    ILS Standard Cliaracteristics and Terminology 

Some ILS  installations  ir.clude both front and back courses and provide localizer signal  Indications 
throughout  360 degrees of  azimuth.     These are no longer  required by  ICAO at even the busiest airports, 
and most  current systems limit coverage to the  ICAO requirement of  ±35 degrees and eliminate or 
greatly reduce the back course.    The result of this reduction in coverage is improved multipath 
characteristics  and  conservation of frequency spectrum, which are critical in the case of the  ILS. 

4.2.1    LOCALIZER.     The  localizer, which provides  lateral guidance,  produces a course formed by  the 
intersection of two  f'eld patterns  [8]   [16].     One pattern  is modulated by an audio frequency that 
produces mainly 150 Hz  LL   ■   ^  right of course   (as  viewed  from an aircraft  inbound towards  the runway) 
and the other pattern is modulated by an audio  frequency of equal amplitude that produces mainly  90 
Hz to the  left of course.    The "on course"  is  the vertical plane coinciding with the extended center- 
line of the  runway. 

Using, as  an example,  an eight-loop array system  (Figure 4.2),  the courses  (front and back)  are derived 
from four  composite 90-  and 150-Hz  fields.     In one of  these  fields  the carrier sideband  component  is radi- 
ated by  the  carrier antenna pair, which produces both 90- and 150-Hz signals having constant RF phase  in 
all directions.     The other  fields are the vector sum of  three sideband pairs of antennas.     The spacing 
between loops and the amplitude of the currents determine the radiation patterns.    The patterns are 
designed to produce "solid" or "full clearance" left or right signals on each side of Hie course. 

The two center loops are adjusted to be in phase and are fed with carrier energy modulated equally 
with 90- and 150-Hz tones.    Only sideband energy  is  fed to each of the three loop pairs  located on 
either side of the carrier loops.    The three loop pairs on one side are in phase, but of opposite 
phase to the three  loop pairs on the opposite side.    The signals received in the aircraft will produce 
a "fly right" indication for the pilot when to the left of course in the predominately 90-Hz region. 
Similarly,  a "fly left"  Indication will be produced for the pilot on the opposite side of the course 
in the predominantly  150-Hz  region. 

The present  ILS localizer operates  in the VHF band between 108.1 and 111.9 MHz with 20  channels spaced 
at 100 kHz.    The system uses horizontal polarization to minimize multioath effects from reflecting 
structures and objects.     Each station has an identifier, which is keyed 10 times per minute at a modula- 
tion frequency of  1020 Hz.     The system is generally useable at a distance up to 25 miles at 1,000-foot 
approach altitudes and above.    Llne-of-sight attenuation due to earth curvature prevents reliable recep- 
tion at distances greater than this below the 1,000-foot level. 

     —■ -■■' ■ 
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Figure 4.2    8-Loop Array Antenna Patterns 

There have been many  versions  of  ILS  localIzers,  but all have been based on the same  fundamental 
principles.     Some of the  Improvements to the basic system are discussed In paragraph 4.4.1. 

4.2.2    GLIDE SLOPE.     The   ILS  glide-slope unit was  first  Introduced as an equislgnal system In which   the 
course was produced by  two overlapping radiation patterns,  one modulated at an aud^o  frequency of 90  Hz 
to provide a "fly-down"   indication when it  is  the  dominant  signal and the  other at 150  Hz  to  provide  a 
"flyup" indication  [8]   [17]. 

4.2.2.1    Equislgnal System.     Two horizontally polarized antennas were mounted on a vertical mast in an 
image-type array to produce the desired radiation patterns.     The lower antenna, mounted about 4 feet 
above ground,  radiated the 90-Hz modulated signal, and the upper antenna, mounted about 19  feet above 
ground,  radiated a multilobe pattern modulated at 150 Hz.     The  lowest lobe of the 150-Hz radiation 
overlapped the  lower portion of the wider 90-Hz lobe.    The  intersection of the two lobes provided the  "on 
course" of the glide slope.    A similar overlap occurred at an upper intersection, producing a  false 
course with opposite sending.     The  false course was at a high angle so that  It was not confused with 
the true course.    The angle of the glide slope was adjusted by changing the height of the antennas. 

Difficulty was experienced with the equislgnal slope in the presence of heavy snow, and it was  found 
necessary between 1948 and 1^53 to convert all U.  S.   civil systems  to a so-called null reference system [8]. 

        • 
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4.2.2.2    Null Reference  System.     The null reference system,  like the equlsignal system, is an image- 
type array using two antennas.     The lower antenna is located at one half the height above ground of the 
upper antenna.    A reference signal at the carrier frequency  (approximately 335 MHz), modulated with 
equal amounts of 90 Hz   (fly-down)  and 150 Hz  (fly-up),  is radiated from the lower antenna.    The upper 
antenna radiates only 90-Hz and 150-Hz sideband energy.    The  first null above the ground provides  the 
selection of the glide-slope angle, and the course width is contained within the region of the null. 
Phasing between the sideband signals  radiated by  the upper antenna and  the  reference signal of  the  lower 
antenna is such that,  below the null,   fly-up sidebands add and fly-down sidebands subtract.    Above the 
null, the opposite phenomena occurs. 

The greater height of the antennas of the null reference system  (i.e.,   28 feet for the upper antenna 
compared to 19  feet  for  the equisignal system) makes  the null  reference system much less susceptible 
to snow buildup or tidal  reflection problems.    Changes  in ground plane of as much as  2 feet  cause  little 
shift  in the path angle.     However,  the  greater antenna height has  an adverse effect  in that  it  illuminates 
a greate.   image area and  Increased attention has  to be paid to providing a large level ground area  in 
order to obtain high-quality courses. 

In later versions of  the null reference system,  the upper antenna was  lowered 25 percent and the  lower 
antenna cet at one-third  of the new height,  creating a sideband reference system with a null at  3 
degrees.     Further  Improvement  utilized "capture effect" principles  that   increased the  integrity of  the 
fly-up signals below the  path.     Three dipole antennas are used in the capture-effect glide slope.     These 
systems are now in common use. 

The  glide slope,   like the  localizer,  currently has  20 channels,  but  they are located in a band  from 329.3 
to  335 MHz,  approximately  three times  the  frequency of the  localizer,  and with  300-kHz spacing between 
channels.     Localizer and glide-slope channels are paired so  that  they are selected by a single control in 
the cockpit. 

4.2.3    MARKER BEACONS.     Marker beacons have bee,   ,.n integral part of  the  ILS  from the very beginning and, 
although the hardware has  changed,  the prlncipl.   is  essentially  the same  [8].     A CAT  I  ILS  includes  two 
marker beacons,  the Outer and the Middle Marker».    CAT  II and  III  installations  include a third unit,   the 
Inner Marker. 

The  function of the Outer Marker,   located about 4 to  7 miles  from the  runway  threshold,  is  to signal the 
pilot  to start  descent.     A 400-Hz  tone  is  keyed at two dashes  per second and causes a  purple  light  to 
flash on the  instrument  panel. 

The Middle Marker,  located nominally at  3,500  feet  from runway   threshold,  is  to alert  the pilot  to  the 
fact  that CAT  I decision height has been reached.    A 1300-Hz  tone,  keyed with alternate dots  and dashes, 
flashes an amber light on  the  instrument panel. 

When a CAT  II or CAT  III   ILS  is  used,  the  Inner Marker  is  to signal CAT  II decision height, 
tone,  keyed at six dots  per second,   flashes a white light  to  indicate decision height. 

A 3000-Hz 

All marker beacon transmitters  operate on the single  fixed  frequency of  75 MHz.     Carrier power  is  gener- 
ally limited to 1 to 2 watts.     A conventional system uses  two half-wave,  cophased,   collinear dipole 
antenna elements  spaced  above a 20-by-20  foot counterpoise,  which  in turn  is  elevated above ground  to avoid 
snow problems.     More recently,   low-cost markers have been developed that are mounted on a single pole. 
The  transmitter  is  contained in a weather-proof cabinet and an antenna consisting of  two simple dipoles  is 
used.    Many of  these systems are  designed to be  independent of commercial power,  using a device such as a 
propane generator as a self-contained power source. 

Markers,   like other elements of the  ILS,  are carefully iionitored,  and a malfunction causes a warning 
signal  to alert  a ground  controller, who can  immediately notify  the pilot. 

4.3 , LIMITATIONS  OF  ILS 

4.3.1    SITING.     Implementation of  ILS by both military and civil agencies has  provided extensive ex- 
perience which has  shown  certain weaknesses  In the system.     Both  the glide slope and localizer signals 
have been affected by  the presence of reflecting objects  such as hangars,  transmission lines,  and nearby 
trees.     The CAA developed a localizer antenna system based upon a  large  90-foot aperture wave-guide array 
that  provides narrow beams  along  the  approach path  (shewn  in  Figure 4.3).     This was supplemented by 
another array   (shown  in  Figure 4.4)  that  provides  the  required signal coverage of at  least ±35 degrees. 
The so-called wave-guide  localizer  improved the  courses of many  localizers, but because of the neces- 
sity of dual transmitters,   it  required  complex antennas  and additional monitoring, which were too 
expensive for smaller airports.     In  recent years an antenna system called the V Ring,  shown  in  Figure 4.5, 
was developed that, when  used  in a  15-element array, produces  a narrow beam characteristic along with  the 
required angular coverage.     These  antennas are produced at a  reasonable  cost and require a single trans- 
mitter.    Although  these  developments have reduced the multipath problem,  they have by no means  eliminated 
it;  hence multipath continues  to be a very serious problem for  the system. 

Another severe problem with  the  ILS  is  that  the  formation of beams by  the  conventional glide-slope  antenna 
array depends upon a reasonably smooth,  level ground plane  in the area ahead of the antennas beyond  the 
end of the  runway.    At many locations  there is simply not enough level ground  to provide the  required re- 
flecting surface.     The  result  is  either poor performance or  inability  to provide an acceptable glide-slope 
signal.     To overcome this, many airports have resorted to extensive site alteration using landfill,   or  in 
some  cases an artificial  ground plane made up of screen material.     Such site preparation frequently  costs 
several hundred thousand  dollars,  and  in the case of some extreme situations  the estimated cost of  suit- 
able  landfill runs  to several million dollars. 

 ,  i 
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Figure 4.A    Wave-Guide Localizer  Showing Clearance Array  and Monitor Probe 

Figure 4.5    V-Ring Localizer Antenna Array 

Most efforts to overcome this problem have involved special antenna design in which  the signal is  formed 
without aid of a reflecting ground plane.    The difficulty is  that at the UHF frequencies used, such large 
apertures are required that  the antennas,   including the present  ILS glide-slope antenna mast of approxi- 
mately  35 feet in height,  constitute undesirable obstructions on the airport surface. 

The  glide-slope  angle also was  affected significantly by accumulation of snow.     To  correct this,  the 
null-reference glide-slope  antenna  system was  developed that has  replaced all U.S.   civil ILS glide 
slopes.     This  is a  great  improvement,   though not  a complete solution to  the snow problem. 
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A similar problem was encountered where the glide slope Is projected over a body of water.    A rising and 
falling tide can also affect the stability of the glide-slope angle.    Again,  special antennas have been 
designed to cope with this situation. 

4.3.2 FREQUENCY SPECTRUM AVAILABILITY.    The limited availability of frequency spectrum Inhibits future 
growth of standard ILS.     Both locallzer and glide-slope systems operate In portions of the frequency spec- 
trum that, because of International allocations, have little chance of expansion to accommodate new facil- 
ities.     The alternate solution,  less separation between channels, already Is being Implemented; the 
current 100-kHz spacing between channels of the locallzer Is being cut  to 30 kHz,  and with a similar plan 
Is going Into effect for the glide slope.    However, even doubling the paired locallzer and glide-slope 
channels from 20 to 40 falls  far short of meeting future requirements, particularly as airports grow and 
require multiple approach capabilities. 

4.3.3 OVERFLIGHT INTERFERENCES.    The ILS locallzer signal Is vulnerable to overflight by aircraft taking 
off directly In front of and over the transmitting antenna  [18].    When this occurs, another aircraft using 
the facility for an Instrument approach receives violent needle action for several seconds.    A pilot 
making a manual approach can recognize and disregard these spurious signals, but  It Is very difficult to 
design an automatic system to take this erratic Indication Into account.    Efforts have been made to mini- 
mize the problems of overflight, but the most successful solution to date Is  to control takeoffs so as not 
to Interfere with aircraft on Instrument approach.    This, of course, has  the effect of constraining the 
amount of traffic an airport can handle. 

4.3.4 SINGLE PATH.     The  ILS  Is limited to a single narrow course,  usually along the guide slope above an 
extension of the runway centerllne.    This prevents rerouting approaches  to Improve noise abatement over 
populated areas near the airport. 

4.3.5 FLARE. The glide slope does not provide guidance to touchdowr.; for a complete landing, It must be 
supplemented with information obtained from a radio altimeter to initiate flare in order to touch down at 
an acceptable rate of descent. 

4.3.6 MILITARY LIMITATIONS.    Military usage of ILS is limited because the VHF and UHF frequencies em- 
ployed require large antenna arrays unsuitable for portable tarcical applications. 

4.4    THE FUTURE OF  ILS. 

Most of the limitations of the  ILS are basic to its relatively low radio  frequencies.    Very effective 
development work has been done to minimize these inherent problems, but  ILS tends  to be an expensive sys- 
tem to build and install, and Its application Is still restricted.    Although it is generally acknowledged 
that  ILS will be superseded by a microwave landing system (MLS),  the tremendous investment in ILS design 
and installation plus trained personnel is almost certain to guarantee Its continued existence for as long 
as  two decades.    Accordingly,  a number of development programs are underway to extract the best possible 
performance out of the system during the remainder of its life [19].    New ILS will continue to be In- 
stalled and older systems will be replaced by newer and better equipment.    New techniques will be used 
to overcome deficiencies and limitations described in earlier paragraphs.    These Improvements can be 
categorized as:     (1)    antenna redesign to make the system less site-sensitive;   (2)    advanced mathematical 
modeling of installation factors for better control of reflecting objects and prediction of performance 
at a proposed site;   (3)    and revised monitoring, probably via the integral rather than the near-field 
type  [20]. 

4.4,1 IMPROVED LOCALIZERS. Two locallzer development programs in the U. S. show promise of significant 
reduction in site sensitivity; the Alford Array Antenna Element, which has already been put Into limited 
service,  and the Watts Prototype Slotted Cable Array. 

4.4.1.1 The Alford Array Antenna Element.    The Alford Array Antenna Element,  shown in Figure 4.6,  is an 
end-fire antenna in which a series of small radiating hoops are connected by an open, balanced transmis- 
sion line  [21].    One end of the transmission line is fed and the other terminated in Its characteristic 
impedance.    This array is used as a modular element; thus an array can be upgraded to higher performance 
such as CAT II or III by the addition of elements.    The array permits  Integral monitoring, which elimi- 
nates overflight Interferences  to the monitor, a difficult problem for conventional systems. 

The Alford Array can be used In apertures of 45 feet to 140 feet depending upon the performance required 
and the siting difficulty.     The high directivity of the wide aperture makes possible operation at sites 
where reflecting objects arc located as close as 5 to 8 degrees  to runway centerllne.     The majority 
of sites can be served by arrays of much less aperture. 

4.4.1.2 Watts Prototype Slotted CaLle Locallzer Array. A very promising new array currently under test 
has been developed by Watts Prototype of Alexandria, Virginia  [22]   [23].     Using a slotted cable array, 
the locallzer presents a minimum obstruction with performance at least equal to th? large wave-guide 
system.    The slotted cable is used  in a two-frequency capture effect system similar to the wave guide 
and clearance array system.    The antenna Itself (see Figure 4.7)  consists of a 1-5/8-inch diameter 
transmission line cut to the length of the array.    Sleeves are spaced equally along the transmission line, 
with oi.e end of each sleeve fastened electrically to the outer conductor of the transmission line and the 
other end Isolated from the transmission line by a dielectric sleeve.    A probe attached to the free end 
of the sleeve passes through a hole in the outer conductor to provide electrical excitation to the slot. 

Feed  lines supplied from a hybrid unit apply excitation to each end of the antenna.     Each successive 
sleeve is alternately reversed to take into account the 180-degree phase reversal for element spacing of 
one-half wavelength.    The monitor pickup is a similar array running parallel to the antenna at a spacing 
of 26.8 inches and also functions as a reflector.    The advantage of the monitor is the ability of checking 
radiation along the entire '.ength of the antenna. 
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Figure A.6    Al ford Array Antenna Element  Showing Element and Support  Details 
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Figure 4.7    Watts Prototype Slotted Cable Radiator 

4-4-2 IMPROVED GLIDE SLOPES. Most activity aimed at Improving glirie-slope performance has been in the 
development of antenna arrays capable of producing the glide-slope course with minimum ground illumina- 
tion  [24]   [25]. 

4-A-2-1    NERA Glide Slope  (Norway).     The NERA glide-slope system is a  26-element wide-aperture array in 
which the high vertical directivity obtained from an antenna aperture of approximately 47 feet allows the 
signal structure to be shaped in the array  instead of depending on image reflection of level terrain.    The 
system has built-in pickup loops   for monitoring  [26]. 
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4,4.2.2 Wave-Guide Glide-Slope Antenna. A wave-guide glide-s 
Division of Cutler-Hamuer to cope with the special conditions 
type runwnys over water. The rising and falling tides caused 
when a conventional null-reference glide-slope transmitter was 
wave guide, tilted slightly from vertical to provide the prope 
at the site to permit CAT I operation (see Figure 4.8). Later 
System Center modified the antenna to meet CAT 11 requirements 
length added to each end of the array for a total of 72 feet  [ 

lope antenna was originally developed by AIL 
encountered at  the LaGuardla Airport pler- 
an unacceptable shift In glide-slope angle 
Installed.     The  Installation of a 60-foot 

r glide-slope angle,  improved performance 
Westlnghouse Defense and Electronic 

. A key part of the modification was 
27]   [28]. 
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Figure 4.8 Wave-Guide Glide-Slope Antenna Does Not Depend on Terrain for Image Reflection 
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ii.4.2.3    Watts  FrotüLype  Guide  Slope.   The  two-antenna  end-fire slutted-cab le  glide  slope  antenna uses  a 
different  approach  than existing systems,  and promises good performance  for siting conditions  under 
which  other  ILS systems are  unworkable  or  impractical   [19]   [29].     The antenna array  consists of  two slot- 
ted  cable antennas,  each  radiating circular phase  fronts  to control  path angle over the specified azimuth 
sector.     The  two antennas   (see  Figure 4.9)  have a common phase center located 200  feet  from the  runway 
centerline and typically  1,000  feet  from the  runway  threshold.    Azimuth  coverage  is  nonsyrametrlcal in 
order  to provide proper coverage over the  approach end of  the  runway.     A significant   feature of the system 
is   its   low elevation profile  (see  Figure 4.10).     The  antennas are only 4  feet above ground,  so that  the 
proximity  of  the  antennas  to the   runway  edge does  not  create an obstruction problem. 

4.5     VISUAL AIDS 

4.5.1     KVOLUTIUN OF  LIGHTING AND MARKING  SYSTKMS.     Karly workers   in  the   field  of   landing  guidance made no 
provisions  for  lighting and marking systems,  since tl.e goal was blind  landing,   i.e.,   landing with refer- 
ence  only   to   instruments.     Any  compromise  witli  a   full   solution was  regarded  with  disdain.     This   idea  per- 
sisted   throughout  the  early  development  period.     Not   until   landing systems  development   reached  a greater 
degree of maturity was  it  realized that  pilots  would not  land an aircraft   filled with  passengers  based 
on  the   vagaries of  a system of  black  boxes   about  which   they  knew  little  and  sometimes   trusted  less. 

The   immediate answer was  to  restrict   landings   to conditions where there was a  reasonable degree of 
visibility,  measured by the extreme distances  an observer could see objects  or  a  limited  candle-power 
light.     Kunway  edge  lighting was  sometimes  helpful  at  night,  but early systems were  too low powered 
for daytime operation and also were not  beamed  toward  the approach.     The pilot  usually  used his aircraft 
landing   lights,  but  often  this  did  more harm  than good by  "blooming"  a  light   fog.     Also  there was  no 
marking system ^o distinguish  a  runway  from  its surroundings. 

The   large-scale operations   in  England  during World War  II sometimes  ended disastrously when aircraft 
returning to base were faced with  impossible  conditions of visibility.     F.xtensive  losses of aircraft 
and  c.ews  resulted and drastic  action was   taken  in  the  form of  FIDO  (see paragraph  2.1).     Huge quantities 
of  raw gasoline were poured  into  trenches bordering  runways and then  ignited.     The   intense heat burned off 
enough   fog  for approaching aircraft  to make  a  visual  landing after a  low approach on an electronic system. 
Although  FIDO served  its purpose,   it was  obviously an unecon-mlcal system  for  routine operations.    Al- 
though  later attempts were made  to  improve operation,   the system was  abandoned.     Other methods of  fog re- 
moval  such as  seeding and  ionization have been  the subject of extensive experimentation,  but with only 
spotty  success.     Such  efforts are still  going on,  and  the  idea of eliminating  the  fog  rather than trying 
to punch  through  it has  not yet been written off  completely. 

The   first steps  toward  improved  lighting  for poor visibility operation were lo  increase the power of 
runway  edge  lighting and  to beam the  lights  toward  the approaching aircraft   for maximum penetration of 
fog and haze.     It was realized that  lights were  required for day as well as  night  use and  that daytime 
lighting against  a b  ight   fog background needed massive power to be effective. 

With  Improved   runway  lighting came a realization that  a visual gap existed between  the  end of the ap- 
proach  on the   landing guidance system and  the  runway  edge lighting.     The  answer was  a system of approach 
lights,   initially  Installed on an extension of  the  left edge of the  runway,  and  later  installed on the 
centerline back  from the  runway  threshold almost  to  the middle marker. 

With  this  greatly  improved situation,  operations were possible to much  lower minimums,  but  pilots became 
acutely  aware of  coming to  the end  of a very  effective system of approach  lights and being  faced with a 
"black hole"  at  the  runway.     The  edge  lights,   though  powerful, were  too far  from the  centerline to be 
effective.     Lighting engineers  responded  to the  problem with "in runway" lighting  in which powerful 
light  sources are installed directly  in the  runway pavement almost  flush with  the surface.     These provide 
centerline  lighting  for the entire  length of  the  runway.     In addition,   lights are  installed  in a pattern 
to designate the  touchdown zone  in order to provide the pilot with visual clues  required to make the 
critical  flare and touchdown maneuvers. 

In addition to the extensive improvements made  in lighting, a parallel program has  resulted  in much more 
precise  visibility measurement  systems,  consisting of ceilometers  for measuring cloud height and transmis- 
someters  for measuring visual  range.     Still   in the  future  is a system to measure slant  range visibility 
so  that  the pilot can be given an exact  report  on what he  can expect  to see when he  reaches  decision 
height.     Runway marking systems have gone through a period of development  similar  to that of lighting. 
The   Importance of good marking can be  realized when one considers  that under certain conditions of bright 
daytime   fog,  high-contrast markings   (see paragraph 4.5.3)  are more effective than even high-intensity 
lights. 

4.5.2     PRESENT  STANDARD LIGHTING  SYSTEMS 

ti.').2.1    Approach Lighting.     Instrument  approach  lighting systems permit  the  transition from instrument 
to visual approach and bring the pilot within range of  the runway lighting system.     The  configuration 
used  in  the  U.   S. , shown  in  Figure 4.11,  conforms  to  ICA0 standards   [30]   [31].     The U.   S.   standard includes 
a series  of short-duration high-intensity condenser-discharge lights collocated with steadily burning 
lights.     These discharge lights  are  flashed sequentially, giving the appearance of a "ball of  fire" racing 
along  the approach.     They run the  full length of  the approach-light lane twice  in one second.     The se- 
quence  flashing lights, even  in conditions of poor visibility, are effective  in giving  the pilot advance 
notice  that he  is nearing or over the approach  lights.     The stt .dily burning lights are horizontal bars 
14  feet  in length which contain five sealed-beam high-intensity lamps aimed toward the approaching 
aircraft. 
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Figure 4.9    Two-Antenna  End-Fire Glide-Slope Location With Respect to Runway 
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Figure 4.10    Boeing 7A7 Opposite  Front Watts Prototype Glide-Slope Antenna 
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Figure  4.11    U.S.  National Standard  Approach  Lighting Configuration  (From ICAO Annex 14) 

For CAT   11  operations,   red barrettes hav^ been added  to supplement  the  centerline  lights  in the  1,000 
feet  preceding the  threshold.     These  are parallel  to  the  centerline as shown  in Figure 4.12. 

4.5.2.2    Runway  Lighting.     Runway  lighting  includes   the edge lighting, discussed in paragraph 4.5.1 and 
used primarily  to define the edges of the  runway.    Maximum  longitudinal spacing between runway edge 
lights   is   200   feet. 

In-runway  lignting has been added  to many  runways  to make them eligible  for CAT II  operations.     The  com- 
plete,   standard  1CA0 system for CAT  II  operation  is  shown  in figure 4.12,  Including touchdown zone  light- 
ing, which  generally extends  3,000  feet  from  the  threshold, whereas centerline  lighting continues  the full 
length  of  the  runway.     The  centerline  lights  are color coded, with white lights extending from threshold 
to within  3,000  feet of the far end,  and then alternate red and white lights  extend to within 1,000  feet 
of the  runway  end.     The  final 1,000  feet of  runway are coded red. 

',.5.2.3    Visual. Approach Slope   Indicator.     The  Introduction of jet aircraft into commercial  operation 
increased pilot  difficulty  in maintaining a  proper glide slope during visual approaches and during the 
visual  completion of  instrument approaches.     ICAO has  standardized on the Visual Approach Slope  Indicator 
(VAS1),  a system of  lights  installed on each side of  the  runway  that provides  color-coded  Indications of 
the position of the aircraft with  respect  to the proper glide-slope angle.    The principle of the basic 
light  unit used  for VASI  is shown schematically  in F'gure 4.13.     Installation  includes  2,  4  or 12  light 
units  depending on the needs of the  runway. 
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Figure 4.13    Visual Approach Slope  Indicator  (VASI)~0ptlcal  System 

4.5.3    RUNWAY  MARKING.     Runway marking systems  provide a number of  Important  functions  for  landing 
guidance,   Including: 

• Contrast  so  that   the  runway can be more clearly  seen with  poor visibility 

• Identification of  the magnetic heading of the runway 

• Definition of  centerline  and edges of  the  runway 

• Identification of  the touchdown and rollout  zones  of  the  runway 

• Taxiway turnoff guidance 

The pattern  (usually painted)  of the standard  ICAO runway markings and the dimensions used are shown In 
Figure 4.14. 
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Figure 4.14    Standard kunway Marking Configuration  (from ICAO Annex 14) 
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SECTION 5 

MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS CÜRKENTLY IN USE 

The limitations nf ILS, particularly with regard to siting, portability, and antenna size, have forced the 
development of a number of microwave landing systems (MLS) aimed at meeting specific, limited operational 
requirements [32]. A number of these systems have reached operational status and have been produced in 
sizeable quantities. Unfortunately, these systems are not compatible with each other, and an aircraft 
equipped with an airborne set is restricted to using companion ground equipment only. The proliferation 
of interim systems and the potential problems that certainly would develop as a result of noncompatlble 
frequencies, modulation techniques, and signal formats stimulated the current worldwide effort to agree on 
a single standard MLS.  This effort is described in Sections 7 and 8. 

Although about 40 different microwave landing systems have been developed to meet various requirements, 
only a relative few have actually reached operational status and have been produced in significant quanti- 
ties.  These may be placed in three major classifications: aircraft carrier systems, military tactical sys- 
tems, and civil systems. 

5.1  AIRCRAFT CARRIER LANDING SYSTEM 

There was early recognition that the ILS could not meet the stringent requirements of carrier deck landings. 
Sheer size of antennas required for VHP and UHF operation ruled out the possibility of siting on carrier 
decks.  Even if space could be found, the problem of stabilizing such large arrays to compensate for deck 
motion is virtually Insurmountable. Even assuming these problems could be solved, the limited area of a 
carrier deck still is not adequate to form the large ground plane needed to produce the lobe structure re- 
quired for the ILS glide slope.  For these reasons microwave landing systems for carrier deck use were 
developed early by the U.S. Navy and have been used for many years. 

5.1.1 EARLY CARRIER SYSTEMS.  The first operational U.S. systems, AN/SPN-8 and AN/SPN-12, were based on 
the GCA concept, but used stabilized active tracking radars to measure azimuth and elevation angles as well 
as distance. This ground-derived Information was presented to a ground controller, who gave steering sig- 
nals by voice link to the pilot as in a GCA approach. These systems depended on visual completion of the 
landing aided by a mirror optical system that gave the pilot a glide-path reference to the deck.  The 
mirror system was later replaced by a more precise Fresnel lens system stabilized to compensate for deck 
motion [33]. 

5.1.2 ADVANCED SYSTEMS.  The voice-link systems were superseded by the AN/SPN-10 and later the AN/SPN-42, 
which, in addition to having the voice capability, transmitted azimuth and elevation steering signals to 
the aircraft by UHF radio. The pilot's display of this Information was In the form of the conventional 
crosspolnter indicator, and the information could also be used to steer the aircraft automatically.  Ini- 
tially, the radar return signals were reinforced by passive corner reflectors, but because of short range 
and severe rain attenuation, transponders were added to the aircraft. Since a radar could track only one 
aircraft at a time, two radars were used to Increase the acceptance rate [34]. 

5.1.3 AIR-DERIVED BACKUP SYSTEM.  Responding to the need for increased range and capacity, the I.avy- 
sponsored development of an air-derived microwave scanning beam system, the AN/SPN-41 [34].  In ; '•Utlon to 
providing much greater range and an unlimited capacity, this system was Installed as an added facility 
rather than a replacement, and as such provided a totally redundant capability (see Figure 5.1),  Agreement 
between the radar tracking system and the scanning beam system does not continue all the way to the deck; 
the scanning beam system is Ignored when the aircraft Is within 12 seconds of touchdown.  Because a carrier 
deck Is subject to the complex motions of roll, pitch, heading, yaw, and heave, carrier landing systems must 
compensate for each of these variables and transmit computer-corrected information to the landing aircraft. 
In addition, the computer stores aircraft performance parameters and provides optimum approach guidance for 
each aircraft type operating from the carrier. 

5.2  INTERIM TACTICAL MLS PROGRAMS 

The ILS has Inherent limitations that inhibit or actually prevent its effective use as a tactical landing 
aid. The size and weight of the antenna arrays make it difficult if not Impossible to design a configura- 
tion that has the needed portability and which can be quickly and easily Installed. To obtain high-quality 
courses, extensive site preparation is often required. This limitation is simply unacceptable in a tactical 
environment. 

Because of such problems military services of several countries have made substantial Investments in various 
microwave systems in advance despite full knowledge that these systems will become obsolete when a standaid 
MLS becomes a reality.  Brief descriptions of these interim systems follow. 

5.2.1 MADGE.  The MADGE System was designed to meet the tactical requirements of the United Kingdom's Royal 
Air Force, and quantities are being produced to meet this need. Angle measurements, both azimuth and ele- 
vation, are ground derived using Interferometrlc techniques. Distance Is measured in the aircraft based on 
the round-trip travel of the signal between air and ground.  The system operates at C-band. 

Equipment in the aircraft Includes a receiver-decoder. Digital address codes are used to identify both the 
aircraft and the ground system being Interrogated by the aircraft. When an aircraft interrogates a ground 
station, the interferometer measures the angle during the period of the beacon pulse.  This angle data is 
stored until called up by the data link. 

The range-measuring system controls a range tracking gate in the aircraft receiver.  The MADGE system accu- 
racy is dependent on the spacing between two antennas. The ambiguities that result from wide spacing are 
resolved by reference to the phases of signals generated from pairs of decreased spacing signal sources. 
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Figure 5.1 Automatic Carrier Landing System Block Diagram 

5.2.2 TALAR. TALAR Is ? highly portable tactical system adopted by the U.S. Air Force for use by C-130 
aircraft during the height of the conflict In Southeast Asia. Systems are still operated and maintained 
by the U.S. Tactical Air Command. 

Operating at Ku-band, TALAR has both glide slope and locallzer antenna arrays In a single case installed 
on a quick-setup mounting. The two antenna arrays are excited by a single magnetron (later a traveling 
wave tube) on a time-shared basis. TALAR guidance signals are formed by the Intersection of two overlap- 
ping beams, each modulated at a different audio frequency and radiated from slotted wave-guide antennas. 

The airborne system consists of a horn antenna feeding a tunnel diode detector and amplifier. A separate 
box houses the signal processing unit. The system operates on a single channel and uses conventional 
cockpit Instruments and autopilot couplers already installed in the aircraft. 

5.2.3 MARINE REMOTE AREA APPROACH AND LANDING SYSTEM.  The U.S. Marine Corps has completed a development 
program for a tactical microwave landing system and is currently in the final stages of selecting hardware 
from two competing firms. The Marine Remote Approach and Landing System (MRAALS) is a Ku-band mechanical 
scanning beam system compatible with currently used U.S. Navy carrier airborne landing systems.  The 
ground equipment, which Includes a locallzer, glide slope and DME, are all contained in a single small con- 
tainer that weighs less than 100 pounds. The system is rugged enough for tactical handling, has built-in 
supports, and can be set up and aligned in less than 10 minutes. 

5.2.4 SYDAC. SYDAC is an ILS-compatlble system operating at C-band and using equisignal beam formirs 
techniques for both locallzer and glide slope. Audio modulation frequencies corresponö to the 90 and 150 
Hz used in conventional ILS. A locallzer signal is generated by a solid-state RF source and multiplier 
chain having an output frequency of 5003 MHz. A similar signal source produces a glide-slope frequency of 
5225 MHz.  The microwave converter in the aircraft has a high-stability oscillator operating at 4893 MHz, 
with the different frequencies corrected for input to locallzer and glide-slope receivers. 

5.3 CIVIL INTERIM MLS PROGRAMS 

The pressure to overcome the deficie-.-rles of ILS at civil airports with difficult sltin problems has re- 
sulted in the development of a number of interim microwave landing systems as proposed solutions.  Some of 
these have reached operational status in spite of strong opposition from organizations concerned about the 
chaotic situation that might develop if a number of noncompatlble systems were allowed to be placed in 
service.  It is argued by opponents that an interim system might gain enough support to forestall the Im- 
plementation of a universal MLS program and yet lacks the features needed for the long-term future. Never- 
theless, the interim systems briefly described in the following paragraphs have reached some degree of 
formal acceptance and are currently in limited operational use. 

5.3.1 TULL AVIATION SYSTEM. The Tull Aviation Microwave ILS consists of a locallzer and glide slope in- 
stalled at approximately the same locations as conventional ILS. A step-scan technique Is used for both 
locallzer and glide slope, and audio modulation frequencies of 90 and 150 Hz are used for compatibility 
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with the ILS airborne equipment. Three frequencies are transmitted to the approaching aircraft. When a 
frequency of 5005.2 MHz Is received by the airborne microwave converter, an oscillator locks to a fre- 
quency of 4892.2 MHz.  When additional frequencies of 5000.3 MHz and 5226.9 MHz are received, they are 
beat with the oscillator frequency to produce 108.1 MHz for the locallzer receiver and 334.7 MHz for the 
glide-slope receiver.  These signals are fed through slightly modified receivers to produce conventional 
instrument indications.  Frequency selection is made by using the conventional ILS selector, giving a 
capacity of 20 channels.  By changing the reference frequency, a total of 100 locallzer channels and 95 
glide-slope channels can be produced. The Tull System has recently brien officially designated as the U.S. 
Interim Microwave Landing System, and although no governmert-sponsored installation program is planned, the 
system is eligible for Airport Development Aid Program fuming [35]. 

5.3.2 TALAR IV C.  The TALAR IV C system Is a modified civil version of the tactical system described in 
paragraph 5.2.2.  Improvements include 10 channels as compared to the single channel of the tactical sys- 
tem.  A full monitoring system is Included and a long-life travtling wave tube is used in lieu of the mag- 
netron.  Weather protection, including a rain shield and deiclng for both transmitter and monitor, is part 
of the system. The system has been operating In a limited number of locations since 1971 and providing 
substantially lowered minimums at sites considered very difficult for ILS. 

5.3.3 SETAC (German).  The SETAC system Is an adaptation of TACAN, the military Rho-Theta navigation 
syst^ii.  Operating at L-band (1 GHz), it compresses the full 360 degrees of the navigation system to a 
36-,iegree sector for precise locallzer guidance. The basic system, SETAC-A, does not include elevation 
guidance but depends on improved accuracy DME to provide the basis for a computed glide slope [36]. 

SETAC-A produces its sector guidance by use of a rotating hyperbolic field generated electronically.  Two 
signals having the same frequency, phase, and amplitude are emitted from sources spaced one wavelength 
apart, resulting in a four-lobed pattern.  Change in phase of the two signals is caused by a drop in the 
frequency, which is repeated 15 times per second. The result is a rrtatlng pattern that, viewed from a 
distance, appears to have an amplitude modulation of 15 Kz and a bearing-dependent phase, as in TACAN.  By 
proper selection of the antenna spacing, the Interval betwi en zero points can be made to be 36 degrees. 
This 1.9 a tenfold increase in resolution over TACAN, where the spacing between zero points requires a full 
360 degrees. 

A Doppler glide slope, known as SETAC-E, is available that uses a separate transmitter at the conventional 
glide-slope location.  The glide-slope signals are multiplexed with the SETAC-A signals, making use of the 
"dead time" of 60 to 70 ms following the transmission of each double pulse. An additional module is used 
in the aircraft to process the elevation signal. The advantage claimed is the use of existing airborne 
equipment already installed in military fleets requiring only modest alteration to provide full landing 
guidance capability. 
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SECTION 6 

ADVANTAGE OF MICROWAVES FOR FUTURE WORLD STANDARD SYSTEMS 

6.1 MICROWAVE SYSTEMS CAN MEET FUTURE REQUIREMENTS 

In spite of the tremendous Investment already made In both airborne and ground ILS equipment, and fully 
recognizing the extensive operational and technical know-how that has developed In Its use, the limitations 
of the system, discussed In paragraph 4.3, are such that strong pressures are being brought to bear to re- 
place ILS with a MLS.  None of the Interim systems are capable of meeting present and future requirements 
of all users for a worldwide standard system. Delay In achieving agreement on a universal standard sys- 
tem may lead to increasing investment in various nonstandard microwave landing systems which might force 
users to carry several sets of airborne equipment when crossing national boundaries or when operating into 
both civil and mi itary airfields. 

To avoid such chaos, effort was begun to develop a signal format capable of meeting the requirements of all 
users. The format would have to havt enough flexibility to allow simple equipment, both airborne and 
ground, to be used for less stringent requirements and yet at the same time permit more complex but still 
fully compatible versions to be used to meet the most critical requirements of those willing to pay for 
the increased sophistication. 

To meet these requirements, it was recognized that microwaves offered substantial advantages over the VHF- 
UHF frequencies used for ILS, particularly in the areas discussed in the following paragraphs. 

6.1.1 RELATIVE FREEDOM FROM ADVERSE SITING EFFECTS.  The use of microwaves provides relative freedom from 
adverse siting effects that have plagued the ILS from its earliest development and which continue to re- 
sist the best efforts of research and development. Although substantial ILS progress has been made, it is 
generally recognized that basic physical limitations are being approached, whereas the better control of 
beam shapes made possible by the smaller antenna apertures at microwave frequencies give designers a power- 
ful tool for relieving this problem. 

6.1.2 OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY.  Microwave landing systems offer the possibility of greatly Increased oper- 
aticnai flexibility.  Flight operations using ILS are limited to a single straight-line path normally pro- 
jected along the extended centerline of the runway (or in some cases, slightly offset a few degrees to meet 
local siting restrictions) and along a single straight-line glide slope approaching the runway at a fixed 
angle.  The use of microwaves gives the terminal area designer a new set of tools to increase runway and 
airport capacity, ameliorate noise pollution, and avoid traffic interference between adjacent airports. 

6.1.2.1 Curved, Segmented, And Multiple Paths.  The ability of microwave systems to provide air.-i.aft with 
position data required for curved or segmented paths in both the horizontal and vertical planes will allow 
precision guidance around obstructions and noise-sensitive communities.  Segmented glide-slope approaches 
will permit higher initial approaches, with an attendant reduction in noise level beneath the approaching 
aircraft.  Parallel runways can be served by simultaneous landings of aircraft utilizing accurate lateral 
and vertical separation for curved approaches with a high degree of assurance.  Cockpit selection of glide- 
slope angle is possible with MLS and may be useful in optimizing the approach angle for each specific air- 
craft, or in providing guidance for maximum-angle noise-abatement procedures. 

6.1.2.2 Flare Guidance.  Although the ILS was originally designed to provide landing guidance to touch- 
down, it was able to achieve this only because of the aircraft performance characteristics of that time. 
An aircraft with a 70-knot approach speed flying a 2-degree glide slope (the angle used in early experi- 
ments) produced ? rate of descent acceptable for touchdown.  This proved to be a temporary situation, 
however, and both aircraft approach speeds and glide-slope angles have increased significantly so that 
maintaining full rate of descent to touchdown today most likely would end in disaster.  Rather than attempt 
to provide beam guidance to touchdown, landing system designers have resorted to other methods, usually 
involving radio altimeters, accelerometers and other aids to program a reduced rate of descent.  The glide 
slope normally is not used below 50 feet. The use of radio altimeters for initiating flare leaves much to 
be desired because of lack of uniformity of terrain profiles just ahead of runway thresholds from airport 
to airport.  The use of microwaves will allow the extension of precise ground-based landing guidance al- 
most all the way to touchdown, uniformly at each airport.  In most proposed systems, flare guidance re- 
quires a special transmitter used in conjunction with range Information from a DME to compute the flare 
path.  It is likely that flare guidance will be an optional feature. 

6.1.3 AIRCRAFT CARRIER OPERATION.  The advantages of microwave landing systems on aircraft carrier decks 
has been fully proven by years of operational experience.  It is likely that present carrier microwave 
landing systems will be replaced by the universal MLS to provide carrier-based aircraft with the capability 
of operating compatibly with ground-based military systems and at joint civil-military airports without 
having to carry separate airborne equipment. 

6.1.4 PORTABILITY AND TACTICAL SUITABILITY OF MICROWAVE SYSTEMS.  As In the case of aircraft carriers, 
ground-based interim microwave landing systems have been successfully used in tactical operations and have 
s..own their superiority over the ILS for this application. The lightweight, small-size and low-power re- 
quirements and the quick set-up time have given military tacticians new flexibility in planning forward 
area air operations. 

6.1.5 FREQUENCY SPECTRUM AVAILABILITY. The problem of limited frequency spectrum availability was dis- 
cussed in paragraph 4.3.2.  The 20 channels presently in use at VHF and UHF are inadequate to meet the 
requirements for expanded use of the ILS.  Even the planned increase to 40 channels will not meet the 
long-range requirements for landing system Implementation.  And this Increase in number of channels is 
being accomplished only by cutting the spacing between channels in half.  There is almost no chance of In- 
creasing VHF or UHF spectrum allocations for landing guidance systems because of the heavily "ested Inter- 
est in facilities adjacent to the ILS bands. This is a powerful argument in favor of using microwaves, 
wi.ore nortions of the frequency spectrum, although by no means unlimited, are much more available than at 
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the ILS frequencies.    Current estimates are that 200 channels may be  needed to meet  lcmj;-tenn requirements, 
and microwave systems are being developed with that capability. 

6.1.6 LESS SUSCEPTIBILITY TO AIRCRAFT INTERFERENCE.    Microwave systems have proven to be less susceptible 
than conventional  ILS  to  the effects of multlpath caused by aircraft   reflections.     Such  Interference often 
occurs when one aircraft  is  following another during an  ILS approach.     The  following aircraft may  receive 
erratic  indications as the first  aircraft comes between  It and the transmitter.    More severe Interference 
occurs when an aircraft  taking off   files low over the locallzer  transmitter.    These problems are greatly 
reduced at microwave frequencies. 

6.1.7 POTENTIALLY LOWER COST OF MICROWAVE SYSTEMS.     Although a  complete CAT  III  Ml.S  offering a  full   range 
of services consisting of curved  approach guidance through wide azimuth angles,  precision DME,  guidance 
for segmented glide slope,  flare  guidance to touchdown,  rollout,  and missed   »pproacb guidance  Is likely 
to cost more than the most  advanced  ILS  giving comparable  if  not  equivalent   service,   the total   implemen- 
tation of a MLS program should cost  less than continued  Implementation of  ILS because; 

• Site preparation costs will be virtually eliminated. 

• MLS  can  be  tailored  to  the  required  degree of  sophistication. 

• The   installation costs of MLS  are  less because of  smaller equipment   size. 

• Use of DME may eliminate  real-estate costs of marker beacon silts outside of airport  boundaries. 

• Collocation of MLS azimuth and elevation transmitters or even  time  sharing a  Ringle transmitter,   is 
feasible for the  least  critical  Ml.S version. 
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SECTION 7 

MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

A microwave landing systems (MLS) Is defined, for the purposes of this section, as any low-approach and 
landing systems that operates in the microwave region of the frequency spectrum. Prerequisites to the MLS 
equipment design effort are the selection of a carrier frequency and a signal format with sufficient in- 
formation content to accommodate operational requirements.  Each of these two factors are discussed in 
this section, along with a description of the basic techniques for generating the necessary signals-ln- 
space for landing guidance.  Emphasis is directed towards air-derived data systems since this category has 
been the mainstay of commercial aviation for many years. This section draws heavily on a draft paper pre- 
pared for the FAA (371. 

7.1  SELECTION OF CARRIER FREQUENCY 

The selection of an operational carrier frequency is a fundamental decision that must be made before em- 
barking on the design of a new MLS.  Factors that must be considered in this selection process are dis- 

cussed in paragraphs 7.1.1 through 7.1.3. 

7.1.1 FREQUENCY AUTHORIZATION.  Both national and international regulations dominate technical considera- 
tions in the selection of a carrier frequency. Frequency allocations other than those already established 
for this type of service would require tedious administrative efforts that could last for several years 
before approval of new frequencies was obtained, if at all. Current frequency allocations permit the im- 

plementation of microwave landing systems only In specified regions of the C-, K-, Ku-, and Ka-bands, 

depending upon equipment function, plus L-band for the DME componen.. 

7.1.2 PRECIPITATION ATTENUATION. Rain grea 
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An interesting presentation of the average theoretical and empirical precipitation effects is illustrated 

by Figure 7.1, where the range in clear weather. Re, is related to the range in rain. By, for various rain 
rates at Ku-band.  For example, a Ku-band MLS having a clear-weather range of 90 miles will be reduced to 
a range of 5 miles at a rain rate of 2 inches per hour. 

7.1.3 HARDWARE IMPACT.  The size and weight of the ground equipment of a landing guidance system are af- 
fected by the selection of carrier frequency.  The antenna aperture size, which normally determines the 
largest equipment dimension, is inversely proportional to the carrier frequency for a specified signal 
beamwidth.  For example, a C-band aperture is about three times larger than a Ku-band aperture for equi- 

valent signal beamwidth.  However, the weight of the equipment may increase with carrier frequency, since 
lightweight, solid-state RF power sources are more readily available at the lower frequencies, and these 

solid-state sources require less primary power and thus a lighter power supply. 

7.2  SIGNAL FORMAT CONSIDERATIONS 

Establishing a signal format that is capable of meeting the operational requirements of the MLS is a pre- 
requisite to hardware design, as Illustrated by Figure 7.2.  The signals in space gene ated by the MLS 

represent the signal format, and contain spatial, temporal, and spectral ingredients. 

7.2.1 SPATIAL INGREDIENTS.  Spatial features that must be considered in the design of an MLS consist of: 

(a) coverage and guidance regions, with the coverage region being the spatial domain in which the MLS 
signal provides the necessary information for steering the aircraft into the guidance region, and the 
guidance region being the spatial domain in which the MLS signal provides the necessary steering Informa- 
tion to maintain an on-course flight trajectory; (b) beam patterns, which define the shape and dimensions 
of the radiation envelopes emitted by the transmitters; (c) polarization, which defines the orientation 
of the electric vector of the radiation; and (d) siting constraints, which provide guidelines for locating 
the ground transmitters, including (1) the availability of real estate, (2) the location of objects that 
may shadow, reflect, or reradiate the signals, (3) near-field radiation regions in the vicinity of the 
ground transmitters, in which the signal is poorly defined, and (4) special siting constraints unique to 
the selected technique.  An example of the latter is that the elevation scanning beam fir the flare 
maneuver must be small enough to fit entirely between the receiver antenna on the airci>ft and its ground 
image at touchdown, since this requirement controls the maximum distance that the transmitter can be 

located from the touchdown point. 

7.2.2 TEMPORAL 
format. These 1 
is available at 

second that a pa 
distinguish data 
fectively proces 
temporal descrip 
to a particular 

during which the 

INGREDIENTS.  The temporal ingredients are the time-dependent features of the signal 
nclude: (a) duty cycle, which is that percent of the time during which a particular signal 

the aircraft receiver for processing; (b) data rate, which is the number of times per 
rticular signal is available at the aircraft receiver for processing (it is necessary to 

rate from data update rate, the latter being the number of times per second that an ef- 
sed signal is available for display or autopilot control); (c) timing cycle, which Is the 
tion of one complete sequence of signal events; and (d) temporal features that are unique 
technique, such as the dwell time of a scanning fan-beam signal, which is the time interval 

particular scanning beam illL^iinates the aircraft antenna. 
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7.2.3    SPECTRAL INGREDIENTS.     The  spectral  Ingredients are those  features that define the characteristics 
of  the transmitted signals.     These  include:   (a)  channelization, which refers to the specific regions 
within the electromagnetic  spectrum that will be occupied by the MLS  signals;   (b)  data code, which refers 
to the modulations that  define  the spatial  orientation of the signals and  identify the MLS facility and 
its conditions; and  (c)  spectral contaminants,  such as noise, electronic  countermeasure  (ECM)   inter- 
ference, and other factors  that  degrade  the quality of the MLS signals. 

7.3    AIR-DERIVED ANCLE DATA 

Many of the numerous techniques that can be employed for landing guidance systems at nonmlcrowave  fre- 
quencies also can be applied  to microwave  frequencies.    The  technical  feasibility of three of these  tech- 
niques for air-derived angle data systems have been demonstrated by experimental and operational  hardware, 
i.e.,   fixed beam,   scanning beam,   and Doppler systems.    The  salient  features associated with each of  these 
systems  including the design  parameters  that must be considered are discussed  in  this section. 

7.3.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF FIXED FAN-BEAM MLS.     Fixed fan beams  for air-derived data microwave landing sys- 
tems are similar  in concept  to  the VHF/UHF  ILS described  in  Section 4.     This technique provides only one 
fixed locallzer course and one  fixed glide-riope angle for the low-approach phase of the landing, and 
normally does not provide sufficient  information content  for  flare and  touchdown.     While having the 
limitations previously discussed,   the  fixed  fan-beatr, system possesses several advantages compared to  the 
more  sophisticated systems,  as  discussed  in  the fallowing paragraphs. 

7.3.1.1 Compatibility With Conventional  ILS.     Fixed fan-beam systems have been developed that make use of 
ILS modulation fiequencles and need only an antenna and converter to receive signals  for processing 
through existing  ILS airborne equipment already  Installed.    This feature  is economically attractive,  but 
technically limited.     Several  such systems are described  in paragraph 5.3.    Operationally,  the  instrument 
approach procedures for fixed  fan-beam equipment are similar to  those now used with the  standard  ICAO ILS 
and  thus require little pilot  familiarization.    However,  the universal MLS will also have many compatible 
features. 

7.3.1.2 Compatibility With Univt rsal MLS.     The avionics  required  to process  the modulations of a fixed 
fan-beam system are capable of being designed also to process any  future universal MLS signals,  provided 
the universal MLS  technique  is knDwn  in advance.    The feasibility of such an  Interim scheme thus depends 
on the final selection of MLS  technique and also on whether the complicating of processing are worth the 
effort. 

7.3.1.3 Equipment Cost.     The equipment cost  of the fixed fan-beam systems  for both ground station and 
airborne station is generally considered much less than for the other microwavp la.iJing systems described 
in this section.     This is because  the ground station requires neither motors to rotate  -.rueuras nor 
sophisticated phase arrays and angle code generators.    Also,  the airborne  station is simplei,  since it 
only requires circuitry to measure  the  relative amplitudes of the overlapping beams and does not require 
devices such as tracking gates. 

7.3.1.4 Reliability.     The simplicity and advanced development and operational experience of fixed fan- 
beam systems guarantee their present advantage  in reliability.    However,  the question of reliability Is 
one which must be answered  in  terms of state-of-the-art of the techniques selected.     For example,  a 
phased array with its large number of components may now be less reliable than a  fixed fan beam or a 
mechanically scanned beam,  but   Improved component designs may drastically  change this  in  the  future. 

7.3.1.5 Duty Cycle.     The  fixed  fan-beam systems have a duty cycle potential of up  to 50 percent for  the 
locallzer  (azimuth)   infonnation and 50 percent for the glide-slope  (elevation)  Information.    In contrast, 
the duty cycle for a scanning  fan beam is well below 10 percent,  since the aircraft  is  illuminated by the 
beam during only a small  segment of the  scan.    The effective duty cycle  for the Doppler systems  Is com- 
parable to  that for the  fixed  fan beam. 

7.3.1.6 Data Rates.     The  fixed  fan-beam data rate is limited only by  the beam modulation frequencies used 
and by  the amount of  smoothing required,   ..hereas the scanning fan-beam data   ind data renewal rates are 
related to the more limited number of times per second that  the beam illuminates the aircraft receiver 
antenna. 

7.3.1.7 Data Link Capacity.     In addition to angle guidance and possible DME information,  provision must 
be made for adequate data link capacity,   including such items as runway identification and weather condi- 
tions on the  landing runway.     These  requirements are all compatible with fixed fan-beam systems. 

7.3.2 FIXED FAN-BEAM DESIGN PARAMETERS.     There are several design parameters that must be considered  in 
the design of even the simplest  MLS,   Including fixed fan-beam systems.    These must be examined  in a 
quantitative manner and values assigned to each. 

7.3.2 
constra 
among 

1    Carrier Frequency.     Practical considerations, in particular the available allocated frequp'-cles, 
ain the selection of carrier frequency to either C-,  Ku-,  or Ka-bands.    The criteria for the selection 
these frequencies is discussed  in paragraph 7.1. 

7.3.2.2 Channeling.     It is likely that  the MLS will not be operating in a  space diversity environment, 
particularly In tactical situations and at  high-density airports with adjacent runwavs.    Thus signals from 
more  than one MLS ground  facility can  illuminate the aircraft, and  it  Is desirable to separate the signals 
on a frequency diversity basis.     The  frequencies of the channels used should be spaced closely enough to 
avoid  the waste of spectrum,  but  separated enough lo avoid cross talk between channels. 

7.3.2.3 Radiated Power.     In determining the values for the  radiated power design parameter,  both peak 
power and average power must be considered,  since these are related to the portion of the total time that 
useful guidance signals are  transmitted.     The radiated power requirement also is  functionally related  to 
the operational requirements of  the system:   higher power is required  for greater coverage, higher data 
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rates,  or higher signal-to-nolse  ratios.     The  radiated powpv  requirement has a  significant  impact on  the 
hardware design.     For instance, when radiated power greater than a few watts is needed, vacuum tube 
technology  is currently required  for  implementation.    Only when less power is  required can the more ef- 
ficient solid-state RF power sources be  considered. 

7.3.2.4 Coverage Region.     The coverage region  is that volume of space  in which an MLS signal provides 
sufficient  information content  to direct an aircraft  therein towards  the guidance region.     The most 
critical coverage region probably  is that volume of space below the selected  flight path,  in which the 
processed MLS signal generates a  steering signal that directs the aircraft  to "fly up," 

7.3.2.5 Guidance Region.    The guidance region should be large enough to allow all of the normal maneu- 
vering required by an aircraft during approach and landing.     It  should  be  small enough on the selected 
flight  path such that the scale of  indications will permit the most precise determination of deviation 
from course ccnterline. 

7.3.2.6 Split-Site and Collocated Operation.     Optlmun siting of a landing system from an operational 
point of view normally requires a  split-site configuration, with the azimuth transmitter located on the 
runway centerline extension beyond  the  stop end of the runway and the elevation  transmitter located 
adjacent  to the runway at  the glide-slope  intercept point  (GPIP),     However,  substantial economies result 
from collocating azimuth and elevation antennas at a single site, usually opposite the GPIP.    Although col- 
location limits the system from being used at  the lowest minimum condition,   it  is desirable at low- 
activity airports and consideration  should be given to  Include collocation capability in  the design of a 
system. 

7.3.2.7    Synchronization.     The signals from the azimuth and el 
the receiver, either by space,   frequency,  or time.    Space dive 
vertical and lateral guidance signals must be  received at all 
diversity is achievable,  but  is considered somewhat wasteful o 
multlfrequency processing capabilities by the aircraft receive 
pears  to be  the most useful  technique to separate the azimuth 
chronization is simple to achieve  in  the collocated facility, 
it is necessary to establish a communication link between the 
signal.     This communication link probcihly should be a  la  Hin« 
radio link could be  interrupted by taxiing aircraft,  land vehl 

evation  transmitters must be separated at 
rslty cannot be achieved because both 
points along the  flight path.    Frequency 
f frequency spectrum and also requires 
r.    Time diversity, or synchronization, ap- 
and elevation course  signals.    This syn- 

However,  for the split-site configuration 
two sites for transmission of the sync 
,  since at  these  line-of-slght  frequencies a 
cles, or people. 

7.3.2.8 Angle Modulations.     The most  convenient  technique to  Identify  the  four beams radiated by the 
fixed fan-beam MLS,   i.e.,  "fly-up",  "fly-down",  "fly-left", and "fly-right",   is providing a unique modula- 
tion on each of these beams.    These angle modulations can be:   (a)   ludio  tones,  such as those used with the 
conventional  ICAO ILS,   (b)  pulse  spacing,  as used by currently operational mechanical  scanning beam sys- 
tems,   (c)  FM tones,  as used by scanning beam systems now under development,  or  (d)  pulse repetition rates, 
such as those used by currently operational fixed-beam systems. 

7.3.2.9 Auxiliary Modulations.     Auxiliary modulations  (AUX data)  are  those  that convey information other 
than angle information to the aircraft.    These  Include beam Identity,  station identity, and weather condi- 
tions at  the landing site.     Except   for beam Identity,  these modulations are characterized by low data rate 
requirements,  since it  is normally necessary to transmit this  information only once every several  seconds 
Accordingly,  the modulation can he superimposed on the angle modulation in the form of a Morse code or 
any convenient coding arrangeme-.t. 

7.3.2.10 Beam Shapes and Orientation.    An early decision in the design of a MLS,  normally based on opera- 
tional considerations,  is whether  the  fan beams  should have a planar or conical configuration.    The planar 
configuration normally is preferred  for the azimuth course beam,  particularly at high azimuth angles,  but 
not always for the elevation beam.     The conical elevation beam has an advantage in a  tactical environment 
for low-performance aircraft or helicopters that may arrive at the landing facility from any direction, 
since the elevation angle  is independent of azimuth angle.    The planar elevation beam has a particular 
advantage for conventional high-performance aircraft landing under CAT II or CAT III conditions,  since a 
conical  beam becomes noticeaMy hyperbolic at a 50-foot minimum guidance altitude when transmitted from a 
site offset from the rur.wav centerline.     However, an airborne computer with range input  can perform the 
necessary coordinate conv rsion.     In addition to the planar vs.  conical considerations,  the fan beams must 
be shaped to provide proper information  in  the operationally required coverage and guidance region. 

In order to avoid significant reflections of side-lobe energy into the main lobe,  it  is desired to keep 
the side lobes of the radiation pattern at  the minimum feasible leve'.     Normal practice  in landing system 
antenna design Is to keep side  lobes at  least 20 dB below the main beam. 

Radiation reflected by  the ground  plane  tends to contaminate both the azimuth course and  the elevation 
guidance signals,  and every effort  should be made to reduce this multipath radiation.     This normally is 
accomplished by shaping the beam such that  there Is a sharp power cut off at  lower elevation angles,  i.e., 
at  those angles below the useable  portion of the elevation signal. 

7.3.2.11 Polarization.    The polarization of the radiation must be considered in the design of any type 
of MLS.     This is necessary to assure compatibility between the transmitter antenna and  the  receiver an- 
tenna,   since horizontally polarized  radiation will be severely attenuated by an airborne antenna designed 
to receive vertical polarization,  and vice-versa.    A design factor that  should be considered in overall 
system performance is that when an aircraft  banks,  the antenna also banks,  and the energy received by the 
aircraft  antenna will be proportional   to the cosine of the bank angle.     Circular polarization could be 
generated for the transmitted radiation and accepted by both vertically and horizontally polarized aircraft 
antennas,   but  the signal would be  at  least   3 dB below that of matched polarization antennas.    Circular 
polarization has an advantage when applied  to radar landing systems,  such as  the GCA,  since backscatter 
from precipitation is considerably reduced.    This is because the direction of the circular polarization 
reverses when the radiation  Is reflected  from a circular object, as approximated by a  raindrop  in 
cross section. 
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Another fa ·tor tha t shou ld be conside red in the se lec tion of the pol a ri za tion of the ~ILS r adiation is the 
magnitude of r efle tions f r om die lec tri c s urface s s uch as the ground. Ve r tical ly po l a rized radia tion is 
s ubje t tom r a ttenuation upon r e fl e tion f rom the ground than is hori zontally polarized r adiation, 
parti ularly in the vi init y of the Brewster angle. How ve r, it does not necessarily follow that hori
zon tally polari z d r ad iation is a t tenuated more t han verti call y pol a ri zed radiation upon lateral r e flec
tion f r om objets su ·h a,; a ir · r a ft and hangars, s ince the polari zation at tenuation advantage appli es only 
to r e fl ec tions from di e l ec tri c mate ri a .! and not normally t o specular r :.! fl ectJons f r om me t a l objec ts. Tloe 
gene ral vi ew at pr('se nt is tha t the m.s signal should be ve rti ca ll y p lar ized. 

7. 3.2 .1 2 Data Rat e. Data r at e r equireme nts a re detennined by the ahility of ai r craf t to r espond quickly 
deviation signals, and thi s va ri es widely hetween c lasses of ai rc r aft. The most c riti cal r c qu1rement 

is -gene r ally conside red t o be th flare ma ne uve r, in which r apid c hanges in pitch a ttitude is required to 
fo llow the prec ise curved path to t ouchdown. The proposed data r ate for flare has been increased from 10 
Hz to t he n ighborhood o f 40 li z in o r de r to furthe r a ll e viate mult ipat h e f fec ts. 

7 . 3 . 2. 13 ~oc using . Foc using I the techni que for achie vi ng a fa r-fi e ld radiation pa ttern throughout the 
r e g ion in whi h the signa l is Intended t o conve · useful info rmat ion. An y equipment that monitors the 
transmit t ed signal a l so should be in the fa r- fie ld r ad iation reg i on. Transmitting a ntennas normally focus 
the r ad iation at infinity, and the depth of the fa r f i e ld for this f ocusing e xtend s from a distance of 
about o2J to infinity whe re 0 Is the aperture dimension a nd i s the wavelengt h of the radiation. In the 
event t hat it appe ars that fo cus ing is necessa ry, the focal distance must be ca re fully selec ted. Focusing 
a t ve r y short dist ances t o bri ng t he far - fie l d r egion c lose r to the transmitter brings the outer limits of 
the fa r fie ld t o a fi ni t e d i s tance mu h t oo c l ose to the transmitting a ntenna . 

7 . 3 . 2 .14 Primary Powe r . The selec ti on of a primary power s ource for an MLS i s de termined by both the 
powe r r equ irements of t he gr ound stat i ons and the a vailabl e facilities at the :a'lrling s ite . System design 
of tac t l eal systems should al l 01.• f o r nonna l vari ation of voltage and frequency e~..:ounte red in fi e ld 
g n r a tors . 

7 . 3 . 2 .15 Size and Weight. The dimensions o f l anding system equipmen t normally are determined by the re
quired ante nna ape rture dimensions t o obtain the necessary beam widths. The permissible size of the 
equipment is const r ai ned by r egulations that prohibit the i nstallation of large st ructures in the im
media t e vi c inity o f runways. The weight of the ground-s tati on equipment is not a significant factor 
e xce pr. "he n it i s necessary to transport the equipment frequently, s uch as may occur in a tac tical 
envl ronment. 

7. 3. 3 CHARACTERISTICS OF SCANNING BEAN MLS. Scann ing beam m.s are similar to fixed fan-beam MLS except 
for beam motion . This motion prov ides cons i de rable ope ra tional advantages, but also adds a commensurate 
degree o f complexity t o the sys t em . Accordingly, it must be determined whether the operational advantages 
justify ~ h in c remental comp l exit y. These factors a re discus sed in thE' following paragraphs along with a 
description of tne additional design parame te rs associated with scanning beams. 

7.3.3.1 Ope rational Advantages. An ope rational advantage of a scanning beam MLS is that the guidance 
region can be selected at the airborne equipment almost anywhere within the coverage volume. An as-
' oc iated advantage is that the scanning beam information can be r eadily combined with DME information to 
provide guidance for cu rved and se~ented pproaches to the landing facility. 

7.3.3.2 in c remental Complexit y . The complexity of the scanning beam MLS is associated with technology 
fo r: (a) generating the beam motion, (b) modulating the beams as a function of pointing angle for angle 
signature systems, and (c) where applicable, synchronizinG the azimu t h and elevation course signals. The 
simplest mechanization for beam motion is rotation of the antennas. Thi s technique normally produces 
planar fan beams . The beam motion also can be achieved by electronic scan t echniques via frequency or 
phase. The frequency s can can be obtained by applying a varying carrier frequency to a s lotted wave guide. 
Since t he squint angle of the radiation emanating from the slots is a fun ction of frequency, a conical 
beam pattern is generat ed from a linear slot array. This t echnique is somewhat wasteful of frequency 
spec trum, but the beam scanning motion i s as smooth and continuous as it is with the mechanical s can sys
t em . Beam motion also can be achieved by changing the RF phase relations hips among se veral point sources 
of radiation within th<! antenna. The beam is generated by the vector addition of the radiation from these 
point sour ces. No rmally, this i s accomplished with diode phase shifters, resulting in a quantized rather 
than a continuous motion, which i s tolerable providing the magnitude of the steps are tiny , such as only a 
small frac tion of the beamwidth. 

Some form of modulation is necessary to ide ntify the beam pointing angle when it illuminates the aircraft. 
A simple modulation technique i s to illuminate the entire coverage volume from a separate antenna with a 
timing pulse prior to the initiation of the scan. The bemv pointing angle then is related to the time 
difference between aircraft illumination by the reference pul se and the scanning beam. Another method is 
to modulate the scanning beam with a signal that varies as a function of beam pointing angle. This re
moves the requirement for providing a reference signal from a separate antenna, since the angle signature 
is impressed as modulation on the scanning fan beam. These and other necessary complexities of the scan
ning fan beam MLS are evident in the subsequent discussion of its design parameters. 

7.3.4 SCA~~lNG BEAM DESIGN PARAMETERS. All of the previously discus sed design parameters associated 
with fixed fan-beam M;..c; also a re r.,levant to the scanning beam MLS. These parameters as applied to the 
scanning beams are disc•assed along with those thdt apply uniquely to the scanning beam system, 

7.3. ~.1 Channelization. The large r guidcnce and coverage volumes associat._.d with a scanning bea• system 
result in a higher probability tloat signals from one scanning beam system will intrude on the spatial 
coverage volume for signals of a similar nearby facility. This impose~ a more severe channelization re
quire.ment for scanning beam systems than fixed fan-beam systems, although the bandwidth for a tillle refer
ence system (TRS) is considerably less than for the frequency reference system (FRS) and still somewhat 
less than the bandwidth required for the proposed Do?~ler format. 
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7.3.4.2 Radiated Power.  Several factors must oe considered In comparing the radiated power requirements 
for fixed fan beam vs. scanning beam.  These factors all relate to the slgnal-to-nolse ratios required by 
the data processor, and the tlme-per-bandwldth factors associated with the radiated signal.  The guidance 
Information for a fixed fan-beam system Is not extracted from the maximum power points of the beams, but 
rather from the cross-over region, which may be several decibels down from the peak.  However, Information 
contained at the peak of the lobe Is useable for extracting angle Information with the scanning beam 
systems.  The scanning beam systems normally have a larger requirement for radiated power In acquisition 
than for tracking, because the tlme-per-bandwldth product Is large when the airborne station Is operating 
In the acquisition mode.  But when operating in the tracking mode, the aircraft receiver is capable of 
excluding all noise that is not within the dwell time of the received signal.  Another parameter related 
to the required power In angle signature systems is the frequency of the modulation that determines beam 
pointing angle.  This frequency should be set at the minimum useful value in order to reduce the bandwidth 
of the signal.  The foregoing factors suggest that the scanning beam system will require greater power 
than a fixed fan-beam system. 

7.3.4.3 Coverage Region.  There are no theoretical limitations to the angular coverage of a scanning fan 
beam system using mechanical scan techniques.  The coverage for electronic scan system is limited by the 
beam broadening characteristics of the high-angle radiation generated by th; electronically scanned arrays. 

7.3.4.4 Guidance Region. A well-designed scanning beam system provides a guidance region that is only 
about one beamwidth less than the coverage volume of the system. This region can extend downward to an 
angle that is approximately a half beamwidth above the ground plane. 

7.3.4.5 Angle Modulations.  In order to extract information from the scanning beam, it is necessary to 
know its pointing angle at the time the beam illuminates the aircraft. One method by which this is 
achieved is the Time Reference System (TRS), as represented by U.S. and Australian candidate systems de- 
scribed in Section 8.  Another method is to Impress a modulation on the beam that varies as a function of 
the pointing angle.  The modulation can be of any convenient form, including pulse, AW, FM, or PM.  Con- 
straints imposed on angle modulation selection are that it should not waste the frequency spectrum, and 
that the modulation should be capable of being processed by the airborne station to meet the required beam 
pointing angle accuracy. Pulse modulation probably is more wasteful of the frequency spectrum.  The pulses 
must be sufficiently short such that several pulses can be transmitted during the time that the scanning 
beam illuminates the aircraft.  The bandwidth occupied by a pulse is related to the reciprocal of the width 
of the pulse.  The frequency of the beam pointing angle modulation must be high enough such that several 
cycles occur while the beam is illuminating the aircraft, in order to assure effective processing by the 
airborne station.  Also, the variation of modulating frequency with beam pointing angle must be high enough 
such that the airborne processor can measure this angle within the required system accuracy.  These factors 
limit the data rate for systems in which angle signature is provided by modulation, yet high data rates are 
desirable, particularly for averaging multipath effects. 

7.3.4.6 Auxiliary Modulations.  In the fixed fan-beam systems the same modulations are used for both beam 
Identity and guidance information.  This same feature could be achieved with scanning beam systems, provided 
the modulating frequency spectrums were different for each scanning beam.  However, this frequency divers- 
ity could result in inefficient, wasteful use of the frequency spectrum. Accordingly, it may be desirable 
to use the same segment of the spectrum for all the scanning beams at a particular facility, and use an 
independent modulation to Identify each beam.  This Identity modulation could be superimposed on the beam 
pointing angle modulation, provided care is taken to avoid adverse effects of modulation cross products. 
The arrangement for identifying the particular beam when it illuminates the aircraft would be a sufficient 
identification technique, except for the AGO requirements of the airborne receiver Imposed by the large, 
dynamic range of signal strengths from succssive beams. For example, between decision height and touch- 
down the aircraft is much closer to the elevation transmitter than it is to the azimuth transmitter; thus 
it is necessary to reduce the receiver gain when the aircraft is illuminated by the elevation beam. This 
can be accomplished by transmitting a signal, prior to transmitting the elevation scanning beam, with mod- 
ulation conveying information to the aircraft receiver that the next beam It perceives will be the eleva- 
tion beam. This will enable the receiver to set the ACC to accommodate the signal strength of that beam. 
Other auxiliary modulations, such as station Identity and weather conditions, can be provided in the man- 
ner similar to that provided by the fixed fan-beam systems. 

7.3.4.7 Beam Shapes. The planar vs. conical considerations are substantially similar for both fixed-fan 
beams and scanning beams. Beyond that, there are no basic similarities in beam shapes. While a fixed 
fan-beam system normally provides two fixed beams for each function, a scanning beam system's cycle of a 
single scan beam can be provided by mechanical rotation of the transmitting antennas.  Beam shapes inde- 
pendent of pointing angles are obtained by this technique. The shape of a beam generated by electronic 
scan techniques normally is a function of beam pointing angle. 

7.3.4.8 Duty Cycle and Data Rate. The duty cycle and data rate available to scanning beam systems are 
considerably less than those available to fixed fan-beam systems. The fixed fan beams continuously illum- 
inate the aircraft, while the scanning fan beams illuminate ehe aircraft only during a brief segment of 
each scan. The data rates of scanning fan beams generated by rotating antennas normally are limited by the 
mechanical forces associated with higher rotation rates. While there is no theoretical limit to the gen- 
eration of data rate for electronic scanning beams, the rate nevertheless is limited by the dwell time 
requirements for the airborne processor. 

7.3.4.9 Size and Weight. The size and weight considerations normally are similar for fixed fan-beam and 
scanning beam systems. There are situations, however, where the scanning beam system will require consid- 
erably larger apertures than the fixed fan-beam system. For example, if it is considered desirable to gen- 
erate planar beams by electronic scan techniques, the necessary circular array will have a much greater 
aperture dimension than an equivalent linear array for generating conical beam shapes. 

7.3.4.10 Dwell Time. The dwell time is that period of time during each scan in which the scanning fan 
beam illuminates the aircraft.  It is necessary that the dwell time be of sufficient duration for the air- 
borne processor to extract beam pointing angle information. Dwell times of between 1 and 3 milliseconds 
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normally  are  considered necessary   to  extract   this   Information when the  angle  Is  defined  by  the  modulation 
on  the  beam.     While   It   Is  desirable  to  maximize  dwell   time,   this can  only  be  accomplished  by  adversely 
affecting other   Important   system parameters.      It   can be   Increased  by  enlarging  the   beamwidth,   but  this 
would result   In more severe muUipath problems.     It can also be Increased by decreasing the angular velo- 
city   In  the scanning beam,  but  this would  result   in a   lower data rate  for the  system.     Thus,   the system 
parameters  of  dwell  time,   scanning velocity,  and  beam width are  Interrelated  and  the  effect  of  e^ch must 
be examined  in  relation to  the others.     The  U.S.  and Australian TKS candidate systems can  function with a 
small  dwell  time,   thus  permitting  higher scan velocities and data rates,  because  the  pointing angle  is 
Indicated  by  the measured  time between  successive  "to-fro"  scans,   there being  no modulation  to  define  the 
pointing angle. 

7.3.4.11     Scanning Motion.     The  preferred  scanning motion of  the beam  Is a  continuous  angular  velocity 
throughout   the  scan  region.     This   is most   easily accomplished with a mechanical  scan  system.     Electronic 
scan  systems  require moving  the   beam   in  steps  rather  than   In  i  continuous  motion.     While  additional  switch- 
ing  circuitry   is  required  to decrease  the   step  size.   It   Is necessary  to decrease  this  parameter  to  its 
minimum  feasible value,   since   large quantized motion has an adverse  effect  on  system accuracy. 

7.3.5     CHARACTERISTICS OF DOPPIKR  SCAN SYSTEMS.     The  Doppier MI.S  provides  signals  throughout   the  coverage 
volume   that  provide  self-encoded  angle   Information.     No   independent  modulation   Is  required  to  indicate  the 
azimuth  and  elevation angles of   the  aircraft   relative  to  the  respective  ground  stations.     This   is ajcomp- 
lished  at   the  ground  station  by   transmitting  a   reference  signal and  simultaneously  a   signal   that  electroni- 
cally  simulates motion of  the  ground  antenna  by  coramutating.   I.e.,  sequentially   illuminating,   the elements 
of  a  linear array.     It  can be determined  by  elementary Doppler principles  that  the carrier frequency will 
be  shifted at   the aircraft  receiver by an amount  equal   to; 

f sin 0 

where: 

f. is the Doppler shift 

v is the commutatiwi velocitv 

• is the wavelengtn 

is the angle of the aircraft measured from a line perpendicular to the array. 

In order to avoid standing waves and facilitate data processing at the airborne station, the basic carrier 
frequency of the coramutated signal is offset from that of the reference signal as illustrated by Figure 
7.3.  An interesting and useful phenomenon associated with the Doppler technique Is that the direction of 
the commutated velocity reverses when the signal is reflected. This provides a tool for the rejection of 
multipath signal by the use of filters. 

7.3.5.1  Incremental Complexity.  The complexity of the Doppler MLS is associated with the Jechanizatlon 
of the commutated array.  The essence of this problem Is the design of high-speed switching hardware, 
which Is more readily available at C-band than at Ku-band.  Thus, It Imposes a penalty at present upon 
extending this technique to Ku-band. 
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Figure 7.3 Doppler Channel Occupancy 
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7.3.6 DOPPLER SCAN DESICN PARAMETERS.  Design considerations of many parameters for fixed an-beam and 
scanning beam systems apply to Doppler scan systems and have been covered In preceding paragraphs.  The 
parameters of Doppler systems with design characteristics unique to that system are discussed in the fol- 
lowlpg paragraphs. 

7,3.6.1  Radiated Power.  The peak radiated power for the Doppler MLS is considerably less than that for 
the radiated scanning beam MLS for equivalent performance.  However, the average radiated powers for these 
two techniques are approximately the same. The accuracy and useful range are more dependent upon average 
power than on peak power, as will become evident in the subsequent discussion of other design parameters. 

7.3.6..?  Beam Shapes.  The radiation from each element of the commutative array fills the entire coverage 
area of that ground station.  While the spatial beamwidth is large, it is more useful in the design of a 
Doppler system to consider its equivalent beamwidth (EBW) in the frequency domain, i.e.: 

EBW =  X/L  radians 

where: 

A ■ the wavelength of the carrier frequency 

L = the antenna aperture dimension 

The surfaces of position associated with constant Doppler shifts a;e conical rather than planar, but a com- 
puted planar surface can be established by transmitting a cone pair from orthogonal arrays. 

The equivalent to side lobes in the amplitude domain for the scanning beam system is "spectrum side lobes" 
in the Doppler system.  Commutation and switching frequencies introduce these pseudo-side lobes, and the 
system should be designed such that thes.' contaminants do not interfere with the processing of the signal. 

7.3.6.3 Duty Cycle and Data Rate. The duly cycle of a ground station such as azimuth or elevation in the 
Doppler system is that portion of the totjl time in which the signal from that station Illuminates the air- 
craft.  In a well-designed Doppler system, this period of time will be substantially the entire time that 
is allocated to the particular ground station. 

7.3.6.4 Focusing.  Focusing, in the usual optical understanding of the term, is not necessary in the Dop- 
pler system.  The elements that radiate the signals have a wide beamwidth, and thus the far field starts 
very close to the array.  There is a focusing-equivalent problem in the Doppler system in that when the 
aircraft is close to the commutating array the Doppler frequency received from one end of the array is 
noticeably different from that of the other end of the array. 

7.3.6.5 Angle Modulations.  It is not necessary to impress modulations on the Doppler radiation to indi- 
cate angles, since the radiation is self-encoded, a significant feature of the Doppler MLS. 

7.4  AIR-DERIVED RANGE DATA 

Range data normally is acquired independently of angle data in a MLS.  It may be processed with the angle 
data to provide guidance signals for segmented or curved approaches.  Range data also provides information 
for couroe softening when the aircraft is in the flare and touchdown zones, and particularly during roll- 
out.  Course softening is an operation that provides a guidance error signal proportional to the actual 
distance that the aircraft is off course, rather than the angle (measured from the ground station) that it 
is off course.  There are two basic methods for acquiring range data:  Interrogation and synchronous 
clocks. 

The interrogation method normally operates via an interrogation signal transmitted from the aircraft and 
received by a ground beacon transponder that in turn sends a response signal to the aircraft. The measured 
time between the original interrogation transmission from the aircraft and the reception by the aircraft 
of the beacon response transmission is related to the distance between aircraft and beacon and enables 
airborne computation of the distance. 

The synchronous clocks method requires that both the airborne and ground stations have very accurate clocks 
that are synchronized with each other.  Signals initiated by the ground station clock will arrive at the 
airborne station "out-of-sync" with the airborne clock, and the degree of this difference is a measure of 
the distance between the stations.  An advantage of the synchronous system is that the range measurement 
equipment will not saturate in a high-density aircraft environment. 

The interrogation and synchronous systems could be effectively combined, with occasional interrogations 
updating the airborne clock. The subsequent description concerns the interrogation DME.  The design of an 
effective synchronous DME for operational use must await further developments in clocks to Increase accu- 
racies commensurate with propogation distances of a few feet and short-term stability (noise) characteris- 
tics, and lower long-term drift (bias), all at low cost, particularly for the airborne unit. 

The conventional Interrogation type of DME is illustrated by Figure 7.4. The ranging circuit In the air- 
borne station initiates the transmission of an interrogation signal, which Is received by the ground sta- 
tion beacon.  This received signal is delayed in the ground beacon transponder and then retransmitted to 
the airborne station. The ranging circuit measures the time Interval between the airborne transmission and 
the reception at the airborne station of the ground beacon transmission, and uses this time Interval as a 
measure of the distance between the two stations for computation and display. One ground station normally 
is capable of serving at least a hundred airborne stations. This Imposes a requirement that the airborne 
station identify the particular transmission by the ground station that is the reply to Its particular In- 
terrogation.  The airborne station also must reject noise pulses transmitted by the ground station or by 
other facilities within the operating frequency of the ground station. Several design parameters must be 
considered to Implement this Interrogation DME concept, as discussed in subsequent paragraphs. 
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Figure 7.4  DME Block Diagram 

7.4.1 CARKIER FRKQUENCY. Most of the currently Installed DME's operate in L-band at frequencies slightly 
above 1 GHz.  There are technical reasons why the DME designed for use with MLS may operate at a higher 
frequency than L-band.  Shorter pulse rise times associated with greater system accuracies are available, 
since there is more spectrum space to accommodate wider handwidths at higher frequencies. 

7.4.2 CHANNELIZATION.  The channelization requirements are more severe for the range data than for the 
angle data subsystem of a MLS because of the broad spectrum occupied by the jhorl DME pulses. A challeng- 
ing but necessary effort Is to design DME such that the airborne station effectively processes the desired 
pulses from the ground station being interrogated and rejects pulses transmitted by other nearby ground 
stations, yet with minimum channel separation. 

7.4.3 RADIATED POWER. The peak carrier power supplied to the DME antenna normally is considerably larger 
than the power supplied to the azimuth and elevation antennas. There are several reasons for this greater 
power requirement.  First, neither the airborne nor ground station antennas can have highly directional 
features because of the considerable volumetric coverage required for these signals.' The duty cycles of 
the useful transmissions are also rather low, since the pulse durations are quite short as compared to the 
time between pulses.  Furthermore, the receiver must have a rather wide bandwidth so as not to distort the 
leading edge of the pulses, and yet system noise is directly proportional to the bandwidth.  The aggregate 
of these factors normally results in a peak-power requirement of several hundred watts for the DME, as 
compared to a peak power requirement of only a few watts for the angle data subsystem. 

7.4.4 COVERAGE REGION. The DME ground station should accept Interrogation signals from any aircraft lo- 
cated within the volumetric coverage of the associated angle guidance system, and the response pulse 
transmitted by this DME ground station should Illuminate all aircraft within this coverage region. 

7.4.5 GROUND STATION COORDINATES.  The usual siting preference for the current DME ground station is 
collocation with the ILS localizer course transmitter. This arrangement permits aircraft to continue to 
receive range Information through rollout, which is considered essential for CAT III system operation, and 
therefore collocation of DME with the MLS azimuth transmitter Is desired. 

7.4.6 SYNCHRONIZATION. Range data normally Is provided in a different region of the frequency spectrum 
than is angle data. This frequency diversity obviates time synchronization of range data and angle data 
signals. 

7.4.7 MODULATIONS.  The basic modulations on the DME carrier are short pulses, These pulses normally are 
transmitted In pairs, with the interpair spacing constituting the measure of range.  The intrapair pulse 
spacing can be used to convey other useful information such as station identity. The ground station 
transmits pulses at random time intervals when it is not being interrogated by airborne stations, so that 
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signals are continuously available at the airborne station receiver In order that the AGC can be auto- 
matically reset at the proper level for receptl. i; of the response pulses. 

7.4.8 BEAM SHAPE. As stated, the DME should provide a signal throughout the volumetric coverage of the 
MLS.  While the coverage should be broad, there should be a sharp cutoff In radiated power near the ground 
to minimize ground plane illumination. A considerable Illumination of the ground pla:.<; could result in a 
loss of DME signal for an aircraft at a low altitude near the fringe of the MLS coverage region, because 
in this region a phase reversal due to ground reflection plus the high magnitude of the reflected signal 
at these grazing angles could result in a substantial cancellation of the direct signal. 

7.4.9 POLARIZATION. Vertical polarization is preferred for the DME signals in order to take advantage of 
the Brewster angle effects for low-angle reflections, although at grazing angles this advantage would not 
be significant. 

7.A.10 DUTY CYCLE.  The duty cycle of DME normally is extremely low since an airborne station Interro- 
gates a ground station at a rate of less than 100 Hz with pulses of less than 1 microsecond In duration. 
This low duty cycle requires the use of effective gating techniques to exclude system noise during those 
time domains when no useful Information is being transferred. 

7.4.11 DATA RATE.  There are conflicting data-rate criteria. A high data ratf improves system perform- 
ance in both the acquisition and tracking modes.  When in the acquisition mode, the larger the number of 
interrogation and response pulses, the more rapid the correlation within the moving acquisition gate. 
When operating in the tracking mode, the higher the pulse rate, the greater the accuracy (via application 
of smoothing techniques), since the improvement in accuracy is related to the square root of the number of 
pulses in the smoothing time interval. However, there is an adverse effect of high data rate, in that the 
ground station operation can become saturated with fewer Interrogating aircraft, resulting in a reduced 
overall system capacity. 

I 
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SECTION 8 

INTERNATIONAL DESIGN PROPOSALS FOR MLS* 

New precision approach and landing systems, referred to as MLS,  have been under development on an Inter- 
national basis for the last 5 to 6 years.    Five countries, Australia,  France,  the Federal Republic of 
Germany  (F.R.G),  the United Kingdom (D.K.) and the United States  (U.S.), are submitting candidate designs 
to ICAO for selection as an international standard  [40]   [Al].    This new system will eventually fully re- 
place the currently used VHF/UHF iLS. 

This section discusses some of the issues associated witli design of a microwave landing system and then 
briefly Fjmmarlzes each of the landing system programs of the various countries and their candidate sys- 
tems.    T.ie empha.-f": of the description is on signal format,  since it vrill be the end result of an Inter- 
nationa . standardization.    The major issues in making this selection can be grouped under headings of tech- 
nical [erformance,   integrity,  and implementability.    In this presentation the design features affecting 
these Issues are stressed. 

The background and general guidelines for the U.S.  development are provided in the final report of the 
Radio Technical Committee for Aeronautics  (RTCA)   Special Committee 17   (SC-117)   [41], which contained inter- 
national participants.     The operational requirements set down by ICAO mirror the SC-117  report very closely. 
MLS operational  features enable more varied approach and all-weather landing capabilities  than those pres- 
ently available with ILS.     For example,  smaller performance degradation due to multipath effects,  flexible 
approach paths,  and  flare guidance under CAT III conditions are realizable with the new system. 

8.1    DESIGN  ISSUES 

MLS  is a compatible design in that each equipped aircraft   (general aviation,  aircarriet,  ur military)  can 
operate with any ground station facility.    The  selected design must  consequently accommodate a variety of 
landing system configurations,  such as small remote sites,  aircraft carriers,  STOL ports,  and sophisticated 
teminals requiring guidance information rhrough touchdown and roll out.    Avionics demands vary from those 
associate- with a simple  fixed-path approach at CAT I conditions to those required for curved paths and 
automatif   blind  landings with high-performance aircraft. 

Elemea's of the ground facility common to all  the proposed designs and their location are shown in Figure 
8.1 fjr a typlr.al split-site configuration.    Basic information is obtained from the azimuth antenna  (AZ), 
loc.ted at the stop end of the runway,  and the main elevation antenna  (EL-1) which is offset opposite the 
glide-path  intercept point  (GPIP).    Azimuth angle coverage is available over a sector of up to ±60 degrees, 
and elevation angle coverage is provided from 0 degrees up to 20 degrees.    The maximum range is at least 20 
nml under heavy rainfall conditions.    The maximum range  information is available from the precision dis- 
tance measuring equipment  (DME)  located adjacent to the azimuth antenna.    This fundamental data base is 
augmented by a flar^ guidance antenna  (EL-2) and a back-course azimuth antenna (BAZ)  facility for missed 
approach or departure guidance wher^ required. 
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Figure 8.1    Typical Siting Arrangement for Various MLS Elements 

Some of the basic issues associated with the provision of this  lnforn!-..tlon in the MLS are: 

• Should the information be derived in the air,  or should  it be derived on the ground and transmitted 
up to the aircraft? 

• By what  technique should the angle information be obtained? 

*This section is primarily based on two reports;  one by S.  Ahmed Meer and Stanley R.  Jones of the Mitre 
Corp.  under the direction of Project Leader Frederick C.   Holland,  prepared for an invited session on Air 
Transportation Systems,  Man and Cybernetics, Dallas,  Texas,  October 2-4,  1974  [38];  and the other,  basic 
docunents useo  by  the U.S.  FAA MLS Technique Selection Steering Committee of the MLS Central Assessment 
Group in presenting their technique recommendation to the MLS Executive Committee  [39]. 
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• What equipment  is  requl. ct!  for the range measurement? 

• What auxiliiry data capa:- ; : ;y is desired? 

Some aspects of  these  Issues are reviewed in the  following paragraphs, 

8.1.1    AIR DERIVED VS GROUND DERIVED.    Proponents of the ground-derived landing information approach have 
referred to the concept as "the integral approach"  since it combines  the  landing or navigation function 
with the surveillance or ATC function.    On the other hand,   support  for the air-derived concept  is often 
based on the fact that this provides a desired separate and  independent implementation of the navigation 
and surveillance  functions. 

8.1.1.1 Advantages of  Ground-Derived Concept.    No computation is  required in the aircraft  for position de- 
termination;  a single computer at the ground site   (with backup)  can process data and then send smoothed 
position information to each aircraft.    This should be particularly advantageous in such instances  as deck 
motion compensation for aircraft carrier operations and operations  involving a fleet of aircraft with a 
complex requirement such as curved approaches.    Safety of a military ground station against electronic 
countermeasures   (ECM)  may be  easier to assure in a ground-derived concept.    Total avionics  for both  surveil- 
lance and navigation may also be minimized by integration of  these  functions.    Avionics cost  for a minimum 
landing capability still may be  comparatively high,  however,  with little spread in cost between the  simple 
and sophisticated user,  since  they must all carry basically  the  same complement of a transponder and data- 
link receiver. 

8.1.1.2 Advantages of Air-Derived Concept.    Costs  for a minimum-configuration ground site are less  in the 
air-derived concept  since even the simplest site  for a ground-derived system fundamentally requires a 
significant computation for position estimation and roll call as well as a data  link capability. 

Transmission of basic data from the ground, with decoding and processing in the air,  avoids a potential 
capacity problem associated with the ground-derived concept,  which must  operate as a high  frame-rate  sur- 
veillance system that  in addition provides a data link service.     The air-derived system likewise removes a 
potential problem of  transport delay associated with making position estimates on the ground and then relay- 
ing them to the aircraft.     Finally,   it may be argued that  the air-derived concept is  intrinsically more 
reliable because  the ground-derived system encounters  the  following limitations relative  to an air-derived 
system: 

• The ground  site  is more complex than is  the site  for an air-derived system, which increases  failure 
and maintenance problems. 

■    Each data update  for the giound-derived approach requires  success on a three-way link  transaction 
(Interrogation-reply-uplink data)  rather than on  the one-way  link  in air-derived operation.     A failure on 
any one of  these  link  relays means a consecutive  loss of  information on  the next  scan of  the  ground- 
derived system. 

• The higher complexity of the ground-derived system may  lead  to a  less  graceful  failure. 

These  factors were considered by RTCA in  their recommendation of an air-derived system.     An  important con- 
sideration in  their choice was  the belief  that safety and   integrity of  the present ATC philosophy  is due to 
the independent navigation and surveillance systems.     This  choice  is generally endorsed by  pilots,  who  tend 
to prefer cockpit-derived navigation data independent of  the  ground surveillance system, 

8.1.2    ANGLE MEASUREMF.NT.     Angle measurements  for  the ground-derived proposals emphasize  the  potential ad- 
vantages of either computer processing or signal correlation.     One of  the concepts  is based on outputs  from 
interferometers operating at C-band, while  the other ground-based  system obtains  the basic measurement  from 
a modified L-band TACAN/DME signal with special ground arrays sited at  the azimuth and elevation locations. 

The air-derived designs  Involve variations of the basic angle measurement  techniques,   scanning beam fre- 
quency  reference  system  (FRS),  and Doppler scan,   indicated  in  Figure 8.2(a) and   (b)  respectively,   plus 
scanning beam time reference  system  (TRS)  as exemplified by  the Australian candidate   (see  Figure 8.3). 
Both techniques  radiate  azimuth and elevation guidance signals  in  space.     The Doppler signal  is created 
by  Che apparent  linear motion of a CW source.    Ttie Doppler  shift  on  the  received signal  serves as  the 
measure of the angle between  the  receiver and the virtual direction of motion of  the source.    The  scanning 
beam signal  in space,   on  the other hand,   is created by scanning a narrow beam whose  transmission  is 
coded by the beam's pointing angle.     The scanning beam (FRS)  angle position is encoded by a separate  fre- 
quency modulation  (FM)  on the beam, which  is decoded when  the center of  the beam illuminates  the  receiver. 
The scanning beam  (TRS)  angular position is  Inferred  from the  time between beam passes. 

Although the TRS  concept  Is  restricted to "to-fro" and  therefore electronic scan implementations,   the method 
of beam position encodin].', allows either mechanical or electronic  scan realizations.    As mentioned above, 
Doppler encoding is  typically obtained by electronic commutation of a radiating source along an array of 
elements.     It may,   however,  be  implemented by a beam-port  concept whereby overlapping beams are simultane- 
ously coded in the proper  frequency relationship.     This method has also been extended  to a Doppler conflgu- 
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Figure 8.2    Scanning Beam  (FRS)  and Doppler Scan Techniques 

ration developed from a sequential variation of the phase  relationships between the progressive phase modes 
on a circular antenna. 

8.1.3 COORDINATE SYSTEM.     In addition to the  technique of angle encoding,  there is  the question of what 
should be the angular coordinate system used in this process.     Either Doppler or beam scanning of  fixed 
linear apertures produces angle data in conical coordinates.    Physical rotation of linear apertures,  elec- 
tronic scanning of circular arrays, and certain other quasi-optical systems provide the information in 
planar coordinates.    Both scanning beam and Doppler may be implemented in either conical or planar coordin- 
ates. 

8.1.4 RANGE MEASUREMENT.    The RTCA report provides  for a new C-band DME to be implemented  in the MLS.     The 
high accuracy available with this new design is particularly appropriate for the flare guidance descent rate 
calculation as well as  for aircraft carrier operations.    Many now believe, however, that adequate range data 
for the MLS may  ^e obtained at  less  cost by modification of  the currently deployed L-band DME.     Resolution 
of this question,  as well as the question of what  type of range data  (low accuracy DME or marker beacons) 
is required for low capability users,  can be made somewhat  independently of the other air-derived system 
issues. 

8.1.5 AUXILIARY DATA CAPABILITIES.    An integral data link is available in all MLS proposals.    Basically, 
this link must provide reliable identification of various kinds of transmitted guidance information  (func- 
tion identification).    Additional capacity is available for sending Information called auxiliary (AUX) data, 
concerning the ground-site capabilities or data related to position computation in the air-derived systems. 
AUX data contains runway Identification, site configuration,  distances, and height difference between the MLS 
ground antennas,  and weather information.    Other AUX data transmission such as runway condition or wind 
shear is also possible,  but this AUX link capability must not  Impair the basic performance of the system 
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for aircraft landing. Some of the practical aspects of these design issues are Illustrated In the follow- 
ing overview proposed designs. 

8.2 AIR-DERIVED MLS 

The Australian, U.K., and U.S. microwave landing systems are all air-derived. They also closely follow the 
frequency bands and channel assignments of SC-117. C-band in the range of 5,000 MHz to 5,200 MHz is used 
for the main functions of azimuth (front and back), elevation, and range.* Ku-band in the range of 15,400 
MHz to 15,700 MHz is available for the flare-out function. 

The total number of channels for each function in 200. The 200 "angle" channels for azimuth (front and 
back) and elevation have a bandwidth of 600 kHz each.  These C-band channels also transmit AUX data, which 
is multiplexed with the angle data.  Multiple tone codes or binary codes are used for AUX data.  Each DME 
channel has a bandwidth of three MHz, three times the present L-band DME. To obtain 200 "effective" 
channels, each of 20 DME frequencies employs 10 independent waveforms or codes as opposed to the present 
two codes (X and Y) in the L-band DME. 

The flare-guidance function is allocated 900 kHz per channel at Ku-band.  However, all countries are also 
evaluating the use of C-band for flare.  In comparison to Ku-band, an all C-band system has the obvious 
advantages of:  (a) one airborne antenna and one RF front-end, (b) lower rain attenuation, (c) higher 
efficiency amplifiers, (d) lighter transmitters, and (e) spectrum conservation. The main disadvantages 
compared to Ku-band are the basically larger EL-2 ground antenna and the near-field effects on the an- 
tenna beam-width that lower accuracy. 

The flare signal structure, whether C-band or Ku-band, is similar to the other angle functions, so that 
it can be integrated with the other angle functions in the avionics. The DME, on the other hand, is inde- 
pendent of the angle functions except that the 200-channel designs are generally arranged to permit the 
use of common synthesizers.  The signal spectrum use in each 600-kHz C-band channel depends on the tech- 
nique. The differences among each technique are therefore better understood by looking at the manner in 
which this bandwidth and the corresponding time are subdivided in order to multiplex the various angle 
functions and AUX data.  Only the U.S. is supporting a significant DME effort. The following discussion 
is restricted to the angle measurement features of each design. 

8.2.1 AUSTRALIAN INTERSCAN.  The Australian MLS uses the TRS concept and is called INTERSCAN (Time In- 
terval Scanning).  The technique is based on the scan of a narrow beam across the sector of coverage at a 
precise rate. The scanning speed is uniform with the beam, starting from one extremity of the ±66° azimuth 
component coverage sector and moving to the other and then back again to the starting point, thus produc- 
ing a "to-fro" scan as shown in Figure 8.3.  In each scanning cycle, two pulses are received by an ap- 
proaching aircraft; the time interval between the "to" and "fro" pulses is proportional to the angular 
position of the aircraft. 

The "to-fro" scan Is followed by data transmission over a separate broad-beam pattern for a duration 
roughly equal to the scanning time.  Data Is transmitted on eight tones.  Three of the tones are used to 
identify the function and are called function identification (FCN ID) data.  The other five tones are used 
for AUX data.  The eight tones are phase modulated on the same carrier radiated on the scanning beam. 

Frequency division multiplexing (FDM) is used to multiplex the various azimuth and elevation functions. 
Each of the 600-kHz C-band channels specified by SC-117 is divided into five subchannels of 50 kHz each 
with 70-kHz guard bands between the channels, as shown in Figure 8.4(a).  The Australian design Includes 
an additional back-elevation (BEL) signal and also employs a C-band EL-2 flare signal.  The timing for 
the main azimuth (AZ) and back azimuth (BAZ) are similar, as shown in Figure 8.4(b).  The complt te cycle 
of the azimuth function is 50 ms, half for the angle scanning and the other half for the FCN ID and AUX 
data. The resulting azimuth angle data rate is 20 Hz.  The angle data rate for elevation functions is 
double the azimuth rate, as shown in Figure 8.4(c), with a 25-ms period for a complete cycle. A multi- 
ple-feed reflecting antenna is used to uniformly scan at the relatively high data rates. The feeds are 
coimnutated electronically to scan the sector. 

The proposed Australian EL-2 flare concept is novel in that the antenna will face the runway from the 
side, as shown In Figure 8.5(a).  The azimuth axis of the EL-2 is therefore at right angles to EL-1. 
The EL-2 antenna has a wide horizontal coverage centered on the direction of the touchdown point.  Planar 
beams are employed for both azimuth and elevation. 

In the airborne receiver, the five functions are first amplified in a common RF and intermediate frequency 
(IF) section before being separated into five narrow-band (50-kHz) IF channels, each controlled by its own 
automatic gain control (AGC).  The output of each channel is directly identifiable with the corresponding 
function.  In addition, the FCN ID data tones verify the signal.  The bandwidth of the scanning pulse and 
the data is 13 kHz, with an allowance of 110 kHz for ground and air oscillator instabilities and a Doppler 
shift from aircraft speed of ±2 kHz. These total the allocated 50-kHz bandwidth. The specified airborne 
receiver noise figure is 9 dB. 

Multipath rejection techniques used in INTERSCAN are similar to other scanning beam techniques. Pulse- 
width discrimination is used to detect the presence of multipath signals within the beam so that incorrect 
data can be discarded.  The airborne AGC circuits are designed to select only the greatest amplitude 
pulses during acquisition; after acquisition only the pulses exceeding an amplitude threshold are proc- 
essed. Time-gate trackers are also proposed. Evaluation of these techniques is still continuing. MLS 
configurations for general aviation aircraft for CAT I and lower category are also included in the 
Australian MLS proposal. 

*The Australian design does not presently propose a special DME. 
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Figure 8.3    Australian AZ Scanning Signal 

8.2.2    UNITED KINGDOM'S DOPPLER MLS.     The U.K. was  the earliest  proponent  of Doppler MLS.    Their efforts 
have resulted In a  fairly extensive  theoretical and  experimental basis  for  the use of a Doppler-effeet 
signal.    The proposed Doppler  signal  is  generated by a coramutated  linear array,  resulting in conical 
beams.    Auxiliary arrays  for conical-to-planar beam conversion are  also  Included  for CAT III configura- 
tions. 

The  signal  format  is basically  frequency-division multiplexed   (FDM).     The  600-kHz C-band channel  is di- 
vided into  four  subchannels  as  shown  In Figure 8.6.    The design emphasizes  the  importance of the AZ and 
EL-1  functions by dedicating subchannels  to these  functions.    The AZ  function  is allocated 50 kHz,  and 
El-1   Is allocated 15 kHz.    The other 60-kHz subchannel is time-dlviclon multiplexed  (TDM) with BAZ and 
signals  from the  auxiliary arrays.     The  fourth 15-kHz subchannel  is  for data.     At present,  EL-2  is  trans- 
mit."ed separately on Ku-band  as  suggested by SC-117.    The U.K.    Doppler array  is  scanned alternately to 
and  tru  (and up  and down).     To  get   the same Doppler offset   in the up-and-down scans,  the  frequencies  to 
the Doppler array and the reference antenna alternate.    The resulting signal at the aircraft is always 
single sideband;   the sideband  or offset  frequency is  2A.96  kHz  for AZ and  14.96 kHz  for EL-1.     The Dop- 
pler coding sensitivity  is  135  Hz per degree. 

The array lengths are  120X  for AZ,   60X  for BAZ,  and  90X  for EL-2,  where  A   Is wavelength at  the corres- 
ponding band.     To satisfy  the sampling theorem,  the number of array  elements must  be equal  to  twice the 
number of wavelengths in the aperture.    However,  the U.K. design attempts  to minimize the number of array 
elements by using either a course or  fine configuration interferometer-like  approach  to  thin out the num- 
ber of array elements.    This Is done by making the reference antenna into a small array,  collnear with the 
corresponding main array,     By commutating the reference in the same direction as the main array,  the change 
in relative spacing between reference and main array elements can be kept  to the order of X/2.    Thus,  in- 
stead of 240 elements in the AZ antenna array,  the U.K. design has 64 main array elements and four refer- 
ence array elements.    Similarly,  the EL-1 antenna has 32 elements  in its main array and four elements In 
the reference array.    The EL-2 main array has 96 elements,  and 13 elements in the reference.    Figure 8,7 
illustrates the element-thinning technique for an azimuth array.    A standby thinned array Interlaced with 
the main thinned array  is also  being considered as  shown  in  the  figure;  automatic  switchover  from the op- 
erational  to  the standby equipment  is proposed  for CAT III  integrity  requirements. 
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Figure 8.A Australian Signal Format 

The eleva1.Ion array elements are wave-guide horns that feed Into a parallel plate region which provides an 
H-plane anerture to generate a '30° sectoral pattern in azimuth.  The basic element in the azimuth array 
is a raonojiole in a wave guide.  This couples Into an extended ground plane in order to achieve cutoff at 
low elevat'on angles. To Improve the elevation cutoff thus obtained, consideration is now being given to 
wave-guide rolumn arrays using slots In the narrow wall.  The design objective for the azimuth array is to 
produce a JU° sectoral pattern In elevation with a lower edge cutoff rate of 10 dB per degree at the 
horizontal. 

The FDM format used requires a frequency stability of 6 parts per million oi 
as 2 p.p.m. to ground, 3.7 p.p.m. to the avionics, and the remaining 0.3 p.p. 

This has been allocated 
aircraft Doppler shift. 

Interference in the FDM format is being evaluated.  The worst conditions are expected to be associated with 

coupling of the EL-1 signal Into the AZ signal subchannel when the aircraft is at the GPIP. The next worst 
case is the interference to BAZ from AZ when an aircraft overflies the AZ array at an altitude as low as 
100 feet. The designed protection ratios for these conditions are 73 dB and 63 dB respectively. 
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Figure 8.5 INTERSCAN Flare (EL-2) 

In the airborne receiver, the FDM channels are separated in the IF. The doppler decoder contains a narrow- 
band tracking filter with automatic search, acquisition, and validation.  The tracking filter is essen- 
tially an automatic frequency control (AFC) loop that centers the signal into a fixed narrow-band filter. 
Figure 8.8 shows such a basic tracking filter, is used with slight variation in both U.K. and U.S. designs. 

8.2.3 UNITED STATES MLS PROGRAM.  The U.S. MLS Program is the most extensive of the international efforts. 
The U.S. has sponsored the development, design, fabrication, and test of MLS hardware representative of the 
two basic techniques, i.e., scanning beam (called conventional scanning beam or CSB) and Doppler. A com- 
prehensive test and evaluation program clearly demonstrated that either technique can meet the stringent 
requirements associated with an all-weather landing system. 

Results of this feasibility demonstration phase test and evaluation are being used to narrow down from 
among two CSB designs and two Doppler designs to a single U.S. MLS technique. The organization and philo- 
sophy of the selection process implemented in the U.S. MLS Development Program is described in a companion 
paper [42]. Detailed data concerning the four designs are presented in a recent progress report on the 
U.S. MLS Development Program [43],  The U.S. has followed SC-117 recommendations very closely; three of 
the designs plan to use Ku-band for EL-2, and three designs use TDM.  One Doppler design, however, uses a 
C-band EL-2, and one CSB design uses separate 600-kHz C-band channels for EL-1 and AZ. 

The U.S. candidate systems possess many com. ion features.  In particular, each fully meets the functional 
requirements for landing guidance systems as defined by ICAO and as detailed and expanded by the FAA during 
the evaluation process. The differences concern the operating principles of these technologies and the 
timing sequences by which the guidance data is provided to the aircraft.  The demonstrated operational and 
functional capabilities of these systems and the timing sequence features of the signal formats are de- 
scribed in the following paragraphs. 
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8.2.3.1 Operational Capabilities.  The MLS provides the following operational capabilities In different 
combinations for various configurations: 

• Guidance so that closely-spaced parallel runways may be used to accommodate high-density air traffic. 

• Guidance so that offset, segmented, or curved paths may be used m,  an aid to Increased capacity In the 
terminal area and to aid In noise abatement, and obstruction clearance. 

• Guidance so that offset or segmented paths may be used as an aid to wake vortex avoidance. 

• Guidance so that a high-Integrity CAT I lib landing can be made available at a broad range of airports. 

• Mlssed-approach and departure guidance to reduce decisions heights and airspace requirements. 

• Positional data to aid in advanced metering and spacing. 

• Low-cost versions of ground and airborne equipment to provide lower performance landing service at 
general aviation airports. 

• Versions to give landing services for vertical and short takeoff and landing (V/STOL) operations. 

• Versions for tactical military operations. 

• Versions for operations on aircraft carriers and military shore bases. 

These systems are designed so that the simplest airborne MLS equipment configuration can obtain commensu- 
rate service from the most complex MLS ground configuration; conversely, the most complex airborne config- 
uration can obtain commensurate service from the simplest MLS ground configuration. 

The MLS will use a compatible signal fonnat for both civil and military applications. 

8.2.3.2 Classes of Service.  Various functional capabilities are required to provide the classes of ser- 

vice necessary to meet the current and foreseeable operational requirements.  The functional capabilities 
are provided in modular form so that services appropriate to differing requirements can be formulated.  Re- 
quirements specified for each service reflect the range of capability Inherent in the MLS technique and 
signal format.  Subsystem functional requirements do not restrict the performance of any particular system 
but indicate a range and combination of .services available to the user.  For example, while the azimuth 
coverage for the full capability azimuth subsystem is specified as '6Q0, the user can limit that coverage 
to ±10° or whatever value the particular application might dictate. Conversely, It Is possible to obtain 
wide-angle coverage, ±60°, for the lowest-level accuracy subsystem. 

Lateral service available with MLS provides precision guidance throughout the coverage specified for each 
level of subsystem. The MLS is compatible with the lateral path shapes used within the coverage region 

(e.g., multlpath straight and curved segments).  However, the actual path shape for other than simple, 
stralght-in approaches will be determined by the navigation equipment carried in the aircraft, such as a 
computer not part of the average airborne MLS complement. 

In addition to precision azimuth Information provided in the same measuring units at all installations, 
the MLS furnishes a means to adjust the effective course width to provide an acceptable deflection sensi- 
tivity at runway threshold regardless of runway length. 

Azimuth and DME rollout service are to be provided on the surface of the runway for guidance of the air- 
craft during deceleration to the initiation of turnoff onto a taxiway. 

--- - MBMM 
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An elevation subsystem wH'  provide precision guiu.i.ice for vertical service from 2"  to  15°.    As with 
lateral service,  the MLS is compatible with the various vertical path shapes usable within this coverage 
region  (e.g.  multiple segments of different descent angles).    The actual  path  shape  for other than 
straight desc .-nts will be determined by  equipment carried  in the aircraft,  such as a computer not part of 
the average airborne MLS complement.     Vertical position flare guidance  (EL-2)   is provided  from near the 
runway surface throughout the .ouchdown  zone. 

Back azimuth  (BAZ)  for missed approach or departure lateral guidance will be provided.     Distance service 
(DME)   Is also provided as part of  MLS.     All MLS  Implementations provide runway  identification signals in 
Morse code and signals to  identlf>   the MLS  functions being transmitted by  the  ground equipment   (e.g.,  azi- 
muth,  elevation plus AUX data such as MLS operational status,  azimuth scale  factor, or minimum glide 
slope. 

8.2.3.3    Channelization.     The MLS operates -t C-band,  except  that  flare  guidance may operate at Ku-band. 
An all Ku-banH MLS also may be used  for some military configurations.    The civil channels are  "hard- 
paired" up  to  three frequencies   (DME,  üngle,  and  flare guidance)   for each MLS   installation without over- 
lap.     The number of channels reserved ailows nonlnterfering operation  in the projected worst-case densi- 
ties of the  foreseeable  future. 

The MLS provides  200 channels  for azimuth  and  elevation  information  in the  frequency range of  5000 to  5125 
MHz   (C-band).     Two hundred associated channels  are provided  for distance  Information in the  frequency 
range of  5125  to 5250 MHz   (C-band)  and  200 associated channels  for  flare  guidance  in  the  frequency range 
of  15,400  to  15,700 MHz   (Ku-band).     Each channel defines all  frequencies and  DME  time-coding associated 
with an  individual ground system Installation,  which may contain C-band azimuth,  elevation,  and DME sub- 
systems plus either a Ku-band or C-band   flare  subsystem.    The channel plan and  signal  format allow a geo- 
graphical deployment of the MLS adequate  to meet  reasonable projections of  system installations without 
system-to-system  Interferenrü. 

8.2.3,A    Siting.     Representative siting for the MLS ground stations is illustrated by Figure 8.9 for the 
expanded system.     Stations such as  flare and  back azimuth may be deleted  for  lower category  landing 
services. 

8.2.3.5 Coverage.     The MLS provides the near-runway coverage  Illustrated by  Figures 8.10,  8.11, and 8.12 
and  the  long-range coverage shown by Table  8.1.     The accuracy abilities associated with  this coverage vol- 
ume  are  shown  by  Figure 8.13. 

8.2.3.6 Conventional Scanning Beam TRS  Signal Format.    The basis  of  the CSB MLS candidate concept  is  the 
use of  ground-based antennas  to generate narrow  fan-shaped beams.    The optimum CSB technique established 
by  the test and  evaluation program Is  the  time  reference system  (TRS),   in which beams are scanned over the 
volume  to be covered contiguously  in a clockwise direction and  then  in a counterclockwise direction,   ("to- 
fro")   similar to the Australian system described  In paragraph 8.2.1.    An airborne receiver located  in the 
coverage region senses the passage of a beam In both directions and decodes  its angular position from the 
time displacement of the  two beams.    This  position  is used  In deriving guidance  signals  for display  to  the 
pilot or for  interface with an autopilot. 

All  angular  functions are separated by  time diversity and may use a common  frequency channel.     By trans- 
mitting azimuth,  elevation and other  Information cyclically on the same  frequency,  an airborne receiver 
can use  the same  receiving and decoding circuits  to process both,  resulting in a  substantial  cost  saving. 

Autopilot studies have shown that a data update  rate of as low as five scans per second provides an excel- 
lent  margin of  safety over the minimum usable  scan  rate.    However,  environmental constraints   (multipath) 
'ctate  the higher update rates actually employed  for optimized performance. 

The CSB TRS  scan  format  is shown  In Figure 8.14.     The vertical guidance data rate  is more than  twice as 
eat as  for  late-al guidance,  because  there  is  less angular sector to sweep,   and higher data rates are 

jqulred  for  Inbeam multipath averaging. 

Specific  features of  the CSB/TRS system include: 

• Coverage -  In addition to  the coverage demanded by  the requirements,   the proposed  format  provides  func- 
tional  time slots  for future  implementation of  360° azimuth coverage and  0°  to  20° back elevation covei- 
age. 

• Accuracy - The TRS  format will provide better  "clean site" accuracy  than  the  HRS  formats,  by elimina- 
tion of quantization and thermal noise  errors associated with the  frequency coding on  the beam, 

• Multipath  rejection - The TRS  format will  provide  improved performance  in multipath situations by use 
of  substantially higher data rates,  which will provide effective "multipath averaging" and which will al- 
low the use of effective error limiting and outlier  rejection techniques. 

• Performance - The higher accuracy and data  rate provided by the TRS  format will result  in significant 
Improvements  in coupled airframe performance,  exhibited by smoother and more precise path  following for 
curved approach and autoland operation. 

• Interference resistance - The well confined spectrum of the proposed technique reduces cross-channel 
Interference and interference to other services. The nature of the TRS scanning beam angle measurement 
process makes  it  highly resistant  to interference  from non-MLS sources,  such as C-band  radars. 

• Site  Immunity - The standard benefits  from CSB MLS of spatial control and use of narrow scanned 
beams are provided.    Techniques for implementing azimuth hopover  (or centerline  emphasis) with electroni- 
cally  scanned phased arrays are being  investigated.    The  improved multipath rejection via high data rates 
also  increases site  immunity by reducing the multipath effects of  large nearby  structures. 

 I      ■ ^- L^i, "          '■   
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Figure H.9    U.S.   Nominal High Performance Siting 

• Hardware reallzabllily - Virtually all types of scanning beam antennas compatible with the proposed 
format have been demonstrated, including: linear phased arrays and beam-port antennas (Bendlx), torus 
(AMSCAK)   antennas  and mechanical  scan  antennas   (Tl), 

• Integrity - The  integrity of TRS over FRS  Is  Improved by:     (a)   redundant  FCN ID encoded on the omnl 
ID message by disk phase-shift   (DPSK)  and  via a unique keying time relationship established  in  the 
signal  format  between the  Barker sync  pulse   in the orani-ID signal and the midpoint of the "to-fro" scan 
format  for each function  (this  Is a  form of  "Identify on omnl/verlfy-on-beam")   (b)  use of electronic 
linear arrays with a high degree of  fail-operational  capability,   (c)  use of  high data races  for  improved 
motion-multipath averaging to reduce multipath effects,   (d)  adjustable coverage limits  in  the ground MLS 
equipment  without  resort  to a data  link,   (e)   simpler  transmitter implementation,  which reduces the number 
of monitored  functions and  Increases  the system reliability, and   (f)  simpler  field monitor 
implementat ion. 

• Monitoring - The  simpler TRS  system concept  proposed will ease the monitoring requirements. 

• Channelization  - The proposed TRS  format  fully satisfies the  functional requirements for MLS channel- 
ization,  and  in  fact offers the possibility for doubling the number of MLS channels or reducing the MLS 
spectrum occupancy by reducing the channel  separation to  300 kHz.    Also,  the channel plan keeps  the 
C-band or Ku-band option open for  flare and military systems;  It  is arranged to allow modular receiver 
configuration and use of a common synthesizer,  and  it places DME at  the  top of the  frequency band to pro- 
tect   the  radio astronomy experimental   band. 

• Rate  information - The TRS format  provides much higher data rates than earlier recommendations and 
this  plus the  improved accuracy will  result  In substantial  Improvements  in MLS position-derived rate 
information. 

• Special  System Considerations - The  proposed  format allows either C-band or Ku-band  implementation 
for  the  flare and military systems.     It also allows  for mechanical scan implementation of the military 
tactical systems  if desired,  and  the  higher data rate  (40 Hz for AZ and  EL)  will  improve aircraft car- 
rier performance. 
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Figure  8.11     Elevation   Kub.sy.stem Coverage Near Runway 

•    Ground  vs airborne complexity and cost   tradeoffs - All  major ground versus airborne cost  tradeoffs 
have been  resolved  In  favor of  reducing airborne  system cost.    Major system tradeoffs affecting air- 
borne system costs which were  resolved  In  favor of  reduced airborne costs  Included  selection of TRS vice 
FRS,  TDM vice FDM,  and DPKK vice fixed  tone data  transmission. 
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TABLE 8 .1 LONG-RANGE COVERAGE ACCURACY ABILITIES OF MLS GROUND FUNCTIONS 

Altitude Range Horizontal Proportional Vertical Range of 
(1000 ft.) (nmi) Coverage Horizontal Coverage Glideslopes 

Functional Coverage (deg) Guidance (deg) (deg) 
Element Width (deg) 

Azimuth W 20 20 ±60* ±60 1 - 20** _ 
M 20 20 ±40 ±40 1 - 20** - 
N 20 20 ±35 ±10 1 - 15** - 

Back Course M 5 5 ±40 ±40 1 - 20** - 

Elevation W 20 20 ±60 _ 1 - 20 2 - 15 
M 20 20 ±40 - 1 - 20 2 - 15 
N 20 20 ±10 - 1 - 15** 2 - 8 

Flare - 2 5 ±5 2 - 15*** - 

DME W 20 20 ±60 1 - 20** « 
M 20 20 ±40 - 1 - 15** - 
N 20 20 ±10 - 1 - 15** - 

DME M 5 5 ±40 _ 1 - 20 _ 
(BC) 

*Coverage clearance extends beyond the proportional coverage region. 
**Azimuth and DME information is provided from 1° or the obstacle clearance plane, whichever is greater. 

***Flare guidance Is provided at low angles whenever elevation guidance is also provided at low angles. 

W - Wide 
M - Medium 
N - Narrow 
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8.2.3.7 Doppler Signal Format.  In the Doppler MLS candidate, the frequency coding is inherent in the 
Doppler effect.  The RF spectrum is a haseband signal superimposed as a double sideband on the carrier as 
shown In Figure 8.15. The RF spectrum results from the addition of the signals in space, that is, one 
transmitter feeds a reference antenna to radiate the Doppler reference carrier and the AUX data, while a 
separate transmitter feeds the Doppler array to radiate the baseband angle signal, shifted in frequency 
to fc+fo 

and fc'^o as s'iovm in Figure 8.16. The two sidebands in the Doppler signal are radiated inphase 
with the carrier, resulting in an amplitude-modulated signal that can be demodulated with an envelope de- 
tector.  This signal structure applies tto ihe various functions of azimuth, elevation, and flare.  The 
largest fraction of the 200-ms period is allocated to azimuth, as shown in Figure 8.17.  The flare func- 
tion is transmitted twice, resulting in a 10-Hz data rate for this function. Guard bands are positioned 
between each function, and additionally, an Identification signal is transmitted with each function so 
that the timing sequence need not be "hard wired" into the avionics.  Although EL-2 is on Ku-band, it is 
time multiplexed with C-band angle functions in order to use common IF's and angle decoders in the 
aircraft. 

One basic difference between the CSB and Doppler signals is their time duration. The passage of the CSB 
signal produces a relatively short pulse of approximately 1 ms, while the Doppler signal duration is 10 ms 
to 70 ms, depending on the angle function. However, the single-scan duration of the Doppler is of the 
same order as that for the CSB received signal, such that in a given function period the Doppler AZ de- 
signs provide up to 26 scans and about half this number for other functions. The Doppler signal format is 
essentially a pure form of time multiplex among all angle functions and auxiliary services within a 600- 
kHz channel bandwidth.  Two basic frame lengths are used:  200 ms for CAT III systems and those systems 
featuring ECONAV, an economical 360*1 azimuth navigation unit suitable for multiple runways, and 100 ms for 
basic guidance and aircraft carrier landing applications. 

Data update rates of 5 per second or more are available from all functional elements except EL-2, which 
has 10 per second, and the ECONAV, which has a minimum of 1 per second. The format provides for AZ and 
EL with a 10-Hz update rate, together with a high-capacity AUX data rate for application to aircraft 
carriers. 

J 
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Figure 8.16    Doppler Signal Generation 

The carrier  frequency  Is placed  In  the center of  the allocated 600 kHz with an angle sideband spaced 100 
kHz  from It.     The  sideband changes position above and below the carrier with each scan.     The apparent 
Doppler shift as experienced by the  receiver extends  25 kHz on either side of the sideband over the  range 
of azimuth coverage.     Function  ID,  AUX data, and out-of-coverage indication  (0C1) are modulated on a 
50-kHz sideband  time multiplexed with angle. 

The  format  is fully compatible with various airborne processing systems.  Including: 

• Full time-slot (raultiscan) counting 

• Scan-at-a-time (unlscan) counting 

• Use of fixed sector filters 

• Angle tracking filters 

The format is fully compatible with various Doppler ground antenna implementations,  including: 

• Basic commutated array 

• Commutated reference array 

The Doppler signal  format provides  for various combinations of  the  following functions by assigning a time 
slot  to each function: 

• AZ or EL-1  guidance  elements operatin;; at C-band,  suitable  for the  full range of capabilities. 

• DME elements operating at a separate portion of C-band with separate but correlated channels. 

• An EL-1 element for  flare guidance to touchdown on paired channels at Ku-band or C-band. 

• &AZ and optional  BEL guidance elements for missed approach and departure servico,  operating at  C-band. 

• An azimuth guidance element  having 360° coverage  for navigation guidance   ,'ECONAV), operating at  C-band. 

• Optional Ku-band AZ and EL guidance elements for tactical applications. 

• Growth capability for  future optional  functions. 

These  functions are available on a  single-channel assignment with the  following limitations: 

• Full-capability configurations  for hub airports can have any combination of AZ,  EL-1,  DME,  EL-2,   BAZ, 
and BEL. 

• Configurations for nonhub airports can have any combination of  functions AZ,  EL,  DME,  and ECONAV, 
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Figure  8.17    Doppler  Scan  Format 

• Tactical configurations can have combinations of  functions AZ,  EL, and DMF,. 

• The  ECONAV  is  also available  on  a  separate channel. 

The  channel  plan   is  generally  subdivided as  follows: 

• Basic angle services of  5000 to 5124 MHz 

• DME air-to-ground  service of 5188 to 5250 HIIz 

• Flare and tactical  service available at  15,408 to  15,588 MHz 

• Reference diversity 

• Beamport  antenna 

• Modal  antenna 

Doppler arrays are usually of two generic types, coramutated and beamport. The commutated antennas are 
scanned bidirectionally. The beamports generate an Identical signal in space through the use of phase 
shifting techniques.  The two types of Doppler arrays are fully Interoperable. 
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8.3 GROUND-DERIVED MLS 

The French and F.R.G. MLS designs are both ground-derived systems [AA].  Figure 8.18 shows the common 

features of these systems.  The position of the aircraft Is measured from the ground and then transmitted 
back via an appropriate data link.  Such a system Is also capable of providing aircraft position directly 
to ATC for surveillance functions, as indicated in the figure. 

Ground-derived systems can use various 
upon the user access procedure employe 
(the F.R.G. approach). Time-ordered a 
aircraft Is Individually addressed In 
data uplink. Random-access systems wo 
sent DME) and not synchronized to othe 
occur randomly at the ground receiver, 

time delay, tach aircraft receives al 
own reply, after an initial acqulsltlo 

signal design and processing techniques.  Systems differ mostly 
d, either time-ordered access (the French approach) or random access 
ccess systems invoke scheduling by the ground station, wherein each 
turn.  Range is used as the criteria for sequencing users via the 

rk on a cycle Initiated by each individual aircraft (similar to pre- 
r aircraft using the same facility.  Thus, aircraft interrogations 

The ground station retransmits each of these with a known fixed 
1 retransmissions, occurring randomly, out of which It selects its 
n process. 

In either approach, on receipt of the aircraft signal the ground system measures the azimuth and elevation 
angles.  These measurements are then transmitted via the data uplink or on the Interrogation reply.  On- 
board the aircraft, the uplinked angles are read, and the timing of uplink Is used to measure the two-way 
range of the aircraft. 

The F.R.G. ground-derived angular measurement technique uses interferometer processing methods.  A recep- 
tion technique that Is the Inverse of the Doppler signal transmission concept of alr-derlved systems may 
also be used.  At this stage, France has not determined which processing technique It will use. 

The range measurement in both approaches is based on two-way range, and It is an integral part of the 
angle system. 

8.3.1 FRENCH MLS CONCEPT. The French MI.S program is part of an integrated ATC surveillance, navigation, 
and landing system and is in the conceptual stage [45], The design and experimental work has been malnlv 
on an ATC L-band data link. The concept Is to transmit a narrow-band CW-PSK modulation on a C-band down- 
link that serves as the signal for angle measurement. For the uplink, L-band channels within the 1540-to 

1650-Mllz band are advocated. Two hundred channels with a total width of 250 MHz are being considered for 
the C-band link. 

Figure 8.19 sho^s the uplink and downlink message formats, each 80 bits long with a duration of 4 ms. 
Each aircraft has a unique address, which enables It to Identify the message directed to It. The uplink 

also contains the address of the next aircraft to be Interrogated by the ground station.  The position in- 
formation derived by the ground may be transmitted in either polar coordinates or Cartesian coordinates. 
Frame check sequence (FCS) Is Included In the uplink for validation. 

The ground station initiates commands to the aircraft through the uplink; the aircraft replies in the re- 

quested mode.  Thus, the aircraft acts as a transponder for range measurement.  Angular measurements are 

ATC  LINK 

Figure 8.18    Ground-Derived MLS 
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derived from the downlink signals r ece ived by the az imuth and e l e va tion se nsor ar r ays. The computed 
angles are uplinke d to t he ai r r a ft 20 ms af t e r t he Initia l r e ques t by the g r o und. 

The fi r s t part of the dOio'lllln k message of Figure .19 Is used fo r a ng l e meas uremen t . This is followed by 
the airc raft and ground station addresses. The op ti onal da t a part o f the message may be use d for r e
quested ATC se rvi ces o r to r espo nd to ATC g r ound-to - ai r messages . A bit r a te o f 19.2 kbps i s used on both 
uplink and downlink . In the i.nt egr ated su r ve illa nce and l a nd in g sys t e m, Fra nce proposes a second uplink 
for ATC messages. The ATC up link would also have a da ta r a t e of 19.2 kbp s . The two uplinks a re Tml on 
t he same f r eq ue ncy c hannel, r esulting in a net data r a t e of 3 .4 kbps . 

Fort y- eight ai r c r aft c an be s imultane ousl y hanc:lled by the Fre nc h design a t a 5-H z data ra t e. Mot e air
c r af t c an be ac ommoda t e d at lowe r da ta r ates . A va ri able mix of da t a r a t e s may be used . 

As dis usscd bri e fly, airc raft a quisition o r access t o the system i s a n i mp ort ant design i ssue . Of the 
two versio ns being consi de r ed , the in t egra t ed ve rsion use,; the ATC data link , whil e the othe r simpl e r 
version uses a s ing l e transmitt e r a boa r d the ai r raft as a tran s ponde r beac o n fo r l a nding guidance as we ll 
as fo r other ATC and navigation purposes. In the int egr a t ed ve r sion, each a irc r a ft r e quests se rvice from 
ATC on t he downlink . An address i s uplinked t o the ai r c r aft via the ATC data link indicat ing the assigned 
data rate and the systematic de lay schedul d be tween the g r ound r espo nse a nd the 01e xt airc r a ft transmis
sion . The airc r af t is t hus engaged. In the simple ve r s ion, the ai r c r af t I l s t e ns in o n the ground trans
missions t o intercept a vacant time s lo t, a nd t he n uses th ava i Lab l e a ddress . In the ne xt ground inter
r oga ti on it r e plie s on t he r e e ived add r ess . The t ime s l o t I s the n de c l a r ed e ngaged by the g r o und 
st ation. 

Preliminary gro und equipmen t c hara c t e ri s ti c s in c lude AZ sensor a pe rtures of 6 t o 12 feet and an EL-l 
he ight of 6 feet. The hor i zonta l cove r age fo r bo th is •45" , the ve rti cal c ove r age fo r bo th is 0 to 20", 
The design r a nge i s 30 miles. No EL-2 i s be ing onsi de r ed ; continued use o f r a di o altime t e r for fl a r e is 
proposed instead. Ra nge a c uracy o f the sys t em Is e xpec ted to be abou t •so feet (I ) , This is expected 
t o be a c hievable with a 20Q-KIIz upl ink a nd a 400- KII z downlink ass igned t o the pre viously disc ussed data 
forma t . 

8 .3. 2 F.R. G. DLS. The F.R.G. g r ound-de rived sys t em i s ca ll ed DLS (D~E based Landing System), The system 
originated from the military SETAC and ORTAC progr ams (45 ]. Although g r ound de ri ved , the sys t em philos
ophy is for the p ilo t to maintain r espon s ibility, with the g r o und s t a t i on se r ving onl y as an automati c 
signal processor and trans ponde r. 

DHE is the main JCAO ranging aid used f o r e nrout e na vi gation (46]. It i s a l so pa rt of t he military TACAN 
system , whi c h , in addition t o r a nge , suppl i es beari ng in fo rmation . S i nce the r e a r e 20 DIE c hannels as
signed for JLS , t he F.R . G. pro poses usin g these t oge t he r with 19 o t he r c hannels a va i labl c f o r nationa l use 
in ea c h country. The se 39 c ha nne l s will be doubled whe n the new 50- kllz spac i ng I s Introduc e d, r esulting 
in 78 available c hanne ls versus the 200 c hannels proposed by SC- 1 17 . 

The airborne part of the DNE , ca lled an int e r roga t o r, is a t r a nsmitte r and r ece iver. The g r o und station 
ope rates as a transponde r. The rang ing wave f o rm i s a pair o f 3 .6 s pulse s ; channe l barJw l dths a r 1 Mllz. 
The airc r a ft inte rrogation r ate I s random . The g r o und tran s ponder i s s imply a r e pea t e r that ret urro s the 
r ece ived waveform, albeit with a fre que ncy o f fse t o f 63 ~Di z a nd a time de lay o f 50 us . 

The DLS system is e ssen tially an add-on t o the e xisting 0:-IE, both in t e rroga tor a nd transponde r. On the 
ground , AZ a nd EL s e nsor a rrays, shown in Figu r e 8 .18, are installed in addition to the omnidirec tional 
DME antenna. The int e rroga tion wavefo r m r ece ived by these a rrays is processed to comput e the angles of 
t he inte rrogato r. The computed AZ, EL-l, a nd EL-2 angl es a re retransmitte d by the transponde r in a pulse 
position code by adding three add itio na l pul se pairs to e ve r y response. 

The airborne r eceiver a cquires the nomina l DHE r e lay with the standard DHE search procedure (46], Follow
ing that, the airborne unit a cquires the angle pulses . The basic DLS waveforms are shown in Figure 8. 20 , 
The first pul se-pair is the normal DME r e ply. The second pulse-pair i s transmitted after a delay, TAzo 
whic h is proportional to the r eceived azimuth angle. The delay between the first and third pulse-pairs, 
TEL-l• is proportional to EL-l e levation angle . Finally, the EL-2 flare signal i s sent on a fourth 
pulse-pair . 

In standard DME, the RF phase of the two pulses is not used for modulation, In DLS, the phase of the 
s e cond pulse is coded i~to four levels, ! 90" and ! 180", This differential phase ce ding is being consid
ered for ge ne ral data transmission for bo th uplink and downlink a nd also for station address. The ground
station address capability allows coc hannel operation. 
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Figure 8.20    F.R.G.  DLS Signals 

For AZ,  either a circular ground array with 360-degree coverage or two linear arrays at right angles  Is 
used.     For EL-1 and EL-2,  a collocated horizontal and vertical array  is used.    The horizontal array  is 
similar to the AZ array.     The  signals  from these two arrays are  combined to give the EL-1 angle.    For 
flare,  the  F.R.G.   follows  the  Australian concept of Figure 8.5,  deriving the  flare angle from the  same 
array as EL-1.     The DLS antenna apertures are relatively smaller  than  the other designs.    At L-band,  beth 
the horizontal and vertical  apertures are 10 wavelengths.    DLS designers claim the resulting accuracy 
against multipath will be  better than  ILS by a  factor of ten.     Further experimental work is being done  to 
validate these predictions. 
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SUMMARY 

The Federal Aviation Administration of the United States Is bringing digital Radar Data Processing 
(RDP) Into operation In Its twenty Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs) In the contiguous states. 
More than half of the Centers are operational with RDP now, and all are scheduled to be operational by 
fall of 1975.  The system has been extensively tested. Its performance measured, and standards established 
for system performance. This paper describes the functions of primary and secondary surveillance radar 
target detection, and the processing of target data in the central computer at the ARTCC.  The latter in- 
cludes filtering the data, conversion to common coordinates, correlation with automatic tracks, track 
smoothing and prediction in several modes, and measurement of data quality in ceal time.  Data on measured 
system performance are given, and the paper concludes with a short description of current efforts to im- 
prove system performance. 

INTRODUCTION 

Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of the RDP system. Video data from pre-existing types of long- 
range (and one short-range) primary and secondary surveillance radars are input to the Common Digitizer 
(CD), [l] which processes the input video and transmits detected targets in digital messages to one or more 
ARTCCs and, from some sites, to military users. The Weather and Fixed Map Unit detects the outlines of 
weather cells at two levels of Intensity and gives them to the CD for transmission, and generates signals 
to the CD to cause blanking in manually selected areas. 

The computer In the ARTCC, an IBM model 9020A or 9020D, [2]accept8 digital data from many radars, up 
to a design limit of fourteen. The computer converts the data to a common coordinate system, monitors 
the quality of the input data, automatically tracks data of interest to Air Traffic Control, responds to 
controller entries, and sends the combined data to the display system. 

Testing of this system began in 1969, with an early Model of the enroute ATC system.  This Model, 
which used an interim display system, was installed at the National Aviation Facilities Experimental 
Center and at the Jacksonville, Florida, ARTCC.  The RDP system was subjected to extensive testing [3, 4, 
5J and, with refinements, became the national system that is now nearing completion. The test methodology 
for implementation of the national system [6, ?] was developed from the Jacksonville experience. 

This paper describes the functions performed in the Common Digitizer and in the computer. The per- 
formance of digital target detection and the computer processing, as measured on operational equipments, 
is given following each functional description.  It is assumed the reader is already familiar with Primary 
and Secondary Surveillance Radar operation and terminology. 

TARGET DETECTION 

There are two models of Common Digitizer: the AN/FYQ-A7 and AN/FYQ-49. (There is also one Common 
Digitizer designated AN/FYQ-56, a modified AN/FYQ-49 that processes data from the one short-range radar 
in the enroute ATC system.) The AN/FYQ-A9 contains all the basic aircraft target detection and reporting 
functions, and is used by the FAA at FAA-only radar sites. The AN/FYQ-A7 contains additional functions 
for military use that will not be described here. The AN/FYQ-A9 is organized into the following equip- 
ment groups: 

Azimuth, Range, and Timing Group;  provides basic range and azimuth data. As normally configured, 
it accepts azimuth change and reference pulses from the antenna pedestal, accepts radar pre- 
triggers from the PSR, and generates the interrogation triggers for the SSR. 

Radar Quantizer Group: contains two units that accept PSR analog video and convert it to digital 
pulses for further processing. 

Beacon Reply Group: accepts SSR analog video, quantizes it, and detects and processes the reply 
codes. 

Target Detection Group: performs statistical target detection or» data supplied by the Radar Quantizer 
and Beacon Reply Groups. 

Target Processing Group: controls the processing of data for detected targets. 

Output Buffer Group: selects and formats output messages and buffers them In core memory for output. 

Memory Control Group; contains tha core memory. 

Test Target Generator. Map Outline Generator, Performance Monitor Group, and Simplex Patching Group: 
self-descriptive. 
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The following text is  a functional description of processing that occurs primarily in the Radar Quan- 
tizer, Beacon Reply, and Target Detection Croups. 

Primary Surveillance Radar Target Detection 

Figure 2 is a simplified block diagram of the PSR target detection process. 

Two identical quantizers are used; one for Moving Target Indicator video, and one for log video. Each 
is a single-level quantizer, producing either ONE or ZERO for each 1/4 nm increment in range.* A Hit Width 

Discriminator prevents multiple range reporting of single targets by applying a preset value matched to the 
pulse width of the radar to suppress runs of ONEs out of the quantizers. 

A slow feedback loop compensates for thermal noise drift by comparing the proportion of ONEs over a 
total sweep to a manually-entered percent noise setting, and adjusting the quantization threshold. A fast 

feedback loop was provided with the machine to adjust the quantization threshold for clutter cells, but 
this function was disabled as a result of testing, and the logic has been converted to use as a clutter 
sensor. [8J 

The clutter sensor selects the MTI or log quantizer output for further processing.  (There are also 
manual switches to set up areas in which MTI is unconditionally selected.)  The clutter sensor counts ONEs 
out of the log video quantizer in a region 5 range cells deep centered on the cell of interest, and 3 sweeps 

wide. When the number of ONEs in the window exceeds 5, MTI quantized video is selected. When the number 
of ONEs drops back to 2, log quantized video Is selected. Thl'i logic has been demonstrated [8] to Improve 

target detection by reducing the use of MTI video to regions of actual clutter, as compared to the grosser 
control provided by the manual switches.  In addition, by making the logic adaptive the modification reduces 
the need for operator intervention. 

Whenever the clutter sensor Is selecting MTI for the target detector, all outputs of the detector are 
tagged as being in Zone 3. The use to which this is put and the origin of the "Zone 3" terminology will 
be described later. 

The CD uses a sliding window 
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The thresholds can be raised by the Automatic Clutter Eliminator, or ACE, to suppress false target 
reports in clutter regions. The ACE sums the ONEs in eight sliding windows:  the cell of interest, the 
four preceding cells, and the three following.  The sum Is Input to a function generator that provides a 

raised TL and Tx to the detector.  There are three swltch-selectible function generator curves giving nom- 
inal probabilities of false alarm of lO-^, 10-5, ur  10-6. 

The final step In target detection is run length discrimination, which rejects targets less than a 
minimum or greater than a maximum run length.  (Run length La the difference between target start and stop 

azimuths.) The run length criteria are switch-selectable In two zones separated by a switch selected range. 

As butit, the CD had three zones.  In the modified CD, the minimum run length discrimination zones are 
altered to permit Zones 1 and 2 to encompass the full range of the radar, while Zone 3 becomes a floating 
area declared to exist whenever the clutter sensor is set.  The data count within Zone 3 is accumulated for 
an entire 360° radar scan and used as the measure to adjust the minimum run length discrimination threshold 
for the succeeding scan. The data rate boundaries are 32 messages per scan to decrease the threshold, and 
64 to increase It.  The threshold shows a tendency toward values near 18 ACPs.  This adaptive logic permits 

the use of a higher probability of false alarm setting In the ACE, thus Improving system sensitivity In 
clutter and reducing the areas In which ACE raises I'L to values greater than the width of the sliding win- 
dow (thereby preventing the detection of any targets), while restricting the total data count to values 
manageable by the rest of the system by discarding targets of short run length that are least likely to be 
valid. 

PSR target reports are output by the CD in messages containing the azimuth in ACPs, the range in units 
of 1/8 nm, the run length In units of 2 ACPs, and the time the report spent in storage before transmission, 

as well as control and parity bits. 

The measured performance of this system [9J Is tabulated below. All measures are taken within the 
coverage envelope of the radar as commissioned In the pre-existing non-digital system, and in clutter-free 

areas.  The reason for the latter restriction is that no acceptable method of quantifying clutter Intensity 

and assuring comparability of results at different sites has been developed. 

Blip/scan ratio (proportion of scans in which target is detected): at least 917. 

Range accuracy:  1/8 nm, one standard deviation 

Azimuth accuracy:  2 ACPs (0.176°) one standard deviation 

* The CD can also be set up with 1/2 nm quantization, which has the effect of doubling the maximum range 
of the system while halving the detection resolution. 
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Secondary Surveillance Rp.dfU Detection 

SSR target detectloa is s-^nowhac simpler than PSR target detection, as there are no clutter sensing, 
clutter elimination, or run Ve'igth discrimination.  The single quantizer accepts only those pulses that 
meet fixed amplitude and .'ni.'.se width criteria and sends them through a shift register.  Gates are used to 
sample two points separated by the time between the framing j-ulses aud, when they appear, generate a bracket 
pulse. 

The bracket pulse initiates reply code sampling at the taps of the shift register.  Modes 2, 3/A, and 
C cod^s, as well as SPI and Y  pulses are decoded and included in target report messages to the ARTCC.  The 
bracket pulse also initiates the garble sensing logic, that checks closely-spaced. Interleaved, and over- 
lapped replies for garble conditions. 

Mode 3/A bracket detections cause ONEs to be loaded into eleven-bit sliding windows that are distinct 
from those used for PSR target detection.  The sliding windows are shifted on Mode 3/A interrogation cycles 
only.  The mode interlace is normally Mode A, C, A, C, or Mode A, 2, A, C. Fixed TL and Tj  are used; typical 
values are 6 and 2. 

SSR codes are subject to validation when the count in the sliding window reaches the Validation Thres- 
hold, Tv, which is typically set one higher than Tj.  If two successive ungarbled replies of the same mode 
and code are received, the code is validated for that mode and is so identified in the output message.  If 
validation is unsuccessful, the last ungarbled code received is Included in the output message.  If all 
codes are garbled, the code field for that mode will contain all zeros. 

When, as is the usual case, a single aircraft is detected as both an SSR and a PSR target, the CD will 
report only the SSR target and will set the "reinforced" bit in the output message.  This condition is de- 
clared to exist if SSR and PSR targets in the same range cell overlap in azimuth between target starts and 
stops. 

The measured performance of the system within 4/3 Earth radius coverage is as follows: [''] 

Blip/scan ratio: at least 95% 

Range accuracy:  1/8 nm, one standard deviation 

Azimuth accuracy:  3 ACPs (0.264°), one standard deviation 

Mode 3/A code reliability (proportion of returns with correct code):  at least 94% 

Mode C code reliability: at least 93% 

PROCESSING IN THE CENTRAL COMPUTER 

The central computer complex at the ARTCC accepts data from a number of CDs ranging from a low of three 
at New York to a high of eleven at Salt Lake City, with a design limit of fourteen.  To reduce the process- 
ing load on the computer, the first step in processing is to apply a polar coordinato mask to the entering 
data and discard all target reports from far outside the Center airspace boundaries or in areas of multiply 
overlapped coverage. 

The chosen approach to multiple ralar data processing is to combine the data from all the radar sites 
into a single cartesian coordinate plane before any further processing. The obvious alternative would be 
to process and track data on a single-site basis, and then to pool data only when needed, as for example 
for display.  The advantages of the chosen method are: 

No complicated logic is required to track an aircraft passing from one site's coverage to another's. 

The quality of automatic tracking is improved by the availability of data from supplementary sites to 
fill in occasional data misses from the preferred site. 

When a radar site goes down, data from other sites are Immediately available to fill in the coverage. 

Since only one coordinate system is used for all processing, including flight plan data, many operations 
are simplified.  For example, track positions are transmitted computer-to-computer during interfacillty 
handoff of control.  The process would be greatly complicated If each facility had multiple coordinate 
systems. 

The common coordinate system uses the stereographic projection from the surface of the earth to a 
plane tangent to the earth. Radar data are converted from polar coordinates with origin at the radar site 
to a stereographic plane tangent at the radar location, and transformed from the radar plane to the system 
plane that is tangent at a point central to all the radars. The coordinates are, lastly, translated from 
an origin at the point of tangency to anorlgin at the lower left, so that all data will fall in an area of 
the first quadrant no greater than 1024 x 1024 nm. 

The stereographic projection was chosen over alternatives such as the Lambert Conformal and Gnomonic 
projections because its total error in conversion and transformation is less.  Stereographic projection 
has the property that angles are preserved but distances are not. For projecting areas of the earth's 
surface of the size that are of interest in radar data processing, the worst case total projection errors 
are well under 1/2 nm.  The projection equations, a discussion of the errors, and a large bibliography can 
be found in Reference 10. 

The next section outlines the processes of correlating and tracking data of interest to Air Traffic 
Control, and the succeeding section discusses the process of real time quality control of radar data. 

  - ---  mmmt mm ̂  
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Correlation and Tracking 

Automatic track! ig of radar data is initiated through operator input or automatically upon receipt of 
a discrete code* matching that assigned to a flight plan In the computer storage.  Once a track is started, 
there are two processes performed:  correlation, which is the identification of which target reports belong 
to which tracks, and tracking, which is the process of smoothing the track position and velocity and pre- 
dicting the future position of the track for the next correlation.  The correlation process is done once 
each second as data are received but tracking operates once every six seconds.  The interval between opera- 
tions of the tracker is called a subcycle; two subcycles make a full cyc'e. As will be seen, certain 
operations are performed only In the second subcycle. 

The system plane Is divided into a rectangular array of 16 x 16 nm Radar Sort loxes.  An ordered set 
of registers in core memory contains Information on each Radar Sort Box iduntifying one or two radar sites 
Preferred for coverage in that box, one site to be used for Supplementary coverage, and the sites to be 
used in the event one of the fonder sites should fall.  A target report will be subject to further process- 
ing only if it falls in a Radar Sort Box for which its radar site of origin Is Preferred or Supplementary. 

A congruent array of Track Sort Boxes is offset one-haJf box width in each direction from the Radar 
Sort Box array. Thus, each Radar Sort Box is overlapped by four Track Sort Boxes. A target report is a 
candidate for correlation with tracks in the Track Sort Boxes that overlap its Radar Sort Box. 

At the time of coordinate conversion from polar to stereographic coordinates, all target reports are 
corrected for slant range error.  If a target report contains a validated Mode C code, it is given an exact 
slant range correction.  If not, it is first given an approximate correction and then successive tries at 
exact correction as it is compared with tracks for which the altitude is known by other means.  Similarly, 
each return, as it is compared against successive tracks, is displaced at the track velocity to a reference 
time at the middle of the current tracking subcycle. 

Correlation is done in two modes: discrete code and standard.  Procedures ensure that only one air- 

craft in a Center's airspace will be assigned a given discrete Mode 3/A code. Therefore, a match between 
a received and a stored assigned discrete code gives high assurance of proper identity and the correlation 
logic can be simpler. 

The search areas for standard correlation are illustrated in Figure 3.  The primary search area is a 
filter applied before exact slant range and time corrections to quickly reject target reports certain to 

be outside the large search area.  Each target report is identified as in the Large Search Area, in the 

Small Search Area, or uncorrelated. 

Discrete correlation omits the primary search area check and goes directly to compare the track-datum 

deviation against small and large search area radiuses of 1 and 6 nm, respectively. 

Clearly, the search area determination will not resolve cases of ambiguity involving same-code non- 
discrete SSR reports, wrong-code discrete SSR reports, and PSR reports, where tracked aircraft aie near one 
another or, worse, an untracked aircraft's path crosses that of a tracked aircraft.  To resolve ambiguity 

and give a figure of merit for later use, a Correlation Preference Value is calculated for each track-target 
report pair.  Ordered from best to worst, the Correlation Preference Values are: 

Radar Datum Class Track Class Condition 

Mode 3/A SSR Datum, 
Preferred Radar 

Beacon Received Code = Assigned Code 

Mode  3/A SSR Datum, 
Supplementary Radar 

Beacon Received Code = Assigned Code 

3. Mode 3/A SSR Datum, 
Preferred Radar 

4. Mode 3/A SSR Datum, 
Supplementary Radar 

5. Mode 3/A SSR Datum 
Preferred Radar 

6. Mode 3/A SSR Datum 

Supplementary Radar 

Beacon 

Beacon 

Beacon 

Beacon 

Received Code =  Established Code 

Received Code =  Established Code 

Received Code j Assigned or 
Established Code or is  unvalidated 

Received Code ?* Assigned or 
Established Code or is unvalidated 

7. PSR Datum, Preferred Radar 

8. PSR Datum, Supplementary 

Radar 

Beacon or Primary 

Beacon or Primary 

Run length 2 18 ACPs 

Run length 2 18 ACPs 

9. PSR Datum. Preferred Radar 

10. PSR Datum, Supplementary 
Radar 

Beacon or Primary 

Beacon or Primary 

Run length < 18 ACPs 

Run length < 18 ACPs 

* A Mode 3/A code that does not end in 00. 

__ ■MUMMM ^^M—M—^»M— ■! ■MMM 
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Track Class is determined by operator entry indicating whether or not the aircraft is transponder 
equipped.  Note that SSR data cannot be correlated with Primary Class tracks. A Mode 3/A SSR code becomes 
Established for a  tiack if in three consecutive cycles the same code appears in the correlated target report. 

If an ambiguity cannot be resolved by application of Correlation Preference Values, the report closest 
to the track Is selected.  To prevent erroneous correlation on false PSR target reports from clutter, a 
clutter detection logic Is part of the correlation process.  Counts are maintained of the number of PSR 
returns within the large search area of the track and, if thresholds are exceeded, correlation with PSR 
data will be partially or wholly suppressed. 

On completion of correlation, once a second, the correlated target reports and all uncorrelated Preferred 
target reports are output to the display system.  Data on the correlated reports are saved for use in the 
next operation of the tracker.  If In a subsequent operation of the correlation procpss within the same 
tracking subcycle, a better (lower Correlation Preference Value or closer) target report Is correlated with 
a track, the new report replaces the older as the correlated datum, and the old report is reprocessed for 
possible correlation with other tracks if It was originally correlated by standard correlation. 

The tracker operates each six seconds, following an operation of the correlation process. Technically, 
it is a modified bi-modal second order o-p tracker, the two modes being determined by small and large search 
area correlation.  When correlation is in the small search area, the target is presumed to be going in a 
straight line, and relatively heavy smoothing* is applied.  Large search area correlation indicates an ac- 
celerating target, and lighter smoothing is done.  Small search area f.nouthing is done each subcycle. In 
the cartesian coordinates of the system plane.  Large search area smocthing is done only in the second sub- 
cycle and only if the large search area target report has better Correlation Preference Value than any small 
search area target report correlated in the complete cycle.  Large search area smoothing is done In cartesian 
coordinates rotated to the track heading. 

Four sets of smoothing constants are used: 

Discrete code 

Matched code (non-discrete 3/A target return with Correlation Preference Value of 1, 2, 3, or 4) 

Non-matched code (Mode 3/A target return with Correlation Preference Value of 5 or 6) 

Primary 

Each set contains constants for small search area position and velocity smoothing, and for large search 
area lateral and longitudinal smoothing of position and velocity. A major product of the testing effort was 
the determination of best values for the smoothing constants. The complete tracking equations are in 
Reference 11, and the values of all constants are in Reference 12. 

In addition to the small and large search area modes of tracking, there are also flight-plan-aided and 
free modes.  The former is considered the normal mode and will be selected by the system in the absence of 
an operator request to the contrary, provided the track can be "matched" to the flight plan route. 

The flight plan route is stored as a series of points in the system plane. To enter the flight-plan- 
alded mode, the program must be able to match the track's position and velocity to one of the route points 
or to one of the line segments connecting the points.  If this can be done, the system knows where the air- 
craft is along its Intended route of flight, and will use flight plan route segment speed and heading in- 
stead of the smoothed velocity for non-discrete tracks,  it will also monitor the progress of the track 
along the route to ensure that the matched condition continues, and to update the time information that is 
stored with the flight plan and make outputs to the controller accordingly. 

The final action of the tracker is to predict the track from its smoothed position at the smoothed 
velocity to the reference time at the middle of the next subcycle, ready for correlation during the coming 
subcycle.  The smoothed velocity Is sent to the display system, which shows it as a vector originating at 
the displayed position.  Because radar separation is based on target rather than track position, the track 
Is displayed to the controller as being located at the position of the most recently correlated target 
report.  Those tracks for which there was no successful correlation for tvo subcycles are displayed at 
their predicted positions. 

Many aspects of the correlation and tracking processes have, necessarily, been omitted from this short 
exposition.  Among these are initiation criteria and transients, exception processing, extrapolation when 
target reports are missing, and interfacility transfer, as well as the details of the logic and equations. 
The reader with an interest in these topics should go to References 10, 11, and 12, 

The performance of the correlation and tracking processes has been measured with data from operational 
radar situs and is, therefore, total system performance measured from the signal in space to the air traffic 
controller.  The standards of performance applied to this system [9] are listed below.  For reasons given 
earlier, performance with PSR data was measured only in clutter-free areas. 

Position smoothing is the process of moving the track from Its predicted position toward the position 
of the correlated target report. Heavy smoothing means the track predicted position (which has been 
derived by averaging many previous target reports) is judged more accurate than the current report, 
so the track is moved a small part of the distance to the target.  In light smoothing, the current 
report is deemed more accurate, so the track Is moved further.  Smoothing is similarly applied to the 
velocity estimate. 

— i jd^^^^^^B 
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Unassisted Free Track Loss Rate: the frequency with which the system, unaided by operator Interven- 
tion, loses track identity, measured in losses per track hour. The reciprocal of these figures 
is the mean unassisted track life, in hours. 

For discrete code tracks, the track loss rate is essentially zero. For all others, the rate is 
3.0 losses per hour for aircraft m.iking procedure turns, and 0.37 losses per hour for aircraft 
going straight. 

Track-Datum Deviation:  the 99th percentlle distance between the predicted track position and the 
correlated target report. For turning tracks: wita discrete codes, 99% of correlated reports 
are within 1.10 nm of the predicted position; with non-discrete codes, within 1.95 nm; and PSR, 
within 2.7 nm. The corresponding figures for straight line tracks are 0.95, 1.24, and 1.7 nm. 

Track-Trail Swap Probability: the per cent of Instances that the tracker will follow the wrong tar- 
get trail when the large search area is traversed by an untracked aircraft.  (The probability 
of swapping trails between tracked aircraft is significantly lower.) The swap probability for 
discrete code tracks is essentially zero.  For non-discrete code tracks intersected by aircraft 
transpondlng the same non-discrete code, the probability of a swap is 13% in crossing cases, 10% 
in overtakes, and 5% in head-ons. For PSR tracks intersected by PSR trails, the probabilities 
change to 21.7%, 16.7%, and 3.2%. 

Real-Time Quality Control of Radar Data 

In addition to monitoring test and status messages and total data counts from the CDs, the computer 
statistically samples the data to measure the accuracy of SSR and PSR colllmatlon at each radar site, and 
the accuracy of registration of data from different sites after transformation to the system plane. 

To identify a collimation error the system must find the PSR target report that corresponds to an 
unrelnforced SSR target report from the same radar site.  This is done as part of the correlation process. 
Similarly, to measure registration accuracy the system must find target reports on the same aircraft re- 
ported by different radar sites. This also is done in correlation, using discrete code targef.  To 
eliminate errors caused by slant range correction, both target reports must contain mode C, and be more 
than 20 nm from the radar site at an plcvatlon angle less than 8°. 

The collimation errors in range and azimuth are calculated when twenty-five samples have been collected 
by the correlation process.  In both cases, the error is presumed to exist in the PSR data.  Range error 
is calculated as the sum of the errors in the sample divided by the sum of the sample size and the number 
of reinforced SSR reports received during the sampling interval.  The latter must be included in the cal- 
culation since, of course, they had near zero range error.  Because a substantial azimuth error, up to 
half the sum of the beamwldths, can exist in a reinforced target report, the azimuth sample contains only 
target pairs that are separated In both azimuth and range.  The azimuth error is calculated as the sum of 
the errors divided by the sample size. 

Registration error is calculated for each pair of radar sites with substantial overlapping coverage. 
The error Is defined as the mean difference In range and azimuth between an assumed true target position 
In the system stereographic plane and the reported target position in the plane. The true target position 
need not be known to compute the registration error.  The error is computed for a particular site by com- 
paring discrete SSR target reports from this site with simultaneous discrete SSR target reports from other 
sites on the same targets.  It is assumed in the mathematical analysis that the range and azimuth errors 
present in a radar site are independent of the range of the target. 

Figure k   illustrates two radar sites and the sampling of data for analysis.  In each calculation four 
unknowns, the range error and azimuth error for each of two sites, are to be computed.  At least ten sam- 
ples must be obtained in each sample area, well separated from the line connecting the sites to guarantee 
accuracy.  The equations used for registration are much too complex to be presented in this short survey, 
but the Interested reader will find them in References 13 and 14. 

Corrections for the calculated collimation and registration errors can be entered into the computer, 
which will apply them to each target report when converting from polar to stereographic coordinates. How- 
ever, the preferred method of correction is to change and range and azimuth presets that exist in the CD. 

The performance standard for collimation and registration [9] permits a maximum bias error of 1/4 nm 
in range and 2 ACPs in azimuth from each error source. This yields a worst case error from these sources 
of 3/4 nm and 6 ACPs between PSR targets detected by different radars. 

CONCLUSION 

The radar data processing system is being used today to control enroute air traffic in the United States. 
Although this system is successfully performing its mission, there are several areas in which its perfor- 
mance can be improved.  Among these are PSR target detection in clutter, and SSR false target detection 
and target splits.  Many studies have been done to improve tracking performance, especially in support of 
advanced system automation functions, such as Conflict Alert, that require accurate tracking data. A few 
of these efforts are highlighted below. 

To improve PSR performance in clutter, a package of improvements to the CD has been evaluated by the 
Federal Aviation Administration [15] . These improvements include an improved quantizer with new circuits 
for thermal noise and clutter suppression, and removal of the cell of interest from the Automatic Clutter 
Eliminator window to prevent the presence of a target from raising its own detection threshold.  Tests 
show thu modifications significantly increase the CD's see-through-clutter capability, and field trials at 
an operational radar site will begin soon. 
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The Automatic Clutter Eliminator Is designed on  the assumption that weather clutter is statistically 
uncorrelated sweep-to-sweep.    There is reason to believe that this assumption is Incorrect, and develop- 
ment  Is underway of an adaptive clutter eliminator that will measure  the clutter r-orrelation coefficient 
in real time,  [lb] 

Among the other developments planned or In progress  is  the use of a mini-computer associated with the 
CD to suppress stationary and  random false reports by comparing PSR target  reports scan to scan.[l7]    The 
mini-computer can also be applied to suppression of SSR false target  reports and splits,  by examining tar- 
get quality  information that  is available in the CD.     An  investigation of a similar process with  terminal 
SSR data showed promising results.   [IB] 

The number of  tracking studies and reports  is  too large  to attempt description in this  short  space or 
to Include  in the bibliography.     In general,  the studies have addressed three topics:     tracking PSR  targets 
through clutter,  achieving the best balance of performance between  tracker responsiveness to aircraft maneu- 
vers and resistance  to swapping to wrong targets,  and  Improving track position and velocity estimation 
accuracy.     The author will be happy to respond to inquiries  on tracker performance studies. 
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SUMMARY 

With only rare exceptions,the cathode ray tube has consistently fulfilled the require- 
ments for dynamic data displays in Air Traffic Control systems. The basic principles of 
the cathode ray tube are described together with some recent developments which help to 
keep it in the forefront of display technology.  In recent years however more advanced 
techniques have emerged from the research and development laboratories which offer advantages 
not found with the cathode ray tube.  Kach of them does however have its own disadvantages. 
The most promising of these techniques,  which may find applications in Air Traffic Control 
systems In the not too distant future,  are discussed together with their oharacteristlcs 
and relative merits. 

1.    INTRODUCTION 

The human aspects of the man-maohlne Interface have been considered in (l). It is recog- 
nized that,  as a preliminary to the specification of a data display system, the data re- 
quired by the human operator and its most suitable format must be defined as a function of 
the individual control tasks.  It is the responsibility of the display engineer to design 
the display system such that the information displayed to the controller will allow him to 
perform his tasks efficiently and with a low probability of error in an ambient •nvlronment 
which does not give rise to undue stress or fatigue or does not adversely affect the per- 
formance of the controller in any other way. In so doing,the display engineer must take 
advantage of all the techniques available to him,always bearing In mind their relative costs. 

In an air traffic control system we can distinguish between two basic types of display ; 

- the dynamic data display and 

- the tabular display. 

The dynamic data display is usually a panoramic presentation of the air traffic situation 
as it evolves. The source of data for this presentation is either radar or flight plan in- 
formation (intention) or a combination of both. In its simplest and most common form the 
raw radar data is presented on a circular screen or Plan Position Indication (PPI) In 
coordinates relative to the radar position. This is achieved by rotating a radial timebase 
about the point on the screen representing the radar position in synchronism with the rota- 
tion of the radar antenna. The timebase is triggered by the transmitter trigger and intensity 
modulated by the radar returns (video signals). Thus the distance of the plot from the 
centre of the screen represents the range of the target from the radar and the bearing of 
the plot relative to the top of the display represents its azimuth. Mosaic techniques can 
be used to combine,on a single screen, data from more than one radar. 

In modem radar data processing systems the signals are usually digitized and processed 
prior to display (tracking, filtering, etc.). In this case target positions are converted 
into X, Y coordinates and represented by symbols on the screen. The synthetic data for 
display is held in a display buffer store and therefore addressing the display Is random 
and the refresh rate can be chosen to suit brightness requirements dependent on the ambient 
light conditions and the remanence oharaoteristios of the display medium. However the 
upper limit of display refresh rate will be a function of the total data to be displayed 
and the performance of the addressing and writing circuits of the display. 

The dynamic data display can be considerably improved by the superlmposltloa on the 
dynamic data of static data such as sector boundaries, air route networks, delineation 
of restricted zones, position of navigation aids, airports, etc. Further refinements 
can be made to such a display by the addition of alphanumeric labels related to targets 
and giving supplementary data such as altitude, call sign, etc. 
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The tabular display lists. In alpha-numeric form, Information related to specific flights 
or particular control functions such as flight plan Information, coordination messages, 
etc. or messages defining the present state of the system. 

The most common medium for the display of dynamic data in civil ATC systems is the cathode 
ray tube (2). The cathode ray tube (CRT) offers advantages of versatility and simplicity. 
However in recent years a number of other techniques have passed through the research 
phase to emerge in advanced stsses of development as potential replacements for the ubiquitous 
CRT. This paper  is devoted to display devices. It will first describe the principles of 
the CRT and some of the recent major advances in CRT technology and will then review the 
new techniques which may, in the near future, find applications in ATC display systems. 

?.   CATHODE RAY TUBE DISPLAYS 

r.l  Principles 

The cathode ray tube (fig. 1) is basically an electron gun, or cathode, which generates 
a stream of electrons which are accelerated towards a phosphor-coated class face plato. 
The Impact of the high energy electron beam on the phosphor particles causes the latter to 
emit light by simple energy conversion. Following the cathode, a system of electron optics 
Is designed to focus the beam to a fine spot on the screen and a deflection system will 
position the spot as required. 

qio^s fore plot* 

phosphor  screen 

FI6.1    bAc,IC CATHODE SAr TUBE 

2.?      Deflection 

The deflection system can be either electromagnetic or electrostatic but the former 
Is most common in dynamic data displays.  Sleotromagnatic CRTs have  colls,  or yokes,  placed 
around the neck of the tube and variation of the current in these coils will vary the 
magnetic field thus deflecting the electron beam.  In early radar display designs a Single 
magnetic deflection yoke was rotated around the CRT neck In synchronism with ths radST 
antenna to produce the rotating time base. Separate fixed colls were required fir vector 
and symbol generation.  Presont day displays generally have a fixed deflection system In 
the X and Y planes and.   If a rotatir.p, scan Is required,  the deflection saw-tooth waveforms 
are amplitude modulated by the sine and cosine components of the antenna bearing. The an^lo 
of deflection of the beam,   0, passing through the magnetic field is given by  : 

where H 

L 

Sin ö = 

magnetic flux density 

length of magnetic field 

\ 

1 

V, s electron beam potential 
b 

_ = electron charge/mass ratio. 

Ideally the magnetic field should be uniform throughout the length of the deflection system. 
Fringe field effects at the ends of the deflection system will cause deflection defocusslng 
i.e. the spjt on the screen will become defocussed as it is deflected towards the perimeter 
of the CRT. 

The so-called pin-cushion distortion Is caused by the interaction of the X and Y deflection 
fields and is particularly prevalent in large diameter tubes. Correction can be applied 
by shaping the magnetic fields or by compensation In the coll current drive sipjials (,}). 
The latter is preferable at the expense of increased complexity in the electronic circuits. 
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Electrostatic deflection Is achieved by the electric field set up between a pair of elec- 
trodes on either side of the electron beam In the CRT neck. Two pairs are usually mounted 
orthosially and sequentially for X and Y deflection. The deflection angle of the team ,H, 
passing through the electric field is given by : 

tan H      r   EjL 

'2Vb 

where E    =    electric field strength between the electrodes 

L    >    length of deflection field 

V    ■    electron beam potential. 

Because deflection aniUe is  inversely proportional to beam potential, deflection sensitivity 
can be improved by utilising Post Deflection Acceleration (p.D.A,).  In this technique the 
beam is accelerated to an  intermediate energy state prior to deflection and,  following 
deflection ,1s accelerated to the normal high energy state. Although the technique can also 
be used with electromagnetic deflection üRTs,  it is not so effective due to the fac*. that, 
in electromagnetic deflection systems,  deflection angle is inversely proportional to the 
square root of the beam potential.  Ideally the deflection system will position the spot 
anywhere on the screen extremely rapidly with minimum overswlng.Typically,  modem systems 
will deflect and settle across tho diameter of 50 cm. CRTs in SOpt . 

2.3 Focusing 

The focusing of the beam to a small spot on the screen can also be achieved electro- 
magnetioally or electrostatically, the former generally providing better resolution. 
However deflection defocussing is more sever« with electromagnetlcally focused tubes. 

Resolution is an important parameter defining the performance of a CRT and is dependent 
on the diameter and shape of the spot on the screen. It varies according to the position 
of the spot on the screen. The best resolution Is obtained at the centre of the CRT. De- 
flection defocuslng will adversely effect resolution if the spot is displaced from the 
centre. Techniques for the measurement of resolution are described in (4). The spot 
diameter typical of the CRTs of present ATC display systems Is of the order of 0.3 - 0.5 mm 
for a 50 cm diameter display giving a resolution of 1000 - 1500 lines across the screen. 

Laminar beam CRTs have been constructed to give a very high resolution (5). In this tube, 
beam crossover does not occur along the length of the CRT and the spot on the screen 
is an image of a hole In the cathode lens assembly and can therefore be focused to a very 
small size. Electron distribution across the beam is linear rather than gausslan and 
therefore the spot has sharp edges, giving an apparently high contrast. Geometric 
distortion and deflection defocuslng are also insignificant. 

£.4   Phosphors 

The choice of phosphor for a CRT is dependent on the application (6). For raw radar 
displays the integrating effect of a long persistance phosphor enhances target detection, 
particularly In clutter. Long persistance phosphors retain the radar blip at a progressively 
diminishing brightness level during several scans and therefore provide an afterglow trail 
or history of the track position. This Is useful for detection of manoeuvres, estimation 
of velocities, maintenance of Identity, etc. 

For computer driven displays of synthetic data, refreshed at a high rate, short persistance 
phosphors are required. Resolution requirements and choice of colour will also influence 
the choice of phosphor. Some phosphors have an initial high Intensity, very short duration 
flash or fluorescent emission before the phosphorescent emission. This fluorescence, 
usually blue or ultra-violet In colour, may be used to activate a photo-sensitive device 
such as a light pen (7) for position designation. Phosphors are usually classified, 
according to their characteristics. Into standard types (PI, P2, P3, etc.) defined by 
the Joint Electron Device Ehglnaerlng Council (JEEEC) of the Electronic Industries Associa- 
tion (8). 

2.5 Character Generation 

A number of techniques are available for the generation of characters and special 
symbols for display on CRTs. The most common are the raster scan method and the stroke 
writing method. 
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In the former method the electron beam systematically scans the character r    a and Is 
intensity modulated by the appropriate character signal which is coded and stored on 
normally a7x5or9x7 matrix (fig. 2). With the stroke writing method the character 
is formed by deflecting the beam through a number of discrete interconnected segments 
(Fig. 3). 

FIG   2    RASTER SCAN CHftf-flCTER WRITING FIG 3     STROKE   WRITTEN   CHARACTER 

For purely alpha-numeric displays the shaped team character tube may be considered. This 
device has a mask in which are etched apertures in the shape of all the desired characters 
and symbols. For character selection the electron beam Is first deflected throuph the 
appropriate aperture so that its cross section takes the shapo of the character to be dis- 
played. Further deflection circuits then position the beam on the screen. This technique 
gives very satisfactory character shape and a large selection of complex symbols. 

For raw radar displays with a rotating scan,  character,  symbols and vectors are normally 
drawn during the dead time between scans. If the time thus available is not sufficient 
then radar scans must be "borrowed" for character writing. It is generally considered 
that up to one in seven scans can be used in this way without significant loss in radar 
data.  In computer driven displays, with random access deflection systems, dynamic data 
and characters, etc, are presented randomly. 

2.6       Display of Static Data 

It is usually desirable to display on the dynamic data display,  static data such 
as air route networks,  sector boundirles etc. 

For the raw display this is best achieved by use of video mapping techniques. The static 
data required for display is accurately etched on a photographic slide. The slide is 
scanned by a flying spot scanner in synchronism with the radar display tlmebase and the 
output is converted to an electrical signal by a pho ^multiplier. This signal Is applied 
to the video circuits of the radar display. Although it is feasible to optically magnify 
the video map Image before scanning when a number of range scale are required at the 
display, this has the undesirable effect of enlarging character and symbol  sizes.  It is 
preferable to have separate video map slides for each range scale required. 

In the computer driven synthetic display system, the static data can be programmed and 
stored in the display repetition store as required together with the dynamic data. 
In this case the dynamic and static data ar^ read out and displayed together. Another 
technique for the display of static data is the   rear port tubs (9)   (10). The rear 
port CRT is similar to a conventional CRT but with a clear window In the cone through 
which a static image can be projected onto the rear surface of the screen,   (fig.  h). 
The required static images are  recorded photographically on slides and projected by 
conventional slide projectors. The major problem in the design of such a CRT Is that, 
either the projection axis ,or the electron beam axis,or both must be displaced from, 
and perhaps at an angle to, the CRT axis and therefore compensation must be  Included 
in the deflection system or the optical  system or both to prevent distortion.  Care 
must also be taken in the mechanical design to avoid registration errors. An advantage 
of the system Is that the static data may bo in a different colour to the dynamic 
data thus improving the legibility of the display. 
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FIG 4 REAR PART lURE 

The bri~tness of ra1~ rndar displays is normally i .Jw a."ld therefore, in ord~r to 
m.~.ximise contrast and consequently target detectab111ty, low ambient lighting lev~ls are 
required. HoNcver this is incompatible with the necessity to read anct llary data such 
as fli ght progress strips, control panel indicators, etc. and the requirement for natural 
ambient workin conditions. A numbe r of techniques are available for the presentation of 
raw radar in high ambient li e~t conditions. 

The scan convertor or Radar Bright Display ( HBD) is liimple in principle (11). The raw 
radar datn is writt~n onto an electrical storage tube using the normal radar scan. The 
Image thus produced is read out by scanning with a TV raster and displayed on a TV moni
tor at a high refresh rate , thus achieving a high effective luminance. This may be of 
the order of l time s that of the conventional PPI display . The disadvantage of the scan 
convert~r is a reduction of r esolution compared to the PPI . 

The Direct View t ora ge Tube (D. V. S.T. ) is capable of very high brightness levels. It is 
often necessary t~ erase the t~tal picture (page ~rasure) and rewrite in order to modify 
any item of data on the screen. But versions wtth selective erasure do exist (12). Rasf.cally 
the l ma~e is written and stored as an electri c charge on a storage mesh with a dielectric 
backin~ near the CRT screen. A fl ood ~. s eparat e to the writing cathode assembly, evenly 
floods the stor>~ ~ mesh with electrons. \o/hen the lnformation is stored on the mesh the 
electrons are all owed to pass through and are accelerated to screen potential to activate 
the phosphor. icture resoluti on is l l~i ~d by t he storngo ~sh and the resolution of 
selective ernsure is usually~ or :~ line widths. \·lrltlng find erase speeds are also slower 
than for conventional non-stor~p.e tubes. 

Tne SY. i at r on , T ~thi ch us~s a s cotophor or potassium chloride phosphor, can also be used 
In h l p' ambient lip)lt P.nvlronments. These phosphors, when bombarded by electrons, do 
not emit lt r-)1t but be ·~ome absorbent to green li ~ht. Thus writing on the screen has t he 
eff e ct of producing d dnrk trace (magenta = white minus ~reen) on a white background. 
This contrast is ePnanced rather than Impaired by increasing the ambient light level. 
The scotophnr pho~phors >~re lonr. persistance phosphors find require heat for erasure. The 
erasure and s~t l i ng process r .qui re s ~~veral seconcs. Slow writine speed is also a dis
advantap;e . 

~ . Colour 

Tr.e potrmt i a l of multi-colour displ ays has not yet been exploited in ATC display 
., . r.t.ll "".'l •.rt t he re f ~ no doubt that the add<!d dimerston of colour will fac1li tate the 
lnt.·~rpt'e t. t ! on of t he display by the controll'! r. A number of techniques exist for the 
contruction of multi-colour cathode ray tubes . 

Tne oost cotrrnOn colour CRT is the shadow mask tube which is now t he ntandal'cl CRT fo r 
commerci al colour t e levision. The s emen of this tube consists of phosphors of the 
3 pri mary colours (red, green and blue) laid down in a syst'!matic dot matrix as shown 
ln fl gur~ 5 . Near t he screen and parallel t o tt Is & mask with a pattern of holes ar
r runged such that each hole is aligned wtth a triansular group of three colour phosphor 
d ts . 
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CRT 

The CRT has three electron guns, one 
electron beams Is such that, on defle 
through the same hole In the mask but 
The size and proximity of the dots In 
appearance to the viewer Is a single 
tlve intensities of the 3 basic oolou 
limited resolution, which la governed 
spacing and the relative complexity o 

for each colour. The focusing and colllmatlon of the 
ctlon to any part of the screen all three beams pass 
activate separately the three different phosphors. 
a 3 colour group Is such that, when activated, the 
colour dot, the colour of which depends on the rela- 
rs. The disadvantages of the technique include the 
by the minimum size of the colour dots and their 

f manufacture. 

The single pun Lawrence tubs adopts a simpler approach to the production of multi-colour 
displays but suffers from the same limitations of resolution as the shadow mask C.R.T. 
In this technique three phosphors of the three primary colours are laid down in a repetitive 
pattern in thin vertical stripes across the tube face. The colour stripes are divided by 
a wire grid. The electron beam from a single gun is directed towards the appropriate 
triplet of phosphor stripes and colour selection is made by the relative potential applied 
to the wires associated with each phosphor. 

A colour CRT which is more applicable to the ATC display requirements for comparatively 
high resolution Is the Henetron tube (13). (I'O. (15). In Its most common form this CRT 
has two phosphor layers of different colours separated by a dielectric barrier. At a low 
SHT of some 6-8 kV the electron beam does not penetrate the inert layer and therefore 
only activates the first or inr.er phosphor which emits a specific colour, say red. If 
the SHT is raised to a maximum of lc-14 kV then the dielectric barrier is penetrated and 
the outer phosphor is also energlzod. Now,If the conversion efficiency of the second 
phosphor Is greater, and the eye Is more sensitive to its colour (e.g. green), then this 
colour will predominate. Intermediate HHT values will give intermediate colours as shown 
on the chromaticity diagram in figure 6 by the line Joining the two principal colours 
(red and green in this example). Colour switching speed is limited by the need to change 
the final anode potential through some 6-8 kV. Current circuit technology can achieve 
this In less than 50 m . However a ch?mge in beam energy will effect the focus, deflec- 
tion sensitivity and brilliance and therefore compensation must be applied to the appro- 
priate circuits as a function of colour (l6). 
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FIG 6   COLOUR CHARACTtRISTICS 
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The choice of phosphors for such tubes Involves more than the choice of colour (17) • The 
outer phosphor must be transparent and ,lf sulphides are used .they must therefore be 
milled to such a fine grain that many of the  ideal properties such as persistence and 
conversion efficiency are effected. Rare earths and wlllemltos    are therefore preferable 
but current research Is directed towards larger grain phosphors. 

Post deflection acceleration applied to Penetron tubes would avoid the necessity for com- 
pensation wher. changing colour for deflection and focusing would be carried out at a 
constant beam energy. Another altfc.Tiative is to uso two guns, one for each principle colour 
operated at different cathode potentials below a common final anode potential.  Colour 
switching signals would be applied to the respective grids.  In order to compensate for 
differing deflection sensitivities of the two beams, the lower energy beam would have to 
be shielded for part of its passage through the deflection field.  It has also been 
suggested that,  in order to avoid the necessity of laying down two phosphor layers separated 
by an Inert layer,  a two phosphor mix could be applied,  the particles of one phosphor being 
coated with an Inert layer. 

An alternative single gun poly- 
chromatic CRT is one  in which the 
spectral  urclsslon of the phos- 
phor Is dependent on current 
density  (l8). This  Is usually achie- 
ved with a screen comprising a 
two phosphor n\ix.   Phosphors nor- 
mally have linear or slightly 
subllnear emission  intensity/ 
current density characteristics. 
Certain phosphors exhibit signi- 
ficant superlinear characteristics. 
The Intensity/current density re- 
lationship of a near linear (A)  and 
a superlinear phosphor (B)   are 
shown In figure 7- 

Ckitrenl   a^nsity 

FIG 7   INTENSITY / CURHF.NT DENSITY  CHARACTERISTICS 
OFCURREN' SENSITIVE  COLOUR CRT 

It can be seen that.  If a screen combining those two phosphors Is excited,  than at low current 
densities the emission of phosphor A  (say red)  predomimtes.  As current density is Increased 
then the emission of B (green) becomes apparent until it, predominates (19). A  limitation of 
thlo technique at the moment Is that the full  colour ran^e between the two phosphors cannot 
be achieved as is shown in flKure 8 which represents the colour shift on a chromomatlclty 
diagram as a function of current density.  Another disadvantage is that brightness will tend 
to  Increase with an  inoreas-j of current density.  This can be compensatert for if the  sensi- 
tivity of the eye Is less for the spectral emission of the äuperllne-.r phosphor than for the 
near linear phosphor. 
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FUNCTION OF CURRENT 
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LA Hi'. 3CREEN PROJECTION DISPUY3 

'■.I Requirements and Types 

It  Is debatable as to whether there  is,  or ever will be,  a requirement for large 
screen displays In civil Air Traffic Control.  By large screen we refer to display areas 
measured  In square meters,  the Information being shared by several operators.   However 
techniques do exist,or are  In an advanced state of development,and It  Is worth giving 
them some  consideration. Briefly,  large  screen displays can bo divided Into two basic 
categories - the projection displays and the multi-element or panel displays.  The latter 
class are considered later under advanced display techniques and therefore we will con- 
fine ourselves here to projection devices. Techniques involving photographic or etching 
processes such as those by which a CRT image  is sequentially photographed,  the film rapidly 
processed  and projected,  will not be discussed because of the Inherent disadvantages of 
processing time and repetition rate  limitations.  Suitable projection techniques fall  into 
three basic classes -  CRT projection,   light valves and laser displays. 

5.S CRT Projection Displays 

The normal CRT Image is not sufficiently bright for direct projection onto a large 
screen. However the Sklatron tube described above can be used with an external light 
source such as an xenon aro lamp. As has already been explained the potassium chloride 
screen of the Sklatron becomes absorbent to green light on being bombarded by electrons. 
The light from the external source, incident upon this CRT face, will be modulated by the 
Image which may thus be projected through a suitable lens systems onto a large screen. 

Transparent phosphors exist which become opaque when subjoctad to ultra violet light. 
Thus the screen of a CRT with such a phosphor will normally be opaque if flooded by 
ultra violet llpht. When painted by the electron beam, the moreen becomes transparent 
to green llgnt. Back projection by a high intensity light source and a suitable lens 
system will therefore allow the image to be reproduced on a largo screen. 

3.3 Light Valves 

The basic principle of the light valve is the modulation of light by the d"forma- 
tlon of an elastic reflecting or transparent film, the deformation being produced by a 
surface electric charge deposited by a scanning electron beam. 

The first light valve projection technique was the Eldophor developed in 1939 at the Swiss 
Institute of Technology (20). The incentive behind the development was the direct projec- 
tion of television images onto a large screen. The Sldophor uses a transparent dielectric 
oil film on a ninoave reflecting disc. The disc rotates through an oil bath and the oil 
film is smootned and maintained at a constant thickness by a stationary bar. The disc is 
held in a vacuum and scanned by an electron beam similarly to the screen of a cathode 
ray tube. Intensity modulation of the beam causes a charge to build up on the oil film 
corresponding to the video Input. The oil film is locally distorted by the attractive 
forces resulting from the electric charge. Where the film Is undlstorted, incident light 
will be directly reflected by the disc. V/here this film has been distorted by the charge 
the light will be diffracted. The degree of diffraction Is a function of the mafjxiitude 
of distortion and hence the intensity of the charge. Thus, if a high intensity light 
source Is directed onto the disc, a suitable optical system can be used to project this 
video Image onto a screen. The Sohlleren optical system Is most commonly used for this. 

The Schlieren optical system Is shown in fig. 9. A high intensity light source such as 
a xenon arc is directed by a parabolic reflector and via a grating of parallel mirrors 
onto the disc. Any light falling on an undlstorted area of the film will be reflected 
straight back via the mirrors to the light source. If however the surface of the film 
has been distorted the light will be diffracted, and reflected through the slits in the 
grating. A suitable lens system then focusses and projects the light onto a viewing 
screen. The persistence of the display is a function of the rate at which the deforma- 
tion of the oil ftta decays and is therefore dependent on the oonduct'vlty and the 
viscosity of the oil. 
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•LIGHT   SOURCE 

DEFORMABLF 
OIL   FILM 

FIG  J    PRINCIPLE OF EIDOPHOR   DISPLAY   AND SCHLIEREN OPTiCAl   SYSTEM 

Resolution Is limited and Is generally of the order of 1000 lines. The vacuum Is continually 
maintained by pumping In order to reduce the concentration of Impurities from vaporization 
of the oil. Nevertheless the cathode becomes contaminated leading to premature failure. Dis- 
play of radar Information Is achieved by a scan converter to produce the raster scan neces- 
sary for the Bldophor. A colour display can be achieved by a rotating disc In front of the 
light source. The disc Is divided Into three equal sectors, each one being a filter to one 
of the primary colours. The system Is then driven ty three scan converters, one for each 
colour. The frame speed of the scan converters Is }  times that of the display, whereas the 
rotation rate of tht. disc Is 1.5 times that of the scan converter frame repetition rate. 
Thus each half frame displays data In one of the three colours and after three frame repeti- 
tion Intervals both half frames have displayed all three colours. 

The original 21dophor principle has been Improved upon In later light valvo developments. 
One Improvement Is the use of deformable plastic films to replace the oil and rotating 
disc. In one development the deformable surface has been separated from the cathode gun 
assembly thus eliminating cathode contamination as a cause of unreliability (21). This 
device Is Illustrated In fig. 10. The deformable film, a silicon rubber elastomer. Is de- 
posited on a mica membrane. The outer surface of the layer Is a reflecting conducting 
film. The mica membrane divides the "dirty" vacuum with the elastomer from the "clean" 
vacuum with the electron gun assembly. Deformation of the elastomer Is caused by charges 
built up on the dielectric membrane by the electron beam. In the version Illustrated, flood 
guns are shown for erasing the stored charge or controlling the persistence. 
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FlG'ODFFORMOGRAPHIC   STORAGE   DISPLAY TUBE    (SOURCE ■ HEF 21 ) 
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ft comprshanslve summary of the principle» of various light valve techniques with a review 
of the state of the art Is given In (22). 

2.4 Laser Displays 

In Its early days the laser was often dubbed as a solution looking for a problem 
and It was natural that applications should have been sought In the display field. Techniques 
have advanced such that several practical displays have been built using lasers (23).  Other 
than holographic techniques for 3D displays,  laser displays fall  Into one of two categories - 
those In which the laser beam Is used to write Information onto an optically sensitive 
material such as photographic film which Is then used to modulate another light source as 
In a conventional projection system and those  In which the laser light Is projected directly 
onto the viewing screen. 

Whichever the category, all laser displays have one characteristic In common  :  some means 
of deflecting the light beam Is required.  Much Ingenuity has been applied to the scanning 
techniques  (24)  Including the use of rotating mirrors,  mirrors mounted on resonant fibres 
or piezoelectric crystals, etc.  However direct deflection of the beam by electro-optic 
deflectors Is the most promising for practical random access displays (25). A bistable de- 
flection device can be produced by a blrofr Infant, crystal such as a calcite crystal preceded 
by an electro-optic polarization switch (26).  Cascading n such devices will give 2n 
resolvable beam positions. The refractive index of a birefringent crystal depends on the 
plane of polarization of the light. The polarization switch therefore is arranged to rotate 
the plane of polarization of the light beam entering the crystal between two orthogonal 
positions.   In one polarization state the beam will pass through the crystal undeflected, 
in the  alternate state the beam will be deflected through an angle i    .    If the thickness 
of the birefringent crystals are in geometrical progression,  linear displacement of the 
beam in discrete steps can bo achieved (fig.  11). Various materials exist for the electro- 
optic switches which rotate the plane of polarization of light as a function of the    applied 
electric field. The ii,ost common are nltro-benzlne liquid and potassium dihydrogen phosphate 
(KDP1  crystals. Both however have the disadvantage of requiring high voltage  (kVs)  to switch 
through 90  . 
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ot output 
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FIG   11     DIGITAL     OEfLECTlON    Of   A   LASER    BEAM 

A display resolution of 1000 x 1000 lines is feasible by these techniques with deflection 
speeds of less than Im between any two positions.  Lasers can be used to write on photo- 
graphic film or,  better still, on photochromlo materials.  Photochromlc materials are nor- 
mally transparent but become opaque when subjected to light of a particular wavelength. 
Writing with a laser besrn  can be achieved at the same time as projection via an alterna- 
tive light source  (27).  Disadvantages are the slow response of photochromlc materials and 
the fact that erasure usually requires the application of heat. 
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4. ADVANCED DISPLAY TECHNIQUES 

4-1        General 

Except for limited uae of eleotro-n»oh«nloal Indicators, the cathode ray tube Is the 
universal medium for the display of dynamic data In civil ATC systems. Development of the 
CRT has been such to keep ahead of any potential opposition. We have seen that CRTs with 
storage capability are now available as are colour displays with adequate resolution.  More- 
over bright display are available which can be viewed In high ambient light conditions. 
Nevertheless the CRT possesses disadvantages which Impose constraints on the system de- 
signer.  It Is cumbersome In size and Is not particularly rugged. It requires high voltages 
and power dissipation of the deflection circuits Is also high. Being an analogue device 
there are problems of drift. Jitter, distortion, etc. 

However there are now a number of display techniques at a sufficiently advanced state of 
development, each having particular advantages, which nay be considered as a potential 
replacement for the CRT In particular applications In future display systems. The more 
Important and promising of these techniques will be discussed 1c the following paragraphs. 

4.? Electroluminescence 

The phenomenom of electroluminescence (EL)  Is most simply defined as the direct 
conversion of electrical energy Into light,  it may »however, take one of two different 
forms.  Junction electroluminescence normally occurs at a p-n Junction In a single crystal. 
First observations are accedlted to Thomas Round In 1907 but Lossev Is recognised as 
the pioneer worker In this field whose experiments followed his recognition In 1925 of 
electroluminescence at a point contact on a crystal surface. Field effect electroluminescence 
occurs generally when high electric fields are applied to mlorocrystalllne phosphors. 
This Is sometimes referred to as the Destrlau effect after the Frenchman who first ob- 
served the phenomenon In 1956. The most Interesting characteristic of EL Is that It may 
offer In the future the most complete gamut of visible colours of any active or passive 
display system.  It has even been forecast that the synthesis of nearly all the 10' 
colours perceivable by normal trlchomats may be possible (28). 

Table 1  lists most of the materials In which electroluminescence has been observed (29).  Although 
this list Is not exhaustive,only those materials which are underlined are of practical vauue. 

1        Ii-vi COMPOUNDS tll-V COMPOUNDS OTHER MATERIALS 

j       ZnS, ZnSe, GaP, IBAS, SIC,                    Oe,            1 

|       CdS, CdSs. GaAsP, r.aAlAs, SI,                      NaCI, 

1      ZnO, CdTe, OalnP, OaH, C(dlamond),      AgCl, 

j       BeO, MRO, OaSb, InP, ^,                  CaFg,        | 

CaS, SrS, InSb, InAs, A1?S'        ^p0' 
Ba5, Pb3, BH, InAsP. SnOg,                  T10g(        | 

|      PbSe, PbTe, A1N, AIP, BaTIO,,             SrTIO ,    j 

CaTIO ,              kNbO , ZnTo. 

PbZnO ,              CaWO^,      j 

ZnSlO^,              Ice,          | 

and other organic 
materials                           j 

Table 1  ;  Materials In which electroluminescence has 
been obsorv.'d,   (source   ;   ref.   (S9))< 
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In so far as Junotlon electrnlumlnoscenoe Is concerned, the most common materials used to 
date are Gal , GaAsl" and GaAlAs (.50). Figure 1? shows the spectral emission of these and 
other materials. GaT can emit In the red .nd  the yellow-green area of the spectrum whereas 
GaAsl and GaAlAs are limited to the red-orange area. The power efficiency of GaP emitting 
In the green Is not very high but,because this Is near the peak senslvlty of the eye (shown 
also In fig. 12), the luminous efficiency Is as good as the red emission. Theoretically 
GaAs, which only emits In the Infrared, can be used In conjunction with a visible emitting 
phosphor which Is activated by Infrared radiation to produce other colours. Recently a 
Gap light emitting diode (LVD)  has been announced, the colour of emission of which varies 
between red and green depending on the current drive. 
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FIG  12     SPECTRAL     EMISSION     Of    iOME 
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hecently researchers both In Europe and Lhe USA have reported blue emission from Gal! and 
this material, which has a large band gap, should be able, with suitable dopants, to 
emit other colours. GalnP can also bo made to emit anywhere between red and green but Is, 
at the moment, very Inefficient. Silicon carbide also possesses a large energy gap and, 
with suitable choice of material polytype and Impurities, can be made to luminesce through- 
out most of the visible spectrum. The material Is difficult to fabricate but recent pro- 
gress In building electroluminescent devices has been reported (.51). 

The brightness of these techniques Is usually high, typically of the order of 100-1000 
Foot-Lamberts (ft-L) depending on the material, drive, etc. Higher luminances have been 
reported and, of C'irse, can always be achieved by driving the device harder but with the 
consequence of reduced life. 

An advantage of i-l diodes Is that the drive voltage Is compatible with logic levels but 
their efficiencies are still such that current drivers are required to Interface between 
the logic circuits and the light emitting elements. The reliability Is of course, very 
high being similar to that of other semiconductor devices. The conversion efflclei cles 
of these devices varies depending on the materials. Hed Gal has one of the highest 
efficiencies, 6-7^,but for some materials the efficiency Is 0.1* or even less (.5?). 
Research Is now devoted to the materials technology and particularly to Improvlnr 
luminous efficiencies In order to reduce current drive requirements. Switching times 
are very fast, being of the order of nanoseconds and they exhibit a sharp threshold 
which, as we will see later, Is an advantage In cross bar addressed matrix displays. 
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The raolooulas In smootlo materials lie In parallel layers with their axes perpendicular 
to the plane of each layer. Smeotlo materials do not normally respond to an electric 
field and therefore, except for one recent experiment In which a laser was used to write 
on a smeotlo panel, they are not considered practlcAl for display applications. 

In cholesterlc materials the molecules are arranged In parallel layers, and In each layer, 
the axes of the aolecules are mutually parallel and lie In the plane of the layer. 
Furthermore there Is a rotation of the direction of the axes from one layer to the next. 
The angle of rotation Is constant. An Interesting characteristic of cholesterlc materials. 
In so far as display applications are concerned. Is that thoy will change colour under 
the Influence of a dc field. Despite this, little effort has been devoted to their de- 
velopment as a display technique. 

Nematlc materials (39) demonstrate the least orderly crystalline structure. Their only 
characteristic Is that.  In a passive state, the molecules are aligned with their longi- 
tudinal axes mutually parallel. 

Various electro-optic effects of nematlc materials can be exploited to produce display 
devices Cw). The most common of thsse are i 

- dynamic scattering, 

- electrically controlled brlefrlngenoe and 

- twisted nematlcs. 

Dynamic scattering Is a current effect.  In nematlc compounds the electric dlpole moment 
does not He alonp; the molecular axis. The result of this is that application of an 
electric field causes ions to flow, resulting: in a space charge building up,and the con- 
sequent shear forces cause turbulence of the molecular arrangement and changes in the 
refractive index. Thus, what Is normally a transparent liquid,  will  scatter light when 
a field is applied.  To exploit this effect a thin layer of nematlc material, normally 
5->0 microns thick,   is sandwiched between two glass plates with transparent conductors 
deposited on their Inner surfaces. The crystals can be either In a homeotropic or 
homogeneous state.  I.e.  the molecules are aligned either normal to,  or parallel to, the 
electrodes. Desired alignment can be achieved by a number of different methods C*!). 

Figure 16 Illustrates how dynamic scattering can be exploited.   In the direct viewing 
mode (a) the light source is directed obliquely through the layer and the element will 
appear dark to the observer until a field is applied to the cell when the transmitted 
light will be diffused.  Thus the cell behaves as a simple optical shutter.  A reflective 
device  (b)  Is similar to direct viewing except that ambient light is used together with 
a reflecting roar surface. The advantage of this technique  Is that the brighter the am- 
bient light then the brighter will bo the display.  Figure 16 (c)  illustrates how dynamic 
scattering can be used to construct a projection display. 
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fm  intrinsic disadvantage of dynamic scattering Is the comparatively slow response. 
' joause the cost of Individual addressing of each display element Mould be prohibitive 
for a display of more than several characters, multiplexing must be used, 'nils means 
that each element must be pulsed. But the voltage required to switch this device 
Increases rapidly as the mark to space ratio of the pulse train Is reduced (see figure 17). 

For both X-Y addressed matrices 
and multiplexed alpha-numeric 
displays this Is particularly disadvan- 
tageous because half addressed elements 
will turn on If the peak voltage exceeds 
by two or three times the threshold vol- 
tage. Dual frequency addressing can be 
used to overcome this disadvantage (4?) (45). 

'»V  M   ? F- 

No   OF  LINES 
SCANNED 

100 

Vp. 

50 

20  - 

0 2 5 Dut^ Ratio  Vt 

riG  U    PEAK   SWITCMJNG    VOLTAGE    AS    A   FUNCTION 

OF   DUTY   RATIO     (Sourer  r«f   40) 

p:1ectrlcally Controlled Birefringence 
(jC£)  Is a field effect.  If a nematlc 
liquid Is in a homeotroplc state. I.e. 
the molecules are aligned perpendicu- 
larly to the electrodes, then the bire- 
fringence of the device can be controlled 
by applying an electric field. If light 
Is passed through a polarizer, then through 
the device and through a second polarizer 
at 90° to the first, the device will ap- 
pear dark if unactlvated. Application of 
an electric field will cause light to be 
transmitted and the wavelength (or colour) 
of the transmitted light will depend on 
the voltage applied. 

SCB, although offering a large multlplexlnK capability,  suffers from a very narrow field of 
view and difficulties of device manufacture. 

Twisted nematlc devices have the molecules allpjiod parallel to the electrodes but the direc- 
tion of the longitudinal axes of the molecules varies through the liquid layer from one 
electrode to the other.  Plane polarized light passing through such a device will have Its 
plane of polarization rotated. Application of a voltaga will tend to straighten the helix 
arrangement of the molecules and change the angle of rotation of the plane of polarization. 
Thus,  placed between two polarizers, this djvlce has a high contrast ratio and a sharp 
threshold. 

A comparalson of the three electro-optic effects and the pre 
In table ?   : 

mt state of the art Is given 

Dynamic scatterlnn SOB Twisted nematlcs 

i-ffect Current field field 

Drive    (volts) 10-50 k 2-4 

Current  O/A/cm  ) 10 1 1 

t  (rise)   (msecs) 10-20 10 10 

t (decay)  (msecs) 1oo-poo 100 100 

TABLS ?  :  Characteristics of nematic liquid crystals. 
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Memory can be provided with  liquid crystals by adding 1-2% of a oholesterlc material to a 
nematlc material. Writing Is then possible at a low frequency whereas a high frequency will 
erase, storage of several months has been achieved In this way but,  at the moment, the 
amplitude of the erase  signal   Is very high. 

■'(.•. jas Discharge 

The glow discharge phenomenon which can be Induced in certain gases under certain 
conditions has been exploited for display purposes. Both ac and dc devices have been developed. 
The ac device has Inherent memory. However dc devices can also be built with memory. Both 
types are most suitable for large panel displays of a matrix of Small closely spaced cells 
addressed by orthogonal sets of parallel electrodes. However both methods also lend them- 
selves to bar matrix alpha-numeric Indicators. 

Fig. 18 shows the usual construction of a dc gas discharge panel. 
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EIG   '9      CONSTRUCTION    OF    A    DC    GAS    DISCHARGE    PANEL 

The electrodes are typically thick film conductors fired onto the Inner surfaces of the 
glass plates.  They coincide with the rows and columns of   cells   which are etched In 
the photosensitive glass spacer. The cell contains a gas,  the most  common being neon. 
Appropriate signals applied to a pair of anode-cathode address lines will fire the cell 
at their Intersection. The striking voltage depends on several  factors such as gas used, 
pressure,  spacing between electrodes,  etc.  Usually a bias voltage of 150-250 V Is applied 
permanently between anodes and cathodes and half address pulses superimposed on both 
electrodes to Ignite the appropriate cell or cells. The half address pulse applied to 
a single electrode plus the bles voltage must not fire any non-addressed cells. Therefore 
the spread of the striking voltages must be kept to a minimum.  Mean brightness Is typically 
100 ft.L.  Hellablllty Is affected by sputtering but the effect of this can be reduced by 
recessing the cathodes and providing sputter traps between adjacent cells  (44),  Memory 
can be obtained by providing a resistor In series with each cell. This can be achieved 
by printing and firing the resistor onto the glass substrate using high resistivity thick 
film inks    (45), or by evaporating thin-film resistors (46). Because  in this case the 
addressed cells are permanently on,  brightness values of 1000 ft.L.   can be achieved. 

Self scanning gas discharge alpha-numeric displays have been developed using a technique 
which allows the transfer of the glow discharge from one cathode electrode to an adjacent 
cathode  (47).  A panel using this technique has also been built with  grey scale  (48). 

— .   
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Flg. 19 Bhowa the construction of an ao discharge panel. 
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FIG 19    CONSTRUCTION     OE   AN    AC   GAS   DISCHARGE     PANEL 

Conparlng this with fig, 18, It will be seen that the essential difference Is that the 
electrodes of the ao panel are not in contact with the gas. This Is usually achieved 
by depositing a dielectric layer over the electrodes. The electrodes are thus capaoltlvely 
coupled to the cells and the device must be ac driven. 

The advantage of the ac panel over the dc 'Jovlce Is that the former exhibits Inherent 
storage (49). This Is best explained by reference to fig. 20,  which Illustrates the 
voltage and current waveforms associated with the different phases of operation. 

Consider the operation of a single cell. A maintaining voltage, Vm, la applied to the 
plectrodes permanently, (fig. r^a). Py oapacltlve ooupllnc;, a similar voltage 
exists across the cell but It Is arranged that this cell voltage Is below the required 
striking voltage, Vs, as shown in the first part of fig. 20c.  At time t a positive 
pulse (fig. 20b)  Is superimposed on the maintaining voltage thus taking the voltage 
across the cell above Vs. The cell fires and electrons and ions separate to create an 
additional wall charge voltage across the cell which opposes the applied voltage and 
extinguishes the discharge. The residual wall charge is such that It will now aid the 
voltace build-up during the next half cycle and therefore the maintaining voltage alone 
will be sufficient to take Uta c^ell voltage beyond Vs and cause another discharge. At 
each discharge a reversal of the residual wall charge will occur and the cell will 
fire every half cycle (fig. 20 c 4 d). This will continue until such time that the 
cell is erased. To achieve ensure a negative pulse (fig. fob) is superimposed on the 
maintaining voltage at time t such that it opposes the reversal of the wall charge, 
reducing it to zero. The cell then reverts to the off state. 

A display panel has been built with multiple states offering ^he possibility of grey 
scale (50). 

Typical operating characteristics include a maintaining voltage of 200-2507 at 50-250 KHz. 
Half switching pulses are typically .50-60V. Brightness is of the order of 50 ft.L. but 
is dependent on frequency of the maintaining voltage. 
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FIG   20      VOLTAGE    AND    CURRENT     WAVEFORMS    OF    AC     GAS    DISCHARGE      CELL 

The most  suitable Ras for both do and  ac devices  Is n^on which  limits the colour of the dis- 
play to the orange-red glow typical  of this gas.  However other colours are  possible by uslnr, 
a gas such as xenor.,  which emits ultra-violet  radiation.  In conjunction with a phosphor de- 
posited on the cell walls which  Is excited by IT/ light  (51).  Alternatively phosphors excltod 
by  low energy electrons can be used   (52). 

4.5 Addressing 

The advanced techniques discussed above are generally suitable for alpha-numeric 
and dynamic data displays, although,   because of particular characteristics,   certain are more 
suited to one or the other of  fi^se  apnllcatlons. 

In so far as alpha-numeric displays  are concerned there are two possible methods of dls- 
pltylng a character :  the segmented  matrix and the dot, matrix.  These  are  Illustrated In 
figure 81. The 7 bar segmented  matrix  (flg.  Pia)  Is sufficient for the numerals   )-9 and 
a limited number of letters but the 16 bar version Illustrated  In figure ?l(b)  Is required 
for a full alpha-numeric capability.  With a dot matrix,  the larger the matrix then the  less 
will be the limitations on character shape or font.  However,  the larger the matrix the more 
complex will be character generation  and addressing. A 35 point matrix  (7x5),  as shown  In 
figure ?l(c)  Is usually considered the best  compromise. 
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FIG    21      TYPICAL    NUMERIC    AND     ALPHA    NUMERIC    MATRICES 

With the segmented matrix, character generation Is simpler ruid therefore cheaper but a 
7 x 5 dot matrix generally gives a more pleasing character font and the possibility of 
a larger number of special   symbols. 

;7haracter generators are available,  off the  shelf,   for both methods.   In each case they 
accept a standard 6 or 7 bit data code  such as an  ISO or the ASCI!  code and  convert this 
to a 7 or lb bit parallel output  for the segmented matrix, or a   55 bit parallel/serial 
output for the dot matrix.   !n this latter case  the character generator outputs sequentially 
the 5  columns of the character fon.iat on 7 parallel lines.  For such a character venerator 
an additional   J bit Input  Is required  to define the column to be output  and  to control 
its timing.  Special character generators are also available which output the   55 dot character 
row sequentially on 5 parallel  outputs.  As for the configuration of an  alpha-numeric dis- 
play,  we can distinguish t',.ree basic elements;  the memory,  the character generator and tne 
display element.  Either the character generator can precede the memory or It  can come between 
the memory and the display.  Furthermore the character generator may or may not be time  shared. 
The configuration will depend  on display oapeclty,   characteristics of the display  technique, 
etc.   (53). 

In a Static array all  characters are permanently on.  Tills means that either each character 
has Its own character generator  Interposed between the memory and the display or the memory 
follows the character generator,  there being 1 bit of memory for each display element.     The 
former solution Is expensive  In  character generators,  tha latter Is only suitable  If the dis- 
play  technique has Inherent or integrated memory. 

Tf ♦   e display technique does not have  Inherent memory then time sharing the  character 
gene,   'or requires that the display Is continually refreshed,  '"his must be done at  a sufflcle.it 
rate to avoid flicker.  However the rate at which the display can be refreshed depends on the 
rise time of the display technique and the number of characters.  Furthermore  the effective 
brlgh'.ness will  depend upon duty cycle of the  Individual  elements,  the duty  cycle being defined 
as the ratio of "on" time to  "off" time. 

For time shared arrays various options are open.   A display can be refreshed  character 
sequentially,  i.e.  one character at a time. The duty cycle therefore  for a.';  N  '-iiaracter 
display  Is l/N.  For a 7 x 5 dot  matrix display a  35 bit buffer niliory  iPUSt  bo   Interporied 
between  the character generator and the display  and an N position BCMU Inp   flr-'ult must 
be provided (see fig. 2?). 
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FIG  22     CHARACTER   SEQUENTIAL   ADDRESSING 

Alternatively the display can be driven column sequentially as shown In figure ?3.  In this 
case no buffer memory Is required and only 7 drivers  Instead of ^5 but,  on th« other hand 
a S x N scanning circuit Is required and the duty cycle falls to 1/5H. 
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FlKure ft Illustrates a row sequential character drive.  In this case the maximum duty cycle 
Is approximately 1W but does not decrease much with an  Increase  In the number of chan-cters. 
A character generator which outputs the character Information row by row Is required. 

SCANNER 

FIG   24    RO*   SEQUENTIAL     ADDRESSING 

Heferrlnp; to flu.,  r'* the sequence Is as follows : the first character code Is applied to 
the input of the character venerator and the row select Input Is addressed to enable the 
output of the 5 bits of the charact-jr's first row. Tills Information Is steered Into the 
row store of the first character. The second character Is then presented to the character 
generator and Its first row of Information similarly fed to the row store of the second 
character. This Is continued until the row stores all contain the first row Information 
of all the characters. The scanner then selects the first row of the matrix and all the 
ele-nents are driven In parallel. The row stores are then cleared and the process repeated 
for the second row. This continues until the last row has been displayed. The cycle Is 
then repeated. The hlpji duty cycle and simple scanning circuits are achieved at the expense 
of 5 x M bits of row storage and 5 X N drivers. 

A simple calculation will show that, assuming, a character generator response time of 
1 /usec. and a display refresh rate of 951  Hz. then to display 100 characters the duty 
cycle will be approximately 1?^. (This compares with 1^ in the case of the character 
sequential method). 

A dynamic data display referb to a display of synthetic data such as a computer processed 
radar display or a flight plan track display. We must therefore consider displays of 
several hundred lines resolution. 

One way of exploiting advanced display techniques for a dynamic data display would be 
to provide a systemptlc scan similar to a television raster. This has been shown to be 
feasible uslnc: a plezo-voltalc crystal In conjunction with a field effect electrolumlnescnt 
panel ('j'O- But to benefit from such a technique would require the display store to be 
organized and scanned similarly to the display matrix. For a display of 1000 lines of 
1000 points this would require 10'' bits of memory for a monochrome display without F.rey scale. 
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Thoroforo th« only practical means of addreaalng a dynamic data display Is to provide random 
access. Proposals have been made to use scanning lasers to randomly address display panels 
but any such device would suffer from two of the disadvantages of the CHT which we would like 
to eliminate , that Is the physical dimension and the requirement for switching voltages 
of several kV of present laser deflection techniques. 

A practical alternative for random access addressing Is coordinate or cress bar addressing 
In X and Y. Evan so a display of 1000 x 1000 lines resolutions will require 2000 address 
lines. Considerable effort Is now being directed towards the development of techniques for 
addressing matrix display panels and one of the potential solutions receiving some atten- 
tion Is the use of submatrloes In the addressing circuits to reduce the number of lines. 

There are other problems which must be taken Into account when considering the display drive. 
As we have already seen the display must be refreshed at a sufficient rate to avoid flicker. 
Techniques with slow switching speeds Impose constraints on the rate at which Information 
can be written. Furthermore the duty cycle, and therefore the refresh rate,will affect the 
luminance. 

One answer to some of these problems Is a technique with Inherent memory. This will not re- 
duce the complexity of the scanning or selection circuits but It will eliminate the require- 
ment for high refresh rates which Imposes constraints on the amount of data displayed. Per- 
manent data may be written once only and changing data will be erased and rewritten as re- 
quired. 

4.6 Advanced Techniques In ATC Display Systems 

It Is probably true to say that advanced techniques are now developed to such a point 
that they may be applied to certain ATC display requirements. 

Early applications of the advanced techniques have been to alpha-numeric displays. The first 
devices to appear on the market were single character modules. These were soon extended to 
3 or ^ characters per module and, no doubt wfth the fast expanding market for desk top cal- 
culators In mind,  further developed to 9 *r.d 16 characters. 

There are many minor requirements In ATC systems for very limited alpha-numeric,  or simply 
numeric,  arrays such as digital clocks etc. which can therefore already be fulfilled by 
these techniques. 

Large tabular data displays are becoming more common In ATC with the Introduction of auto- 
matic data processing. Such displays have capacities of aiv-thing from 500 characters up- 
wards. If we consider the state of the advanced technique- a~ they stand today,  Juiiction 
electroluminescence can be ruled out as a potential technique to fulfil such a requirement 
because of Its unsuitabillty for large capacity displays. X-Y addressing would be essential 
to minimise drive and scan circuits. Furthermore to eliminate what would otherwise be an 
Insurmountable problem of continuously refreshing the data,  either a technique with Inherent 
memory should be used or the display divided Into regments,  each one having its own charac- 
ter generator,  drive and scanning circuits. The former solution at the moment could only 
be served by the gas discharge panel, but certain liquid crystals also have a potential 
to provide storage displays. 

Dynamic data displays differ from alpha-numeric tabular displays in that they are essentially 
large area displays (     > 1000 lines resolution) but despite this large area the data density 
Is generally low. ITicy display a mixture of static or quasi-static data such as vector maps, 
etc. and continuously and sometimes rapidly changing data such as aircraft tracks. They will 
also contain characters and symbols arid therefore character generation will be required. 
The problems of addressing such a display, as discussed above, are inhibiting the applica- 
tion of the these techniques to ATC requirements. 

However a solid state radar display has recently been developed. Although It is simple 
in concept and llmitid in that It has one specific application,  it represents a considerable 
step towards the use of these techniques in ATC systems. The display is a distance from 
threshold indicator (DKTI)  Intended for monitoring aircraft on the last few miles of approach 
before touchdown and is bright enough to be viewed in the high ambient lighting of the air- 
field control tower (fig. ?5). 
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Fig. ?5  :  Marconi Distance From Threshold Indicator using GaAsP USD 
matrix (photo by courtesy of Marconi Research) 

Ko one has yet produced a definite requirement  In civil ATC for a largo screen dynamic 
display. By large  screen Is meant a display area of 1  sq.m.  or more.  This would probably 
be a wall display.   Its great advantage would be In coordination,   for Kov-ral viewers could 
all share exactly the  Bam  Information. But to make  It easily lnterpret?>ble  In such a role 
It would almost certainly have to be multi-coloured.  Certain projection techniques exist 
for producing such a system but they suffer from various disadvantages  (e.g.  poor resolu- 
tion,  response time,  etc.).  Matrix techniques may prove to bo capable of fulfilling such 
a requirement  if  It arises.  If the problems which,   at  the  monont,  are holding bick the 
development of a dynamic data display as discussed  In the previous paragraphs can be over- 
come,  then a large screen display will nlso almost  certainly be feasible. 

'».? Economic Aspects of Advanced Techniques 

For the  choice of display technique In civil ATC systems cost will  usually be the 
o\ ^rrldlng factor. Therefore one of the first questions we must ask when considering the 
use of these techniques to fulfill our requirements Is   :   "Can we do It cheaper than with 
a CRT?" But  It  Is not  sufficient to compare merely the  costs of the various possible dis- 
play elements. The cost of '■vie Interface and back-up equipment will often be a large pro- 
portion of the total system cosl.. 

It can be assumed that,  at the present moment all the techniques discussed above are cheaper 
than the CRT for an alpha-numerlo display up to 100 characters capacity. Beyond this capacity 
gas discharge devices are particularly Interesting,  those using solfscannlng techniques 
probably being the cheapest up to ?000 characters capacity and the ac discharge panel with 
Inherent memory probably proving to be superior on a cost assessment up to and beyond 
5000 character;..   It has been suggested that by 197^ only  liquid crystals will prove 
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to be more expens!vo  for n 500 charnotor «IphR-numprlc dlsplny.  For the pomplox «HsplBy 
system,   Indurllnt»; both tnhulnr and dynnmlc data displays of an automated ATC syntem 
It  !r  believed that  rf the present potential advanced techniques no r.BS dlsoharre and 
dc selfscannlnp; o;aR dlsohnrw techniques are the most  feasible and that both of these 
my provide n dlsplv/  syste-n for considerably less than the cost of a  CRT system In 
1980. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The cathode  rny tube ha1! been the universal  medium for the display of dynamic 
data In ATC systems  and,  becnuse of  Its versatility and other advantages,  will  continue 
to be so  In the near future.   However there Is now emerirlnp; froin the  research and de- 
velopment laboratories a number of display technique"! potentially more suited to the 
modem computer driven display systems. The Incentive of commercial applications of 
these techniques  Is acoeleratlnp; their development such that their performance  :o 1m- 
provlnR rapidly and their limitations and disadvantages compared to the CRT are bolnp; 
reduced or eliminated.  The display designer of Vie future may be faced with a choice 
of technlcues,  the selection of which will  depe.id on human factors,  operational, 
technical  and economic aspects of the particular application. 
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f Air Navi gation 

The ;:>resent pa;:>er at t m ts to sui!IMrize th- charac teri s tics an a pl1cati o s f com u t. ·r·s i n 
Air raff l e ontrol . It is ma:.nly base on the expe ri nc in upp r airs pace . 
Af ter a short summary of the different appl ications , the general charac t ri stics of hnr ware 
and soft ware architecture are iscussed . 'Ill is i nclu es a "Scr·i p ion rru i j}r ocessor and 
mult i compu ter systems with their spec ific A orient ri ,h rals , rea - time op rat i n 
systems , progranming techniques, data base and i n arti cular rel1ab1 lty aspec ts an th 
associated problems of recove ry management. Thi s i s follow e by a chap ter on th princ i ples 
of data transmiss ion in Air Tra f fic Control systems. The radar ata processing deals mai nl y 
with mono- and multi-radar tracki ng aspects. Fir ally a sunrnary of th different functions 
is given wh!ch can pre sently be provide by a fl ight da t a processing sys tem, 

I . Introduction. 

I t was at the end of the 50's that the f irst attempts were rna e to aut mate certa.in functi ons 
of Air Traffi c Control by using Electronic Data Processing. The reason was a genP.ral feelin~ 
that, with the introduction of Jet transport and the anticipated growth of tra f fic , nertous 
cons1derat1on should be given to automation of ATC. 

Almost in parallel several approaches have been started in diffe r en t countri s , all wi th t he 
obJective of increas ing the capacity and efficiency of t he system by improvi ng coordination 
methods and t hus r eleas ing ai r traf ic controllers from routine tasks. 

A certain number of principles wer e laid down in the early days. r'or ex .. mple the following 
two statements are extrac ted f rom a zapor of the firs t meeting vf the Hu les of the Air, 
Air Traffic Servi ces and Search and Rescue division of the lnternational Civil Aviation 
Organisation (RAC/SAR I CAO) of Octe>ber/November 1 , throw some light on the in1 tial conce1Jt 
of ATC automation. 

"In view of the difficulty of ensuring that all aircraft will be fitted with special airborne 
equipment, which has been designed exclusively for air traffic control and which will always 
be serviceable in the air, automatic air traffic control equipment should be bas ically ground 
equipment and able to operate independently of special e•uipmen t in the aircraft." 

"Unless it can be shown that the radar installations concerr.ed have a very high degree of 
reliability in detecting targeta under all atmospheric conditions, an automatic air traffic 
control system should not be based exclusively on the use of radar. This does not preclude 
radar as a primary source of information for the equipment, but any such use of ~adar should 
be supported by alt ernative means of obtaining the position of the aircraft". 

Especially the second statement may be interpreted as a general suspicion abou t the integrity 
of radar information and the means to process it and indeed the first reliable radar data 
processing systems, which departed from the purely ground-based concept in that they relied 
heavily on the carriage of secondary radar airborne transponders, became only operational in 
the late 60's/early 70's. 

Mos •. of i.he s yste s which wht:r·e implemented before that da te here fore used flight plan infor
mation and pilot reports as the primary and sometime:; only source of information. 
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Alter  ill teen years ol   experience  In ATC automation,  computers ore n<M generally accepted 
elements  In modern systems uut one has nevertheless  to admit that computers have   turned 
out not  to be  the manic  remedy  to the  problems ol  ATC.    Controllers may sometimes even 
leel  that  the additional workload  Imposed by  UM  requirement  to Keep  the system up-to-date 
Is not always  bulnnced  by  the services   the system provides. 

To arrive at the present situation one had however to overcome many setbacks,  which caused 
In nany cases considerable delays and cost overruns,    ""here were  the usual  proolems which 
ai.ybody has who  tries  to ^ppJy data processing In    his special application  : 

- the  limits ol  a convenient utilization ol   "the computer" had not been  fully appreciated 
and consequently  the complexity ol   the so)tware was  Irequently on a critical  level. 

- the management methods used  lor system dellnltlon and Implementation was not always 
adequate  lor the size and complexity ol'  the proJ-.-cls.     In particular  the sol tware  Itinc- 
tlons were sometimes only poorly aellntd. 

FUrUttnnr* the  technology requirea 1'or a  proper design and Implementation was not always 
available and success ol' some projects were  in particular dependant on progress  in areas 
such as aigitai signal proce^ciug,  graphic and alphanumeric aisilays,  computer archltejture 
and special programming  techniques. 

The present paper does not pretend to give someting like a philosophical  approach to 
automation In ATC but Is rather an attempt  to summarize  the application and characteristics 
ol   computers in ATC»  whose Impiementatlon Ms  been shown  to be  feasible.     It is mainly 
based on  the BUROCONTROL experience and data  processing systems and makes  frequent use of 
Internal  report:, and documents  issued  jn  :he oc-asion of courses and seminars. 

.'enputer applications In Air Traffic Control   '.ATC) 

Computers are used in ATC for the  lollowing purposes  : 

- radar plot extraction and transnlssion 
- exchange of ATC information 
- processing of Might plan and radar data In ATC centres 

All t.hree aPP-'-lcat-ions are mainiy input/output driven and require fast response ana high 
reliability. In the lollowlng a summary of the functions and the necessary peripherals 
is given lor each application. 

2.1. 

The  increasing size of the area of responsibility of ATC centres makes  it necessary  to 
implement several  radar stations  located at different places  in order to achieve complete 
raaar peerage.     This entails a requirement to transmit radar information over long dis- 
tarces.    This aim can only  be achieved  in an economical way  if  the  large amount of 
Information delivered oy  the  radar it:elf can be compressed  to such an extent that it 
can be transmitted  through normal  leased telephone lines. 

W1 th the present  technology radar plot extraction and transmission control can best be 
accomplished by a combination of a special purpose hardwired target detection facility 
and a process control computer.    The  task distribution is frequently as follows :   The 
target detection facility is  responsible  for analog/digital conversion,   and some  ba^lo 
processing,  e.g.  distance and azimuth calculation.    The computer performs primary  (PR) 
anu seconoary ISGH)  radar correlation,    3SH code validation,  discrimination of reflec- 
tions, conversion into transmission format and control of transmission lines.    The 
integral device is called "hadar Plot Extractor".    In some extractors the computer 
tasks are mainly  limited to  formatting and transmission control task.  The computers 
used for this purpose generally have a limited instruction set with an average execution 
time in the order of t? /us.  The system is duplicated lor reliability reasons and performs 
parallel  processing;  switchover between  the  two computers in case of a failure is auto- 
matic. 

The peripherals consist of    ! 

- communications interfaces   for medium speed synchroneous transmission  (sometimes slow 
start/stop back channels)  attached to a multiplexer channel. 

i   
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- fast channel  Interlaces  lor'  reception ol  data  from th';  target detection  logic, 

- magnetic  tapes  tor Initial  program  load and statistics recording, 

- control  lacllltles .such as operator consolefi.  Inter-processor ^ommunlca Ions and 
special  monitoring devtcea. 

2.;^.   Exchange  ol  A'l'o" Information 

Data which describe the dynamic  environmental  conditions  (e.g.  meteorological data) 
or a lllght  leg.   Ulght plan)  have  to be transmitted  to a multitude of ATC-sltes. 
Traditionally  this  Is done by semiautomatic means via the Aeronautical  Fixed Tele- 
communications Network  (A/IN),   however even A.-TN relay stations are  more and more 
computerized  to reduce  the operating stall.     Moreover the unprotected and slow AKIN 
telegraph channels   (tiO to L'ÜO Baud)  are  oeing gradually replaced by protected medium 
speed  lines   (JP'tOO/'löOü baud)  controlled by Computers.    This new network communicates 
with  the data processing systems  in ATC-centres and aerodromes. 

The computer types are similar  to those used in radar plot extractors/   ti'a reliability 
requirements are however higher  than  lor Hadar Plot Extractors as data aro not repetitive. 
The processing system is duplicated,   both parallel processing and re itart techniques 
are used. 

The  peripherals generally used are  : 

- communications Interfaces for medium speed synchroneous and slow speed start/stop 
transmission, 

- magnetic  tape and printers for  logging and statistics gathering purposes, 

- disks or drums  for program swapping and  to maintain the message queues, 

- display or printer keyboards  lor local or remote input of data, 

- control  facilities as  for the  radar extractor, 

- high speed interface   (e.g.   channel attachment)  if the system is connected with a 
host computer. 

?.}.   Processing of  flight plan and radar data in ATC centres 

Within ATC-centres computers are used in increasing number to discharge  the operational 
staff from routine work.     In  the course of development computers have  first  been used 
for the purpose of printing lllght progress strips.    The lllght data were inserted 
manually;  strip-printing was done  instantaneously in a central position.     Over the 
years systems became more sophisticated  :   they could receive data directly frcm AFTO, 
aelay printing of strips until  they were really required by the controllers and route 
them to the appropriate sectors.     The most advanced systems actually  in operation 
provide furthermore facilities  to complete the strip information dynamically by the 
display of messages on electronic data displays  (EDD) as a first step towards a 
system without strips. 

The  lunctions  Initially performed by computers  in the field of radar aata processing 
within ATC-centres were also rather  limited,   i.e.  no attempt was "-ule  to improve  by 
means of a  tracking procedure  the quality of the position 'mormatlon using a smoothing 
technique which correlates plots  of  the same  target from several radars and antenna 
turns.    The early systems where  therefore only capable to receive plot messages sent 
oy the extractor to filter them In such a way  that each target is displayed only once 
arid finally  to convert,  the data  into the  format required by the radar aisplays.     In 
the next generation of radar data processing systems tracking was introduced,  sometimes 
limited on S3R data,    in advanced systems the radar positions are additionally used 
to update the flight plan position In order to improve the precision of time values 
used uy  the system.    This is especially Important if time critical messages must 
automatically be  transmitted  to other centres.     In a next stage of development the 
combined flight plan/radar information is used for conflict alerting.    These systems 
are in a high degree EDu oriented and ask therefore  for improved reliability. 

 — ■^^^^ MMMHMIkUüMIMiiMto^aafeMMHMilH 
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t     gtneral com|iuter characteristics can be given tor this type of application because 
01'  varying raqulrtmnta and system architectures.    The computing speed,   input/output 
eapdblllty mi i memory size roaches  fron the upper range cf minicomputers lor simple 
ilight plan processing  [b'PPl   ■ systems  to large multiprocessor    or multicomputer 
conl'lguratlom  lor combined KPP/radar aata processing  (liDP)- system;.     If a high 
input/output capability is required sptciallzed computerb frequently perform this 
lask.     Various restart or swi ch-over techniques ranging from slow manuaiiy controlleo 
restart  to lully automatic  rec "int igurations of computing. Input/output and memory- 
elements of the multiprocessors are used.    The  typical peripherals arc  : 

- disks or drums for memory extei r.ion and to safeguard data for restart purposes, 

- mag;.etlc  tapes  for legal and otati. tlcai recording, 

- display kejDoards  to input  flight-plai,  and system control data by operators, 

- EQD's for the display of manually or automatically triggered flight Information, 

- KDD's with touch Input aevice   (Til))  to enaole controllers to communicate with the 
system, 

- SDD's with the appropriate Cüntroi lacilitles, 

- printer for the display of  lllKht progress strips and for logging of operational data, 

- communications Interlaces for the reception of radar data and for exchange of data 
with other c.-ntres, 

- ficllities for system control such as operator consoles,  configuration switches 
and special devices  for interprocessor communications and hardware monitoring. 

?. 4.  Computer Systems 

As already mentioned In  the preceedlng paragraph a large number of configurations are 
currently In use In ATT-applications.     "'hey range from simple unl-processors  to very 
complex mull 1-processor configurations depending on the reliability requirements and 
•he load  to be handled and also  Include a multitude of input/output   i,iA))  choices. 

2.4.1.  Computer hardware 

Computers consist of three oaslc  components : 

- the processor to decode and execute instructions and to control  the i/o channels; 

- the random access memory to store progrMns and r.ata; 

- the i/o channel (si  to perform the exchange of data between memory and I/o 
devices. 

These components can be configured in several ways  to form a suitable ATC system. 

I'nl-processor systems 

In the simplest and most often used conventional unl-processor systems only one 
memory and processor-urlt but    sometimes several I/o channels exist.  These 
elements must be completed cy some control and monitoring hardware  to make a 
workable computer. 
The capacity of unl-processors used for ATC systems covers the spectrum from 
small minicomputers to very large computers ; 

- Minicomputers are used in application with much i/o,   little processing and 
a simple data base.    Their characteristics are typically as follows : 

.   core or semi-conductor memory with a size from 4 to ^4 K 1 > bit words, 
some supervisor functions are sometimes in read-only memory. 

.   instruction set  is most suitable for   logical and simple arithmetical 
operations with limited  test on correctness of data and Includes tnatruotlona 
for bit and character handling.    The typical execution time Is ? /us. 

.   irequently only one I/o channel   i common data bus\   out direct memory 
access for fast peripherals. 

.  many priority levels for interrupts sometimes even with automatic switching 
of the processing environment,  i.e.  index registers and accumulators are 
automatically safeguarded when an intermpt occurs. 

.   the reliability is very high  (typical mean up-time 3000 to 10000 hours), 
therefore only llmitfd error monitoring facilities exist,  occasionally 
even no memory checking by parity bits. 
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LArge computers are Ideal for appllcallons with moderate I/o.  extensive 
processing and a big complex data base.    Their characteristics are typically 
as follows : 

,  core or aeml-oorr'uctor memory with a size up to 't M bytes with byte or word 
structure,  access control  by hardware protection key.    Heoent systems have 
paging capability,  a hierarchy of  fast, and slow memory and automatic corrf 3- 
tlon of parity-errors. 

.  powerful Instruction set for logical,  binary and decimal arithmetic proces- 
sing with extensive tests on correctness of dati,  average execution time as 
low as 5'X) ns,  sometimes automatic Instruction retry on the occurrence of 
;allures and special Instructions for selective resetting of hardware. 

.  several,  Independant multiplexer and selector channels,  with capability  for 
chaining of commands and retry of transfers on detection of unexpected 
conditions. 

.  moderate reliability, depending en computer size mean up-tlmc- between c'ljO 
and 5(;0 hours.   Advanced and  sophisticate! hardware surveillance  features 
and the modular hardware structure allow however to continue the system 
operation In a degraded mode or at least a controlled system shut-down. 

Modular multi-processor systems 

Single unl-processors do not satisfy the reliability requirements of ATC systems 
and have the further disadvantage that a completely new system must be installed 
when the load exceeds their capacity.     To solve both the reliability and the  load 
problem,  modular multi-processor systems have especially been developed for ATC 
systems. 

Modular multi-processors combine several independant memory modules,  processors 
and i/o processors into one big computer.    The principles of such a configuration 
are shown in figure 1  : 
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Pig, 1  :  Multiprocessor system 

A number of processing elements   (PE)  without i/o capability have access to a 
number of independant memory modules  (W).    Specialised input/output processing 
elements  (l^PE) with access to the sann memory modules are responsible for the 
i/o operations.    An Ififii. again cons.'stj   of a processor and I/o channels as 
described above. 

PE's are the computational,  logical and control elements and dispose therefore 
of special instructions for the control of the system,  e.g.  to define the status 
of HM's and I^PE's and the    allocation of preferential storage to I^PE'B.  PE'S 

Inform 10 PE's of an i/o request and vice-versa l/SPl-.'s inform PE's of termination 
of i/o operations through special instructions.    The real data are however passed 
via shared storage. 
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The configuration control and monitoring Tacllltles allow,  by manual  Interventloi' 
or automatically,   to establish several modes of operation and control of  the PE1';, 
which monitor each other,  MM's and 10PE's  : 

1.  All elements cooperate  In a single system In order to Improve processing and 
I/o capacity, 

?.  Most elements operate as mentioned under 1,  but some are In a stand-by mode 
and only become operational If an active element falls, 

}.  Elements are grouped to form several  Independant systems,  e.g,   the majority 
forms the operational system and a mlnlsystem consisting of only one element 
of each type Is under maintenance. 

The best known special purpose ATC multi-processor Is the IBM 'i02l> system,     it 
Is built of componen's  from IHM }oO/'jO and .JuO/ob computers.    Each system may 
consist of maximum of * PK's,  3 IflPE's and 1? W's of i? K words each.  l^PE's 
are system )00 CPU's with ? selector and one multiplexer channel each.    The 
mean-up time Is calculated to be of the oruer of 30,000 hours, 

Miltlcomputer systems 

Though standard multl-processor cyntems   (e,g, UNIVAC UoO series,   ("uifllling most 
of the above requirements are becoming more common,  manj  ATC systems being actually 
operational or under development belong to  the  fanlly of rnultl-corrputer syctems 
composed of universal computers,   (fig,  ?) 
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Elg.  2 :    Multi-computer system. 

Basically,   two types of multl-computer systems can tie distinguished  : 

- the hierarchical host satellite system with the main purpose to discharge  the 
powerful host from i/o processing and 

- the system with loosely coupled computers of the same size to achieve   :all  safe 
operation. 

Host -satellite system 

Host    and satellite are linked via channol-to-channel  links to exchange operational 
data and commands.    They are generally In a master-slave relation.   I.e.   Uw  satelll'e 
Is under complete control of  the host,  which act;; as the primary  co-nputlng element 
of the system ann which maintains  the  jata tase.    It therefore disposes of  the 
back-grouni  peripherals :iuch as   ilsk and r^gnetlc  tapes,     ;he satellite or  front-end 
processor performs 1/(J operations with trans nission lines and the  lore-ground peri- 
pherals such as displays and inpu'- devices u:ied by  the operational  staff.     It may 
be  loaaei with programs  from a cassette recorder or from the host,     Several  snlel- 
lites are  frequently llnkea with the  host,   a typical example of such a system 

being minicomputer-equipped SDD's connected  to a central computer. 
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The reliability of such a syatem Is normally Identical with that of the host.    In 
some applications,  however It Is possible to use the front-end processors to 
provide minimum services during host outage e.g.  It Is possible to run the mini- 
computers In SLlD's In an autonomous mode. 

^loosely coupled system 

Two or Gometlmea three Identical of a capacity  that anyone could handle the 
complete loao are couplud via proceraor-lo-procesGor links which are used lor 
nutuni  status teatlnp and abnormal condition alerting. ( nly one of the 
computers performs  the actual worK,   the others are In a stand-by position.  The 
exchange ot normal data la via shared discs or occasionally via a high-speed 
chai.nel-lo-channel  link.    Foreground and background peripherals are via multiple 
access devices hardwarewlse accessible  from all computers.    Tht exchange of data 
with a particular peripheral  Is normally restricted to the computer which has by 
a reserve commana temporarily monopclised  the access path.     In many systems  the 
reservation is unconditionally released by a time-out,  in ot.her aystMi  thll must 
be done by a ocmnnd.    In the latter case  the computers roust be capable to reset 
each other to force  the release,  when  the computer whicti has reserved  '.he 
peripherals    alls. 

The hardware  reliability of a system which consists of two computers of the  process 
control  type is sufficient.    A third corapu^.er Is however advisable for systems 
which consist only of large universal omputers due tc the relatively low reliabi- 
lity of  these  computers. 

Some existing ATC systems combine  the hos'-satellite principle with the loosely 
coupled system, e.g.   the KALiAP/KAHLJAP systems described later In  this  volume  :   a 
loosely coupled main computer system as d« scribed above controls a front-end 
processing system with a suflieient number of redundant metaoers.     Kach main 
ccraputer has aocess  to each front-end  prjeessor and the uackgi ount!  peripherals. 
All front-end prooessor.s are  identical  and have access to all  foreground peri- 
pherals  Including, the  liner,  to receive  radar uata.     Hadar emergency processing 
is therelore  possible during an outage of the complete main computer system. 

^.4.i?.   Heripherais 

Most of   the peripherals of an automated ATC  system operate in the  technical  back- 
ground  and only a very limited group is concerned with man-machi;.e comrn.nicationE 
ana is directly used by the operational  staff,  i.e.  they work in the operational 
foreground.     Man-machine peripherals consist of : 

- synthetic data displays  (SO))  for the presentation of radar information; 
- '-he  family of the electronic data displays  (EDD)  mainly used for the input and 

output of flight data.    It includes  the  jlsplay keyboards and the HDD touch- 
input devices (TlD)j 

- the (ilftereni, types of printers   ised for printing of flight progress strips and 
for  logging purposes. 

It is a common particularity of most of the above devices that they are nearly 
exclusively used in ATC applications,   they are  therefore very expensive and only 
offered oy a very lew firms.    Their duplication is sometimes impracti'.jle for 
operational  or financial reasons and full avallaolllty must therefore be achieved 
by a high Inherent    reliability and by a design and manufacturing which allow 
fast repair. 

The auxiliary peripherals,  which work  in  the  technical background however are in 
most cases standard products, which are offerea with Identical or at least similar 
characteristics by a numoer of firms.  The  following devices oelong to the auxiliary 
oerlpherals  : 

- dices or drums used  for memory extension and  to safeguard data  for restart 
purposes; 

- magnetic  tapes are mainly usen  for  logging purposes,  out  in srme applications 
also  to Input off-line generated data and  tor restart purposesj 

- line  Interlaces for the reception and  transmission ol  raiiai-,   flight and meteo- 
rological data. 
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In practice all devices must normally be connected with several computers and 
must therefore be equipped with multiple access switches. They should be designed 
In such a way that a falling computer can never hold the connection for an in- 
definite period. 

Mar-machine peripherals 

Synthetic data display  (SDD) 

In au'.omated ATC systems the SDD also known as Plan View Display  {PVD),   la the 
most Important source of information for the controllers.    It displays digitized 
radar Information generated by a computer system and in some models alternatively 
by a scan-converter. To perform its functions,  the SDD must be able to display the 
following classes of data  : 

- alpha-numeric  text. 
- the dynamic track of aircraft as delivered by the radar data proceaaing    system 

and consisting typically of  the position,   the speed vector and an explanatory 
text label with callslgn, SSfi-code,   flight level, 

- the ei:vlronment description such as routes,  aerodromes,  sector boundaries, markers. 

Por the active communication between the controllers and the system some input 
and designation facilities are i^rovldeu they physically exist of ; 

- a ilght-pen for the selection of a target or an unlimited number of functions 
under program control by designating the corresponding target or function label. 

- function keys for the execution of simple functions,  e.g.   lor scale setting and 
- touch lnpi.t devices   (TID)   for the composition of more complex commands,  eg. 

commands  including the callslgn. 
- a rolling ball  for the target designation.  It is normally used together with 

function keys and TIU's or similar facilities. 

In  technical  terms this means,  the S'Ji' must be able to display special and alpha- 
numeric  symools and  vectors of a good quality on  a screen of about %) cm diameter, 
e.g.   the picture repetition frequency must  for a brignt display be In the order of 
5iü to 'jO cycles/sec.    The load to be handled is very high,  typical maximum values 
are ;'00<> characters or special symbols,  5^ vectors and 000 posltlonlngs with an 
average  length of 1/5 screen diameter.     Hardwarewise  the SDD consists of a cathode 
ray  tuue with Its  associated control  electronics  for the generation of the deflection 
sltfnais required fcr character ana vector display,   the power supplies,  a processor 
and  the  picture  repetition store   (PHS;.     The  latter    form frequently a separate 
unit,  which   irlves  two or more screens.     For  the  PllS ooth core anl solid state 
memories  are used.    The processor  Is cometlmts  realise .1  oy means of  llrraware,   but 
more  frequently PhS and processor simply consist of a minicomputer,  which performs 
the  lollowing tasks ; 

- control the high speed interface with one or two host computers loperatlonal and 
Stand-by)« which deliver radar data and control Information, e.g. lor the light- 
pen operation. 

- manage'Tent of  the aata in  the  PhS,   I.e.   storing of radar data and if applicable 
control   Information. 

- scaling,   i.e.  conversion of system coordinates  Into the coordinates requested 
oy  the  particular SU;. 

- generation ol   artificial  afterglow  by conserving  the  target position of up to 
live preceeding antenna turns. 

- processing, ant  If necessary torewardlng  bo the host-computer operator Inputs 
pertormed by means of rolling-ball,  function keys or light-pen. 

- and optionally direct reception of radar data from the radar extractor,  i.e. 
by circumventing  the host  if it is down  and  processing of these data in order to 
maintain a United display of radar Information.    The minicomputers in systems 
with  thir.   feature are  rather independant  from  the host e.g.   they have  their own 
facilities such as cassette recorders for loading of programs and data. 

Electronic  data displays   iEDD) 

KDD's may be driven by a computer or an operator.    They normally allow to input 
and distilay only alphanumeric data,  a typical capacity is ?5 lines with 80 
characters  eacn.     The symbols displayed on  the screen are either composed of a 
set of aots  within a fixed matrix or  for  better readibllity of a sequence  of 
r.hort  linear or  bent vectors. 
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Some recpnt EDD's have their own picture repetition storj and Input buffer and 
have therefore a high degree of Independance from the controlling computer, this 
feature Is vital, when due to the large distance KDD's must be connected via 
telephone lines.  Kor local applications the memory of the controlling computer 
may be used as PRS, A variety of Input devices exists : 

- standard keyboards similar to those used for typewriter. They are general 
purpose Input devices and are especially used to Input variable length text 
strings ol complex content. This combination EDU/Keyboard also known as display 
keyboar i la generally not a special ATC equipment. 

- touch-Input devices i'i'l'J)  are widely used as apeclal Input device? for the 
controllers to Insert, short, Jlxe<i format messages In a conversational mode, e.g. 
a clearance Input. Physically they consist of an til) ana a set of overlaid keys 
or touches. The iunctlnji ol each key Is dynamic under program control and Is 
displayed on the BDD In form of a label under each touch. 

- In u sl-illar way light-pens can be used to converse with a computer system by 
selecting unler program control a symbol or a function to be performed. 
Mich iffort has been spent In the past to discuss the merits of light-pen versus 
TIL.  r'or some line the 7l'J  had the advantage ol higher reliability, but with the 
present technology a pr lerence for the one or other solution depends more on the 
habits it  In'ilvlaualR than on rational reasons. 

Printers 

Special  purpose printers are generally only used to print flight progress strips. 
Their main characteristics are  :   the capability  to print In two different colours 
or similar,   to adjust on the beginning of the strip form not regarulng    the posi- 
tion ol  the  lorm before the start of the print operation.    Idealy the printer 
should also be able to cut and eject the strips.    The printing speed Is In the 
oraer ol  some hundred symbols/sec.     These  printers are generally not supplied by 
the computer manufacturer,  to ease their adaptation to computer types,  they are 
therefore not directly attached to an i/o channel,   uut use a medium speed half 
duplex serial transmission procedure and bufler  the strip content before printing. 

Back-ground peripherals 

They are in general  the standard peripherals of the selected computer type and 
requl:e in general no special consideration.    In small systems prelerence is given 
to fixed heal   Uses or drums because of their better reliability,  moving head 
discs are mandatory in large systems Decause of  the required space. 

The tape systems used for host and satellite computers should be compatible,  to 
ease program production and analysis of data recorded by  the satellite. 

Kor  the exchange of ;light  Information,   the common  start/stop and synchroneous 
transmission procelures are applied.    This allows  the use ol  standard hardware 
interfaces.     In multi-computer systems,  multipliers  provide the nultlple access 
facilities.    The  format of the raaar data  transmitted oy the extractors is 
frequently not compatible with the usual hardware.    In many cases the development 
of special  purpose Interfaces can therefore not  oe avoided. 
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2.1), aol'tware principles  In Aix; systemc. 

A computer In any appllontlon but In particular in reaJ-tlme appllcalionn la only as 
efleotive as the soitware which runs it.    The ooltwa-e required to run,  develop and 
mnintain resl-tlmo  syr.lenu. consists of I 

- software cpecially produced to perform appliiation oriented functions,  e.g.  reception 
and validation of  :light plan data or prooeastng of radur data.    The operation of 
this type of programs will be discussed in detail elsewhere in this paper. 

- system software which perform central  functions such as resource manageiunt, 
scheduling of and  communications uetween appllcatlcn programs and system control. 
This type of program Is known under th« names real-time operating system,  supervisor 
or monitor. 

- the da; a base which contains all static  and dynamic  information required by  the 
system and application software. 

- a special  class  somewhere oetween application and System programs is concerned with 
system start vid stop and the management of back-up facilities.     Jt is  Irequontly 
Known under the name recovery nianagemont. 

- the  tools and techniques required for program production and system maintenance. 

2.5.I.  Heal-tlme supervisors 

Karly real-time systems were rather uastructured.   I.e. no clear distinction 
between programs  to perform the special application  functions and programs 
responsible  tor central service functions existed.   Such a structure was accept- 
able  in small,  simple systems programmed  by one or  two people only,  but endea 
in complete chaos when systems and consequently programming teams became 
larger.    In order to overcome this problem soitware systems had to be split 
Into small program units with standard  Interlaces.    Each program moaule in 
such a system with a modular structure performs a well delined function anil is 
an in'icpenlant unit commonly known under the name "task",  under the control of 
a supervisor  program,    "Tie  term supervisor spans a spectrum fron simple executives 
as usea in a minicomputer which drives an SDO to a complete real-time operating 
system with the :ull range o!  support programs as for the QOifu system.    The 
basic  functions are howevor always the same   : 

- assynchroneous or cyclic scheduling of task execution according to task 
priority and availability of resources  in a multi-programming environment, 

- input'output  il  o;  processing which Includes Interrupt handling as well  as 
scheduling and control of the physical  I/o operation. 

- nanngement of internal resources,   i.e.   allocation of core storage and  proces- 
sing elements  in  multiproces.'-or systems. 

A multitude  of extended central bervlce an-j  control   functions are  built around 
this nucleus  in more sophisticatea supervisors.    They consist of : 

- access methods for all peripherals Including computer-computer links.    They 
are the interface between basic  I/o processing and i/o requests of application 
programs  and provide a variable degree of  convenience for the user,  e.g. 
queuing    of i'o requests and file management. 

- facilities  for recording of transient and  permanent haraware errors for statis- 
tical  purposes and to ease maintenance. 

- system services suoh as tin?r management,   gating  facilities to control  the 
access sequence to either   Togiams or data,   generalized routines  for intercep- 
tion of abnorn:?!  conditions. 

- debugging tools sue1", as on-line moaification ol  storage,   tracing ol  program 
execution,  general or selective dumps  (snapshots). 

Because of  the stringent response time requirements and the particular way  to 
use  redundancy in an ATC-envlronment,  special   purpose supervisors are still 
frequently used in such systems.    In order to make efficient use of the total 
capacity of  the hardware,  especially of large systems,   the  real-time supervisor 
should be able to run the normal operating system as a background Job.    'Ihis is 
of special  importance, when a stand-by computer is Idling moüt of  Me time. 
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2.5.2. Data baan 

One of tlie key problem In large ATC-systeins le the organisation and design or 
the data baae.    Three conflicting requirements have to be satisfied : 

- fast access  to frequently used data e.g.  radar stores by a many application 
prograiis 

- safeguarding of dynamic data describing flights,   the ATC - and hardware - 
environment and the system status for restart purposes. 

- limitation of temporary looking of data bank access In oro^r to avoid 
serialization of program execution. 

In a good compromize the data base Is therefore generally split Into core 
resident parts,  which ccr.taln the most frequently accessed data and disk 
resident parts which consist of the static environment description,  rarely 
used data and the restart data.    The structure of the dynamic data bank used 
by the application programs may be very simple I.e.  in a single shot strip 
printing system It. .nay mainly consist of a core resident Might oriented 
directory with references to the respective  Might plan records on disc 
containing both raw and processed data. 

In very complex systems with Interdependent  flight and radar data processing, 
e.g.  in systems with conflict actection capability the data bai .. consists of 
many interweaved lists in orde:   to minimize  the access time if a multitude of 
search criteria must be satidfied.    Search criteria -nay be in the simpllest 
case the callsign to access a specific  flight,   but  It may also be the totality 
of flights which touch within a given  'Ime period a route-point or segment,  i.e. 
all data elements of Mights passing uirough a route point must be United via 
pointers or indioes with the data element that describes this point. Tills 
requirement leads to a large integrated data base usci simultaneously by several 
tasks in a multiprogramming or multiprocessing environment.    A locking mechanism 
is therefore required to control t.ie access  to such areas.    Thi^ is achieved oy 
the assignment of keys to these areas,  they are Inspected by each program that 
wants to use data in this area.    If the key is already set the program is inter- 
rupted until the key is released,  otherwise the key Is set to inhibit acce-s by 
other tasks. 

The locking mechanism must be used with caution to avoid two critical situations  : 

- deadlocking,   e.g.  if two programs try to access the same two data areas with 
different lock keys the condition may exist that each program has enqueued 
itself to one of the areas and wants to access the other. 
Such a situation may occur if many areas with difterent keys exist. 

- serialization of program execution e.g.  most programs use the same area i.e. a 
new program can only get control on the locked area when the preceeding program 
has released the key regardless of its priority. 
This situation mainly occurs in large interlaced data bases. 

2.5.3. Recovery management. 

One of the areas where ATC data processing systems differ oonsideraole from most 
other real-time systems are the recovery procedures to be supplied when the system 
fails.    The term recovery management includes  functions such as the reconfigura- 
tion of peripherals on the occurrence of device or control unit failures and 
systems recovery, i.e. system start,  restart,  stop and switching between computers. 
Successful recovery is bound to the existence of properly configured redundancy in 
the system controlled by the appropriate monitoring hard- and software and a 
contir'ious process of safeguarding of operational and system data during normal 
system    deration for restoration purposes. 

As a rough criterion derived from exr-'rlence it can be assumed,  that controllers 
performing on-route control in the upper airspace can tolerate without a require- 
ment for special actions system outages in  the order of : 

30-60 sec.  for the display of radar information 
1- 5 min.   for the display of flight plan information. 

It goes without saying that a more rigorous criterion must be applied for 
approach control. 
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nw lower figures apply for advanotd ayataaa with a high dagra« of automation which 
make extensive uae of flight data dlaplay on EDO'a.    The higher figures apply for 
more oonventlonal,  flight progress atrip based ayatana with separate flight plan- 
and radaf data processing.    In the following It la flrat attempted to dlaouaa the 
general principles which have  '.o be considered for davloa reconfiguration and system 
recovery,  than the different action to be followed In a multicomputer system are 
daaorlbed. 

Reconfiguration of peripherals. 

Pull system operation must be maintained during outage of peripherals.    DM program 
concerned with device reconfiguration have therefore the responsibility to control 
the use of : 

- stand-ly units of auch peripherals, which are vital for the technical system 
operation but which are not used by controllers for ATC-purposes, e.g. magnetic 
tape units used for recording purposes or Interfaces with communication lines; 

- man-machine Interfaces such as SDU's, EDO's and input devices for which normally 
no Idling stand-by device exists.    Another device of the same type In physical 
proximity has then to perform the functions of the falling device In addition 
to Its own tasks; 

- the Intentional, temporary close down of single devices, complete ATC-worklng 
positions or sectors during periods of low traffic or to carry out preventive 
maintenance activities. 

The conditions, which must always be satisfied, are to avoid complete loss of 
system or operational data and temporary unavailability to Information used by 
controllers. 

Ideally application programs should be relieved from all reconfiguration problems, 
i.e.  the access methods should be the central place for all actions concerned with 
device reconfiguration.    To achieve this, application programs must use fonctlonal, 
instead of physical device addresses    and must be relieve 1 from all queuing problems. 
Ihe access method has to convert ixmctlonal into physical addressees and vice versa 
and has in case of a failure,  to attach the message queue of the failing device to 
the replacement device.    In order to make sure that stand-by devices can virtually 
take over at an7 moment,   their right functioning ha» to be monitored continuously 
by the regular exchange of test data or by a periodic switching between operational 
and stand-by devices.    Unfortunately it is sometimes difficult If not impractical 
to accomplish such an ideal situation in a complex conversation oriented multi- 
processor system.    Ihe problem can be shown best by discussing the special problems 
for some peripherals in more detail. 

Disc. 

Discs have an exceptional position due to their capability to safeguard data for 
restart purposes after a system break down. That is why the data base should be 
duplicated, preferably on drives attached to different control units. 

In the simplest way to organize data the content of both discs are identical, all 
write operations are therefore doubled, whereas read operations are only single. 
If one of the discs fails the system will continue its operation without any degra- 
dation. In order to protect the system against complete outage following a break- 
down of the remaining disc Its access has to be Inhibited during the copy procedure. 
The simplest way to do this is to enqueue all disc accesses until completion of the 
copy. 

Displays 

Ihe information shown on a falling display must be transferred to an alternate 
device which has then to perform its own and the tasks of the falling device. This 
has to be done for all devices attached to one control unit if this control unit 
fails. Safeguarding can he carried out baslcly in tow different ways ; 

- copies of all information shown on the display are maintained In a chain of records 
of a disc data set associated with this device. With such an organisation the 
conditions described for a centralization of the reconfiguration actions In the 
access method can easily be satisfied. A typical example of such an organisation 
is the display keyboard with a queue of messages attached to it, which can be 
dequeued manually by operator request; 
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- no direct copies of the displayed data but only the absolute minimum required 
for reconstruction of the data Is kept on disc.    It Is obvious tl «t In such a 
system the application program, , which had originally created the data will be 
Involved In the restoration of the display.    Such an organisation Is well 
adapted to a system with data of a very dynamic structure, which are partly 
handled by  the host, and partly by a satellite. 

- radar displays require only little action due to the periodic renewal of radar 
Information. 

Satellite compuU rs. 

heconflKuratlon of satellite computers which perform front- and processing tasks 
for a large host oonputar Is of variable complexity depending on  the functions th»y 
perform.    The  relation between host  and satellite computer may  be mast-er-slave or 
the satellite may operate rather Indepaidantly from the host,     it goes without 
saying that the reconfiguration procedures In the two cases will be completely 
dlflerent. 

- If  a master-slave relation exists,  the data transfer and therefore the complete 
reconfiguration process Is normally under the control of the host,    'rtils Includes 
requesting a dump for further failure analysis If an error occurs end loading 
during start-up.  A slave In a stand-by position shall always be ready for Itnnedlate 
take over,   i.t.  It Is  loaded and runs    a monitor progran which makes a periodic 
exchange of test messages with the host.    Once It becomes operational It Is 
loaded with the tables and programs It requires to execute Its task.  Initiation 
and reconfiguration attached to the satellite should be under the control of the 
host to ease  the restart of a stand-by satellite and to minimize Interference 
rroblems.    Application programs of the host are frenquently affected by the 
reconfiguration If no copy of the data displayed on the display Is maintained on 
disc.    The procedure described under displays applies. 

- Independant front-and processing systems handle generally flight plan data, i.e. 
non repetitive data.    But as in a master-slave relation,  the exchange of data is 
under the control of the host.    To prevent the system from loss or duplication of 
data or a critical delay of transmission during reconflgurf clon but also during 
a restart of host or front-and processor, the proper transfer of data between the 
two has to be under the surveillance of the usual communications book-keeping 
system,  l.e    of a message numbering system associated with a positive or negative 
acknowledge r»f each message.    Special synchronization messages have to assure 
resynchronlzatlon If the book-keeping system of one of the two has been corrupted. 

System start tfehnlques. 

A variety of techniques are used to resume operation within a minimum of time after 
the break-down of amain computer in a system with redundancy on this level. 
Prerequisite of a restart with a minimum implication on the work of controllers is 
that ail vital data      used before break-down can be reconstructed during the restart. 
In systems with periodically renewed data this occurs automatically,  otherwise all 
relevant data must either permanently be kept on disc or - stand-by computer must 
maintain Its own data base. 

Hestart with data safeguarded on disc is the most frequent restart technique in 
real-time systems.    In practice two types are used : 

- The content of the dynamic data bank Is periodically dumped onto disc in the 
check-point restart technique.    During that copy period all data bank modifica- 
tions must be inhibited,  i.e. processing is basically limited on reception and 
buffering of data;  all data-bank modifications,  which occur between two dumps 
must bo recorded In an appropriate sequential data set.    This technique is 
frequently used for data banks with extensive linkage between different stores. 
On a restart on either the same or another computer the Aast dump    is first 
updated from the sequential data set,  than processing resumed from the last 
situation before the system failed. 

- In a second  technique,  which has been favou. ed in the paragraph on the data 
base,  the data base is already disc Oriente,, and all information is automatically 
recorded on disc, whenever something is modified.    On a restart only the core 
resident parts such as directories and event lists must be reconstructed from 
the data on disc.    This technique is frequently used in big systems.    In a mui .t- 
computer system as shown in figure 2 a typical sequence of restart actions is as 
follows : 
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In1 Ual1Ntton of the real-ti• operating 111te11 1n the atand·bJ hoat-cQ~~~PUter 
either bJ -.nual Intervention or auto.Ucally atter detection of a M11Unction 
in the operational cQ~~~PUter b)' the atand-b)' COIIIPUter. 'lbla 1a aometl•a followed 
b)' relo.dlnc of the front- and prooeaaors. Activation of the special restart 
procr ... which perfor- functions only required ~rtnc a restart phue auch aa 
the control of actlona neoesaar)' for the restoration of norwal operation. 
Testing of the proper operation of all real-time peripherals b)' the appropriate 
teat procr ... and reconstitution of the data baae selection •·•· loading of 
s)'a1.em tables. Because it always requires some antenna turns to rebuild the 
radar dlaplAJ, the nor~~al radar data processing 1a started flrat however with 
inhibited outputa to diaplaya. Re-processing of the 1nd1v1dual, aafesuarded 
fl1sht plan recorda 1a resu•d next. 'lbe coherence of data 1a checked record 
bJ record and finall)' the core resident directory ~d the associated event 
entries are recreated. Cc.amicationa with the operational staff 1s only 
resu~~ed once the data baae haa been completely re-established. 

'lbla concema the redisplay of radar information on SOrB • of fl1sht plan related 
operator and controller Information on the different types of EOO s and the con
tinuation of strip printing, Finally reception of data f rom AF'l'N and other 
auto~~&ted A~ centres is rec011111enced and the manual input devices are enabled 
for the Input of new data. 

The moat advanced technique with recovery times depending on the system ~ 1ze and 
complex! ty in the order of 1 to 10 sees. is the switch-over between comr•1ters 
operating in parallel. The computers of such a system receive a l l data simultane-

sly, perform the same processing and ll&intain their own data base, but only one 
computer is authorized to make outputs. All members of such a system run special 
surveillance programs and exchans~ the results via the processor to processor 
link;computers delivering results which are obviously wrong are stopped. 
A continuous comparison of the results of normal processing is generally too 
expensive due to the time spent waiting for results. Parallel-processing is in 
practice only applied in systems with a straight forward processing and data 
base structre, i.e. in applications which include no or so very little interde
pendant events that a synchronisation of these events by comparison of resul ts 
is feasible, Typical examples for parallel processing systems are : message 
switching systems in particular AFTN relays and operational telephone exchange 
systems. 

? .5.4. Progr~ng Techniques and Tools, 

Because of the rapidly increasing programming costs and the higher reliability 
standards for software, advanced design- and programming- techniques, which allow 
to improve both programmer eff iciency anti program reliability are of growing 
interest for the production and maintenance of real-time systems. This can best 
be achieved by a straightforward program architecture, which allows easy modifica
tion and modular testing and by the use of high-level languages supported by 
eff icient compi lers. 

Program design 

The simplicity of program structures is t he primary prerequisite for the production 
of reliable, easily readable and modifiable software systems. ln extension of the 
well established principles already discussed i n the paragraph on real-time super
visors, a program performing a task is further suodivided in separate piece~ of 
haependant code, which can be easi l y i dentified and hence implemented and modified. 

The i deal program mod le is t herefore a ki nd of self contai ned "black box" described 
by the functions it performs and by the data passed to a~d returned from it. This 
allows to understand what a module does without knowing how it does it, By this 
means the variety of connections between modules and hence the paths along which 
errors can propagate into other elements of the system are minimized. Obviously 
the applicability cf this de~ i~ princi p le does not depend on the programming 
language used. 

If either a high level language or a suitable macro language is used, the same 
principle can be applied for coding. The price one has to pay for such a well 
structured program is an increased overhead in duty cycle and memory occupation. 
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Most of the early rcal-tlmr systems havs been programmed In assemtier language 
because of the good run-time performance,  that is to say program size and execution 
lime.    Hut In the last  few years a general  trend toward high level  languages can be 
seen In or ier to reduce program production and maintenance costs,   to ear.e adaptation 
to other computers and  to Improve software reliability,    before comparing the merits 
of programming languages  In some more detail  their main functions shall be 
summarized : 

Assemlber language 

Assembler which may be considered for actual and future program development oj  large 
ATC data processing systems shall In particular provide  the following Junctions : 

- conditional assembly of basic  statements 
- linkage of separately assembled program segments 
- macro Instruction facility with the capability of nested calls 

Programs written in assembler language are machine dependant but without douot the 
most efficient in terms of run-tin* performance,   that Is to say size and execution 
time of object programs.    Assembler programming is consideraoly eased II  a set of 
comprehensive macro's is created for a specific application. 

High level  language 

High level  languages have been invented in order to enable non data processing 
experts to solve their problems with the help of computers and to run  the same 
program without recoding    on computers of different manufacturers.    They can be 
classified into two oaslo categories  : 

- languages, which are  Independant from the run-time supervisor and which have 
consequently neither a core management for automatic pointer- based variables 
nor facilities for real-time  processing such as task control  or Interrupt- 
handllng.    These languages generally contain statements for data declarations, 
asslgjiment,  branch and  loop control and subroutine calls.    The? allow the 
insertion of program sections written in assembler language ana the control of 
register allocation.     The user must normally provide himself with the subroutines 
required for system communications and for Input/output.    Some languages however 
support some simple mechanisms for task and event control and for the easy Imple- 
mentation of access methods.     Representatives of this language type used In the 
ATC  field are ASThE and MINICORAL. 

- languages which provide a full set of rtal-time facilities and which consequently 
need sophisticated run-time routines to link with the appropriate supervisor. 
Representatives of this language type are PL/1 and JOVIAL.    The high complexity 
of multipurpose languages such as PL/1  Is the frequent reason of inefficient 
object code.    Hence sometimes only a subset of the language excluding all Ineffi- 
cient features Is used In real-time applications,    Lhis allows to make use of the 
extended error detection and diagnostic facilities of the respective compilers. 
'Hie linkage of the run-time routines,  e.g.  to communicate with the supervisor. Is 
frequently performed by special preprocessors. 

- The display control languages used in the formatting process for Input from and 
output to alpha-numeric and graphic displays constitute a special class of program- 
ming languages.    'Ihey generally consist    of a non-real-time program for the genera- 
tion of mapping control tables and a set of real-time routines which perform by 
means of the control  tables the actual mapping from lntem.il computer representation 
into the desired format and the Insertion of the control c/iaracttrs required by the 
hardware.    It Is the purpose of such a display language to ease modification of 
message content and format. 

Comparison on merits 

Software engineering is more and more Influenced by  i permanent decrease of hardware 
costs, a rapid Increase of programming cost and by the trend to larger systems with 
higher reliability.    Consequently,  software productlcn methods must be used,  which 
allow to Improve the efficiency of program production    and maintenance even at the 
expenso of requiring a more powerful hardware, 

A solution Is programming in a high-level language : 
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- proKranmlng in a high-level language la eaaler to learn and faster,  because a 
"statement" does more  than an assembler instruction,     llie advantages are however 
marginal for the initial writing of a program.    A considerable saving of the total 
prograimlng effort is, however,    achieved if one also considers the modification 
and update during the normal  life    of a real-time system,  that is to say over a 
period of 3 to 10 years.    This is because program:, written in a high-level language 
are easier to understand and  the documentation automatically   is always up to date. 

- programs in a high-level language can within certair.  limits  ue adapted to other 
computers or supervisors by rewriting the subroutines for system communications. 
But this portability is considerably reduced if exttuslve use of machine oriented 
features such as control of register allocation is made. 

- the biggest advantage of a high-level language is the capability of good compilers 
to detect most of the syntactical errors. This characteristic reduces  the time 
spent during system integration and reduces additionally the  probability ol hidden 
errors, which are nome of the reasons for low softwen. reliability p- d high main- 
tenance costs. 

- the price one has to pay is  the expansion factor for core occupation and duty 
cycle.    For a good,  modem compiler this expansion factor is however smaller 
than 1.5. 

- furthermore,  documentation Is simplified oecause flow-charts generally oecome 
unnecessary. 

Support programs 

A set of special,  non real-time programs is required during tne development phase 
and to operate the ATC data processing system.    These programs are used  for the 
following purpose  : 

- system simulation to assist the designer in the selection of the appropriate 
hardware and in the elaboration of the software archiltecture and to ease system 
tuning especially If it is getting near the capacity limits.     'Vhe system to be 
simulated is defined by its hardware characteristics i.e.  processing and 1/0 
capacity,  storage size and by the software characteristics i.e.  tasks,  data base 
and by a statistical description of the input data which drive  the syr.tem. 
The results,  displayed as tables or histograms, are average and peak values for 
the utilization of the different resources and for the response time of the 
system.    The models are generally programmed using special simulallon  languages. 

- generation of the data base.    These programs generally have two tasks  : 

. preformatting of the data sets which are part of the dynamic data bank 

.  bulding of the static data bank , which contains the environment description in 
computer format. 

Input lor the program are statements to define the stores,  their organisation and 
content.     Txiring program execution input data are checked on  their validity and if 
necessary converted into Internal  format,  inter-dependences  between different data 
resolved,  the different stores  and records are chained and finally  the data are 
transferred onto the real-time- data sets.    The preparation programs  make extensive 
use of the utilities  of the operating system,   ideal  is the input of  data in a 
conversational mode  through terminals. 

- analysis of data recorded for  legal and statistical  purposes.     These  programs 
shall allow to reconstruct dynamic trafMc conditions  (play-oack;  for incident 
Investigation and staff training,  to print all messages which have  been printed 
during a given period,  to produce technical and operational statistics for the 
total system,  individual sectors or working positions,  to trace a flight on its 
way through the syste'. and last but not least to evaluate the haraware error 
records. 

- generation of test data.    Kor system Integration and testing,   test data are 
required which allow the easy establishing of the various test conditions.    A 
typical example  is the generation of radar plots derived from the  flight plans 
used by the  ilight data processing programs for the execution of maximum load 
tests. 
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3.1. General 

It is a truisme to state that an a ir traffic control data processing system must not be 
an "island of automation". '!'hi s i s the bvious consequence of the many data to be ex
changed between ATC-centres when aircraft are transferred from one centre to another and 
so on. In practice data are presently exchanged between centres either in the broad
casting mode Hke flight ple"l, ME'!' data, or AIS data or in the progressive step-by-step 
or conversatiorlal mode U l.e updated flight plans, boundary estimates or radar handovers. 
I n fact to be efficient, automated ATC -centres should be esigned f rom the beginning as 
a computer network, the compu t e r s being s trongly interconnected anrl exchanging data of 
the above nature. Up t o now this aim cou ld only be achieved in large countries like the 
Un! t ed States of Ameri ca , but unfortunately in many other parts of the world the problem 
is complicated by the international nature of the exchange and hence the difficulties to 
obtain a standardisation. One therefore has very often started by building "islands of 
automation" which are not very cost effective. Only now is one trying on a empirical and 
bilateral basis to interconnect the centres. So, to really understand the present situ
ation, it i~ necessary to have an hi s torical view of what happened during the past ten 
or f ifteen years. 

The manual ATC-centres are interconnected since a long time by the specialised AFTN 
telegraph network standardised by ICAO. 
This network was mainly used in the past to transo"lit data of the broadcasting class •that 
is to say MET data, AIS and fl ight plans. Data exd.~e was supplemented by the verbal 
exchange between controllers of the interact ive and progressive data related t the 
handover from one centre to ' anothPr . 

At the beginning of the introd ction of automation in ATC, the AFTN messages were of 
rather unstandardised format and the problem of us tng the APrN network in an automated 
environment was rai sed . 

TCAO i mplemente a group calle "The Air 'raff le Control Automation Panel" (or ATCAP) 
which defined and standar ised a set of message~ : PPL, PL, CHG, EST and so on. ~be 

format and content of these messages was such that they cou ld he unders tood by a human 
operator or proces sed directly by a computer . So the Interconnection of automated ATe
centres with the outside started with this se t of A'~AP messages transmitted via APlll. 
Only the national nature of the problem in the United States gave the ~ossibility of a 
strict standardisation cf the compu t er-to-computer messages and procedur-es. 

As a consequence of the requirement to allow manua l and automatic treat~nt the ATCAP 
messages a}'e di fficult to process by computers because of their relatively poor syntax 
combined with a large amo>mt of human errors. On ly semi-automatic processing is 
presently implemented and a good amount of manual assistance is frequently necessary 
t o make the computer under stand the messages in particular the route f ield of the PPL. 

ror the EUHOCON'l'ROL area, t he DA'l'F..X worki np: group of ElJROCONTROL and its Member States 
wi t h rart1c1 pation of lCAO tri es to solve thl~ problem. '!'his group standaroi~ e the 
ATC-mP~sagP for automatic tr1~,ger1n~ ~ f fJ igt plan activation in neighbouring A'I'C units 
via computer- to-computer l inks. 

The problem of a remplacement of AFTN without any data protection by a •• advanced 
1CAO Data I nterchan~e System (CI DIN ) dPsi gned for the intercoru1ection of automated ATe
centres has been treated since 1 i n the Automated Data Exchange System Panel (ADISP) 
of ICAO. The approval of a standard can be expected for 1 7 / 77. The imolementation of 
such a sys tem on an international basis wil l take some ti~! and provisions have therefore 
been made allow the i ntegration of APrN into CI DlN . 

In the F.UHOCONTRO:.. a.r ea at least 3 different data transmi ssion Sjo " t.ems are presently in 
operation : 

- CAUTRA (ContrlHe Automatique u 'l'rafic ) in France, wni ch consists of several A'~
centres. It i s a 5 tar network which uses a special procedure and non-stru1dard messages 
in internal computer format. 

- ~~ Daten Ubertragung~ - und Verteilungs sys tem) in Germany, which ls mainly used to 
transmit flight data t o a central flight plan processing sy~tem and to retransmit the 
processed data (str!ps ) to the local A'I'C centres. l t is a star network and uses a 
control procedure for ~lpha-numeric text, capable of supporting thP. integration of 
AFTN. 
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- point-to-point transmission of flight plan and radar data from MADAP to a Belgian 
MATKAC (Military Air Traffic Control Centre). The  system follows the ATCAP recomnend- 
atlons and uses a control procedure for suitable alpha-numeric text. 

3,2, Data flow and control v.lg. 3) 

The main problem In commurilcations between computers Is the problem of data integrity, 
that is to say one has to make sure that data sent from a user process A e.g. a sending 
MlRht plan processing system to a user process B e.g. another flight plan processing 
system are correctly received Irrespective of the way data are exchanged between A and B. 
In order to achlev- this a set of operational rules governing the interaction between 
the two processes must be defined, these rules are generally known as a protocol. Hence 
user processes normally do not communicate directly with each other but by means of a 
specialised communications system, which can be a complex computer network with many 
nodes or a simple point-to-point connection. Similar rules must therefore be established 
for the data exchange between nodes and user processes and nodes. These rules are 
generally known as procedures. Lower levels e.g. the procedures shall be trrmaparent 
to the higer level, e.g. the protocol. 

Sophisticated protocols which allow opening and closing of connections, initiatloi and 
Interruption of user processes and a complex control of the data flow within the network 
including recovery from failures are actually only us'' I to control computer networks with 
heterogenous members, the best known tying the ARPA (Advanced Research Project Agency) 
network in the United States. 

ATC systems are still used as single purpose systems and one is therefore far from a 
standardisation or the protocol level. However, well established procedures for the 
exchange of one operational message as a single transmission (message switching) or 
in a sequence of small packets each one being transmitted separately (packet t>witching) 
between two computers (point-to-point) or via a computer network exist. These procedures 
include however some of the features and rules of a protocol, e.g. for link monitoring, 
recovery of lost or mutilated data and to establish or close connections. 

A typical procedure may be described by the following elements : 

- a set of control messages to be used to acknowledge messages, to establish or terminate 
the connection or to signtl error conditions and to recover from tnem. 

- a set of rules and agreements which define the behaviour of the transmitting and 
receiving stations under the different normal and abnormal conditions. 

- the message content, that is to say : 

. a transmission code e.g. CZ1772  for AFTO 

. delimiters to indicate beginning and end and control information to define the type 
of transmission e.g. code used 

. a sequence number of the message and/or packet used as protection against loss of 
messages or parts of it 

. address of single or multiple destinatlon(s) of the data 

. address of the origin of data, sometimes supported by the time of handlng-ln 

. the type of message and its transmission priority 

. the length of the data (text) field 

. the proper text to oe transmitted 

. since transmission errors are likely to occur, the data must be protected against 
corruption. 'Hils is done by protection information, e.g. vertical and .ongltudinal 
parity, derived from the useful information, which is sent to the receiver together 
with thi? data. It is checked by the receiving station. 

Message switching 

Message switching systems use a store-and forward technique, that is to say a message 
originating In A with destination D travelling via points B and C will be received and 
temporarily stored In B and C until a circuit oecomes aval.able. The preaent computer- 
oased messapp c-'tchlng systems evolved from the automated Ul^graph "«wltch-'ng centres 
and AKTO still consist of both types of centres. Consenuentlj / "H.-messages are un- 
protected and the delimiters consist of a combination of rarely .-3rd symbols (ZCZC and 
NNNN). A limited link surveillance is performed by the regular exchange of a channel 
check message. Ctlier control messages are used to request a retransmission of a 
particular message already received, to tell the transmitter that a message was lost, 
to request synchronisation on ast message received or to inform the reC'Slver on the 
last message sent to It. Computerised AKTO switching centres perform all these recovery 
functions automatically and must therefore store already transmitted messages for at 
least one hour. 

- MHBH 
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Packet swltctüng 

Packet switching also uses  the storc-and-forwar'l  technl(|uo and has bee-. deslfrr.cM lor 
computer networks with data protection.     Ihe switching centres  (nodes/  of tne planned 
CIDIN ai'e InterconnecteJ through rne llum or high rpeed links,  each of whlt-'i will  serve 
a given geographical area.    The data processing systems In AR,' centres will communicate 
with each other via this network. 

Hence the CIDIN link procedure requires provisions  'o control  the physical  transmission 
between two nodes and to control  the comrnunicntlon  I etween the subscribers connected to 
It.    Hach packet has therefore    a double header.    '!>,? first contains  the In«..-matlon for 
the physical  link addressing one or  several nodes,   U.e second for the  logljal  link,   the 
subcci'lber. 

3.).  Technical characteristics 

Hardware  function 

The basic characteristics of the hardware used for data ccmmunlcatlon systems  In ATC 
have already been described In paragraph 3.I.3..  It seems however useful  to compare a 
system with R maximum of functions performed oy specialise'! hardware with a mere soft- 
ware oriented solution.     Vhe highest ourden for the processor Is the handling of lln" 
Input/outnut.    Three main solutions are actually In use.     ihey require program Inter- 
vention 

- for each bit, tills solution gives a maximum of flexlolllty at the expense of data 
throughput and Implies a very short response time of the Interrupt systex. This 
nrlnclple Is  frenuently used In ?rinll systems; 

- for each character,  thl^ Is a typical solution for specialised communications 
processors; 

- for each block,  this Is the preferred solution,   if a general purpose computer with 
a multiplexer channel  is used.    It requires a special hardware to detect the control 
fields and to report transmission errors. 

I.arge,  modem flight and radar data processing systems shilt the line and procedure 
handling more and more Into dedicated communications oriented iront-end  processors to 
discharge the central processing system.    As a side ef:ect this allows with a suitable 
system architecture to improve the system availability mainly oecause  limited services 
can even ue performed after emergency shut down of the central processing system oy 
tne front-end processing syrtem. 

Software functions 

The essential  functions performed  by  the software of a generalised data communication 
system using a crotected link procedure can oe summarised as follows  : 

- handling of the  link control  procedure as descrioed in the p^rag"aph },?.,  on   -.ata 
flow an^ control,   this may  Include .'detect I on,   Inser'.lrn and deletion ol   orocedure 
oriented control  information,   basic "rror handling such as retransmission and 
checking ol   uasic data In the message header; 

-  buffer and queue management. Several queues exist for each link 

.   the output queue with all messages  to be output 

.   the safeguarding queue with all  messages already output but not acknowledged by 
the receiver 

.   the q^jeue with the acknowledge messages 

.  a free record queue with all unused records. 

All queues are maintained on disc  for econcmlcal reasons and for back-up purposes. 
Incoming messages are alter validation transferred  from the Input  Duller to  the output 
queue of the destination queue,  simultaneously an acknowledged message  Is generated 
and Inserted Into the acknowledge queue.    II   tne Incoming message is  Itself an acknow- 
ledgement message,  the message  referred    to Is deletei from the safeguarding queue. 
Data  irom the output queue are  transferred after transmission into  the safeguard queue 
and kept for retransmission until  they are acknowledged. 
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routing and priority cc trol  is responsible lor  Chu selection ol  the appropriate output 
queue MOOTdtal to the adiJresr,  inlorma^ion lound iti the IMangt header and  lor the 
asulgnment of the position within  the iiueu--. 

code and format conversion allows communication between dlfftrent link pi ou'.dures e.g. 
between the host and the satellite which perfo»-ns the communication task.    This may 
include  the breaking, of message:;  into packets at the origin and reaasemnly at the 
destination. 

management of the redundancy in  the system,  that It   to say the switjh-ov<»r from the 
operational  to the stand-by computer,   the  teintegra'.ion of a computer  to become stand- 
by in a duplicated system or a complete restart,    17.6 stand-by computer is generally 
idling and must rebuild its actual  traffic situation from the different disc queues. 
Cnly AKTN switching centres sometimes  perform parallrl processing to achieve a charac- 
ter synchronisation thus avoiding the heavy retransnu ssioi. of complete messages. 

i rocessor A Proceosor 

rig.  .'  :  Control find flew ol  messages ana packets In a network. 
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4  Radar data procesalng 

Radar data processing comprises a number or functions necessary to transform analogue radar 
signals Into a useful representation of the airspace slluatlon on a Synthetic Data Display 
(SDD) and Into the Information required for a real-time update of flight plan data.  ITie 
main functions In this process are : extraction and transmission of plots, radar tracking 
and display. 
The related data processing functions are normally performed by distinct subsystems known 
as t plot extractor or radar digitizer, tracking system and display system. 

4.1. Plot hfjvillng 

It Is the purpose ot a plot extractor to convert video signals provided by the radar 
receiver Into Individual plot messages,  each one containing Information on the position 
and optionally the code of a particular target and to transmit the messages via telephone 
lines to ATC centres for further processing.    The sequence of functions concerned with 
plot ext ractlon can be summarized as follows  : 

- quantization  (dlgltallzatlon) of the video signals with elimination of Information 
from fixed targets  (WTI) and of noise  from various sources,  e.g.  clutter by means of 
a correlation process; 

- determination of the target position  (range and azimuth) by correlation of successive 
hits ol the :;arae target during the same antenna scan by means of a sliding window 
detector; 

- decoding of the SSR-code Information and Its validation by correlation of codes 
received from the same targets In successive antenna scans  (In case of secondary 
radar only); 

- association of primary and secondary radar Information of the same target and combina- 
tion Into a single plot message; 

- reductlai of false plot rate In areas of hlght clutter and further suppression of fixed 
targets Dy correlation of plots from successive . itenna scans. 

Generally \iie transmission of plots from the radar site to the ATC-centre Is via leased 
telephone lines. IVie plot extractor Is therefore also responsible for the buffering of 
plot messages during the scan of areas with a high target density, for the alsplatchlng 
to the different centres and for the management of the data transmission procedure. 

Within the extractor plot messages undergo variable delays because of the time spent in 
the buffer  luring peak load periods.    Each plot message Is therefore time stamped In 
order to Inform the receiving tracking    system on the precise time of target detection. 
The time Is frequently relative to north crossing of the antenna. 

A high priority message indicating this event is transmitted without delay.    'iTie most 
relevant da .a In a plot message are : 

- the target position in distance  (g)  and azimuth  (©)  relative to the radar site; 

- the SSR-cxie including possibly the flight level if It Is a secondary radar plot; 

- a time delay due to queuing in the extractor; 

- Information on the plot quality. 

4.2. Radar trading 

The plots nbtalned at successive antenna scans from a particular aircraft represent an 
uncorrelattd set of position data.    Ihe purpose of the tracking process is to correlate 
the plots of successive antenna turns belonging to the same aircraft in order to obtain 
a clear Identification,  the more precise position and the speed vector of the aircraft 
In question.    Monoradar tracking is the process of correlating plots from one radar, 
multlradar tracking is the sane operation extended to several radars. 

Monoradar tracking 

The process of monoradar tracking can be outlined as follcMs : 

In a steady state of the tracking system a track, described by Its identification 
(normally the SSR-code),  poslt'on and speed exists for each aircraft.    The track is 
the result of a tracking process performed successfullv in the past.    In principle each 
plot received from the extractor has to be Inspected,  if it matches with this track. 

  ■art 
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In the simplest case Ulis can easily be done by comparing the Individual SSH-oodee of plots 
and tracks.  Tracking Is then limited to the chaining of plots with Identical codes.    Other- 
wise  In particular for primary plots this comparison must be baaed on the position Informa- 
tion,    'Itiis processing Is more complex and represents furthermore a high load for the 
computer  : 

The  first problem Is therefore  the reduction of the number of comparison steps,    'Oils can 
e,g,  be achieved by dividing the airspace covered by the radar Into a/lmuth sectors for 
plots and tracks.     1lot-and track- sectors are of Identical size,  but dephased by half a 
sector  ,  It Is then sufficient to compare the plots of one sector only with the  tracks In 
the  two adjacent tracksectora,  which cover  the plot sector. 

Jomparlson of tracks and ploo must ue done  for a common relerence time.    For this purpose, 
the track position must be extrapolated tor the  time at which the plot from the next antenna 
scan Is expected. All new plots which fall Into a distinct area In the proximity of the 
calculated position are tentatively assigned to the  track.    The size of the area generally 
known as forecast window Is a function of the  track history and depends on parameters of the 
flight such aa speed anl turn attitude and on  the quality of the data provided by  the radar. 

At the rnii of this process more than one plot may be assigned to a particular track or a 
group of tracks.    Various  techniques and algorithms have been developed to decide during 
the same or only next scan period 01. the most probable association of plot-track pairs to 
be used for further processing. 

The selected plot la used to update track position,  speed vector and the dimensions of the 
forecast window mentioned above.    This calculation has the additional aim of smoothing the 
statistical variations of the    plot positions provided by the radar.    The relative weight 
of the  track data versus the plot data In this process depends on dynamic factors as the 
trajectory of the target and the  track history reflected In a quality factor and static 
parameters selected during system design and tuning.    In this process a trade-off has to 
be made between sensitivity and smoothing.    If the sensitivity Is too high a low plot 
quality will be directly reflected    In the track,   that Is to say the trajectory of an 
aircraft  flying a straight line looks like a zigzag.    If It Is too low and smoothing conse- 
quently too high,  plots of a fast turning aircraft can not be associated to Its tracks 
which will therefore disappear. 

Before the tracking process for a particular target has reached the steady state assumed In 
the above discussion.   It must oe through an Initiation process to combine successive plots 
belonging to the same aircraft without knowing the predicted position of an already existing 
track.     For aircraft with Individual SSR-codes  this process can easily be performed by com- 
paring the plots of two successive antenna scans,and  Is normally automatic.    For primary 
plots positional data of successive antei.na scans must again be compared.    Iiecause of th" 
generally lower quality of primary radar Information,  and the associated great number of 
false plots,  this results In the frequent Initiation of spurious tracks.    In order to avola 
a waste of computing power and because of the Increasing use of secondary radar especially 
In the upper airspace.  Initiation of primary radar Is In many öystems manual,  that is to 
say the controller has to designate by means of a rolling ball two plots belonging to the 
same object. 

Hultlradar tracking 

Usually the information from several radar stations is required to cover the area of respon- 
sibility of a centre, A mechanism to select and combine at any Instant the information from 
different radars referring to a particular aircraft is therefore necessary. IWs function, 
known as multlraiar tracking,  can be realized with different methods the best known being the 

- NAS - system of the KederaiAviation Administration  (FAA) 
- MALAP-system of Eurocontrol and 
- CAUTOA-system of the French Administration. 

The NAS algorithm selects every ten seconds  the preferred plot for a particular aircraft, 
from the yarloua  i.lots available from the different radars.    The preferred plot is selected 
with the help OIT so-called "radar sort boxes".    The common radar track is directly built 
from the preferred plot.    'ITie process is not so simple because In order to decide if a plot 
matches with a common  track,  one has to extrapolate the plot position which is provided at 
any Instant by  the radar head    to the next ten second period of the common track. 
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Because of the lacking of monoradar tracking no speed vector Is available for the chosen 
plot and one has Therefore to use for the extrapolation of the plot position the speed 
vector of the track to which It Is tentatively associated. 
In the NAS, the plot extraction Is made by hardware and the processing Is made by a 
specialised IBM 9080 computer. 

In the MAURI' syjtem, the process Is different. The plots coming from the various radars 
are processed Independently and In synchronism with each radar by a monoradar tracking 
process as indicated above In order to build "local-tracks", in areas where nultlradar 
coverage Is selected, local tracks are combined by a weighted averaging mechanism to build 
a common track. In order to update the common track, local tracks updated In synchronism 
with the various radars have to be extrapolated for the next period of the common track. 
llils extrapolation is made by means of the local-track speed vector. 
In MAQAP, the plot extraction for the various radars Is made partly by hardware and partly 
by software; the processing Including the nultlradar tracking Is made on IBM 370/155 
computers. 

The radar tracking mechanism of CAUTltA Is similar to that of MU)AP with one Important 
difference : the common track Is a virtual entity. 
In fact, at any Instant In time the "oommon track" Is nothing else than the preferred local 
track dynamically selected. Kach local track la updated In synchronism with the particular 
radar It is ccmlng from. There Is a change of "rythm" and of "phase" when one Jumps from 
one local traci. to .<nother( however this has only little Influence on the quality. 
On the other hano, no further extrapolation ta required and consequently one source of 
error Is eliminated. 

In the CAUTRA system the plot e. traction Is also made by hardware for the majority of the 
radar sites. Ihe central processing is made on CII 10070 computers. 

It Is difficult to say which one of these processes Is the best because If quantitative 
results are available for the NAS, only partial results are available for MADAP and practi- 
cally no results are available for the CAUTRA. 

When Implerr .itlng a nultlradar tracking systtra special sonslderatlcu must be given to the 
problem of absolute precision. This Is to avoid that different positions for the same 
object will be Indicated by different radars, in order U overcome this probier, a precise 
and sophisticated projection and coordinate conversion system, which Includes slant range 
correction has to be used to compute the X, Y position from the $ , 6 positions In plot 
messages. Furthermore the precise position of each radar site must be known and the 
alignment of the radar must permanently oe monitored. To solve the allpiment problem some 
;.lnd of real-time quality control is necessary, e.g. to consider the misalignment in the 
coordinate conversion process. 

Display of radar Information 

Periodically, e.g. with the Win frequency of the radars, '.le track and associated data 
are transmitted to the display system. A description of Uie Informatlcn shown on the SDD 
and on the further processing performed by the SDD can oe found in 2.4.2, 

Plan-track correlation 

In order to allow identification of an aircraft represonted as track on an SDD by Its call- 
sign rather than by its 4-dlgit SSR-code or to enable the update of flight plan data by means 
of radar data, callslgns and SSR-oodes have to be correlated. Kor this purpose It Is neces- 
sary to provide a link between the radar and flight plan data and to Inspect on each creation 
of a new track with discrete code if a compatible flight plan exist. The correlation process 
is In particular very efficient if the management and allocation of SSR-codes is performed 
automatically by the flight data processing system. 

4.3.Technical characteristics 

A variety of technical applications for radar data processing in ATC have been developed and 
Implemented. They range from completely hardwired plot extractors to very complex nultlradar 
tracking systems. 
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Even In  the  Meld ol  plot extractors 111 clear trend exluts and in fact both speolallaed, 
hardwired ayjtema and solutions mainly baa'J on last process control computers as indicated 
In i.l.   have  been  Implemented, 

For ra lar data processing systems in A'iC-oentres  three basic solutions can be distinguished  : 

- dedicated systems,  ttther completely hardwired or with specialized processors with programs 
in read-only memory,    because Of their simplicity  they have a high rellsbllity but are 
generally only designed to perform a straight  forvo.rd monoradar tracking; 

- dedicated system'   realized with process control computers,    both stand-alone solutions 
and systems connected with a flight  data processing which pertorms SSR-code managament 
exist.    'lYils latter solution also allows a    retransmlssio.i of correlated tracks for the 
purpose of  flight plan updates; 

- integrated radar data/flight data processing systems which run on large computers.    'Ihls 
is at present th«   most common s  ".ution in big system because of the relative simplicity 
to exchange data between the programs responsible  for radar data and flight data processing. 

Hadar Information represents a high data rate - a  typical  load figure is 250 active tracks - 
and is very  repetitive - a typical repetition cycle is 10 sees.    'Ihe consequences for the 
software ary  therefore : 

- optimization of programs and data base structure in terms of execution time 

- no sophisticated restart procedures and no requlrewent for safeguarding of many dynamic 
restart data are necessary. 
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S.   Flight Data Processing. 

5.1.   Introduction 

Plight data processing systems have Initially been developed to discharge the operational 
staff from the time consuming manual production of flight progress strips on the basis 
of flight plan Information received via APITJ,  telephone or R/T.    The flight plan Informa- 
tion had to be fed Into the cf.iputer In a form suitable to produce strips without extensive 
computer analysis of the re „e data,    Ihe system output was normally Immediate printing 
cf strips at a single position. 

The extent of services and hence the degree of sophistication of later systems Increased, 
I.e. more powerful syntax and semantics analysis programs have been developed In order to 
simplify data entry and strips are now generally only printed at the time when and near 
the position where  they are actually required. 

The most advanced systems presently In operation supplement the Information presented to 
the controller In the form of strips by the display of dynamic data such as last minute 
time modifications on EliD's.    They also support the direct processing of flight data 
messages automatically received,  the computer-assi.'ited conversation with the system and 
the update of flight plans through radar Information. 

The basic  infortiution on a intended flight or position of a flight Is contained In the 
flight plan message In its different forms of presentation.    It  therefore constitutes 
the only basis to plan ATC operation. 

The rules governing the classification, routing and the content of flight data have beer, 
established by ICAO and are laid down In Doc. V4A. Flight data processing performed by 
computers is in particular concerned with the  : 

- acquisition of flight plan information 
- processing of these dat'  and 
- display of data to controllers and transmission  to nelghoourinc units. 

.. 
5.2.  Flight data  acquisition 

The conventional means to Input  flight plan data is mt.-ual via a typewriter.    In more 
recent applications  they arc replaced by display keyooarus which allow data entry in a 
conversation. 1 mode and hence an easy correction of erroneous data or the update of flight 
plans.    In principle there should Je no obstacle of   treating flight data exchanged accord- 
ing to the .Tiethcds described in the chapter o.^ ATC connunicatlons completely automatically 
by the computer. 
In practice  there are however the problems of the  low technical quality of data transmitted 
via AFT!.' and of the amolgultles in the logical interpretation of data. Both situations 
cannot normally be resolved by the computer and can only oe solved by the manual interven- 
tion of ar. operator.    One arrives therefore at a system,  which operates automatically when 
this car. be achievea with a rea.-.onabie effort but which has also the facilities to have 
dilflcult cases üolvea by h^man .nterveialon.    Such a procedure is very flexible and 
allows the  smooth introduction cf an increislng numoer of fiutomatlo functions. 

The  data used by a  flight plan processing system for the description of a flight are  : 
aircraft ijentlfloatlon anc  type,  SSR-capablllties,   flight rules and status,  aerodrome 
of departure an'i destination with the respective  time estimates,   the flight path described 
by air-routes,  point references ana level,   the allocated GSR-codes and the time estimates 
at boundaries  between responsibility areas. 

The data are  transmitted and generally alro entered into the computer in form of standar- 
dized messages,  the most oonti«.    ones being the  : 

- Filed Flight Plan message  (FPL) containing Information to be provided to ATS units 
relative  to an intended flight or position of a  flight      It Is used in the simultaneous 
mode,  i.e.   FPL^ are sent simultaneously to all ATS units concerned,   that is to say all 
stations receive exactly the same information about the  flight.    Be :ause of this general 
nature and  its early dispatching the FPL contains no boundary and SSR data. 
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- Activation message (ACT) which Is proposed for Europe to complete the data In the FPL 
message by boundary estimate and SSK data and shall be exchanged between neighbouring 
automated ATS units. 

- Current Flight Plan message  (CPL),    It combines the information of the FPL and ACT- 
messages and Is transmitted in the ..tep-by-step mode between computers,   that Is to say 
each ATS unit receives only the data needed by Itself and by the subsequent units.  The 
applicability of the CPL message depends heavily on  the quality of the transmitted data 
i.e.   flight  level,   boundary estimate and SSR-data.    This condition Is generally only 
satisfied,  when the  fliglr, plan Information is permanently updated by radar Information. 

- Repetitive  Flight Plan message  (RPL) which Is used  for  the description of flights,  which 
arc activated  on a periodical basis,  but at  least once a week.    HPL S are usually kept 
on magnetic  tape,   sometimes,  also on disc.    'Itielr message content and  treatment is 
similar to that of an FPL received via AFTTl.    Itie periods and dates of validity are 
part of the message. 

- Cancellation message   (CNL) which is used to cancel  flight plans specified by FPL or 
CPL. 

- Messages which are used to modify data transmitted earlier as FPL or CPL. 

Apart    from these standardized formats a number of special messages are used in most 
systems e.g.   to modify flight plans in a conversational mode after activation by means 
of touch input devices  (TIDs)  or light pens. 

Further information received by the Might data processing system are the meteorological 
data expeclally  those required for time calculations such as the wind vectors and the 
temperatures. 

5.3-  Processing of flight plans 

The actual processing of the flight data is concerned with the 

- interpretation and validation of the flight data in terms of the particular ATC- 
environment 

- creation and managment of events which describe the  flight from the ATC point of view 

Interpretation and validation 

The first step during the iiterpretation and validation process is the build-up of a 
data structure which contains all information required at the appropriate  time by 
controllers or neighbouring systems.    Whatever organisation for a data structure may be 
found to be most suitable for a particular system,  a logical record describing a flight 
should contain  the following basic data elements; 

- the initial,   raw flight plan data formatted Into Its constituent fields which are the 
basis for all  further processing.    These data are generally supplemented by a number 
of warning data to indicate a possible operational problem,   e.g.   lack of present 3SH- 
code at activation time.    Such a situation has to be corrected or confirmed by opf.rator 
intervention. 

- the processed data which consist of 

.  the global data such as aircraft type or SSR capabilities.    The extraction of these 
data is a straightforward process without special problems 

.  the extracted route information constituting a set of points which describe all 
relevant geographical locations of a flight with their attributes.    The proper 
processing of these data mainly found in field 15 is one of the crucial problems to 
be solved. 

- the status data which describe the status of a flight from the data processing point 
of view;  this  Information is mainly required for restart purposes and is a durnrny 
element before activation of the flight. 

The programs responsible for syntax analysis and extraction of flight plan data are 
rather complicated and subject to frequent modifications.    In order to give them there- 
fore a maximum of generality and to divorce them from the particularities of the message 
syntax and the geographical environment, a data structure called static data bank is 
used for the interpretation of tre '.light plans and other data received by the system. 
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It contains tables with a description of the syntactic rules and the environment. e.g. 
the lateral and vertical airspace boundaries. the air routes. the reporting. coordination 
and boundary points. the airdromes and their access routes etc. 
ror each of the above items the relevant characteristics are given. e.g. for a route 
segment. its length and the authorized flightlevels in each direction. Especially in a 
system which uses FPLs which frequently do not specify boundary points. one may have 
problems to identify these points. One has to extract from the total route description 
that part which concerns the area in question. To achieve this also a description of 
the immediate surroundings of the area is required in order to recognize the boundary 
points. At the end of the validation process such a self contained record is stored 
on disc. Obviously a reference to each record must be kept in core. In a simple strip
printing system this may be Just a directory. ln a system with flight plan derived 
conflict pre iction one may be faced with the design of a complex data bank structure 
which allows logical relationships t o be made between the flight data records0 e.g. to 
tie together all aircraft passing a particular point. 

~~~~~-~~~~~=~~ 
~lanagement of events is the process which controls the exec11tion of f\mctions performed 
a·1tomatically by :he system once a flight has received a time attribute. Each event 
the1·efore refers to a processing task as well as to dllta. 

The e feet caused by an event may be : display/erasure of data0 enabling/disabling of 
comm.mications an. nabl1ng/inh1bition of inputs. The nature of an event may be link~d 
to a time. e. g. 1·et.s of SSR codes after plan cancellation or to a statistically defined 
of dynamically derive point on a flight path. e.g. crossing of a boundary. 

Plan activation : 

1 t is the process of building up the dynamic data tables from the ''naater record" which 
has been described in the prec~eding chapter. It is triggered by the expiration of a 
time e .g. estimate time of arrival at a boundary or directly by an input e.g. to 
indicate t he occurance of take-off. The activation function is combined with the 
calculation of s ignificant flight parameters and subsequent events. The processing 
following immediately the activation includes in particular : 

-allocation of the SSR-code to flights as required for p: an/track correlation 
- calculation of the es timated t imes over the significant points of the flight path 
- determination of subsequent events to be triggered ctutomatically during the further 

flight; e.g. printing of the remainder of strips or communication with other systems 

Display an communica tion 

Most di splay. erasure and communications events are linked to crossing of boundaries 
between systems or sectors . The result of such a transition is normally printing of 
strips or dis lay of ata on ET VTI Ds of the r eceiving and erasure on the sending 
side. Comm.mications between s ystems is performe by means of CP~. ACT- or similar 
messages . 

Pla~ cancellation 

This i s the ·ele tion of al data which r efer to the flight to be cancelled. I t may be 
Ue triggered at ~.y time by a message inpu t via keyboard or ata link or it is performed 
automat l cally afte r the f light has left the zone of responsibility. 

Control managem nt 

n sophis ticate sys tems with a high degree of automation the assignment of tasks to 
contr ol lers and the tra~~ fer of lights be tween controllers and control states is also 
perfor~ · un r computer ass istance. 

~ssi&~ment of a complete flight or parts of it to a controller takes place either auto
matically or a pure ly geographical basis or. with a higher priority. manually by input 
order. The actual t rans fer of responsi bili ty on crossing the boundary between two zones 
of r·esponsibility may be proposed manually or by the system. however its acceptance is 
always manual. 

On special itineraries (e .g. t hT :li~ts) r i r. a h i c ing s tate some processing functiom 
e.g. divergence detection or even strip printing may be temporarily suspended. The 
occurrence of such an event may be conditioned by a manual operation or may be derived 
from the route description. 
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Generally display, erasure or transmission of data and enabling or disabling of some data 
entry functions goes  in parallel with the above transfer of responsibility.    Typical 
examples are the display of controller task messages or the Inhibition of all facilities 
to modify  flight plan data by controllers not being In charge of  the flight. 

Divergence checking 

Aircraft positions may be recalculated In Intervals of some seconds on the b^sls of the 
flight plan with the purpose of either displaying the "flight plan track"  In case of 
absence of a radar track or for comparing the radar art  flight plan position of the air- 
craft,    A detected divergence may be used to update the flight plan automatically or to 
alert the controller,  who has  to command the update via Input.     Prerequisite for the 
Implementation of this  feature Is the access to the correlated tracks of the asooclated 
radar data processing system. 

Conflict detection and  flow control 

One of the main Intentions of automation In ATC Is the implementation of automatic 
control functions.    Although several  trials have been undertaken  to use  flight data In 
order to detect the possibility of conflicts along the predicted flight traject ^ry.no 
completely satisfactory solution has yet been founu.    This is mainly because of the 
lacking        precision of the available data and because of the uncertainties during the 
climo-and descent phas>e.    More promising are recent attempts to solve tlv.' prou'^m of 
long range traffic plannirg   based on flight level occupancy.    The present operational 
"flow control" systems are completely self-contained and independant from the conven- 
tional ATC data processing systems. 

S.'*.   Data output 

The most frequently used output of flight aita processing systems are still the flight 
progress strips,  which have the major advantage that there is always a "hard copy" which 
will not disappear even in the catastrophic breakdown situation 

The layout and content of data displayed on strips and EDO's vary from system to system, 
however the data mentioned in para.   5-2.   for the description of a flight are found again. 
They are supplemeni-ed by the reporting point to which the message refers and by the over- 
flight time.    Some messages contain  Information for only one,  others  for several reporting 
points.    HDDs are not  the    only means of dicpiaying dynamic  flight plan data.     Occasionally 
limited information representing urgent tasks Is also shown in tabular form on oLIJs. 
Format and content of messages are  subject to frequent modification.     In order to avoid 
the resulting reprogramming effort the use of special display languages or taole driven 
extraction and formatting programs  is becoming common practice. 

For the transmission of  flight plan information to neighbouring centres CPL- and AC'I - 
messages also described  in para 5.2.   are used.    Extended communications  facilities  in the 
NAS-system allow the transfer of control on flights with computer assistance in an iden- 
tical way between controllers  of the same or different centres. 

-ooOoo- 
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1 . 1NTKODUCTION 

Data processing,   no matter if performed manually or automatically to deduce results according to 
logical instructions,  proceeds consistently with a logical scheme of data flow.   From a data source data 
are periodically or sporadically called by data acquisition devices.  The acquired data are properly pre- 
processed and stored with respect to intrinsic data processing,  which generally needs access to all 
assembled and filed sets of data.   Any result of intrinsic data processing is either added to the data files 
or led off to a machine,  usually by generation and transmission of control signals,  or to a person,  usually 
by generation of sound or speech or by display of characters and graphs. 

Regarding very complex systems such as air traffic control,  data acquisition and data processing is 
performed in cooperation of man and machine.   Indispensable dialog usually is accomplished by output of 
machine' s results via teletypes,   lineprinte rs,   plotters or luminous data displays and by input of man' s 
acquired data,   results and decisions via functional keys,   keyboards and touch displays. 

A block diagram of data flow in air traffic control is presented by fig.   1.   Manual data input is com- 
bined with data acquisition,   data output is differentiated with respect to the receiver,   i.e.  pilot (see: data 
output to aircraft) and controller (see: data display) respectively.  Therefore main consideration is with 
automatic data flow.  Nevertheless the diagram,  as seen from a general point of view,   represents impli- 
citly all possible concepts of air traffic control executed on-ground,   including even the concept of manual 
control,   which leaves time-consuming tasks of data acquisition and preprocessing as well as all crucial 
tasks of intrinsic data processing to controllers. 

In the following an introductory description of main features and of present status of each block or 
function is presented. 

DATA ACQUISITION 

2.1,    Acquisition of radar data 

Analog signals for slant range and azimuth derived from primary and secondary radar antennas may 
be fed directly to analog radar indicators.   To avoid the disadvantageous wide-band transmission and 
to make radar data accessible to digital computers,   the analog data are generally converted to digi- 
tal data by digital plot extractors and,   along with binary coded transponder replies (identity,  altitude - 
see /l/),   are transmitted to control centers via telephone lines. 

Data renewal times of rotating antennas are within the range from about 10 seconds down to about 
2 seconds.   Data processing techniques  relying on smaller renewal times and more  reliable data,   for 
example automatic conflict detection and resolution,  call for phased array antennas or at least for 
discrete addressed interrogation of transponders.   However these techniques are  not yet available for 
civil purposes. 

?.. i.    Acquisition of aircraft replies and a/c-reports 

Position,  altitude,   identity of aircraft and supplementary data are frequently interrogated by control- 
lers and replied by pilots via radio communication channels,   or these data are reported spontaneously 
in case a stipulated flight level or reporting point is passed by the aircraft.   Consequently acquisition 
of a/c-replies and -reports is more flexible compared to radar data acquisition,   but imposes quite a 
lot of workload on controllers. 

Usually the acquired data are recorded on paper strips (called flight progress or control strips),  each 
of which is related with one announced aircraft.   To make these data accessible to digital computers, 
either manual input or automatic  radio transmission is required.  Corresponding techniques,  f. e. 
touch input display supported by sophisticated software,  discrete addressed interrogation,  data ex- 
change by digital data link and automatic voice recognition,  are still in the stale of development and 
trial going along with eager disnutes. 
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2. 3. Acquisition of data related to approaching and taxiing aircraft 

At present acquisition of data related to approaching and taxiing aircraft ia generally confined to voice 
communication. Approved automatic data acquisition is still pending. Merely plot extraction applied 
to airport surveillance radars and taxi guidance by use of optical or electromagnetic sensors are 
feasible. 

Future microwave landing syste ms (MLS) offer a potential solution, i.e. derivation e>f digital approach 
data aboard and ground-base d da ta acquisition via an advanced air/ground data link. 

2. 4. Input of flight plan s and re lat ~ d messages 

Flight plans, which contain data of flight intention and of aircraft equipment, are usually delivered 
to aeronautical information s e rvic e office s (sce / 1/) . There contents of flight plans are checked and 
converted to telet pe m c s sa g s, which are transmitted to corresponding planning and control cen
te rs for d a ta processing. On special occasions (f. e . if an aircraft is switched from visual to instru
m e ntal flight rules) flight pl a ns a re de live red on flight via radio communication. 

Short-te r m me s s age s r e late d t o flight pl a ns, de claring cancellations, alterations, delays for example, 
a re handle d by controll rs' a ssistants, who che ck a nd input revised data via teletypes or keyboards 
a tta che d to ta bul a r displays. 

Othe r d a ta r ela t d t o in fo r m ati n a nd advisory services, f. c. notices to airmen (see /1/), are also 
d l i v r d t o a r onautica l info r ma t ion s e rvice offices and after approval arc converted to digital 
me ssages fo rtra n m ission a nd dis tr ibution. 

2 . 5 . Inp u t a nd acqu i si t io n of weathe r data 

Wea the r da ta , pa rt i u la rly a ltit ude -depe ndent te mperature and wind profiles for defined geographical 
a r t:a s. a r e p r o v id d by me teo r o logical stations to 12 hours in advance. These data are u sually 
tra smitte d \' ia te l t ypes t o flight we ather service offices for further treatment. 

Di r ec t ac q u is i t ion of weathe r d ta at pre s e nt is confin d to the ability of special radars reap . plot 
ex trac tors t o d r ive na lo w a th r pictures resp. digital weathe r m e ssages related to bad weather 
f r o nts. F u t ur · sys tem s •xp loi t ing ad va nc d digital data link may include controlled interrogation of 
te r pe r a tu r s an d wi nd data a long ATC-routcs r e corded by sensors of flying aircraft a11d of tempera
tu · , \\' i nd nd visi !lity along r u nwa ys a nd taxiways record d by sensors on ground. 

3 . DAT A PROCESS! G 

3. I. Da ta pr e proce ssing 

Da ta pre proce s s ing supports intr insi c da ta proc e ssing by verification and proper preparation of 
a cq u ir d data. The r e for e primary and s e condary functions may be distinguished . 

Primar y data pr proce ss ing comprises the reception of data blocks, the check on imperfections of 
acquisit ion (f. e . e rrors of input, failure s or inte rfere nce during transmission etc.) and eventually 
the r I ase o f a r e pea te d acquisition. 

Whe r eas pri m ary data pre proce ssing depends on the mode of acquisition, secondary data preproces
sing depe nds o n the type of data. In case departing, cruising, approaching and taxiing aircraft are 
causing radar d a ta, a / c-replies and a / c-reports to be received, the identification and after that the 
c o ntinuous corre lation of identity , position and altitude for each aircraft (i.e . the process called 
" tracking " ) is one important task, the evaluation of actual flight progress data (time -over, altitude, 
ve locity. he a ding with regard to defined con t rol points) is another one . 

In onventional ATC systems tracking and data evaluation is performed manua!ly by controllers. A 
more up-to-date conception aims at the utilization of digital computers to relieve controllers, but a 
lot of proble ms with data acquisition (arising from technical deficiencies of secondary radar and 
short-cominJZS of diaital plot extractors) and with performance of computers (related to lack of pro
cessing power and of reliability) are not yet solved statisfactorily. Practically all trials known to 
the author expanded routine tasks of controllers by adding tasks to be attributed to man/machine inter
face, such as release of operations, data input, switching and monitoring. 

Less critical examples of sec ondary preprocessing of data include modifications of static data and 
manage t--nent of dynamic data files. 

3. 2. Approach/departure and ta x i guidance and control 

Even very busy international airports rely on automatic data processing for approach/departure and 
taxi guidance and control only marginally. There are four main reasons: first, real-time data for 
direct use in digital computers are not yet available (see above); second, logical models to yield the 
optimum sequence of approaching aircraft by appropriate selection and utilization of standard approach 
routes and procedures are extremely complex; third, corresponding software is of little value, aa 
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lona ae the fliaht proareee data of all approachina aircraft are not continuouely updated accordina to 
automatically evaluated actual data; la8t not leau fourth, computer/controller/pilot/aircraft inter
face problem• makina up reaction time• which harmfully dieperee the computed overfliaht timee 
aeeianed to the outer and middle marker are not yet eolved. 

Therefore approach/departure auidance and control i• eeeentially performed by mean• of radar vec
torina and depend• mainly on decieions of experienced radar controller•. Compared to the theoreti
cal optimum ecatterina of overfliaht timee deviate up to :t ZO eeconde. Therefore EDP - eupported 
approach/ departure auidance and control beare latent potential to improve runway capacity of buey 
airporte, which are bottleneck• to air traffic today. 

Automatic taxi auidance and control ie underetood to be an important eupplement to any future landina 
eyetem dev1eed to overcome bad-visibility condition1. 

3. 3 . Conflict detection and reeolution 

Main objective of tactical control i• immediate conflict protection, i.e. conflict detection and conflict 
reeolution . Careful monitorina of the air traffic 1ituation, perfect judaement of the development baeed 
on expe riences, quick reaction, direct communication and maximum reeponeibility are featuree. 
Therefore well-tra ined and experienced 1pecialiet1 (radar controller•) do the job. Automatic data pro
ces•ing, even with coming techniquee, ie only good enough for eupport. 

At present electronic data proce1sing ie in the etate of development and trial. Problems to be solved 
are related to thoee mentioned with tracking and approach guidance and control: acquieition of real
time data ie imperfe ct with r e spect to the degree of entire ty and accuracy; preproceseing of real
ti me data (tracking) is incomplete; logical procedure • are very complex (see /Z/); demands on pro
cessing power of computers are ( xtre :nely high (see / 3/ ); efficient computer/controller interface is 
lacking . 

Demands on computer powe r ask for multiple data stream proceesing. Therefore aseociative array 
processors offe r their capabil ity. Re sults of simulations and real-life triale with the application of 
an aeeociative proce esor prove , that at leaet conflict detection with regard to other aircraft and to 
obetaclee could be automated (see / 4/ ). This would provide the basic requirement for automatic trane
mieeion of conflict warning• (beside s air traffic information•) to aircraft flying primarily accordina 
to v i eual flight rulee (VFR) via speech ge ne ration and voice channel• (i.e. AVAS = automatic VFR 
advisory eervice- eee / 5/ ) or via digital data link (i.e. IPC =intermittent poeitive control). 

3. 4 . Flight progrees adjustm e nt (coordination) 

Im m e diate conflict protection is very well supported by mediate procedures, i.e . procedures of con
flict protection applied to air traffic in advance. These compriee: fli&ht proarese prediction; trans
formation of pre dicted flight progreu data to nominal flight progreee data; flight progrees monito
ring by continuous compar i eon of actual with nom inal data ; finally, according to actual eituation, deri
vation of aesignments to be tranemitted to aircraft for better actual-to-nominal adjuetment or, if not 
poesible, updating of nominal flight progre·ss data, i.e . nominal-to-actual adju8tment. 

However regimentation of air traffic with reference to a fixed air epace etructure (fixed routee, de
fi ne d flight levels, restricted areas), coneequently reduction of freedom to move ie an attached pre
condition, because for practical r eason• flight progrese data have to be referred to defined (alona 
route fixed or flexible) control pointe. Furthermore flight proareee prediction asks for provieion of 
flight plans de 1cribing flight intention. 

Predicted flight progre11 data of different aircraft may be in conflict with each other. In 1uch ca1e1 
it i1 tried t o solve the c <'nflictl by modification• of fliaht plan1. Thi1 coordination of predicted fli&ht 
progrees data yields the nominal flight proare11 data . From the1e data mandatory clearance• with 
reepect to aircraft movement• are extracted. 

There is one important point, which i1 particularly etrikina -in ca1e automatic proce11ina of flight 
progrees data or system overload ie diecue1ed. Some baeic data deecribina the thre1hold value• to 
be impoeed upon air traffic flow are needed. Theee valuee are dependent on eyetem capacitiee, euch 
ae are runway capacity, traffic flow capacity (related to control pointe) and control capacity, to men
tion the evident onee . However the moet valuable definition and the evaluation of capacitiee ie a pro
blem, which ie not yet eolved eatiefactorily. 

Thie fact ie a eevere draw-back to application of automatic data proceeeing tc fliaht proare•• adjult
ment. Another problem i1 the lack of a comprehen1ive loaical model for fliaht proare11 prediction 
and fo r eolution of mediate conflict1, thouah the propo1ed and te1ted trajectory prediction model 
EROCOA /Z/ developped for conflict detection i1 aunmed to be a productive approach. 

At pre1ent electronic data proce1eina ie co'lfined to computation of predicted fii&ht proarees data on 
the baeie of fairly crude model1. The r,.eulte are ueually printed on control etripe via teletype• 
about 10 to 30 minute• ahead of time to allow manual coordination by aeeietant controller• or epecial 
planning controller•. Control etripe are laraely ueed to place clearance• aareed between plannina 
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controllers (nominal data) and a / c-replies/reporta (actual data) and related notes on record. Issue 
of u pdated control strips replacing preliminary strips is r eleased after input of actual data or of 
manually estimated data devia ting distinctly from printed data. 

Control strip printing was the first m ile st one passed towards a successful application of electronic 
dat:l processing to iunc tions of air traffic control. In some cases the computed data are not printed 
but pre s e nte d o n e lectronic da ta displa ys. However dis adva ntages must be accepted, since written 
r ec ord of da ta is no longe r possible a nd fa ilure s of the EDP system may occur. One important advan
tage stands for compe ns a ti on: Data input can be r e lieve d e sse ntially by program-controlled display 
of s e lec te d data for touch input ; there fore input and automatic e xchange of data relate d to coordina
tion (actual u" ta, e sti ma tes, r e que sts, clea rances, conditions of hand-over) between planning -:on
trollere is fea sible , the r e by avoiding time-con s uming switching of telephone lines. Yet a critical 
re d uction of data input with r ega rd to r ea l profit of an operational system is believed not to emerge 
unle ss automatic upda ting of fl ight progress data by means of radar data is e stablishe d and the pro
c:et< s of pre dic tion is improved. 

3. 5. Flow planning and control 

P robler.rs w ; t h flight prog r e ss adjus t me nt arise, when a ir tra ffic c on ~rol p o sitions are loade d heav ily. 
The n ~~ oo rd : nati on ir poses conside r able de lays on announced fl i:;':; s or yields r e strictions such as 
li~Y". i:ed acce ptance rate s r garding inbound a ircraft . The r ea son is, that inte rve ntion as consequence 
of sh o rt-te r m coordination of predic te d flight progre ss data is oming too late . Only flow planning, 
i. '! . to ng-te r m coo rdinati o n of traffic flow being an inte gral part of planning reap. sche duling of air 
traffic ..:a n help to avoid air traffic jam in order to r e duce s e vere r e strictions. Unfortunate ly only 
r aw flight pla ns of periodical and, a t the m oat, of prospective flights are available in due time . There
fo r e the p o rti o n of immediately a nnounced a ir traffic (composed of private, busine ss and militar y 
a ir c r aft fl y ing according to instru menta l flig h t rule s) must be considered by statistica l methods. 

A va lua b:c o r eve n nece ssary suppie me nt to flow planning is flow control, which is defined as medium
te r m control ... ~ a: , : he a ..:tua ll y a nnounc e d flight plans and of r e la te d me ssage s to de tect impe nding 
ove rload of c ontrol p o sitions and t o balance load by e ithe r approval or modification of flight plana or. 
if possible , by we ll-ti r ed ex tension of contr o l capacity. 

T o s um up: fl ow pla nning is app ied to r a w flight plans (and statistical data) and is mainly aiming at 
ai r traffic jam pro tec ti o n comprisi ng jam pre diction and r e soiu·ion; fl ow control is applied to announced 
flight p lans (a nd r e la ted me ssages) a nd is mainly ai mi ng at overload protPc tion; finally flight progress 
ad just mP nt is app l ie d t o a pproved fl igh t pl a ns a nd i s m ai n ly aim ing at mediate conflict protection to 
suppo rt ta ct i a ! o ntr I. 

At pr ' s c nt nat iona l fl ow p lann ing o ffi ce s are gene rally being institu te d . Electro nic data proce ssing is 
usually confi n d to p r e dr c t ion of o ve rlapp ing air traffic , whe r e as p o s s ible s o luti o ns arc derive d 
ma nually . 

F low cont r o l most ly is e xecuted ma nuall y by planning contr o lle rs taking into a ccount data on control 
s tr ip s and r e la te d m <' s s age s. Ofte n a :. ' mp le pr oce d u r e is applie d : As soon as a n impe nding o ve rload 
of the adj oi ne d ra dar cont r o lle r is individually r ecogni ze d by the planning controlle r the acceptance 
of fu r th e r ai r c raft is r e st r ic te d 

Pr oble ms with a utoma t ic data pr oce ssing are similar to those m e nti one d with fligh t pr og r e ss adjust
me nt : la ck o f de f ine d and eval uate d ca paci ti e s and de fi c ie ncie s o f logica l mode ls fo r ove rl oa d pre dic
tion ;. nd s o l uti o n . 

3 .6. System c o ntr o l a ndre o rding 

Capaci ties depend on the status of t he c o ntr o l system, for cx :. m pl e o n the e x te nt of de gra dation of 
data a c q ui s ition and pro cess ing facilities . if the c ontrol ca pa c ity is r e garde d . The r e fore the main 
object o f sys tem c ontr o l is monit o ring of the total system in o rde r to discover trouble s o f operation 
o r fai lur es of compone nts a nd . in that case, to de te rmine implication with e ffi cie ncy and capacity. 
Eventually r econfigur a tion by switchi ng ove r to r e dundant com;>one nts or. if not possible . an appro
priate system de grada t ion is attempte d by system con ~ r ., J fun.- ;; .-m;: 

The aspect o f r e c o rding is emphasi ze d by the fact, that sta ti s ti ca l rnte rpre tation of recorded data 
I ads t o a nalysi s of air traffic flow and of syste m ope r a ti o n . Corresponding r e sults may support fo :-e
cas ts of traffi c fl ow fo r fl ow planning and contr o l and of syst • m c apacitie s for flow c ontrol and flight. 
pro gress adjustme nt . 

Progre ss of data acquisition and data proce ssing im;>lies s e mi-automated syste m control. Ho,.·e ve r 
at pre s e nt nearly all system control is do ne manually . Recording usually is r e stricte d t o preserva 
tion of used contr o l strips fo r s tat is ti ca l o r eve n jurisdictional e valuation . 

3 . 7 . Weathe r data proces sing a nd ge ne rati o n of flight information and advisory service data 

Processing of weathe r data occurs with flight progre ss pre di c tion and with indication of bad-wea the r 
areas o n radar displays . Elec tro nic data proce ssing is a basic requireme nt . 



Generation of fli&IH information and advisory service data beyond conflict warnings and advised flight 
prosress data essentially means information retrieval and sorting, therefore is closely related to 
manaaement of data files . Classical stack processing is suitable , therefore application of EDP is 
widespread . 

4 . DATA OUTpUT AND DATA DISPLAY 

4 . l . Data output to ait·craf1 

Results of intrinsic data pro e asing which serve for guidance of aircraft (i.e . clearances assignments . 
commands, warnings , flight info rmation and advicea) are transmitted from controllers to pilots via 
VHF-voice communication . Automati.: data transmission via up-data-link to reduce controller's load 
is not promising unless extensive application of automatic data processing is achieved . Apart from 
this fact there are two procedural draw-backs: first, transmitted data need conversion to optical or 
acustical code to be quickly and safely recepte d by pilots. which is very costly and - ~ore important 
very problematic with regard to anthropotechnical aspec ts; second, voice contact betwet.n pilots and 
controllers implies an important psyc hological power, which is too eminent to be relinguished . That 
i s not to say, that techniques like AVAS ur IPC (see: conflict protection) are without preat promise. 

4 . Z. Display of approach/departure and taxi situation 

Nominal and actual approach/departure data gained by automatic data processing are presumably most 
clearly indicated by graphical display of approach/departur e profiles with attached labels containing 
call sign and altitude . If two aircraft are found on c rossing a sc e nt and descent. the vertical projec
tion of profiles seems to be m o re adequate for control and guidance . In such special cases a free area 
of the screen could be used for quick-look indication of projec ted profile s following touch-input . 

D i splay of approach/ departure profiles as indicate d is i n the state of r e searc h and development. Crude 
versions are occasionally teste d . At prese nt c ommon display of ai r traffi c situation (sec below) is 
used for approach/ departure guidance and contr o l. whereas ge ne rall y dire ct obs e rvation of runways 
and ta viways is utili ze d to control and guide land ing and ta iing aircraft. 

4 . 3 . Display of air traffi c situation 

The key to tactical c o ntr o l is agree d to be a device indicating the actual air traffi c situation . Display 
of tracked radar data r e prese n t s the m o st advance d te c hnique. Usually position data ·.re displayed 
graphically in form of tracks (i . e . vectors or s e ries of plots r e ve aling ve loc ity and heading). which 
are accompanied by labe ls containing t ransponde r r e pli e d data ( i.e . identity or correlated call sign 
and altitude) and o n dema nd data r e lated to the flight pl a n . Preconditions comprise digital plot ex trac
tion of position data. co rrtdat ion of primary and s econdary radar clata. tracking of corre lated data , 
correlation of plan data and radar data (als o to support tracking) and last not le ast r e liable hardware . 

At pre s e nt analog radar indic ato rs with r otat ing r a dial and sepa r a te SSR - pane l are still wide- spread . 
In c ase d ig i tal displays are alre ady o pe rat ionall y used. ex tra c ted radar data usually are plotte d direc t 
ly. that is without extensive pre proces sing . A lthough fa lse plots are only suppressed c rude ly and 
correlation of labels often m ~ st be suppo rte d by ma nual input , imp roveme nt s with r es pect to ste ady . 
br ig ht and clear data display ar a c knowle dge d by contr o ll e rs . To avoid pro bl ms a rising with failur e s 
o f compute rs proces s i ng data t o be displayed, fre que ntl y the ability o f e quip me nt to switch ove r t.o 
d i r ec t d isplay of ana log data , a ls o inc lud ing the c r ossfadi ng o f labe l s, is pr ovide d . 

4 . 4 . Display of flight progress data 

Proce dural control and oord ination o f ai r traffic is ba s e d o n the displa y o f flight pr og r e ss data . In 
the beginning o f air traffi c con t r o l assista nts conve rte d fl ight plan data t o flight prog r e ss data manually 
and noted the r esu lts down o n pape r st r ips . At pre s e n t contro l strip printing is gene r a lly introduced . 
But even today the control strips m 1st be hande d o ve r to controllers . who use strip-tables ror fle xi ble 
arrangem e nt of st r'p s a cco rding to the e ;, pecte d air traffi c si tuation . A ls o manual updating of control 
strips i s st i ll exe r ci s e d besides oc casi o nal r e printing of strips (see : flight progre ss adjustme nt) . 

Though tdectronic tabular displays offer useful fe ature s fo r display of flight prog r e ss data . applica
tion is ofte n r e fused because o f la c k o f fle x ibility and r e liability . As alre ad y m e nti o ne d tabu la r o r 
touch-input d isplays will pre sumably not succe ed ge ne rally be fo r e a11tomatic updating of flight pr .> 
gress data i s solved satisfactorily 

4 . 5 . Display of data r e lated to fl ow planning and contro l 

Flow planning . i . e . l o ng-te r m coordinat ion of raw fli g ht pl a ns , is princ ipally .&n o ff-line function, 
the refore is closely r e late d to data stack processi ng and timt! -sharing . Tabular displays with attached 
dialog key board to influence coord i nati o n by manual data input and line printe r& for output of final 
r e sults are adequate ly use d . 

Flow c ontrol causes a lot o f data to be exchanged, just as flight progress adjus tm e nt doe .;. There
fore a devic e with capabilitie s of r e lie ve d manual data input is r e quire d . At prese nt touch input dis 
plays and related software are in the state of e x tensive trial. 
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4 .6. Display of s tatus data a nd sys te m configurati o n 

Display o l sta tu s data anc f sys tem c nfi gu rati o n serv •s system monitoring. Mode rn computers are 
e qu ipped with e tc troni displays t supply ac tual status data o n r e ques t and indica te critical status 
as lo ng as logi a lly poss ibl • . \\ ith e'< te nsive appli c ation o f e lec troni c data proce ssing to support air 
traff ic o ntr I. s tat us f displays, data lines. data acquisi ti o n devic e s and r e lated e quipme nt could 
ba supe rvised hy a central diagnos t ic com pute r whi c h is supplie d with appropriate control signals . 

4 I . Di sp lay of wea ther data and no t i es to airme n 

Wcath' r data · upp lied by wea th ' r inf r m ati o n service usua ll y are displayed to controlle rs o n tele
scre•'ns via s anning o f p rinted o r written n t i es . 

o t ices t o a irme n a r e normally printed by te l ,-. types o r linep rinte rs spontaneously on aspects of actual 
inte r st o r o n specia l r e quest. 
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1. INTHOinc TIOM 

Growing air traffic necessitates the expansion of the control capacity of air traffic control.   Manual opera- 
tions must be  replaced  step by step by automated system modules.   Therefore application of automatic 
data processing to ATC requires systems with the ability of organic growth and a certain inherency of 
future-orientation.   Studying present-day hardware   concepts  three  trends are recognized: 

acceleration ot execution speed of a  single processor by microparallel techniques 
increase of reliability and performance  by multiprocessor-structures 
realization of special array-,   associative-  and I'O-processing  subsystems. 

Observing  software - research it can be expected: 

facilitation of programming by utilization of higher level languages and by expansion 
of the hardware - software - integration facilities 

improvement of compilers,   control prograti.s and operating systems with respect to 
mapping strategies in virtual memory systems and to auton.atic   recognition of parallel 
structures of procedures. 

Besides future-orientation there- are four main requirements for hardware-structure»  resulting from 
applications such as radar data tracking,  conflict detection and resolution,   long-term flight plan coordi- 
nation and flow control,   flight progress adjustment,   recording and statistics application programs: 

reliability and safety 
storage capacity and processing power 
time behaviour 
hardware-softwa re - integration and software  related features. 

From these aspects  some technologies and important features of computer structures are outlined 
in the following sections. 

1.      HKLIAHII.ITY AND SAFETY 

There is no question about reliability and safety of computer systema to be of great importance    to 
ATC because of a certain dependence of human beings on these  systems,   which is especially true  in the 
future,   when it will be  in.possible  to fall back to a manually operated system.   Therefore a  redundant 
system with graceful degradation capabilities must be established. 

Generally reliability is achieved by the concepts of fail  safe and fail  soft.   The concept of fail  safe 
duplicates elements or modules,   so that in case of a failure' the system can continue operation at the for- 
mer level.   Fail soft is a further step in reliable  system design and uses fall back  technique  to avoid a 
total system black out.   A sufficient number of fall back levels must be established to meet all the impor- 
tant patterns of failure. 

Computer hardware  is an aggregate1  of different levels.   With respect to reliability and safety circuit-, 
system- and structure - levels  should be1 distinguished. 

Many investigations have  been made on the different computer levels to solve  reliability problems. 
On circuit-level there are parity checks of memory-,   processor-  and l/O-modules and data-  and address- 
busses,  automatic erreir correction,   residue checking of arithmetic and address-calculations and l/O- 
activities,   time-out of processor- and I/O-executions,  and checking of memory boundaries when references 
are made. 

These checks can cause error conditions.   If a failure' has been delected which cannot be  repaired 
automatically on circuit level,   fail-safe-activities must be provided on system level.   In this case  the 
failed module must be replaced by a redundant one,   so that no loss in system performance occurs.   II a 
redundant module is no longer available,   fail soft mechanisms  must be provided which permit emergencv 
operations by reduced system performance. 
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A furtluT aspti t is fault isolation and maintenance.  Computer hardware operating in ATC-applica- 
tions  ihould have capabilities to isolate faults to a 8iii(jle card,   and to integrate  one or more  maintenance 
diagnostic units to facilitate  fault  isolation and module  test in parallel to the computer's operational 
work.   These facilities  minimize the  lime  intervals of the  degraded mode  of operation and maximize 
system availability. 

The question how redundancy and reconfiguration capabilities can be achieved yields to the organi- 
zation of the computer  structures  to be  installed.   Associative processor,   multiprocessor and compound 
single processor  structures have   distinguished   features with respect to reliability and safety. 

In case a multicomputer  system (Fig.   1) consisting of more  than two computers is  regarded the in- 
stallation of the  inter-computer-connections is a difficult problem.   Besides there are problems arising 
from the interaction of different operating systems,  and from centrally supervising the operational com- 
puters.   These disadvantages are avoided in a multiprocessor  structure (Fig.   i) where  the  inter-module- 
connections and interactions,  and central supervisory functions are already included within the basic 
system design.  Connc        Ml between moduli are arranged within a matrix,   which builds up highly redun- 
dant switches.   HecoiiKgui ation is  supported by hardware,   because each module is able to gain access to 
any other one. 

Moreover,  once a failure occurs in the multicomputer system one complete computer falls down; 
in the multiprocessor system the overall performance is only reduced by one module. 

In case an associative processor  structure  is  regarded (Fig.   ?),   the  failure of an associative memory 
element does not result in a real reduction of performance because' a single instruction stream controls 
multiple data streams at the  same  time.   Of course the data not processed by one failing element are 
lost but all other data streams are not affected. 

Failures of sequential units of the associative structure  produce problems comparable  to those  of 
a  single processor  structure. 

i.      STORAGE CAPACITY AND PF H FOR MANTF. 

In an ATC-computer-complex on-line programs will not be  the only functions sharing the  resources 
of the pool in a given time  interval.   Care  must be taken to allow the processing of off-line-jobs such as 
statistical evaluation of recorded data,   which have to be inserted into the  system at sporadic  intervals. 
Furthermore,  expansion of software packages will be an organically growing process,   therefore the system 
lay-out must include an extended on-line  time-sharing test system.   These problems only can be  solved 
by effective memory protection capabilities,   mapping techniques which allow easy allocation and reloca- 
tion of programs,   and a hardware - supported time slicing algorithm,   all of which make up a sophisticated 
multiprogramming and tin:e - sharing system. 

Thrashing is a  phenomenon which can occur in such virtual memory systems when exchange of seg- 
ments or pages extends an upper  limit.   This limit is defined by main memory capacity,   page memory 
access time and transfer rate and internal performance.   In a given system configuration thrashing can 
be avoided strategically by optimizing and estimating the  memory requirements of a program or tacti- 
cally by suspending those jobs which cause thrashing until more space is available.  The first method can 
be  realized by the  software  specialist supported by the compiler,   the  second method by the control pro- 
gram supported by hardware. 

Because thrashing highly reduces the total system performance- the balancing of the hardware confi- 
guration is an important factor.   Another extreme which should be avoided in a virtual storage environ- 
ment is the mere execution of CPU-bound jobs.   In this case system balance is disturbed in the other di- 
rection reducing system performance,   too.   The criteria whether a job is CPU-bound or not in a virtual 
storage environment,   depends on the speed of the processor and the paging devices.   When CPU-bounding 
occurs,   the paging mechanism is passive.   Fig.   4 shows the qualitative dependence of system performance 
on virtual to real storage  ratio in use.   It can be seen,   that in a well balanced environment system per- 
formance is increased. 

The necessity  to continuously expand automation of ATC-routines was already mentioned.   In this 
respect it is interesting to consider the  increase of throughput when more parallelism on system level 
is to be installed.   If in a given system configuration the number of processors reaches a certain limit, 
the processing power remains constant or even falls back  to lower values,   because interferences with 
other resources grow rapidly.   The  most critical bcttlenecks are the main memory modules,   the number 
of which must have a balanced ratio to the number of the processor modules.  Fig.   ^ shows that even 
systems with low parallelism in their module structure do not yield the  same factor of throughput in- 
crease expected by multiplying the:  processor modules. 

4.     TIME BEHAVIOUR 

Heal time data processing in ATC is connected with functions like radar data tracking,   display of air 
traffic  situation and conflict detection and solution.   In these cases the computer must be able to process 
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an Incoming data fluw according to a ctTtain priority schi.'...«: in such a way that the output of desired 
results or actions is not delayed beyond critical limits.   Usually the radar data queues are scanned in 
sense-line triggered by clock pulses.   Therefore the time behaviour of the real-time system is critical 
with respect to a high execution speed rather than to quick interrupt handling,   because no critical pro- 
cess reaction response times are encountered. 

Moreover,   the tasks mentioned above have an inherent parallelism in their logic structure of data 
processing.  Search instructions applied to a data base consume a great part of CPU-time available in 
conventional processor systems.  Great advantages for the systen.'s time behaviour may be obtained, 
if an associative processor (Fig.   i) is used,   because the execution times of associative instructions are 
independent of the number of data (to which instructions are applied at the same time).   For example, 
a search instruction is executed m aliout 1, 0 microseconds by an associative processor,  using a  10-bit 
data descriptor.   This time  is independent on the  length of the  list.   In a conventional  large scale compu- 
ter an average time of about  ?0   ,u8ec is required for the match,   assuming a tree-structured list with 
a  length of 10^4 data words,  a program loop of 6 instructions,  and an internal performance of 2 x 1 0 
instr.    sec.   In ATC-applications statically ordered lists regularly cannot be achieved.   Therefore se- 
quential  search has to be applied, which would yield an average time of 1 , "i millisecond on given condi- 
tions. 

The high speed of 2 x  10    instr. /sec  of one  sequential CPU  is only available with pipeline   machines 
and is accomplished by microparallel techniques,   such as look ahead,   look aside,   interleaving and parallel 
arithmetic circuits. 

The first method uses an IC-buffer which is filled with information before an access is required by 
the execution unit.  Generally this is done in a sequential way (first-in-first-out organization),  and is 
therefore suitable for instruction fetching. 

The look aside buffer is used for temporary storage of data which are often used.  Each time an 
access is  required an associative address comparison is made on the complete  buffer with practically 
no loss of time.   If the requested operand is found in the associative buffer,   the fetch is done at IC-speed, 
if not,  a main memory access occurs and transfers are executed to the requesting CPU-register and to 
a free space in the associative buffer for a later likely usage.   Because operands are generally accessed 
at random,   no FIFO-organization is suitable. 

Interleaving is a method which allows the CPU to access different memory banks at the same time 
via independent memory module controls.   The last method uses different arithmetic units which can 
execute arithmetic,  logic,   boolean or shift operations etc.  synchronously.  All these techniques are illu- 
strated in figures 6 and 7. 

^      SOFTWARE-RELATED FEATURES 

The last of the requirements stated concerns with that computer level,   at which the hardware-im- 
plemented functions of a machil»   ._nd and the software-implemented functions begin.   During the design 
phase of a hardware-software-system,   this level influences both the machine architecture and the language 
structure.   The efficiency of compilation is improved with the increasing depth of the hardware-software- 
integration of a machine.  An example of a minimal integrated machine .- the conventional von-Neumann- 
computer where the execution of instructions is the only supported function.   In highly integrated systems, 
problem-independent functions like  storage management and protection,   generation of parallel tasks and 
reentrant procedures and block  structured languages are supported by hardware. 

As an example of advanced hardware-software-integration,   the generation of the object code of the 
expression A = (B + Cf D is outlined.   This expression consists of a hierarchical operator structure which 
is to be transformed by the compiler,   using an algorithm which yields the polish string ABC+D)t = . 

In the case of a general register or accumulator machine,  this string must be processed by a further 
compiler routine.  This is done by scanning the string,   recognizing the temporary results BC + , establi- 
shing a scratch pad register and inserting operators and addresses. 

Ina highly integrated machine (with respect to arithmetic expressions) it should be possible to exe- 
cute the polish string directly.   This is easily accomplished in case a hardware stack organization is 
used.  Then the final compiler routine needs only to scan the polish string and to insert the operators. 
During execution of the code,   all instructions make references to the top of the hardware stack.  Each 
time a reference is made the operands are pushed down or popped up automatically by hardware.   Fig.   8 
shows the arithn.etic expression,   the polish   string,  the code string generated by the compiler,  and the 
expansion and contraction of the hardware stack,   when the statement is executed. 

Considerations based on a similar expression which is executed by a hypothetical accumulator, 
general register or stack machine yield a   relationship  in storage space of 100:94:90 and CPU-time of 
100:92:86  respectively. 
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Common Arithmetic Expression: 
Polish String: 
Code String in Memory: 

A = (B + C)« D 
ABC + D • = 

■ Top of Stack 
■ Stack Pointer 

Statement 
Running: 

Fig. 8: Stack Organization and Polish Notation 

Extending the hardware stack concept,   a block structured language,  the hierarchical structure of 
which is comparable to the arithmetic hierarchical structure mentioned above,   can be transformed by 
the compiler in a similar way.   For each block or procedure entry an activation record is prepared by 
the compiler    and filled with fixed information at compile time.  Storage for the variable information at 
run time is stack-organized and also part of the record.  Each record is statically chained to the next 
neighbour of the hierarchical block structure until the main procedure is reached (tree-structured).   This 
technique enables the maintenance of the valid environment at any position.   Moreover,   reentrancy is 
obtained automatically,  because the information is stacked in the record.   Therefore no comprehensive 
compiler standard routines are needed,   to handle reentrant procedures.  At run time,   the instruction 
counter points to the instruction in execution and the environment vector points to the activated records 
of the environment in use.  This vector is stack-organized and updated by hardware whenever a block or 
procedure entry or exit occurs.   This sophisticated organization is far away from the von-Neumann-con- 
cept and could only be outlined here. 

In ATC-applications a complex,   safe and reliable software is required,   also with the ability of orga- 
nic growth.  These requirements are supported by higher level languages,  which enable a more struc- 
tured programming.   In a system with a suitable hardware-software-integration a compiled program yields 
an optimized object code because the hardware lay-ou,. is suitable for corresponding statements in a 
similar manner as assembler   instructions are for a more conventional hardware. 

6.     CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper some important requirements for ATC-computer hardware were pointed out, and it 
was outlined what technologies and features are related with these requirements,   which are considered 
to be reliability,   storage capacity,   time behaviour,  and hardware-software-integration. 

Reliability is achieved by the concepts of fail safe and fail soft,   i.e.  either by duplicating of modules 
or by using fall back and reconfiguration techniques,   respectively. 

In a virtual memory system the balancing of main and page storage yields an optimum of system per- 
formance.   If during the organic growth of an ATC-system the  throughput reaches a certain limit,   more 
parallelism has to be installed.  The most critical bottlenecks in this case will be the main memory mo- 
dules,  the number of which must have a balanced ratio to the number of the processor modules. 

■M 
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Rt-al time data pr-'cessing in ATC is concerned with functions which have an inherent parallelism 
with respect to the  logic structure of data flow.    Therefore great advantages  regarding processing power 
are obtained in case an associative processor is incorporated,   because the execution times of associative 
instructions are  independent of the  number of data to which these instructions are applied. 

In ATC-applications a complex,   expansible and reliable software  is required.   This is  supported by 
the usage of higher level languages,   which enable a more structured programming.   A hardware struc- 
ture  with suitable software-related features enables the compiler to generate an optimized object code 
from a program written in a sophisticated higher level language just as it were written in assembler 
instructions for a lower hardware-software - integrated structure. 
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SUMMARY 

With the evolution of Scitellite system techuoloyy,  there has been increasing interest,   attention and 
commitment directed toward exploiting  the capabilities and potential of satellite-based systems for 
navigation and air traffic control (ATC).    The utility of satellite systems has been extended from communi- 
cations,   surface navigation and geodetic applications into air and space,  and to other functional areas 
such   as position surveillance for air traffic control,   precise time and time transfer,  international 
maritime and aeronautical position location and reporting services,  and collision avoidance.    This 
chapter provides a summary of the basic principles upon which the   satellite fystems operate,  an 
indication of their advantages and potential,  a brief review of the historical developments,  and a descrip- 
tion of the system concepts and characteristics of selected satellite-based ATC systems which appear 
to be representative of the priicipal current candidates for filling this role in the future.     Communica- 
tion,   surveillance,  navigation and collision avoidance are discussed including certain operational aspects 
of employing satellite systems in these applications.    Special attention has been given to those techniques 
which appear most promising for the over-ocean and continental ATC functions.    However,   substantive 
discussion is included for those satellite system developments which have been oriented toward position 
location and traffic control because of the significance of these efforts to the current state of satellite 
system technology.    System concepts described include Transit,  the Navy Navigation Satellite System; 
the expanded Transit, the Transit Improvement Program and the Two In-View concepts; the Defense 
Navigation Satellite Timing and Ranging (NAVSTAR) Clobal Positioning System; the NASA Position 
Location and Communications Equipment (PLACE) e- periment; the maritime satellite program of the 
Department of Commerce's Maritime Administration; the Location Identification by Transmission (LIT) 
and the Satellite ATC and Navigation (SATAN) system concepts.    Particular emphasis is given to the 
Aeronautical Satellite (AEROSAT) Program because of its international character and its application of 
satellite technology to immediate oceanic ATC needs.    Satellite-based techniques for continental ATC 
discussed include the DOT's Advanced Air Traffic Management Systems (AATMS) concepts,  and the 
FAA's recently developed ASTRO-DABS concept.    Several of the more significant benefits and limita- 
tions of these techniques are covered and an indication is provided of future trends for the use of 
satellites in air traffic control, 

PREFACE 

Daring the past decade or more, there have been a significant number of investigations into the 
feasibility,  practicality,  and performance improvement which can be achieved by the use of satellites 
for position determination,  time transfer,  and other ATC-related functioi.s.    The application of this 
technology to the fields of air traffic control,   surveillance,  navigation,   precise time transfer,   system 
synchronization,  and collision avoidance has been recognized and pursued through the development of 
a substantial variety of system concepts.    Because of the specialized character and multiplicity of the 
system developments,  a description is provided of the purpose,   features,   operating concept,   advantages 
and limitations of many of these systems. 

One of the better ways in which an understanding can be obtained of the utility and potential of the 
satellite as an aid to air traffic control is by,   first,  gaining some familiarity with the physical factors 
and measurement techniques associated with satellite-based systems,  and second,   reviewing the system 
concepts,  implementation characteristics and performance of those systems which have either had a 
significant impact on the development of this field or which form the principal current basis for the 
evaluation,  implementation or development of future satellite systems for ATC.    This is the 
general structure of the Chapter.    Air traffic control is treated in its broadest context,  however,  the 
principal areas of ATC assistance which the satellite provides are taken as communication and position 
determination.    Data link,  time synchronization and similar transmission capabilities are grouped within 
communication while position surveillance by a central ATC facility and vehic.e navigation,   or on-hoard 
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position location,  are grouped within position determination.   The significant background of activity in 
satellite communications is not addressed but in general terms because of the advanced operational status 
of this fiel ' ^nd the accessibility of this information in '„he literature.    Navigation and position surveillance 
are treated in greater detail due to the increasing importance of improved position data acquisition to 
upgrading the perfüitnance of the ATC process and the capacity of the system.    However, the ATC system 
clearly must incorporate a combination of communications,  position data and a variety of other essential 
features such as automation,  display,  procedures and human competence to operate in an effective and 
efficient manner. 

To provide a sound basis for the description and evaluation of the selected system concepts,  a brief 
discussion of some of the principal factors influencing the performance of satellite systems is presented 
with particular attention to the various measurement error contributors, their frequency dependence, 
carrier frequency selection,  selected signal structure alternatives, bandwidth requirements,  satellite 
conatellatton configurations,  ground station needs,  and user equipment performance and cost. 

The satellite-based system configurations selected for discussion are indicative of the system 
techniques under consideration by defense,   civil,   and international agencies.    The extent of the activl.ies 
may be seen by the following:   The Defense Department is improving the capabilities of the operational 
Transit Navigation Satellite System and planning the development and experimental deployment of the 
precursor to a highly precise Defense Navigation Satellite Timing and Ranging System (NAVSTAR), the 
Department of Transportation is studying advanced air traffic management systems based largely on 
satellites,  the Federal Aviation Administration is also investigating the ATC applications   of satellite 
systems,  the President's Science Advisory   Committee ATC Panel completed investigations along these 
same lines, the Maritime Administration is conducting communication and ranging experiments on NASA's 
ATS-6 Satellite,  and the DOT with Canada and the European Space Research Organization is working 
toward the deployment of an aeronautical satellite system which would include communications and position 
surveillance capabilities.    Other satellite-based system concepts have been developed for consideration 
as candidates for the next generation ATC system,   including systems designated LIT,   SATAN,   AATMS, 
and ASTRO-DABS,  which will be discussed.    The capabilities and potential benefits obtainable from 
these systems are briefly reviewed and evaluated in the context of projected future requirements and 
the existing and planned means for providing ATC-related services. 

1.     SATELLITE-BASED SYSTEM FEATURES 

With the evolution of space technology,   it has become apparent that satellite platforms provide a  desir- 
able means for accomplishing a variety of functions.    Placing emitters in space results in significantly 
improved visibility of the users served and greatly expands the system coverage.    Also,   since the users 
are within line of sight,  additional flexibility is achieved in the selection uf the operating frequencies which 
may be used.    For example,   frequency selection need not be based upon the ability of the signal to propa- 
gate long distances around the earth,  as in the case of LORAN and OMEGA,  but may be chosen so as to 
minimize the measurement error or the propagation losses. 

For the functions associated with air traffic control,   satellite systems have a number of highly desir- 
able features and some undesirable aspects.    For communications or data link applications,  in the large 
area coverage and the ability of the signal to penetrate into low elevation regions are beneficial.    However, 
the distances which typically occur between a satellite and user are such,  i.e. from several hundred to 
about 20,000 n.mi., that a significant range loss is involved.    This normally is partially compensated for 
by a combination of antenna directivity on either the user vehicle, the satellite,   or both; the use of high 
power transmitters and low noise receivers; and the incorporation of signal structures which improve the 
signal detectability and reliability.    These techniques alleviate the range loss   deficiency to an extent but 
system constraints,   such as low cost,  low gain user antennas,  normally preclude incorporating sufficient 
complexity or sophistication to off-set this effect,    A disadvantage is that satellite system receivers are 
usually more susceptible to interference and jamming than alternative local region systems. 

Satellite-based systems provide an excellent means for structuring large coverage centrally managed 
ATC,   surveillance,  navigation and communications systems.    This has traditionally been a significant 
feature of satellite communications systems,  especially since the large payloa^1 operational feasibility of 
geo-stationary satellites,  and the very large capacity (bandwidth) repeater systems have become available. 

The space envir» nruent is relatively ber-'n to orbiting spacecraft.      If the satellite survives the accel- 
erations and vibrations of its launch and pi     ement into orbit,  its fhances of providing uniform,   reliable 
service are excellent.    There are,  of course,   significant risks associated with the launch of a satellite, 
since both satellites and launch vehicles are high cost items and booster reliabilities,  although increas- 
ingly good,  are not without failure. 

In the position location role,  satellites can be configured into orbital arrangements which provide 
excellent geometries for accomplishing the position determination function.    This may be dotie with 
either synchronous satellite systems,  in which case a regional coverage capability is provided; or with 
an orbiting constellation of satellites where worldwide coverage may be obtained with regional coverage 
provided on an intermittent basis. 
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Z.     HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

The basic concept of the use of artificial satellites for communication and position location purposes 
has existed for over two decades.   The initial demonstration of satellite capabilities occurred in 19^8 
when a communication satellite was launched.    In I960,  the U.S.  Navy's Transit Satellite System for ship 
iiavination became available.    This system,  using polar orbiting satellites and user measurements of 
the doppler frequency shift indicated acceptable accuracies for many navigation applications.    However, 
the long periods required to obtain a position fix and the intermittent coverage made this system unsuitable 
for civil aeronautical and other users. 

The first satellite to achieve synchronous orbit,   SYNCOM 2,  was used in 1964 and 1965 to transmit 
low-rate digital data to aircraft and to receive transmissions.    NASA's Applications Technology Satellites 
(ATS) 1 and 3,   placed into geostationary orbits in 19b6 and 1967,   respectively,  have been used in a con- 
tinuing series of cooperative experiments between the FAA,   NASA,   and commercial airlines to demon- 
strate high-data-rate and two-way voice transmission between satellite and aircraft. 

Successful ranging and position-fixing experiments were performed with these satellites on aircraft 
and ships during 1968 and 1969 using two-way transmissions and surface-based computation.    More 
recently,  the ATS-5 and ATS-6 satellites have been employed to obtain basic propagation and ranging 
data by NASA and the U.S.  Air Force.    Additionally,  the U.S.  Navy has employed its TIMATION I and 
II satellites to obtain similar ranging data and has performed precise time transfer experiments over 
intercontinental distances. 

3.     SATELLITE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE 

It appears appropriate to briefly discuss the general elements of radio position determination 
systems,   and identify the factors influencing system performance,  at least those affecting accuracy and 
coverage.    The user typically obtains information from several stations.   This information normally 
takes the form of range or range difference measurements,  at least for most LORAN,   DECCA,   DME, 
OMEGA and satellite system implementations.    For hyperbolic systems,  measurements are made of 
the range differences between pairs of stations; similarly,   for ranging systems,  direct measurements 
of propagation time which is translated to range is determined. 

Ground-based systems typically operate in the ten kHz to several hundred MHz frequency range. 
The propagation characteristics of these systems are such that as the frequency increases,  the ground 
level coverage of the system decreases markedly.    However,  the influences  of the propagation medium 
are generally reduced with increasing frequencies which cause the propagational related errors to 
become smaller,   improving the system precision. 

The coverage obtainable from an earth orbiting satellite varies considerably with its orbital altitude. 
A satellite at about bÜO NM altitude has an orbital period of about 1. 5 hours and covers about one or 
two percent of the earth's surface at any instant in time.    The coverage also depends upon the minimum 
elevation angle at which the satellite can be effectively viewed from the earth; typical values are in the 
order of five to ten degrees.    At an altitude of 1000 NM,   about seven to nine percent of the earth's surface 
is visible and at 5000 NM altitude (an orbital perioo of about 5.5 hours) the strong dependence between 
coverage and altitude decreases significantly.    Between 30-35% of the earth's surface is visible at this 
altitude; this very gradually increases to between 40-45u:'o at the geo-synchronous altitude of about 
19,200 nm.    It is apparent that large regions of coverage are feasible with small numbers of satellites. 
Additionally,  the coverage is obtained on a "line-of-sight" basis which obviates the need for selecting 
frequencies which diffract around the earth's surface in order to obtain laroe area coverage.    Frequency 
selection can be made with increased flexibility.    Although the effects of the troposphere and ionosphere 
remain,  they enter as error components in a somewhat different manner. 

Error Contributors 

To provide some perspective of the penormance capabilities, limitations, and trade-offs associated 
with satellite-based position determination systems, '.ve may briefly discuss the sources of measurement 
error influencing system performance.    The principal contributors to system error are as follows: 

Thermal noise 
Man-made and natural interference 
Cosmic,   or "galactic" noise 
Jamming 
System self-jamming 
Satellite orbital position error 

Geodetic location uncertainties 
Multipath effects 
Atmospheric absorption 
Tropospheric refraction 
Ionospheric refraction 
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Tht-rmal nuise refers pritnarily to 
the noise generated within the receiver; 
losmii   noise is noise of extra-terres- 
trial origin; geodetic uncertainties re- 
late to the displacement of the satellite- 
based coordinate grid system to the 
geodetic system; absorption is normally 
of significance only in those frequency 
regions where strong atomic  or molecu- 
lar resonances occur for the constituents 
of the atmosphere; and the refraction 
effects are of interest in that they cause 
signal propagation delays.    Figure 1 
illustrates the one-way ranging errors 
resulting from the group delay charac- 
teristics of the ionosphere.    The figure 
provides a nominal indication of the 
strung dependence of the  ranging error 
with frequency and the variation in 
error for two conditions of antenna 
elevation (9° and 54°).    The values of 
the ranging error for selected frequen- 
cies   (0,4,   1,6 and i.i GHz) are indi- 
cated.    At 400 MHz the errors are 
reasonably large and a dual frequency 
correction approach for determination 

FH(0U[llClf5 JNOt« 
CONSIDERATION 

CARRIER rREQUENH ( GHZ) 

Figure  I  - Ionospheric   Fropagation 
Ranging Error with Frequency 

of the group delay (similar to that employed by TRANSIT) is normally required to achieve high accuracy. 
In the L-Band region (1.6 GHz) the error is moderate and most of it can be estimated by applying 
operationally similar conditions to a "model" of the ionosphere which incorporates previously observed 
data.    At 4 GHz and beyond,  the influence of the ionosphere is negligible and neither dual frequency 
correction nor modeling is normally required.    It should be noted that the ranging mtasurement errors 
caused by ionospheric effects for the microwave region are only a few feet. 

.Satellite-Ha^od 'lechniques fur Determining  Position 

A variety uf satellite-based system concepts have been considered as candidates for performing 
the position location function.    The system concepts are based upon the measurement parameters 
available to either the user as a central facility for performing the position determination.     The space- 
based measurements employed in the determination of the position of an observer located on or near the 
surface of the earth may be classed in the following general categories: 

lal       Doppler and doppler rate 
(b|       Angle and angle rate 
(c)        Range and range rale 

id|     Measurement sums or differences 
(el    Measurement combinations 

Figure i illustrates a number of representative po' ition determination techniques employing 
.■'atellites.     These system concepts indicate the number of satellites required,   the measurements 
performed,   the surfaces of position which are generated by the measurements and comments concern- 
ing the system performance and implementation requirements.    The salient characteristics of the 
systems,   based upon these measurement techniques,   may be summarize'i as follows: 

^l       Doppler Measurement - from a system of low altitude satellites is an approach of proven capability. 
Referring to A,   this technique,   successfully used in the Navy Navigation Satellite System,   requires 
accurate knowledge of the satellite ephemeris and the user's velocity.    This information,   com- 
bined with measurements of the satellite-observer  relative motion,  as determined by doppler 
measurements of the satellite transit through its region of closest approach,   provides an 
accurate determination of observer location.     Limitations of this approach relate to the use of 
a relatively complex data processing procedure,   and more importantly,  the strong sensitivity 
between position error and the uncertainty in user velocity.    Additional system characteristics of 
concern include the moderate time intervals (5-20 minutes) normally required for a doppler 
position determination and the large number of low altitude satellites required to assure a short 
waiting  period between satellite transits. 

(b)       Angle  Measuremenl   - by a  space-borne system,   shown in B,   normally includes a  pair of crossed- 
baseline space-borne interferometers extending from a  single satellite.     Fach interferometer 
baseline is of a dimension equivalent to a large number of wavelengths (e, g, ,   several hundred). 
The length of the baseline establishes the number and angular dimensions of the grating-lobe 
structure subtended by the baseline aperture.     It is  the  resolution provided by the grating-lobe 
structure of an interferometer which makes possible accurate angular measurement of the user's 
position in space.    The angle measurement technique provides a desirable feature in that full 
coverage for a specified satellite visibility  region may be obtained from a single  satellite. 

^M 
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SYSTEM TITLE AND DIAGRAM 

SATELLITES 
REQH 

DATA 
Pl'OVIDED 

MEASUREMENTS 
PERFORMED (BY USER) 

SURFACES OF 
POSITION 

NOTES 

OOPPLER 

( RANüfc RATE ) 

RANGE RANGE RATE ALTITUDE 

/R,R 

RANGE RANGE ALTITUDE 

^^^^^. 
ELEVATION ALTITUDE 

X Y 

X,Y,Z 

X.Y 

IZI 

X,Y 

X.Y 

OOPPLERFREQUENCY 
TIME 
ALTITUDE 

2 HYPERBOLOIDS 
II PER PAIR OF 
MEASUREMENTS) 

)SPHERE 

PASSIVE SYSTEM 
OPERATIONAL 
SYSTEM TRANSIT 
EXCELLENT 
ACCURACY 
PRINCIPALLY 
FOR LOW VELOCITY 
VEHICLES 
NON INSTANTANEOUS 

2 ANGLES SATELLITE 
TO OBSERVER 

RANGE SATELLITE 
TO OBSERVER (R) 

2 CONES 
1 SPHERE 

ACTIVE SYSTEM 
MEAS. OF H CAN 
BE SUBSTITUTED 
FOR R MEAS. 

RANGE TOS: R 
RANGE RATE: R 
ALTITUDE:  H 

2 SPHERES 
tCONE 
(1 HYPERBOLOID 
PER PAIR OF R 
MEASUREMENTS) 

ACTIVE OR PASSIVE 
PASSIVE USER REQUIRES 
STABLE CLOCK 

LOW ALTITTÜDE SYSTEM 
VELOCITY VECTOR OF 
OBSERVER MUST BE 
KNOWN 

HCANBEDET'OWITH 

MULTIPLE MEAS. 

RANGE SAT 1 TO USER 
RANGE SAT 2 TO USER 

ALTITUDE 

3 SPHERES 

ACTIVE OR 
PASSIVE 

PASSIVE USER 
REQUIRES STABLE 
CLOCK TO 
DETERMINER 

ELEVATIONS ANGLES: 
OBSERVER TO S^,) 

OBSERVER TO S2 (O2) 

ALTITUDE 

1 SPHERE (Z) 
2 CONES 

PASSIVE SYSTEM 

RANGE MEAS. CAN 
REPLACE H MEAS. 

Figure Z - Representative Satellite-Based Position Determination Techniques 
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SYSTEM TITLE AND DIAGRAM 

2SATELLITE RANGE RANGE RATE 

RANGE DIFFERENCE AND ALTITUDE 

ff S3£ 

SATELLITES 
REQ'D 

DATA 
PROVIDED 

SINGLE 
MEAS 
X.Y.Z 

MULTIPLE 
MEASS 
X.Y.Z 

V 
i 

X.Y.Z 

(VI 

X, Y 

MEASUREMENTS 
PERFORMED (BY USER) 

RANGES TO SATELLITES 
R,,R2 

RANGE RATES TO 

SATELLITES     Rv R2 

RANGE, DBS TOS, (R,! 

RANGE, DBS TO S?(R2) 

RANGE, OBS TO S3 (R3) 

(ALSO, RANGE RATES 

R). R2■R3, 

RANGE DIFFERENCES 

^R12    ■   R,     Rp 

^R23    =   R2    R3 

ALTITUDE 

SURFACES OF 
POSITION 

2 SPHERES 
2 CONES 
(2 HYPERBOLOIDS 
PER PAIR OF    R 

MEASUREMENTS! 

3SPHERES 

i2 HYPERBOLOIDS 
1 SPHERE (Z) 

NOTES 

ACTIVE OR PASSIVE 
PASSIVE REQUIRES STABLE 
CLOCK AND KNOWLEDGE 
DFUSER VEIOCITY 
LOW ALTITUDE SYSTEM 

• PASSIVE MULT MEAS'S 
• NO CLOCK REQUIRED 
• LOW ALTITUDE SYSTEM 
• KNOWLEDGE OF USER 

MOTION REQUIRED 

ACTIVE OR 
PASSIVE SYSTEM 

PASSIVE USER 
REQUIRES STABLE 
CLOCK 

MEAS OF RS 
ALLOWSDETERM 
OF USER VELOCITY 

PASSIVE SYSTEM 
HYPERBOLOID 
TECHNIQUE 
PASSIVE USER ODES 
NOT REQUIRE STABLE 
CLOCK 

4SATELLITE RANGE DIFFERENCE 

RANGE DIFFERENCES 

X.Y.Z 

AR12 

AR23 

^R34 

R,- P? 

R2- R3 

R3    R4 

3 HYPERBOLOIDS 

PASSIVE SYSTEM 
HYPERBOLIC 
TECHNIQUE 

USER DOES NOT 
REQUIRE STABLE 
CLOCKS 

4 SATELLITE RANGING, PSEUDO RANGING 

X.Y.Z. 

1 

(Ti 

RANGES: 
Rj, R2. "3. "4 

(ALSO RANGE RATES 
R|. R2. R3. R4) 

4 SPHERES 

PASSIVE SYSTEM 
4TH SATELLITE 
PROVIDES PASSIVE 
USER WITH 
ACCURATE TIME 
RERERENCE 

Figure 2 (cont'd) - Represeatative Satellite-Based Position Determination Techniques 
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Accurate knowledge of the Batellite baseliae urlentatlon In space la uecesBary for thla technique. 
A variation of thl« approach la ahowu at C. 

|c)       Range Meaaurement - from multiple satelliteo as shown in D and E provides a means for 
instantaneous position location by determination of the intersection of multiple spheres of position. 
Minimally,   determination of the ranges of two satellites,   and the aircraft altitude are required 
for a unique instantaneous position determination.     For a  JD determination,  completely independ- 
ent of observer-derived inputs,   three satellites are  required.    Normally,   the satellite systems 
associated with the  rang.ng technique are nut appreciably different from conventional communica- 
tions satellites,   i, e. ,   they may consist of simple transponders.    A sufficient number of satellites 
in a favorable geometric arrangement must normally be provided by the orbital constellation for 
the desired system accuracy to be obtained. 

id)       Range and  Range  Rate Systems  - for determining the position of a satellite with respect to an 
(observation point on earth have been employed for some time.    This technique is illustrated by 
F and G.     The NASA Goddard range and range rate (RARR) satellite tracking system has provided 
results of excellent precision.    The addition of the  range rate,   or doppler,  information to the 
ranging data provides a supplementary approach for obtaining a position fix.    Each pcir of doppler 
readings generates a hyperbolical surface of position.     Two sets of doppler determined surfaces 
of position provide a line of position which may be combined with the ranging data to establish a 
pc sition fix.     Incorporation into the system of range rate information in addition to multiple 
satellite ranging increases the complexity of the computer processing involved but provides a 
means for improving th ■ accuracy of position determination. 

le)       Range Difference  Measureiiicnt - between pairs of satellites as shown in H,   provides a method 
for obtaining hyperbolic position determinations from space-borne stations.    Ground-based 
hyperbolic techniques such as  LORAN,   DECCA   and   OMEGA, have been used successfully for a 
number of years,   particularly for long range over-ocean navigation.    The application of this 
technique requires,   minimally,   one additional satellite to that of a ranging configuration since 
differences measurements between pairs of satellites are involved. 

If)        Fseudo-Ranging and lime Measurement - can be accomplished as shown in 1 and J,  which illus- 
trates two 4-satellite ranging concepts.    This configuration allows the user to operate passively 
(no transmission) and without a lights stable clock.     It is possible to obtain a 7-dimensional fix, 
in that 3D position,   3D velocity and time are determined. 

(g)       Measurement Combinations - of many type? are possible, 
shown in the system technique figures. 

Several examples of these have been 

A. FIELDS OF APPLICATION 

The applications of satellite system technology to air traffic control and related fields have been inves- 
tigated and in some cases implemented for a number of years.    Communications repeaters have been tested 
with aeronautical and ground based systems for both civil and military uses.    A satellite system has been 
used operationally for over a decade for navigation,  and a variety of time transfer and synchronization 
operations have been routinely accomplished from space.    Additionally,  a number of applications have been 
investigated,  some of which do not directly relate to ATC,  which indicate the versatility of appropriately 
configured satellite-based systems.    These applications include area navigation, vehicle or unit location, 
collision avoidance and proximity warning,  search and rescue,   survey and geodesy,  instrument landing 
system guidance, vehicle or satellite tracking, calibration for photo mapping, velocity determination and a 
variety of defense uses. 

The application of satellite-based communication and position determination systems to air traffic 
control has undergone extenaive inveatigation by aeveral agencies of the government.   Representative 
examples of these activities are:   The Department of Transportation ATC Advisory Committee Report 
investigated and made recommendations concerning the utility of a space-based position data acquisition 
system which would operate within the ATC framework.    The Ad Hoc ATC Panel of the President's Science 
Advisory Commiltee (PSAC) analyzed the feasibility o: a satellite-based system for Continental United 
Staies (CONUS) ait traffic control as an alternative to the planned upgrading of the current (third gener- 
ation) Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS).    The Department of Transportation (DOT) has 
funded substantive investigations of the feaaibility, benefita and economic viability of satellite-based air 
traffic management systems through their Transportation Systems Center in Cambridge,  Mass.    Addition- 
ally, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has investigated satellite-based systems as possible 
candidates to supplement or replace selected elements of the ATC system. 

The FAA and the DOT are very much involved in the Aeronautical Satellite Program - a cooperative 
venture between the United States,  Canada and Europe which may involve other partners.    AEROSAT is 
configured to provide highly reliable oceanic ATC communications, data link and position surveillance 
servicea to over-ocean traffic which could reault in providing more direct routea and reducing the cost 
of the Flight Information Region (FIR) atructure. 
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Jhere also has been cODlidersbly increased concern in the collision avoidance and proximity warning 
area,  which in many system impletnentations involves the use of a space-based technique for time synchro- 
nization or position determination,   or both.    The use of space-borne systems for all categories of instru- 
ment lauding approaches has been considered and is under investigation by the Defense Department and 

others. 

The applications to vehicle location,  geodesy and survey are readily apparent.   It should be noted that 
one of the most accurate and frequently employed methods for obtaining geodetic information on a world- 
wide basis for some years now has been through the use of observations performed on orbiting satellites, 
e.g, the GEOS scries of satellites.    The capability provided by certain systems for the trantferral of 
precise time from one location to another has been both scientifically and operationally useful.    There 
are,  as the list indicates,  a number of Defense uses for space-based position location data,  including 
the delivery of material,   weapons and men,   re« ounaissanc e and various other missions contained within 
the items discussed. 

5, SYSTEM CONCEPTS AND C11AHACTEH1STICS 

Table I lists a number o.f satellite-based systems and system concepts which have been selected for 
description,  comparison and evaluation.    The sponsoring agencies are indicated in the table as are 
the principal functions of the systems,  i.e.,  navigation (N),   position surveillance (S),  or communication 
(C) which includes data link capabilities.    The priority associated with each of these functions in the 
context of each system's current configuration is indicated by the ordering in the right column of Table I. 
The other columns attempt to establish the development or operational status of the systems and are 
self-explanatory.    The interpretation of system development status in Table I should be considered a 
judgemental interpretation based primarily on the information available.    However, the table is believed 
to represent a reasonably valid indication of the current status for each system concept,  even though 
the information in the table will require updating with lime. 

About half of the systems considered in the table are system concepts which have ro clear  experimen- 
tal or operational plans.    Similarly,  it should be noted that only   one satellite-based system is operation- 
ally deployed: the Navy Transit,  or NNSS system.    There is a notable lack of other systems which are 
planned,  or approved for operational deployment.    About half of the system concepts have proceeded to 
the point where plans have been configured for experimentally testing the concepts.    In most of these cases, 
a limited experimental program has been funded which typically attempts to resolve certain technical 
issues on a limited deployment basis.    Two of the system concepts which have progressed to the system 
test and demonstration stage are essentially long-standing single satellite system concepts,  which,  there- 
fore,  involve relatively small risk and modest funding levels for completion through this phase.    We now 
may discuss the principal characteristics,  including the similarities and differences,  of the selected 

system concepts. 

TABLE   I 
SPACE-BASED POSITION DETERMINATION SYSTEMS 

Test and 
Experi- Limited demon- Opera- Current 

Con- mental experi- stration tional opera- N-Navigation 
System name Sponsoring cept(s) system mental system system tional S-Surveillance 

agency only config- program deployed planned system C -Communication 
ured funded or plan- 

ned 
(funded) 

and ap- 
proved 

status 

TRANSIT/ DOD/USN • N 
NNSS 

EXPANDED DOD/USN • • N 
TRANSIT 

TIP DOD/USN • • • N 
TIV DOD/USN • N 
NAVSTAR DOD/4 Svc • • • N,  (S) 
SYSTEM 621B DOD/USAE • • N,  (S) 
TIMAIION DOD/USN • • N,  (S) 
PLACE NASA • • • S,  C,  N 
MARSAT DOC/ 

MAR AD 
• • S,   N 

AEROSAT DOT/EAA • • • C, S,  N 
LIT CONTRACTOR S,   N 
SATAN CONTRACTOR S.  N 
AATMS-I DOT S,  C,  N 
AATMS-II DOT S,  C.  N 
ASTRO-DABS DOT/FAA S,  C,  N 
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(a)   Transit/NNSS 

The Navy Navigation Satellite System (TRANSIT or NNSS) has provided position fixing information 
on a world-wide basis to surface and sub-surface users since 1964.    TRANSIT is an all-weather,  passive 
user navigation system that provides accurate navigation capabilities,  normally latitude and longitude, 
to better than 0.1 NM.    Timing signals transmitted from the satellites of the system are synchronized 
with Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) to within 200 microseconds.    The TRANSIT system is composed 
of three subsystems:   a constellation of satellites,  a network of tracking stations that continuously moni- 
tor and update the satellite's navigation data,  and the user's receivers and computers. 

Operational use of the TRANSIi  system began in July 1964 and the system has been in continuous 
operation since that time.    The shipboard receiver was released for commercial manufacture and 
civil use in June 1967.    There are now more than 150 commercial and 2^0 military receiver systems 
in operation using the navigation data from TRANSIT.    The satellite constellation consists of a minimum 
of four (currently five) satellites in circular polar orbits at an altitude of approximately 600 NMs.    The 
satellites transmit frequencies of approximately 150 and 400 MHz and the user determines his position 
by measuring and examining the doppler shift of these signals.    There are four ground stations which 
track and update each satellite's ephemeris and time synchronization data.    The control center at 
Point Mugu,   California provides the system tracking and data injection facilities,  the central computer 
center and an operations and communications center. 

(b)     Transit System Upgrading TABLE II 

TRANSIT UPGRADING TECHNIQUES 

Satellite Constellation Expansion 
- Reduces period between fixes 

Ephemeris Accuracy Enhancement-DISCOS 
- Improves fix accuracy 
- Allows longer period between updates 

Inclusion of Ranging Signal - PRN/B1NOR 
- Allows ranging 
- Shortens fix interval 
- Improves accuracy 
- Improves operation in dynamic 

environment 
- Enhances AJ,  acquisition performance 

Improved Fix Program in Receiver 
- Provides greater flexibility 
- Allows use of simpler receiver 
- Use of shorter doppler counts 
- Decrease of required transmission 

duration 

For several years t   e Navy has been concerned 
with upgrading the capabilities of the TRANSIT system. 
A listing of techniques which have been considered for < 
upgrading TRANSIT is shown in Table II.   Improvements 
are planned in several areas but the long term details of 
the Navy program in this field are not completely estab-      i 
lished at this time.    The Expanded TRANSIT system 
concept relates primarily to the expansion of the current 
TRANSIT satellite constellation for the purpose of reduc- 
ing the average waiting period between satellite passes,        4 
or transits.    The current system deployment has an 
average waiting period of about 100 minutes, but this 
period is latitude dependent being longer near the equator 
and shorter toward the poles.    The Expanded TRANSIT 
concept also addresses the reduction in the time interval 
required to obtain a position fix,  through an improved 
computer program in the receiver and certain other 
refinements,   and the use of the system in a dynamic • 
(e.g.,  aircraft) environment.    To this end means for incor- 
porating a satellite-based ranging signal have been devel- 
oped which provide the features indicated.    The ranging 
signal employs a pseudo-random noise (PRN) phase code 
modulation,   sue, as BINOR or  similar spread spectrum 
signal format for the transmission of precise time and for 
direct precision range determination.    The PRN code 
allows  satellites to be tracked individually,  even though their doppler frequencies may cross,  and 
provides maximum multipath suppression - a condition especially important to aircraft users.   The 
PRN modulation is designed so as to be transparent to current TRANSIT navigation user equipment; 
if the current or an expanded satellite constellation continues to transmit the old signal any existing 
equipment can continue to operate with no change in performance. 

Other improvements in TRANSIT have been considered in the TRANSIT Improvement Program (TIP) 
which is basically concerned with increasing the survivability of the system.    These efforts have 
included hardening the satellites to radiation effects,  enhancement of the accuracy of the satellite 
constellation ephemerides,  and shortening the duration of the satellite observation interval necessary 
to obtain a position fix. 

A teennique for improving the accuracy and reliability of satellite orbital predictions is under devel- 
opment which has the important operational advantage of greatly extending the period of acceptable 
performance of the system in the event of loss of one or more ground stations.    This system, called 
DISCOS,  for disturbance compensation system,  uses the detection of the relative motion of a freely 
suspended ball located within a container equipped with sensors which indicate the ball's position.    The 
container is an integrable part of the satellite and therefore influenced by the drag forces acting on 
the spacecraft.    The ball is in "free fall" and by sensing its motion it is possible to compensate for the 
drag (and other) disturbances by applying small thrusts to the satellite.    The overall affect is to correct 
the orbit to one essentially free from drag and thereby significantly enhancing the stability and predicta- 
bility of the satellite orbit.    The first experiments of these new techniques are now in progress using the 
TRIAD-I (Transit Improved and DISCOS) experimental satellite launched in September 1972.   Results 
from these and further experiments will be used to determine the configuration/cost schedule options 
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for providing the most ulfuctivc,   uBoful TRANSIT system for the future. 

It is interesting to analyse and review the need for the continuation of the TRANSIT system in the 
context of the various other operational and developmental system alternatives which appear promising 
or planned.    Indications are that the operational TRANSIT system capabilities must be improved if 
the viability and utility of the system to support Navy missions is to be maintained to the mid-1980 time 
frame.    The principal operative factor influencing the situation is the realistic time-table for the opera- 
tional deployment of a follow-on precision world-wide navigation system,   such as the Defense Naviga- 
tion Satellite System (DNSS),   the most promis;r.g current candidate to replace TRANSIT.    Current 
planning for the DNSS indicates an experimental demonstration deployment in the latter half of the 1970's 
and possible operational deployment in the early ISSO's.    Also,  a reasonably long (several to ten yeai o) 
phase-over period is normally required for the introduction of any large new system such as the DNSS, 
and this is not usually initiated until the new system is fully deployed.    It is likely that the early or 
mid-^SO's is not an unreasonable estimate of the minimum required "lifetime"  for the TRANSIT system. 

(c) Two-ln-View TRANSIT (TIV) 

The TIV TRANSIT system concept was conceived as a moderate cost,  world-wide,  continuous, 
all-weather,  high accuracy satellite-based system which would capitalize on the base of TRANSIT 
technology and serve both suitably equipped dyna- lie users and those users normally served by the 
current TRANSIT system.    The TIV system is capable of providing signific antly improved navigation 
information to dyiamic users (typically aircraft) by utilizing in a "hybrid" manner the data available 
from the platform's dead-reckoning system,   such as an inertial platform or air data system. 

The system coucept consists of a 30 satellite orbital constellation with five equally spaced polar 
rings and one equatorial ring operating at an orbital altitude of 1465 NMs.    This arrangement provides at 
least two satellites always in view throughout the world and allows for all tracking support to be 
accomplished from installations within the United States, 

Updated versions of the current TRANSIT (Oscar) satellites could be employed which transmit 
two continuous navigation signals at approximately 150 MH;-. and 400 MHz.    Both signals are modulated 
with a pseudo-random noise (PRN)   code,  which is required to overcome cross-satellite interference 
problems.    This modulation also yields moderate jamming immunity by providing processing gains 
of 30 db or greater.    Both range/doppler navigation signals are tracked and used to correct ionospheric- 
refraction effects,  and the result is equivalent to the use of a single frequency transmission at ?.500 MHz. 

The simultaneous tracking of two continuously available satellites and the use of an improved 
satellite ephemeris,  coupled with the exploitation of both doppler and range measurements,  yields 
greatly improved navigation performance on a continuous and world-wide basis.    Typically,  the initial 
fix would be obtained after five minutes of satellite data,  with subsequent updates provided every four 
seconds as long as satellites are continually acquired and tracked.    In addition to the position and 
velocity information,  the fix computation recovers time and frequency calibrations for the navigator's 
oscillator or clock.    Since the initial studies,  the TIV concept has not been supported by the Navy 
because of technical and operational considerations and is currently not considered as a candidate for 
system implementation. 

(d) Dcleusc Navigation Satellite Tune and Ranging (N'AVSTAR) System 

The NAVSTAR global positioning system, 
which is conceptually planned to satisfy selected 
DOD navigation needs,   and   provide navigation 
data to an unlimited number of passive users. 
The   NAVSTAR techniques typically Involve 
simultaneous measurements by a user of 
range information to a number of satellites. 

Systerr  Description 

A NAVSTAR implementation consists of 
three basic parts,   or segments:    space,   ground, 
and user equipment,  as shown in figure 3,    The 
space segment consists of satellites which serve 
as platforms for the navigation signal emmiters. 
The orbital paths of the satellites are designed 
to provide multiple satellite '-isibility to the users 
and favorable satellite system geometries for 
position determination.    Full-time,  worldwide, 
instantaneous availability of the system's capa- 
bilities can be provided by a variety of satellite 
constellation arrangements; these typically in- 
volve the deployment of a 20-27 satellite space 
segment.    The ground segment consists of a 

Figure 3 - Defense NAVSTAR System Concept 
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central cuntrol,  muiüturlng,  and processing facility,  or "master" station,  and a network of remote 
station» are used to determine or\/A information and may serve as the space/ground communications 
interface for control of the satellites.    In some concepts,  special local calibration stations may be 
desired to refine and decrease certain error components within a local region where maximum position 
accuracy is of primary importance (e.g.,  within a tactical area of operation).    The user equipment 
segment consists of receiving,   processing and display equipment which accomplish the range measure- 
ments and from this data computes and displays position,  velocity and time data as appropriate.    User 
equipment can be configured to satisfy the varying needs of several general categories of users,   ranging 
from high performance aircraft to foot soldiers. 

Capabilities 

NAVSTAR is characterized by long baselines in space and line-of-sight operation between users and 
satellites which inherently offers performance advantages in terms of accuracy,   coverage,  data availa- 
bility and timeliness.    Some of the more important capabilities of this satellite-based system as it 
applies to Defense (and other) needs are as follows: 

• Position fixing to tens of feet in three dimensions 
• Accurate determination of velocity vector and time 
• Continuous availability of navigation data in real 

time 

• Basis for worldwide common grid coordi - 
nate system 

• Worldwide or regional coverage feasible 
• Provides general navigation capability - 

minimizes proliferation of special purpose, 
or regional,   systems 

The passive user of the system normally requires at least four satellites hi view as shown in 
Figure 5 to obtain both continuous three dimensional (3D) position and system timing information.   This 
technique obviates the requirement for the passive user to maintain a highly stable "clock" for ranging 
(to three satellites) but does so at the expense of an additional Sdtellitc (i.e.,   four) always in view. 
The timing data provides the necessary frequent user updating capabilities which allows the ranging 
measurements to be made with a relatively low quality user clock.    This technique is frequently termed 
"pseudo-ranging" because direct ranging measurements providing a   JD determination of position to the 
passive user are not obtained independently but are achieved only in combination with the timing data 
determined through the observation of a four satellite constellation. 

General Navigation Characteristics 

Navigation system limitations or deficiencies frequently limit the effectiveness or utility of military 
and other operations.    There have been many investigations directed toward establishing the navigation 
system characteristics which are important to the accomplishment of Defense-related mission responsi- 
bilities.    Knowledge of these general characteristics combined with detailed determinations of the 
features and limitations of specific system candidates provides an important base of data for the guidance 
and direction of the development of now capabilities and the upgrading of current resources.    A qualita- 
tive- indication of these navigation system characteristics,  identified aa essential or desirable for 
Defense navigation systems,  are consistent with the capabilities of navigation satellite systems,  as 
indicated earlier. 

TABLE lU.    DEFENSE NAVIGATION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

ESSENTIAL 

• Worldwide coverage 
• High Accuracy 
• Common grid capability 
• Continuous availability in real time 
• Passive user/non-saturable system 
• Acceptable survivability,   security,  anti-jam 
• Operation with dynamic users 
• Satisfactory portability/size/weiglu 
• Minimal frequency allocation problerr.s 
• Freedom from ambiguities 

DESIRABLE 

• All ground stations on U.S. territory 
• Minimum propagation limitations 
• Acceptable operation underwater 
• Provide worldwide time reference 
■     Compatibility and integrability with other 

military/civil systems 
• Evolutionary growth from R&D to opera- 

tional capability 

There has been recognition by a significant part of the navigation community that satellite-based 
radio navigation systems are technologically feasible and that they can satisfy nearly all identified 
military navigation requirements.    Feasibility of these systems has been established principally through 
the extension of the results of individual experiments,  analytical investigations,   and the use of applicable 
data and developments in the navigation satellite and related fields,   especially satellite-communications. 

Prior Investigations 

We may summarize some of the recent efforts by the military departments which have assisted in 
providing the building blocks on which to base a NAVSTAR concept.    These activities include a 
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substantial background of studies and experimental work into system techniques,  applications, technology 
and cost.    Representative of recent experimental efforts are the launch and testing by the Navy of two 
experimental satellites,  TIMATION I (launched in May 1967) and TIMATION II (in September 1969), which 
were placed in 500 NM 70° inclination orbits.    The satellites used 150 and 400 MHz signals with side-tone 
modulation to determine propagation delays and provide the ranging measurements.    These satellites 
demonstrated the feasibility of navigation by passive ranging from satellites of known ephemerides,  and 
were used as test beds for the improvement of satellite-to-ground transmission links,   spaceborne stable 
oscillators,  satellite attitude stabilization devices,  ranging signal measurement accuracy,  and pre- 
liminary determination of the total position fixing error budget. 

Medium altitude and high altitude (typically earth synchronous) systems concepts have been investi- 
gated,  principally by the U,S,  Navy and Air Force under the program designations TIMATION and 
System 621 B,   respectively.    These system concepts now will be briefly described, 

(e) TIMATION System Concept 

The TIMATION navigation satellite system conr;pt was developed by the U.S,  Navy in their efforts 
to determine the technical feasibility of a satellite-based system to provide worldwide,  continuous, 
accurate 3D position and velocity to passive users.    Position determination accuracies of tens of feet 
are estimated for the system,  basec upon analytical and experimental investigations.    The TIMATION 
concept consists of a constellation of ^.7 satellites and a network of four ground stations.    The ground 
stations may all be located on U.S, territory and can provide the tracking, time management and control 
of the system.    The satellite constellation is comprised of nine satellites in each of three orbital planes 
at about 7500 NMs in the medium altitude region corresponding to an orbit period of about eight hours. 
The orbits would be circular,  highly inclined (possibly polar),  and the three planes would be equally 
spaced (in their ascending nodes).    Ranging signals from the satellite? would be transmitted on two 
coherently related carrier frequencies of approximately 330 MHz and 1,6 GHz,    These signals would 
incorporate sufficient data to generate identity codes,   synchronize pulse patterns,  and provide navigation 
Information as required.   This arrangement provides multi-satellite (four or more) visibility with a near 
minimum number of satellites which may be deployed so as to involve tracking of the satellites from 
stations on U.S, territory. 

The TIMATION system concept should not be confused with the TIMATION I and II experimental 
satellites described earlier,  or with the TIMATION III (redesignated Navigation Technology Satellite I) 
which was launched on July 14,  1974.    TIMATION III went into a circular 7500 NM,  highly inclined orbit. 
Subsequent TIMATION satellites will form part of tne NAVSTAR demonstration program and are planned 
for launch into 12 hour orbits.    The TIMATION III satellite employs ranging signals at approximately 
330 MHz and 1.6 GHz and incorporates   a PRN transmitter for use with NAVSTAR experiments.    These 
experiments are pbnned to investigate the influence of the error sources cited earlier on advanced naviga- 
tion satellite system performance. 

(f) System b21B 

System 621B designates a satellite system which was proposed and developed by the U.S. Air Force 
to provide a continuous,  highly accurate,   3D navigation capability to any number of users on a global 
basis.    The system position accuracy was expected to be within tens of feet and velocity accuracy to a 
fraction of a foot per second under most conditions.    The system consists of three major elements: 
A complex of high-altitude satellites transmitting navigation signals,  ground stations to track and com- 
mand the satellites,  and user receiving equipment.    Global coverage may be obtained by four constella- 
tions of satellites in geo-synchronous orbits.    A typical constellation consisted of a center satellite in 
circular,   near equatorial,  synchronons orbit and four outer satellites in synchronous,  inclined,  eccentric 
orbits.    This is the "rotating-x" constellation configuration which provides reasonably good system 
geometry and stability.   Regional coverage is obtained by placing one constellation over the region de- 
sired. 

The satellite transmissions were planned to  provide a coded anti-jam navigation signal which 
includes satellite ephemeris and timing data,  a clear navigation  iignal to aid initial acquisition and for 
use by less sophisticated usei T,   and "housekeeping" telemetry.    The satellite periodically receives 
command and control signals which update the satellite ephemeris data,   adjust the frequency of the on- 
board oscillator,  or "clock," and modify the signal coding or other signal characteristics consistent 
with security requirements.    Each satellite constellation is typically serviced by one master ground 
station and two signal monitor stations.    The use of two-way ranging equipment located at the master 
ground station allows the position and velocity of each satellite to be determined by a satellite tracking 
process.    This position and velocity information is processed by the master station computer to obtain 
the satellite ephemerides which are then transmitted to and stored in each satellite.    The master ground 
stations also monitor and periodically adjust the synchron-zation of the oscillators onboard each satellite 
thereby updating and improving the timing quality of the system. 

Signal propagation tests were conducted in 1969 h\ the Air Force's Space and Missile System Organi- 
zation (SAMSO) using the L-Band transmissions of NASA's Advanced Technology Satellite No,  5 (ATS-5). 
Flight testing of transmitters and receivers commenced in January 1972 at White Sands Missile 
Instrumeiit Range,  Holloman Air Force Base,    A four channel airborne receiver was tested using a 
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ground-based constellation of transmitters with a spread spectrum PRN signal structure providing the 
ranging and timing data. 

Launches of the Navy's TRIAD satellite,   at 400 NM altitude and TIMATION III at 7500 NM provide 
for further te^tinp of station keeping features,   ephemeris,   signal structure,   ranging accuracy,   time 
transfer,   inu ge: ietic measurements.    A joint Army/Navy/Air Force effort will be conducted with the 
Introduction of in Army PRN modulator experiment on the TIMATION til satellite.    Additional testing 
using airbor.ie single channel receivers integrated with incrtial navigator units has been investigated 
usirg the grouid-based transmitter array from the White Sands tests.    This system may be supplemen- 
ted by the signal from the PRN signal modulator onboard the TIMATION III satellite. 

User equipment designs have been configured to satisfy the varying needs of several categories 
of users,   including high-performance airc raft,   helicopters,   naval vessels,   artillery,   and backpacks 
for infantrymen.    The user equiptnent is passive in that it requires no transmission by the user to 
either the satellites or ground stations,   allowing simultaneous position fix capabilities to an unlimited 
number of system users.    The coded navigation signals from the satellites provide the users with 
range,   range rate (velocity),  and ephemeris data.    A typical user receiver provides one or more 
channels to receive the satellite signals,   a correlation processing system which correlates the received 
PRN code with an internally generated sequence to obtain the range measurements,  and a computer to 
perform the position computations and related tasks. 

(g)        Maritime Satellite Navigation/Comr-nunication Concept (MARSAT) 

The Maritime Administration of the U. S.   Departmep'. of Commerce has been investigating for 
some time the feasibility and benefits to the U. S.  maritime community of utilizing satellite techniques. 
The objective of this program is to improve ship productivity,   safety and control through the use of 
satellite-based navigation and communication systems.    The current efforts are addressing the technical 
feasibility of the approach by utilizing and adapting existing state-of-the-art hardware and systems to 
the shipboard,   shoreside and space applications.    A satellite constellation and system could provide 
excellent communications and surveillance coverage,   allowing the maritime community to link up with 
a Marine Data Coordination Center (MDCC) and other distributed support and control facilities. 

Significant economic benefits may be feasible based upon the increased productivity provided 
through improved course tracking,   weather routing,   and logistic support.     Improved navigation and 
communication may also provide means for reducing damage and pollution at sea.    Technical develop- 
ments are proceeding and sea demonstrations of selected satellite-aided capabilities have been accom- 
plished.    The implementation of national or of international navigation and communication systems 
involves a variety of other agencies,   activities and national interests.    Inter-agency liaison,   coordination, 
and cooperation is essential for the successful development of the system capabilities and the introduction 
of these services to the maritime community on a viable basis. 

(h) Position Location And A'rcraft Communication Experiment (PLACE) 

PLACE is .; NASA funded experiment to obtain engineering data ar.d practical experience for deter- 
mining the operational feasibility of an air traffic control (ATC) satellite system operating in the aeronauti- 
cal L-Band (153^-1660 MHz).    The principal experimental system elements of the PLACE system consist 
of the large aperture parabolic antenna and communication transponder of the NASA Advanced Technology 
Satellite 6 (ATS-6),  appropriate aircraft transmitters and receivers,  and a primary control center. 

The PLACE experiment has two main objectives.    The first is to demonstrate the feasibility of 
two-way commumcation between ground terminals and aircraft.    Included in *he plans for accomplishing 
this objective are: 

• The use of the ATS-6 synchronous satellite for relaying all communications. 

• The use of the aeronautical L-Band frequencies for the satellite-to-aircraft links. 

•    The application of multiple access techniques through a satellite for aircraft-to-ground 
communication. 

the The second objective of the PLACE program is to investigate the feasibility and evaluate me 
absolute and relative accuracies of several position location techniques using a single satellite.    Th 
techniques relay various sigials from the aircraft through the satellite to the control center for dati 
processing and position determination. 

ese 
data 

These objectives are to be achieved through the use of three types of experiments:   ground-based 
engineering,   ground-based simulation,   and in-flight performance.    Included in the ground-based 
engineering experiments are the determination of needs,   link performance measurements,   multiple- 
access performance tests,   evaluation of power and frequency control techniques,   determination of 
system communications capacity,   and evaluation of the quality and ranging precision obtainable for 
the various techniques considered.     The ground-based simulation experiments involve the use of noise 
loading,   signal simulation and other tests for the determination of system performance parameters. 
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Additionally,  the position location and tracking accuracy performance characteristics for both fixed and 
mobile simulated aircrat terminals will be determined.    In-flight performance experiments are planned 
in close cooperation with the  FAA and possibly other coexperimenters.    These will include aircraft 
flights to determine the effects of multipath,  the ionosphere,  the noise environment,  and the geographic 
location of the receiver on both the L-Band communications and position location links. 

The combined NASA and FAA research effort is planned to address a variety of important 
operationally-oriented experiments including communication link utilization,   multiple aircraft tracking, 
determination of capacity limitations,   possible extensions of current concepts or system uses,  and 
tests with both ground and cockpit terminals. 

(i)        Aeronautical Satellite System (AEROSAT) 

AEROSAT is a joint iuternatii ual program of the aeronautical authorities in the United States, 
Canada,  and Europe for the experimentation,  evaluation,  and demonstration of the use of satellites to 
provide improved communication and surveillance capability for oceanic air traffic control.    As currently 
planned,  the program would involve the efforts of at least 1 1 different countries,   involve a total cost of 
somewhere in excess of $150M,  and cover a span cf almost ten years.    The program has been in various 
stages of discussion and planning since the late 1960's and involves a number of technical,   operational, 
economic,  and institutional considerations. 

Background 

Oceanic traffic control responsibility is delegated to various countries under standards and 
procedures agreed to by the International Civil Aviailon Organization (ICAO).    At present,  air traffic 
control and air carrier communications for oceanic flights are almost entirely dependent on high- 
frequency (HF) voice radio circuits.    Shore-based extended-range VHF facilities provide communica- 
tions for oceanic flights up to 200-400 miles from the coasts; beyond that ra"ge,   communications 
between aircraft and the traffic control facilities is by HF and is generally relayed through communica- 
tion stations operated by the countries with the assigned traffic control responsibilities.    HF has well- 
known propagation deficiencies,   the adverse effects of which are only somewhat improved by the recent 
change to single sideband operation.     HF frequency assignments are made in terms of "families, " each 
of which consists of several frequencies; only one frequency per family is used at a time.  With the 
selection based on propagation conditions.    A single HF family has the capacity to handle the air traffic 
control communications fcr about 50 aircraft.    But the number of HF families is limited,  and the grow- 
ing amounts of oceanic traffic,  with its tendency to peak at certain hours for eastbound and westbound 
flows,   points to future communication saturation and corresponding traffic delays.    Currently there are 
four HF families available in the North Atlantic with plans for a fifth; two HF families are available for 
the Central Eastern Pacific.    No further frequencies are now available for use.    It is noted that the 
point at which saturation becomes a serious problem was previously predicted to be in the mid-^TO's. 
However,   the recent slow-down in traffic growth and the greater use of larger capacity aircraft has 
delayed the critical period to the early-to-mid ^BO's. 

For oceanic flights,  ground-based radar or beacon surveillance,   as employed over the continental 
U.S.,  is non-existent since the radar/beacon systems have the same line-of-sight limitations as VHF. 
Rathfr,  aircraft positions are first derived in the aircraft by on-board navigation equipment and are 
then reported every 10° of longitude or every 40-60 minut   ■» of flight to ground communication statioiu 
for relay to the ATC facilities.    In view of these rather rudinentary provisions,   oceanic flights must 
be provided with rather large la'eral and longitudinal separations.    To achieve a substantial reduction 
of separation standards,  without which the airlines would be faced with the possibility of excessive 
delays and unfavorable track assignments,   requires some form of surveillance to guard against 
navigational inaccuracies or blunders.    Again,   the need fo.- and timing of such surveillance is strongly 
dependent on the rate of future traffic growth. 

A third aspect of the current situation relates to the growing practice of the countries concerned to 
recover the costs of providing these oceanic communication,  me.eorological,  and air traffic services 
by means of enroute user charges imposed on aircraft operators and their passengers.    On a world-wide 
basis,   for example.   Pan American in 1974 paid over $10M per year in enroute user charges,  with 
future charges projected to reach over $50M per year by the end of the decade.     Modernization and 
consolidation of oceanic communication and ATC facilities offers one of the few hopes for checking this 
cost escalation. 

These problems ha-'e been studied over the past 10-15 years by the aeronautical authorities of the 
countries affected,  both separately and in conjunction with ICAO panels.    There is general agreement 
today that a system of satellites in geostationary orbit offers the optimum solution to the problems,  will 
provide the  roice and data communications and surveillance capabilities desired for system operation 
and modern .zation,  and that an operational satellite system will be needed in the mid-^BO's when the 
available HF families in the Atlantic and Pacific become saturated.    Studies have indicated that such a 
satellite system will remove the technical objections to possible consolidation of oceanic communication 
and traffic control facilities.    As noted,   such consolidation could significantly reduce the future costs 
of providing communication and air traffic services. 
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AEROSAT is the planned forerunner of such an operational system.    It is proposed for experimental, 
evaluation,  and demonstration purposes only,   and is intended to gather the information required to pro- 
ceed with the technical desinn of a futurn operational system meeting ICAO-sponsored standards,    To 
achieve an operational system by the mid-lSHO's,   scientific data collected from the NASA-sponsored 
ATS satellite series must be supplemented with the broader systems experimentation,   evaluation,  and 
demonstration program ol AEROSAT.    With a decision now to proceed with this program,  initial satellite 
launch would be in \(n^,  followed by several years of experimentation,   demonstration,   and data collec- 
tion.    This data would be used as the basis for establishing ICAÜ standards,   normally a lengthy process 
since it involves international consideration,   coordination,  and approval.    In parallel,   and also on an 
interm.fional basis,  the institutional arrangements and provisions for an operational system must be 
developed and approved.    Lastly,   production and implementation of the necessary avionics and ^ther 
elementb of an operational system would be initiated.    These steps each take considerable time,  and 
affect the scheduling of the AEROSAT operational system and whether or not this capability can be 
achieved by the mid-l'JHO's. 

Frequency Selection 

A technical design problem should be highlighted,   relating to the choice of the frequencies for the 
satellite-to-aircraft link.    VHF would seem to be the first choice,  but VHF frequencies are in great 
demand,  and future use over the U.S.  will require operating at 25 kHz spacing as opposed to the present 
50 kHz separation.    For surveillance purposes,   propagation aspects of VHF offer some difficulties in 
obtaining ranging accuracies of less than a few miles.     For these reasons,   international aeronautical 
authorities selected L-band (at about 1600 MHz) for the satellite-to-aircraft link.    ICAO adopted I,-band 
and the U.S.   stated it as a policy position in early 1971,    Nevertheless,   the airlines have reservations 
relating to this decision.    They are concerned with the current lack of L-band avionics and the uncertain 
cost picture.    Coupled with their experience and equipments operating at VHF,   and being unconvinced of 
the need for independent su-veillance,  they would prefer that VHF be used. 

Program Plans 

Plans for an aeronautical satellite program have evolved from international discussions initiated 
in the mid-l'^OO's.    The present AEROSAT program is the direct result of the discussions begun in 
June 1971,  when the European Space Research Organization (ESRO),  acting for ten countries in Europe, 
made a proposal to the U.S.   Department of Transportation (DOT) and the  Federal Aviation Adminis- 
tration (FAA) for a joint program with partnership arrangements and cost-sharing provisions.    In the 
discussions of the subsequent three years,   the program evolved to the following general features; 

• The program is directed to the Atlantic Ocean and involves the initial construction and develop- 
ment of two satellites.    Additional flight units will be built,   as necessary,   to achieve two satellites in 
orbit. 

• The ownership of the space segment, consisting of satellites and an associated ground tracking 
and control facility, will be shared equally by ESRO and a U.S. private sector co-owner, with Canada 
owning about six percent. 

• The  FAA would only be a user of the space segment and would achieve access to the satellite 
capability on a contractual basis from the U.S.   co-owner for a five-year period. 

• The principal document for implementing the program is a Memorandum of Understanding,   or 
MOU,   signed by the users: ESRO,   Canada,   and the United States. 

• Under the provisions of the MOU,   an AEROSAT Council representing aeronautical authorities 
would meet once or twice a year to review progress and to approve or make major decisions.    The 
guiding principle of the Council,   as well as of the entire joint program,   is one of partnership,   with 
approval of both FAA and ESRO being required on any substantive matter. 

• The Council would establish a jointly-manned AEROSAT Coordination Office to handle the day-to- 
day aspects of the program for the users.    This office would be concerned with the detailed planning and 
execution of a coordinated test and demonstration program and would provide liaison with the repre- 
sentatives of the owners on the use of the space segment. 

• The space segment will be utilized in a test program to be coordinated among the users under 
terms established in the MOU.    Generally,   the users will each provide their own aircraft,  avionics,  and 
associated ground equipment.    The test program will also permit each participant to use the space seg- 
ment capability to conduct any special tests,   evaluations and demonstrations that he deems necessary. 

During 1971 and 1972 and based on ICAO recommendations and U.S.  Government planning,  the 
design for AEROSAT assumed that the channels linking the satellite and the aircraft would be at L-band. 
In early \9Ti,   DOT/FAA approached Congress for approval to proceed,   only to find that Congress was 
concerned with the strong opposition raised by the U.S.  airlines and therefore,   stipulated tl.at the U.S. 
could sign the MOU only with approval and support of the airlines.    The airline concerns were several- 
fold:    (a) obtain assurances that participating countries would not attempt to recover costs of the 
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experimental proKram through user charges imposed on aircraft operators,  (b) limit the size of the 
program and ensure all possible cost economy considerations and (c) add a limited VHF capability for 
test and evaluation. 

In view of U. S. incurred delays in reaching agreement on the program in 1971 and 1972,  and under 
strong pressure from Europe to avoid further delays,  the FAA defined a package of changes acceptable 
to the U.S.  airlines   and Congressional approval was obtained to discuss these changes with ESRO and 
Canada,   which was done.    The idea of a hybrid capability,  which ran counter to ICAO recommendations, 
was not readily received by the European aeronautical authorities.    By early 1974,  all parties agreed 
on a revised Memorandum of Understanding incorporating the hybrid capability and certain other 
modifications.    By August Z,   1974,   representatives of the United States,   Canada,   and ESRO signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on a Joint Program of Experimentation and Evaluation using 
an Aeronautical Satellite Capability referred to as the Joint AEROSAT Evaluation Program.    The MOU 
now calls for the construction and launch ol two satellites,  each with five L-band and two VHF channels. 
One full earth terminal,   or ASET,  will be located in Europe; while one full earth terminal,   consisting 
of two similar sections each owned by U.S.   and Canada,   will be used on the western shores of the 
Atlantic. 

Objectives 

The overall objectives of the AEROSAT program are to: 

• Provide a minimum cost,  minimum configuration oceanic air traffic control system,  using 
satellite technology as an element of the system,  which will support the experimentation and evaluation 
necessary to determine the merit of proceeding into an operational system and to define the technical 
and operational characteristics of such a system. 

• To use that minimum AEROSAT sy«tem configuration in evaluating competitive technical tech- 
niques and operational concepts. 

• To develop the technical and operational characteristics of an optimum international operational 
system. 

Specific program objectives in support of the three broad objectives are as follows: 

• To bridge the gap in time and knowledge between the current experimental efforts,  and an 
operational satellite capability anticipated after  1980.     The initial capability must be an extension of the 
current experimental efforts and provide verification of system design:    subsequently,   it must demon- 
strate that it will be possible to attain the quality of service expected in an operational phase for air 
traffic control (ATC) and air carrier purposes. 

•To provide experience in technical,   operational,  and managerial areas required in advance of 
establishing a fully operational capability. 

• To evaluate the technical and operational performance of voice and data communications between 
ground and aircraft over various areas. 

• To permit experimental evaluation of dependent and independent surveillance capabilities,   and of 
navigational data derived by an aircraft utilizing ground and satellite transmissions. 

• To contribute data to enable ICAO to develop its Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPS) 
for an operational capability, 

• To continue the evaluation of the propagation characteristics of the chosen frequency bands if 
prior tests using the NASA ATS-5 and ATS-6 indicate the need for supplemental data. 

• To evaluate alternative modulation techniques and technical and operational performance of 
voice and data communications. 

• To assess the performance and characteristics of aircraft installations. 

• To provide the U.S.  oceanic airline companies with a limited number of avionics to provide them 
with first-hand knowledge of performance; to gather operational type experimental data; and to provide 
for sufficient aircraft operations to enhance evaluation of operational concepts and procedures. 

• To explore the feasibility of reducing the number of oceanic air traffic control centers and thus 
reduce operating costs to the airline users and reduce the number of government owned and operated 
facilities. 

System Description 

The AEROSAT experimental and evaluation systom will provide the communication functions 
necessary to evaluate performance of voice and data communications between ground and aircraft,  to 
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experiment with aircraft surveillance capabilities,  and to develop operational standards and   practices. 
A Bummary of the system configuration as currently envisioned is shown in Figures 4 and 5. 
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Figure 4 - AEROSAT System Summary 
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The AEROSAT system hardware includes two satellites and a Satellite Control Facility (SCF),  one 
AeroSat Earth Terminal (ASET) located in North America,  one in Europe, a few electronic test sets 
(ETS),   L-band and VHF avionics,  cooperating aircraft,  and interfaces to user terminals (e.g. ,  Auto- 
mated Oceanic Control Centers and airline companies).    The North American ASET will be shared by 
the U.S.   and Canada. 

The satellite facilities are shared by all participants,  and the ground facilities and airborne 
systems are provided by individual participants. 

Space Segment 

The space communication facility is provided by two geostationary satellites that serve as 
relays between the ground and airborne users of the AEROSAT system.    Communication evaluat 
can begin after one satellite is 
on station.    A second satellite 
is required as part of the initial 
system to enable evaluation of 
surveillance techniques 
employing range measure- 
ments via two satellites as 
shown in Figure   6.    Tin- 
two satellites will be 
deployed to provide Atlantic 
Ocean coverage and will be 
stationed between 15 and 40 
degrees west longitude.    The 
physical arrangement of the 
satellites will be determined 
by the satellite contractor, 
based on satisfying the need 
for the specified number of 
channels and optimizing 
reliability within the payload 
weight limitations of the designated NASA launch vehicle.    Each satellite will be of like design. 

RANGING SIGNAL AND AIRCRAFT ADDRESSING SIGNAL 
ARl IRANSWIIKDFROMAN AfRÜNAUTICAL SIRVICIS 
(ARIH IfRMINAL lASf niO IHf AIRCRAFT VIA ONE 
OF IHF SATFLLITtS 

RANGING SIGNAL IS TDRNE 0 AROUND 8Y THt AIRCRAR 
AND RETURNED ON THE SAME FH(0UENCV, ALONG WITH    i 
ALTITUDE  DATA, VIA BOTH SAIELllTfS 

Figure 6 -   Independent Surveillance Concept 

The following specifications 
for a satellite as represented in 
Figure   7      are tentative and are 
used for illustrative purposes 
only.    The general satellite 
characteristics are listed in 
Table IV    .    The tentative 
characteristics permit 
considerable latitude in the 
design of an acceptable 
solution. 

The specific parts of the spectrum 
to be used by the AEROSAT system are 
planned to be as follows: 

• Ground-to-Satellite: 
5, 000 MHz to 5, W5 MHz (C-band) 

• Satellite-to-Ground: 
5,   \IS MHz to 5,250 MHz (C-band) 

SOLAR ARRAVS 15' « 7'l 

r-' 

C BAND ANTENNA       L-BAND MUtTIIEAM 
ANTENNA 194   OIAMETERI 

ATTITUDE CONTROL  IE IS 

Satellite-to-Aircraft (Com muni cat ion/Surveillance): 
1 543. 5 MHz to 1 558, 5 MHz (L-band) 
125.425 to 125.975 MHz (VHF) 

Figure 7 - Spacecraft Configura- 
tion 

• Aircraft-to-Satellite (Communication/Surveillance): 
1645 MHz to 1660 MHz (L-band) 
131.425 MHz to 131,975 MHz (VHF) 

• Satellite-to-Aircraft (Experimemal): 
1543.5 MHz to 1558.5 MHz (L-band),   or 
1542,5 MHz to 1578.5 MHz,  if required. 
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TABLE IV - SATELLITE GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

SATELLITE WEIGHT 

SIZE 

ELECTRICAL POWER 

DESIGN LIFE 

CONFIGURATION 

STATION CHANGING 
CAPABILITY 

ORBIT 

LAUNCH VEHICLE 

LAUNCH CAPABILITY 

ON-ORBIT 1035 POUNDS 
LAUNCH 2000 POUNDS 

DIAMETER 7 FEET MAXIMUM 
HEIGHT 18 FEET WITH ANTENNA DEPLOYED 

ARRAY POWER @ LAUNCH 
MINIMUM AFTER 5 YEARS 
ECLIPSE 

5 YEARS 

1070 WATTS 
800 WATTS 
200 WATTS 

3 AXIS STABILIZED SATELLITE USING MOMENTUM 
WHEELS AND HOT GAS: DEPLOYABLE SOLAR 
ARRAY: APOGEE MOTOR FOR INJECTION 

40 DEGREES/WEEK 

SYNCHRONOUS/EQUA1ORIAL 

THOR-DELTA 3914 WITH 8-FOOT DIAMETER FAIRING 

2000 POUNDS INTO SYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER ORBIT 

The satellites will be supported by a Satellite Control Facility (SCF) that will perform orbit deter- 
mination functions and tend to stationkeeping,  housekeeping,  and necessary operational controls via a 
radio link between the control facility earth terminal and the satellite.    The facility will monitor 
satellite operation in geostationary orbit and during positioning/repositioning maneuvers,  command the 
satellites' orbits to the required accuracy,   provide channel status information,  provide antenna pointing 
information,  and provide satellite position information.    These functions will be performed by one 
control facility for the Atlantic region.    The facility will maintain C-band communication links to each 
satellite for control and monitoring.    The SCF,  located in the coverage area,  will include two antennas 
and C-band telemetry systems for monitoring and control of two satellites simultaneously.    The com- 
putational facilities for orbit determination and control will also be contained in the SCF. 

The function of the space segment is to perform the relay of communications between ground and 
aircraft,  and between pairs of ground stations.    The satellites communicate via C-band links to ground 
terminals and via L-band and VHF links to aircraft terminals.    Initially,  one satellite will be used to 
provide limited coverage of the Atlantic region.    A second satellite will be added to increase the channel 
capacity to that required for full coverage and to enable independent surveillance by range measurements 
via two satellites.    Thrca types of channels are provided: 

(1) Communication channels for ground-to-air (forward channel),  air-to-ground (return channel) and 
ground-'o-ground voice or data messages.     These channels will provide voice quality comparable 
to existing VHF (but over greater ranges) and data error rates of better than 10      at 1200 BPS 
with normal power or at 2400 BPS with twice normal power. 

(2) Surveillance channels for two satellite two-way ranging.    Surveillance channels will provide the 
capability to perform independent surveillance which consists of making aircraft position deter- 
minations in real time by an ASCC utilizing range measurements to aircraft and aircraft altitude 
communicated via satellite.    These channels also have the capability of serving as air-to-ground 
or ground-to-air communications channels. 

(3/       Experimental channels for wide band two-way ranging and communication experiments using two 
satellites. 

Upon ground command, the ground-to-air channels can be rearranged so as to provide one channel 
at twice the normal power and additional channels at their normal power level or greater.    One forward 
comnnunication channel and at least one return communications channel in coverage area A,  indicated 
in Figure    8     (see next page), will remain operable when the experimental channel is activated in 
coverage area C.    This capability will be provided on one of the satellites serving the Atlantic region 
as a minimum.    The channels in coverage area B will have the same capability as those for area A. 
In area C,  one ground-to-air and one air-to-ground experimental (wide band) channel will be provided. 
The coverage «rea D will be subdivided as convenient and included in areas B or C or both. 
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EXPERIMENTAL AUTOMATED 
OCEANIC CONTROL CENTER 

SATELLITES 

«•w 

Figure 8 - Principal System Elements and Coverage Regions 

An air-to-ground communication channel will be available in the overall Atlantic coverage area. 
It is desired that one ground-to-air communication channel and two air-to-ground communication 
channels be available in this area. 

Two simplex ground-to-ground channels will be available for coordination during the AEROSAT 
program between ground stations located anywhere in that part of the earth surface from which the 
satellite can be seen with an elevation equal or greater than five degrees. 

Ground Segment 

Ground facilities will be provided by the users of the AKROSAT system to enable communications 
between ground stations and aircraft via the satellites as shown in Figure  9. Bach organizational 
entity constituting a primary participant in the AEROSAT system will provide one or two ground 
facilities each,   including an earth terminal,  a control center,  interface with user stations,   and test 
systems. 

The Aeronautical Services Earth Terminal (ASFT) provides reception and transmission of com- 
munications on the satellite links,  and interfaces with ground users via a control center.    The Aero- 
nautical Satellite Communications Center (ASCC) provides control of the communications service, 
supervising user access and distributing communication messages.    Test and monitoring of satellite 
communications is provided by an Electronic Test Set (ETS) that includes receiving and transmitting 
capabilities similar to an aircraft avionics set. 

Initially,   two ASET's will be deployed,   one in North America and one in Europe.    The one in 
North America will be divided into two parts -- designated 1/2 ASET's: one will be located in Canada 
and the other in the U.S.    Each 1/2 ASET serves a single satellite but when interconnected full service 
is provided.    The 1/2 ASET consists of a single C-band antenna,   receiver and transmitter sections, 
modems,   ranging equipment,   channel controls,  and interconnection to its associated ASCC.     L-band 
and VHF equipment will also be included to enable channel control and test. 
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Figure 9 - U.S.  AEROSAT Ground Syster 

An Aeronautical Satellite Communications Center (ASCC) will be provided to supervise the use of 
communication services for all ground users desiring access through the ASET serving a given region. 
Each ASET will be associated with one ASCC and both will be located at the same facility.    The ASCC 
hardware includes terminals to interconnect to users and satellite facilities,  a computer,  channel 
controls and switching,   and control and test consoles. 

The ASCC will onable test and evaluation of a variety of communication techniques app'icable to 
AEROSAT communication service operating modes.    The ASCC will provide the capability for com- 
munications channel switching,  signaling,  message processing,  and test control to enable evalualion 
of ihe AEROSAT communications potential.    The ASCC serves as the functional interface between tie 
associated ASET and ground user terminals and coordinates related ground control activities.    A 
major function of the ASCC is to perform the channel control needed to interconnect user stations over 
voice bandwidth communications channels for the exchange of voice or data messages.    The ASCC will 
respond to channel requests in order of priority,   provide logic to control,  accept or send messages. 

Electronic Test Sets (ETS) will provide system test and calibration functions.    A few sets of 
equipment will be located on the ground or in aircraft to communicate with the satellites on L-band or 
VHF frequencies.    The ETS hardware will include I,-band communications equipment comparable to 
the avionics equipment,   and instrumentation to measure system performance and enable system 
calibration. 

Air Traffic Control Center (ATCC) users of the AEROSAT system will provide control facilities 
to interface with the system via the ASCC.    Several ATCC user facilities may connect to one ASCC 
for access to the associated coverage area.    The ATCC comnuinications will include exchange of 
messaues between controllers and aircraft for flight control and reporting,   signaling for system 
access,   aircraft polling instructions,  and surveillance data.    The U.S.   ATC facilities interfacing 
with AEROSAT will include an experimental Automated Oceanic Control Center (AOCC) test bed.    In 
addition,   interfaces will be provided to existing operational Oceanic Control Centers (OCCs) for 
system evaluation by OCC controllers. 

Other users besides Air Traffic Control Centers (ATCCs) will participate in the use and evalua- 
tion of the AEROSAT system as associate users.    These other users will include airline company 
communication facilities,   meteorological offices,   special evaluation and experimental facilities, 
military facilities,   etc.    These communications will include message exchanges between ground and 
aircraft,   automatic return of aircraft derived data,  weather reports,   etc.    The associate users 
facilities will interface with the ASCC for access to the system. 
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Mini-ASK'I s will lit- provided to permit ground access to the system via L-band or VHF channels 
from isolated airline or ATC locations which have limited or difficult access to communications 
i hannels.    The Mini-ASKT will bu siniilar to the KTS and operate in a manner equivalent to a ground- 
based airborne installation.    It will be packaged in a transportable configuration and the basic  VHP 
and  L-band components will be obtained from the avionics development contracts. 

Airborne Segment 

Each AEROSA I  user 
will arranue for obtaining 
and equipping test or 
cooperating aircraft to 
provide air terminals as 
required for evaluations 
and experiments.    The 
AEKOSAT avionics are 
deiigned with maximum 
flexibility to meet test 
objectives.    Avionics sys- 
tem and subsystem 
configuration! will allow 
technical and operational 
performance evaluation 
of a number of techniques 
for voice and data com- 
munications between 
ground and aircraft, 
experimental evaluation 
of surveillance concepts, 
evaluation of various access 
control techniques and a 
comparison of VHF and 
L-band frequencies for 
satellite communications. 
Table   V provides a 
requirements summary. 

The AEROSAT Test 
and Fvaluation Avionics 
is a VHF and L-band 
system that will  provide 
the necessary airborne 
hardware and software 
to permit a wide ranf;e 
of tests designed to 
provide experience in 
oceanic air traffic 
control (ATC) com- 
munication usiny 
satellites.    As  shown 
in the simplified block 
dianram of Finure 10, 
the minicomputer is seen 
to be the focal point of 
all digital signal and 
control paths,   permittint! 
a hijih degree of system 
flexibility through soft- 
ware design. 

TABLE V   - U.S. AVIONICS REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY 

FUNCTIONS 

e Provide Aircraft Terminals for Test and Evaluation 

• Transmit and Receive L-Band and VHF Signals via Both Satellites 

• Communicate Voice, Data, and Ranging Signals 

• Provide Input/Output for Voice, Data, and Surveillance Tests 

• Monitor Channel Status 

• Display and Record Test Data 

• Collect Data During Air Carrier Revenue Flights 

DESIGN CRITERIA 

• Installed in FAA and Airline Aircraft Participating in Tests 

• L-Band and VHF Capabilities 

• Provide Representative Configuration for Future Airline Developments 

• Collect System Data Automatically 
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(j)       Advanced Air Traffic Management System Concept» (AATM.S) 

The system concepts of any air traffic management system can be viewed,  in part,  by considering 
the major subsystems involved in performing surveillance data acquisition,   navigation,  control data 
processing,   and communications.    There are,  of course,   many combinations of alternative concepts 
that might be applied in any future system.    In performing concept formulation work for the AATMS 
study,  the Boeing Company's commercial airplane group and the North American Rockwell Corporation's 
Autonetics Division conducted parallel tradeoff studies to independently arrive at recommended future 
system concepts.    There are significant similarities as well as some basic differences,   in the proposed 
concepts.    For this discussion,   the Hoeing Company system concept is identified as System I and the 
Autonetics system concept as System 11, 

System 1 Concept 

System I shown in Figure 11 uses 
satellites for both surveillance and en 
route communications.     Communica- 
tions in the terminal area,   however, 
is by direct ground-air links using the 
same airborne equipment as that used 
for en route operations.     Both L-Band 
digital data and voice communications 
are employed.    Domestic en route and 
oceanic service is relayed between 
airplane and control centers by syn- 
chronous satellites.    On and near the 
airfields,  communication is direct 
between aircraft and the control 
facility.    Voice capability is provided 
for nonstandard messages,   backup, 
and VFR flight. 

The Omega Navigation System is 
proposed for use as the basic naviga- 
tion environment in both the domestic 
airspaces and in oceanic areas.    The 
differential mode would be employed 
in the continental United States 
(CONUS) to provide increased 
accuracy capabilities where needed 
for higher traffic densities.    Pre- 
cision naviiiation near the airfield is 
based on the coverage of the micro- 
wave landing system under develop- 
ment,  as shown in Figure li . 
Position,  identity,   and altitude data 
are obtained for surveillance pur- 
poses in all airspace regions from 
the satellite system.    Each aircraft 
transmits its own unique ranging code 
once every second.    The code is 
relayed simultaneously through four 
satellites to the appropriate control 
center.    The control center calculates 
each aircraft's position based on the 
differences in time-of-arrival of the 
signal at the satellites. 
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Figure 12 - System I Terminal Area Operation 

The data acquisition subsystem 
can provide position data on about 60, 000 
instantaneous users through the com- 
bination of frequency,   code,  and 
random time-division multiplexing of 
the airc raft-emitted,   free running 
beacon signals.    User aircraft equipment required tor operation in the system includes a 2,000-watt 
peak power L-band pulse transmitter (0.5 watts of average power) coupled to a top-mounted hemispherical 
coverage antenna.    The beacon modulation format consists of a two million bits per second Pseudo-noise 
range code,  a code length of 5 II  bits with 16 codes,   and an integration time of 255 microseconds.    The 
pulse repetition period varies from I  to 1. 3 seconds with a spacing of 50 microseconds.     Frequency 
access is provided by use of six channels,  with a channel bandwidth of four megahertz providing a 
capacity of 10, 000 users per channel. 
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Data processing would be actom- 
plished primarily with a highly integra- 
ted network of digital computers.      The 
ground communication network would 
accommodate the effective transfer of 
information from computer to com- 
puter.    The control data processing 
and display functions for en route 
control for the U.S.   would be 
centralizfld in two data processing 
air route traffic control centers as 
shown in Figure   13   .    Two additional 
centers,   one on each coast of the U.S. 
would handle oceanic control in co- 
operation with foreign facilities. 
Terminal area control would be pro- 
vided by separate centers located in 
each of the approximately  150 
terminal hub areas expected to 
contain most of 'he larger airfield 
complexes. 

COMMUNICATION 
SATrUITE 

V. 

DP/ARTCC 

OMEGA MONITORS DATA ACQUISITION 
CAimWTlON STATIONS 

DP/ARTCC 

Kiyure  13 - System 1 En Route Operation 
Three satellite constellations 

would be used to cover the domestic 
U.S.  and two oceanic area needs.     The oceanic communication and data acquisition would be provided 
by a six-satellite constellation over each ocean area.    The CONUS configuration would use the same 
basic six-satellite configuration augmented with a seventh geostationary communication satellite to 
handle the domestic message load for en route traffic in the U.S. 

Airborne navigation and guidance services would range from a basic radio area navigation 
capability for general aviation to four-dimensional navigation (3D with precise time) and guidance using 
combined radio-inertial data on the best equipped scheduled air carrier aircraft.    The bulk of oceanic 
traffic would use combined hyperbolic-inertial navigation systems. 

System I could be implemented to meet the demanda for air traffic services projected for the 
1990'8,    The system is structured to provide a high degree of independence among the three primary 
subsystems which perform the surveillance,   navigation,  and communication functions.    Data 
acquisition is satellite based; navigation is land based,  and communication uses a combination of 
land- and satellite-based elements. 

ortAMi, 

A 
SURVUUANCt 
I.AVIGATION 
COMMUMCATIÜNS NAVIGATION 

COMMUNICATIONS 
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A 

System II Concept 

System II shown in Figure   14  uses 
satellites to perform the surveillance 
function for all user aircraft.    In addi- 
tion,   satellites are used to provide 
navigation and communication links for 
all en route aircraft.     However,   ground 
based antennas on towers are proposed 
to supply communication links and to 
supplement the navigation data for 
terminal area operations as shown in 
Figure   15. 

A multifunction signal waveform 
would be used to permit integration of 
all surveillance,   navigation,   and com- 
munications equipment.    In the System 
II concept,  the waveform consists of a 
pulse triplet.    Each aircraft is assigned 
an identification which consists of a 
Pseudo-noise (PN) code,   a trans- 
mission frequency,   and a particular 
spacing between each pulse.    This 
concept utiliies 10 PN codes, 10 frequencies, and 100 possible spacings between the second and third 
pulses, which provides 10" possible identification combinations. Fach aircraft has a unique surveil- 
lance identity and transmits its pulse triplet periodically to provide a surveillance signal. 

Surveillance and cc ntrol data processing for en route aircraft are acco- iplished at one of two 
national satellite control centers.    Surveillance and control functions for terminal aircraft are per- 
formed at hub control centers located at each major and medium hub area.    The smaller terminal areas 
are considered to be part of the en route control structure. 

• SAUIIIUS 
■ SATFUIir COMROI CENIFR 
AVAJORHIJBS i211 
o MEDIUM UUBJ ii4' 

Figure 14 - AATMS System U Concept 
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fc^    SATELLITE 
«.«(«1 CONSTELLATION 

NAVIGATION       V~ 
COMMUNICATIONS RANGE 
(SURVEILLANCE CAIIBRATIONI 

COMMUNICATION 

The two satellite control centers 
provide mutually ■upporting capa- 
bilities to perform surveillance data 
processing; and provide conflict inter- 
vention control for en route aircraft. 
One satellite control center would be 
located in and have jurisdiction over 
en route   iperations in the Eastern 
United States,   while the other center 
would be located and provide  service 
in the Western L'nited Stales. 
Services for operations in the 
adjacent oceanic areas would also 
be provided by these en route 
centers.    A Mational  Flow  Control 
Center INFCCI would also be 
collocated in one of the satellite 
control centers.     The National   Flow 
Control Center would provide real- 
time supervisory control over the 
operations of the entire air traffic 
management system and schedule 
the traffic flow of aircraft on a 
nationwide basis.    Terminal area operations in major and medium hub areas would be managed by the 
individual terminal area hub control centers.    Airfield landing guidance would be provided by the 
microwave landing system. 

MICROWAVE 

LANDING GUIDANCE 

Figure  15 - System II Terminal Area Operation 

IRPORT 

The satellite constellation proposed in the System II concept,   as depicted earlier,   employs eight 
satellites in a highly inclined (i   HO   ),   eccentric (c   Ü. 25) orbit.    All the satellites are equipped with 
navigation transmitters and surveillance transceivers.    In addition,   iwo communication satellites in 
geostationary orbit over the equator contain communication transceivers to provide constant com- 
munication in the United States airspace.    Each communication satellite is capable of performing the 
total communication relay function to protect against single point failure.    Also,   a pair of redundant 
satellites for each ocean area in geostationary orbits provide oceanic traffic with both digital and 
voice communications. 

The surveillance subsystem obtains position data by measuring the difference between time of 
arrival of signals from aircraft,   these signals being relayed to ground control centers via satellite. 
The times of arrival (TOA) of each of four signals are compared at the processing centers and three 
differential TOA's are derived.    The processing centers can then calculate the latitude,   longitude,  and 
altitude of each aircraft using the differential TOA's and satellite position data. 

The navigation technique proposed for the System II concept uses satellites for one-way ranging. 
Each satellite is assigned a time slot and,   through the use of precise timing,   maintains its synchroniza- 
tion relative to a master station.    The user aircraft,  also employing accurate timing,  computationally 
synchronizes its clock through an iterative timing process,    A range measureinent is thus obtained 
each time a satellite transmits.     By recurrently combining these measurements,   aircraft position is 
determined. 

The System II concept provides a high capacity integrated system approach to meeting the demands 
for air traffit management service in the late 1980's and beyond.    A well-defined systems management 
approach would be required for system implementation and operation phase-in to achieve the potential 
benefits offered in the System II concept.    The combination of automation,  equipment redundancy,  a'ld 
an air-managed backup control concept can assure safety in the event of system failures.    A summary 
of System II capabilities is shown in Table V.    An iidication of certain of the more significant similari- 
ties and differences between System I and II is presented in Table VI. 

The candidate system concepts presented are two proposed system concepts among several possible 
future system approaches being evaluated by the Department of Transportation and FAA.    The concept 
evaluation work now in progress involves further contractual efforts with industry and coordination with 
user groups as well as system definition studies by both the FAA and the Transportation Systems Center. 
This comparative evaluation is being carried out on both the system and subsystem levels,  and includes 
the consideration of such factors as safety,   capacity,  cost, technological risk,  growth capability,  and 
ease of system transition. 

MMM Ml 
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TABLE VI 
AATMS SYSTEM II CAPABILITIES 

Function Terminal En Route Oceanic 

Navigation Ground towers Satellite Satellite 
Accuracy 30 ft 150 it 250 ft 
Update interval 4 sec 8 sec 8 sec 
Coverage Entire area Entire U.S. Atlantic,   Pacific- 

Surveillance Satellite Satellite Satellite 
Accuracy 50 ft 250 ft 450 ft horiz., 

250 vert. 
Update interval I sec 8 sec 8 sec 
Coverage Entire area Entire U.S. Atlantic,   Pacific 

Communications 
Data rate lb K DPS 25 K DPS 25 K BPS 
Spectrum L Dand.   20 MHz L Band,  20MHz L Band,  20MHz 

C Daud,  oOMHz C Band,  60MHz C Band,  60MHz 

TABLE VII 
SYSTEMS I AND II 

COMPARISON OF GROSS CHARACTERISTICS 

SIMILARITIES 

• HIGH LEVELS OF AUTOMATION 

• GROUND-MANAGED 

• EXTENSIVE  PRE-PLANNING 
-  HIGH DENSITY AIRSPACE 

• SATELLITE SURVEILLANCE 
AND COMMUNICATION 

DIFFERENCES 

• SYSTEM I - DISSIMILAR 
NAVIGATION AND 
SURVEILLANCE 

• SYSTEM II -  INTEGRATED 
AVIONICS 

COOPERATIVE SYSTEM 
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(k)    ASTRO-DABS 

ASTRO-DABS is a systtm 
concept dovelopi'd by the MITKK 
Corporation in response to DOT 
and FAA interest in satellite- 
based advanced air traffic  manage- 
ment systems.    This system i on- 
cept is one of severai which have 
addressed the air traffic control 
surveillance,   reporting and navi- 
gation requirements of the CÜNUS 
in the 1980-90 and beyond time 
period.    The concept has an 
important  distiiu tion which sepa- 
rates it from other satellite- 
based ATC systems; it is designed 
to be compatible with the evolving 
Discrete Address Beacon System 
(DABS) currently under develop- 
ment . 

The ASTRO-DABS is an ATC 
satellite-relayed surveillance, 
navigation,  air-to-air CAS and 
data link system concept.    It has 
the potential for realizing the ad- 
vantages of satellite systems in 
terms of coverage and accuracy, 
and to be cost competitive with 
alternative techniques.    It incor- 
porates features which largely 
circumvent the satellite system 
performance hazards resulting 
from hostile acts against the sys- 
tem.    Additionally,  ASTRO-DABS 
has the character of an evolu- 
tionary system in that it can evolve 
from the upgraded third generation ATC system 
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Figure 16 - ASTRO-DABS Surveillance Concept 

The principal advantages of ASTRO-DABS are as follows: 

o   Moderate cost avionics, 
o   High capacity data link . 
o   The surveillance acquisition and start-up after failure modes are very fast . 
o   The normal surveillance tracking mode provides high accuracy and has essentially no system 

interference, 
o   An accurate and moderate cost area navigation system is provided. 
o   A three dimensional,  highly accurate air-to-air CAS is provided whose cost impact is only 

on the CAS-equipped user. 
o   A ground-based back-up is available in case of up-link (L-Band) jamming, 
o   System capacity is high with about 4 million addresses accommodating 50, 000 users with growth 

potential to 100, 000 users . 

J 

Satellite System Characteristics 

The characteristics of the satellite segment of the system are shown in Figure   16.       ASTRO-DABS 
aircraft operate on three separate equal bandwddth (5.33 MHz) channels through the satellite relay.    There 
are two aircraft-to-satellite channels (f2,   f5) and one satellite-to-aircraft channel (fl).    Three large 
surveillance and data link (S/D) satellites each interrogate and receive responses from one-third of CONUS. 
At any instant there are at least six surveillance and navigation (S/N) satellites which receive responses 
from all of CONUS.    Thus,  every aircraft in CONUS receives interrogations from one satellite and has its 
reply received by at least seven satellites.    The two frequency channels for aircraft-to-satellite trans- 
missions prevent aircraft returns from adjacent sections of CONUS from garbling.    By using a range- 
ordered polling technique otdy one aircraft in each one-third of CONUS answers at a time. 

Position data for surveillance is obtained by differences in time of arrival measurements on the 
ground,  as relayed through the seven satellites.    Freedom from garble on the return link is ensured by 
(1) the range ordered polling,  {i) the two reply frequency channels,  and (3) satellite spatial selectivity 
(antenna directivity).    Thus,  a reliable system of high capacity can be configured. 

ammmmm m—m 
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The ASTRO-DABS 
navigation c.ipability 
(ASTRO-NAV) is accom- 
piished by providing 
navigation signals inter- 
laced with surveillance 
data.    This is accom- 
plished by transmitting 
precisely timed pulses 
from the S/N satellites, 
with difference in time 
of arrival measurements 
being made in the air- 
craft.    Since this function 
is only from satellite- 
to-aircraft and requires 
no reply,  there is a 
limited threat from 
jamming.    The princi- 
pal jamming concern is 
on the aircraft-to-satel — 
lite link,  where a moder- 
ate power  transmitter 
and a high gain ground 
antenna can easily domi- 
nate the ASTRO-DABS sig- 
nal entering the aircraft 
antennas. 

Geostationary 
Satellite 

Deployment 

'l.tHAi     Alt IM 

B( am 
Coverage- 

Figure  17 - Geostationary Satellite Deployment and Beam Coverage 

Surveillance and Data Link Modes of Operation 

Each of three S/D satellites located in a synchronous equatorial orbit has responsibility for 1/3 of 
CONUS.    The transmitting satellites use 30 ft.  diameter antennas,   one common frequency channel (at 
L-Band) and have beam agility (seven beam   positions).    Thus,  CONUS is divided into 21 areas of coverage 
as shown in Figure  17       Satellite transmissions are controlled by the satellite control center by C-Band 
transmissions from the ground to the satellite. 

There are two basic surveillance and data link modes in the ASTRO-DABS system concept:   the 
acquisition mode and the tracking mode.    In the acquisition mode an aircraft will be acquired by the 
ASTRO-DABS system while still on the runway.    When the equipment is activated on the ground, the 
aircraft will receive one acquisition interrogation within the next two seconds and one every two seconds 
thereafter until acquired.    Acquisition mode tranömissions are interleaved with tracking mode trans- 
missions.    However, the aircraft will be nearly always placed in the tracking mode within a six second 
period from the time it starts receiving interrogations from the satellite.    Acquisition occurs with detection 
of the correct address on only two of the aircraft-to-SCC links.    An indicator light informs the pilot that 
his aircraft has been acquired. 

A normal acquisition mode message S".t ii 1/8 second.    Each message set is divided into 1/56 second 
intervals.    The first message of each interval once again tells the aircraft within a satellite beam that 
this rubset of the message is an acquisition mode message.    The second message is 84 us long,  carries 
two bits of aircraft acquisition address information and 54 bits of synchronisation information.    There are 
no other acquisition transmissions for the remainder of the 4, 4 ms period      The reason for the separation 
of 4.4 ms between acquisition mode addresses is due to uncertainty in the location of aircraft to be 
acquired.    The 4.4 ms dwell time allows aircraft located anywhere in the beam with a given acquisition 
address to respond before the next  set of addressed aircraft respond.    The procedure sequences through 
acquisition mode addresses in a similar manner and then repeats for each of the other seven beam 
positions. 

Once acquired,  aircraft entering the tracking mode are interrogated by an L-Band transmitting 
satellite,  one at a time in a    sequential manner.    Thus,  no more than three different aircraft are interroga- 
ted at any instant of time in the tracking mode throughout CONUS.    Tracking mode interrogations are 
grouped into approximately 1/8 second message sets.    Tracking mode interrogations can be either 47 us 
or 84 us long and each message set can contain a mix of short and long messages.    The complete message 
set will normally be transmitted in one beam position.    The first message   of the set is a general synchro- 
nizing message (bit, word,   mode) to all aircraft within a beam.    The remaining messages of the set are 
individually aircraft-addressed with gaps left between messages equal to the length of the previously 
transmitted message.    A tracking mode message set can contain in the order of 1000 discretely addressed 
messages.    Data and address bits are 1,5 us long with each bit expanded in bandwidth by a four chip   3/8 us 
per chip) Barker sequence.    This spreading code provides i rrproved timing accuracy and a degree 
(6 db) of multipath protection. 
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Signal garbling in ASTRO-DABS is 
eliminated in tlu- trackinn mudf by tht- 
range-ordered polling procedure.     I In- 
iiiterrofäation period (time between 
int IT rogations to the sann- air» raft) 
can bi- bounded between 3. 5 and h, 5 
Be< onda.    The interrogation pro- 
cedure basically structures a network of 
hexagonal-cyliudrit al i ills (Kigure   | «) 
whose longest dimension du is M miles. 
The system interrogates all aircraft within 
a given cell in a time-ordei ed,   range-ordered 
sequence monotooicaliy increasing with 
respect to the transmitting satellite.    An 
appropriate time gap is inserted and the pro- 
cedure is repeated in the nearest occupied 
cell.    All cells in a given beam are sequenced 
through in a similar manner.    All beams are 
sequenced through repeating the above pro- 
cedure until all aircraft in CÜNUS have  been 
interrogated. 

H" H 
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figure  18 - Spatial Interrogation Geometry for Tracking 

Replies from a given aircraft are 
received by the transmitting S/D satellite 
and by at least six S/N satellites.    Although 
the beam traces from the seven beams of an 
S/N satellite in an inclined orbit change 
shape as the satellite's or'uit position changes,  it is believed that East Coast aircraft returns can be 
kept from garbling West Coast returns by beam separation,  without resorting to a third up-link frequency. 
Two returns of adjacent regions such as from East and Central CONUS within a given beam will not garble 
since such returns are on different frequeiuy channels. 

ASTRÜ-NAV Operation 

In ASTRO-DABS the aircraft surveillance operation alternates between an acquisition mode (for 
aircraft newly entering the system) and a tracking mode (for aircraft already in the system).    Acquisition 
mode transmissions occur every two seconds over a 1, 8 secoiid interval that includes considerable time 
gaps between transmissions.    ASTRO-NAV utilizes this gap lime for navigation data transmissions plus 
an additional 1/8 second during which navigation liming pulses are transmitted.    The interleaved trans- 
mission sequence is shown in Figure   IV. 

In the first 1/8 second the three S/D geostationary satellites (SI,  S2,   Si) transmit acquisition and 
navigation data sequentially   over each of their seven beams preceded by appropriate preambles.    The 
navigation data pulses (ND) contain satellite ephemerides,  local time delays,  altitude corrections,  and 
localized navigation algorithm coefficients that can significantly reduce onboard computations.    The next 
1/8 second is used to transmit up to 7 timing pulse pairs (TP) throughout CONUS.    The navigation preamble 
pulses (NP) alert aircraft in respective beams to forthcoming navigation data and provide clock references. 

Since timing pulse transmissions are for all of CONUS and utilize the same frequency channel as other 
Uausmissions,   suitable timing gaps must be introduced to preclude garbling in CONUS.    Larger gaps are 
allotted for separating the timing pulses from the inclined satellites to allow for the greater range in 
propagaiiou times. 
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Figure 19 - ASTRO-NAV Timing and Data Transmission Sequence 
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The two timing pulses transmitted in time sequence are sent over separate frequency channels.   The 
urst is transmitted over the normal satellite-to-aircraft channel and is used by both aircraft and calibra- 
tion stations.    The second timing pulse is transmitted by one of the aircraft-to-satellite surveillance 
channels and is used by the calibration stations.   This second transmission will not interfere with aircraft- 
to-satelllte transmissions,  since di.ring the navigation mode of ASTRO-DABS,  these 
are not scheduled.    The dual frequency transmisrion is used by the calibration stations to correct for 
ionospheric propagation delay.   Note that this information is used for surveillance as well as navigation. 

The ASTRO-NAV receiver determines the relative time of arrival of six of the timing pulses with 
respect to the seventh received timing pulse.    This information together with data received on the data 
link as to the relative time of transmission of the several timing pulses together with ephemeris and 
propagation data allows the ASTRO-NAV computer to compute the 3D information of the aircraft with 
accuracy and at moderate cost. 

To minimize multipath effects in ASTRO-NAV, aircraft use only those transmissions from satellites 
whose local elevation angles are greater than 19°.    Also,  inclined satellites positioned south of the equator 
do not transmit timing pulses.   The aircraft computer is informed as to which transmissions to use as a 
part of the navigation data sent by the appropriate geostationary satellite, 

ASTRO-DABS Surveillance Backup 

The requirement for a surveillance backup exists because of the threat of intentional and unintentional 
jamming.    This threat exists particularly with aircraft-to-satellite transmissions since there is only 
moderate transmitter power available and essentially no aircraft antenna gain.    For a relatively small 
investment,   directive ground-based jammers could effectively jam at least part of the system. 

Fundamental to the design 
of ASTRO-DABS is the structur- 
ing of an interrogation range- 
ordered algorithm which insures 
that aircraft responses to satellite 
interrogations do not garble any- 
v.here in space.    Since ASIRO- 
UABS transmissions propagate 
garble-free in space,   one could 
receive such transmissions on 
the ground,  and,   if they contained 
position and identity information, 
utilize this data for tracking air- 
craft.    Therefore, to obtain a 
surveillance backup,  it is only 
necessary that each aircraft trans- 
mit identity and positional infor- 
mation such that the ground si'es 
used for  surveillance backup can 
obtain   their information. 

:. 
**• 

S/N 

wKr* 

Receive  and store  timlns pulses       (Determine   iü  position - Optional) 

In ASTRO-DABS,  aircraft 
can obtain positional information 
via ASTRO-NAV,   To utilize this 
information for a surveillance 
backup,   refer to Figure 20, 
Each aircraft determines and 
stores the time of arrivals of up 
to six timing pulses relative to 
the arrival of the first timing 
pulse.    Upon reception of the 
ASTRO-DABS surveillance 
interrogation,  an aircraft follows 
his usual ASTRO-DABS surveillance 
response with a second trans- 
mission on   a separate L-Band 
frequency which provides his 
identity together with the set of 
stored relative arrival times. 
This second transmission,  because 
it is keyed to the ASTRO-DABS 
interrogation,   propagates through 
space garble-free and can be 

S/D 

«^»S/N 

Responses  to S/Ü discrete Address   Interroyation 

Figure 20 - Surveillance Back-up Operation 
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received by any equipped grou·nd site. The ground site then relays this information to the satellite center 
which then determines the target's identity and position. Thus, the satellite control center obtains the 
three dimenaional position and identity of all targets in the vicinity of the surveillance backup ground 
sites. This backup surveillanc e information, however, would only be transmitted in cases of emergency 
(e. g., under conditions of up-link jamming). 

1u any air-to-ground c ommunic ation the possibility of aircraft shielding of signals bas to be considered. 
In ASTRO-DABS two a ntenna s a r e used on the aircraft to reduce the problem of shielding. The aircraft 
transmits his first surveillance backup transmission as previo,.sly dis c ussed via a bottom mounted antenna; 
a second backup signal, via the top mounted antenna on a separate frequency channel, is transmitted 
immediately afterwards. Since t is second transmission is also keyed to the ASTRO-DABS interrogation 
and is frequently sepa r a t e d from both the surveillanc e reply and the first bac kup transmission, it will 
also propagate garble fr ee a nywhere in space. 

Air-To-Air Collision Avoidance System (C.:S) 

The ASTRO-DABS surveilla nce backup transmissions propagate garble free everywhere in space 
and therefore can I:.<.! : •1onito red by a ny aircraft to provide three dimensional garble free air-to-air 
CAS as de pic t e d in Figure 21 . 

All C AS e qui ppe d ir r·a ft 
woul d r e quir · t op and bott o m 
a nt e nnas , t \\' O r c civ e rs nd 
an ASTRO- NAV apa bili t y . 
Once the ASTRO- NAV omput r 
ha s b e n i niti a li zed , navigati on 
updat pos it iona l m eas urem nt s 

a n be made in milli- s onds . 
A CAS po s itional de t er m inat ion 
of a t a rge t is ex pect ed t o r es ult 
in a sim p! a lgor ith mi c e xt nsion 
of ASTRO- NA V s i n e t a rge t 
pos it ions of int e r e s t will be 
rela t ive ly lose , i. e ., wit hin 
a f w m iles . 

Position acc uracy :n C AS is a 
fun tion of r e e i ver de lay j itt r . 

ph m ris accuracy , p r opagat ion 
d la y. navigation and su r ve ill a nc.: 

5/D ... 
SIN-.;-

5/ N~ f~ 
~ 5 RVE I LLANCE r

1 

da t a upda t e r a t e s a nd t a r get F igu r 2 1 -Air-to - Air C olli s ion Av oida nce Syste m C once pt 
· posit ivn c omput a t i on delay . A one -

si rna three - di mens iona l naviga tion measur e m e nt e rr o r o f ! 50 feet a nywhe r e in CONUS a ppears t o be a 
r•·al i sti c design goa l. The ov · r a il th r e · d ime n s iona l r e lative positional e rr o r in th e CAS ope r a tion 
hou ld be somewhat less tha n th nav iga ti on e r ro r. T hese acc uraci es appea r c ons i s t e nt wi th th da t a 

r ·qui r e ments ne e ssa ry for the deve lopm nt of t r ac k pr e dic ti ons a nd avoida nce a l go rithm s associat e d 
v.ith a n ff ' tiv C AS impleme nt ation. 

Evol ving to ASTR O - DABS 

Evolving t o ASTRO-DAB S ou ld occur prog r essively in the four s t a t e s as des ribe d in t e rms of 
fr qu n y ba nd occ u pa nc y as sh own i n F ig ur e 22. Sta t e one illustr a t es the ATCRBS surve illance syste m 
a it xists t oday . T he initi a tion of DABS se r vice i s initia t e d i n s t a t e t wo . The l a unc hing of ASTRO
DABS sat e llites s t a r ts the ope r a ti on of s t at e three a nd sta t e four i s rea li ~ed when CONUS surveill a nce 
is prov ide d only by ASTRO-DABS . 

In state three the compatible ATCRBS and DABS coexist with the satellite-relayed ASTFO-DABS which 
operates on different frequency channels. During this transition state, new avionics need not be purchased 
until normal replacement is required and the carriage of multiple equipment would not be necessary . To 
obtain consistent position information for all aircraft, ASTRO·DABS, DABS and ATCRBS have to be placed 
in a common coordinate system. This is achieved by placing ASTRO-DABS callbration stations at or near 
DABS and ATCRBS sites and treating each of these sites as aircraft so that they are periodically polled 
as part of the interrogation roll call. Thus, each DABS site and ATCRBS site is referred to the ASTRO
DABS coordinate system and the positional information of all aircraft in a given region is provided to the 
regional control facility in a consistent common-grid system. 

The satellite control center, colocated with an enroute control center, is linked by satellite at C-hand 
with 18 other enroute c e nters anti five busy terminal centers located throughout CONUS. These centers 
are in turn linked via land lines to all other regional ATC facilities. The data received via the satellite 
can be transmitted anywhere in CONUS via an enroute or terminal relay. 
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All aircraft flying by 
instrument flight rules (IFR) 
are under control with a regional 
controller receiving surveillance 
information from ATCRBS,  DABS 
and ASTRO-DABS.    Aircraft 
flying by visual flight rules 
(VFR) in mixed (VFR and IFR) 
airspace and in regions of a 
DABS site are under automatic 
intermittent control by the Inter- 
mittent Positive Control (IPC) 
processor.    To perform the 
automatic VFR control function 
properly, the IPC processor must 
know the positions of all aircraft 
(VFR and IFR) in its region of 
responsibility.    ASTRO-DABS 
surveillance information would 
be utilized for all aspects of 
position data acquisition and 
would be coordinated with ATCRBS 
and DABS. 

Aircraft which normally 
would be surveyed by a parti- 
cular DABS site,  but which are 
in the ASTRO-DABS system would 
have their surveillance informa- 
tion transformed to DABS coordi- 
nates and transmitted to an ATC 
facility and the DABS IPC computer. 
Since the accuracy of the ASTRO-DABS aircraft position data is expected to be greater than that of DABS, 
the use of ASTRO-DABS surveillance data should not degrade the operation of IPC.    Thus, the DABS IPC 
computer would provide IPC service for all aircraft in its region.   The IPC commands to DABS aircraft 
would be transmitted by the DABS data link while IPC commands to ASTRO-DABS aircraft would be trans- 
mitted via the satellite data link. 
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Figure 22 - Spectrum Occupancy Considerations of System Evolution 

In states one and two, areas where ATCRBS exist are under control so that there is no data link to 
aircraft but only voice communication for control messages.    During state three such areas will have 
both ATCRBS and ASTRO-DABS aircraft to control.    Again, the improved accuracy of ASTRO-DABS 
surveillance information received by the controller will not degrade the control function since the 
transformed absolute accuracy of the ASTRO-DABS aircraft position will be better than the ATCRBS 
surveillance data. 

In state four, the only surveillance system would be ASTRO-DABS.   At that time,  ASTRO-DABS 
surveillance services become universal and the IPC and CAS services are extended everywhere.    State 
four will allow full advantage to be taken of the tracking system accuracy. 

6.        OPERATIONAL BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS 

The operational benefits to be derived from satellite-based systems for ATC are difficult to accurately 
guage for a variety of reasons but principally because of the lengthy phase-in periods normally associated 
with ATC system elements.    The economic justification for this is not difficult to understand since a new 
system must coexist with that being replaced for an interval approximating the useful lifetime of the avionics 
for the old system.    It is currently not clear when an operational satellite-based ATC system will be deploy- 
ed,   even though the AEROSAT evaluation program shows significant promise.    The FAA and others have 
accomplished cost benefit analyses for selected satellite-based systems such as AEROSAT,  AATMS and 
ASTRO-DABS,  however the results are not definitive,   partly due to uncertainties in the assumptions such 
as avionics costs,   phase-in period, technology improvement factors,  inflation rate,   space segment costs, 
initial investment risk aspects and performance benefits.    The analyses typically indicate a beneficial 
result for the satellite-based systems and in some cases very significant cost savings can accrue. 

The enhanced communications capability and the improved surveillance accuracy gained from satellite 
systems can result in a system capacity improvement.    In the case of the over-ocean application and pos- 
sibly also for continental applications such as for CONUS,  this may constitute a significant benefit.    If the 
improved performance allows increased confidence and use to be made of automated ATC facilities,  then 
an improvement in both system capicity and cost of system operation may be realized. 

Certain limitations of satellite based systems for CONUS ATC should be indicated. First, it is doubt- 
ful if the avionics costs associates with any satellite system will be competitive for some time with the low 
cost VOR/DME equipment curreruly employed by the general aviation user.    The avionics required for 
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satellite service may be considerably more costly thao today'• ATCRBS transponders because of the 
normal requirement& for high transmitter power, coherent operation, near uniform upper hemispherical 
coverage aircraft antennas and avionics which limit the mutual interference between aircraft. Thus it 
does not appear that on a competitive basis, satellite t.echniques would replace the FAA's VOR/DME 
ground networks in the foreseeable future. 

The susceptibility of a satellite-based ATC system to intentional or unintentional jamming and inter
ference is an area of significant concern. There do not appear to be satisfactory mechanisms, technical 
or political, for dealing with this threat. It may be unrealistic to expect implementation of an ATC 
system which could be disrupted by the activities of a unfriendly country or a terrorist group. A 
number of strategies can be employed to minimize this hazard but it remains a serious problem which 
is receiving attention. 

Satellite systems will prove themselves in the competitive ATC environment, if they provide a viable 
"best" solution for the requirements of the users. Unfortunately, this is a deceptively difficult task 
because we find in oearly all areas that: 

(l) The user "requirements," oeeds or deficiencies are seldom clearly or comprehensively establish
ed, especially in the context of the costs and priorities involved in satisfying these requirements. 

(Z) There is no single acceptable criterion for a " best" solution, but rather a large number of inter
related criteria (such as coverage, accuracy, availability, costs, etc.) which must be considered 
e>!l a comparative basis in evaluating candidate systems. 

(3) The uncertaioties in determining the actual expenditur e s associated with the research, develop
ment, implementation and operation of current and proposed systems is such that a high level 
of confidence cannot normally be given to system comparative cost evaluations and projections. 

(4) Also in the cost area, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to quantify the benefits which may 
result from the introduction of a new or significantly improved capability. 

(5) In many areas of technology, multiple approaches to particular problems are available and are 
found to pro\'ide sets of alternatives of essentially e qual m e rit or value. This flexibility is 
desirable but compounds the system selection issue. 

(6) Advocacy positions taken by various fa c tions supporting particular a lternatives and the competiti\'e 
parochialism which may develop tends to confuse the decision process. 

(7) The differing applications, requirements, coverage characteristics and modes of operation of the 
various user classes tend to favor special purpose systems, deployed in multiple to provide the 
desired service. However, advantages relating to cost and other common use features tend to 
favor a small number of system implementations. 

This provides an ind' c:-. ion of several of the uncertainties and constraints associated with investigating 
the technical, operational and economic factors which influence system benefit a nalyses. Additionally, it 
points out some of the difficulties in formulating the bases for a valid system selection process. 

Possibly one of the greatest liabilities of satellite-based system for ATC is simply the fact that they 
are relatively new systems. The following brief quotation from Machiavelli's The Prince, written in 1513 
may be of interest 

"It must be remembered that there is nothing more difficult to plan, more doubtful 
of success, more dangerous to manage than the creation of a new system ••• for the initiator 
bas the enmity of all who would profit by the preservation of the old institutions and merely 
luke-warm defenders in those who would gain by the oew ones." 

7. FUTURE TRENDS AND TECHNICAL CHALLENGE 

The widespread interest and activity associated with the developme nt of satellite-based air traffic 
control and position determination systems indicates that the potential benefit:; obtainable from these 
systems in a variety of applications are significant. The demonstrated capabilities of satellite systems 
such as thos e discussed earlier, and the experience gaine d from the large number of civil and military 
communication satellite systems which have been deployed, leads one to the conclusion that there exists a 
trend toward the use of space-based systems for many important applications. Since the developments 
in space systems, aircraft avionics, electron devices, and other areas of technology continue to proceed 
at a lively pace, it appears that continued exploitation of satellite-aided systems will continue in the future. 
The full implications of this activity are not clear but many of the functions and services which we have tra
di.tionally ~ad fulfilled by ground-based systems may be accomplished in the future by systems configured 
w1th satelhte -based elements. Further, these systems may accomplish a variety of functions with greater 
effectivf.ness and at lower cost. 
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The introduction of satellite syste~s for communications, air lraffic control, navigation and other 
services could cause significant changes in the operation of many related large systems. Substantive opera
tional changes of this character do not occur rapidly or without comprehensive pre-operat ional system dem
onstration and user community acce ptance. Therefore, the introduction and inte~ra•ion of satellite-based 
elements into the ATC and related system frameworks on a domestic and internati nnc..1 basis may be expect
ed to occ ur in a gradual_n .. mner r e sponsive to the combination of neecis, technology , co .1ts, benefits, alter
natives a\•ailable and other operative institutional and political factors -. 

In the ATC role, a principal technical, or techno-economic, c halleng" is to improve the productivity 
of the human elements within the system, increase syst"n' ;: apacity and conc urrently improve safety. Thiii 
is an extre mely difficult task but one of great importance if the projected gro~th in air traffic occurs and 
the current trend in labor osts c ontinue. Satellite-aided systems provide certa in capabilities which may 
assist in achieving these objectives. Two of the principal features of satellite-aided ATC systems are their 
p.: rvasive coverage characteristic s and improved position sur\'eillanre accuracy. I£ the higher quality sur
veillance allows an improvement in the control <>fair traffic through increased use of automated facilities, 
then a less labor intensive syst e m may be feas i ble with attendant long term savings. Additionally, increas
ed capac ity may be obtainable and at reduced cost. However, the satellite-aided capability is but one ele
ment : :: ·!le series of improve ments which in combination can achieve the desired goal. 

The technical challenges associated with the development of satellite-aided ATC systems fall into 
several areas. These include system technology, component development, fabrication or production, and 
cost. There rerr:ains !he need for s a tellite-aided ATC systems to be configured which meet the current re
quireme nts of the users, a llow for a n e volutionary phase-in, are competitively viable and acceptable to the 
ATC c ommunity. Possibly the great e st t e chnic al c hallenge relatea to the development of reliable, low cost 
user av ioni c s which perform the ir assigned {unctions as specified and require low levels of maintenance. 
There have been impre ssive advance s made by the defense agencies in this area during the past several 
years a nd with additional innovations, standardization and improvements in production techniques, continu
e d r e ductions in the c ost of c omplex avionics are inevitable . We are aware of the reductions in cost that 
hav e accompanied l a rge s c al e production and competition in the small electronic calculator and computer 
fi e lds. The be n e fit s of large s cale integration (LSI) of solid state devices and similar technology improve
m e nt s has po s sibly ope ned a new frontier for low cost avioni c s development. 

Conce rning the satellit e -based systems under development or planned, the question naturally arises 
as to th e pos sible dupli cation or prolife r a tion in system d e ve lopment which may occur. Although the appli
cations of the variou s systems ar e generally divergent, it is apparent that certain advantages can be gained 
through e ithe r the combining of system functions, or by consolidating independent systems int a single 
set of spac e platforms. Currently, satellite-based ATC systems are in the system concept, experimental 
or developmental stages and are somewhat removed from operational deployment. The differing applica
ti c ns, requirements, coverage characteristics and modes of operation of the various system techniques and 
user c la sses tend to justify the initial development of special purpose systems to provide the desired serv
ic e s. Howe ve r, careful conside ration should be given to the potential benefits of the operational deployment 
of a minimum number of common-use systems.-
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NADAP,  KARLDAP and SHANDAP are Air Traffic Control data processing systems which are Implemented 
In the Upper Airspace Centres of Maastricht, Karlsruhe and Shannon by the EUROCONTOOL Agency. 
MAUAP, operations! since October 1973, and KARLDAP have a similar operational and technical 
concept and are designed for combined flight data and radar data processing as from the Initial 
phase of operation.    They are both large nultlcomputer systems with high computing and storage 
capacity.    The size of the real-time software Is of the order of some hundred thousand Instruc- 
tions.    TMa paper gives a description of the functions and of the hard- and software structure 
of the two systems with special consideration of reliability,  programming and Implementation 
aspects. 

SHANDAP Is Initially a radar data processing systsm to be followed by a flight data processing 
system which Is being developed. 

^.  Introduction 

The EUROCOHTRCL Agency Is responsible for the Imrleraentatlon of various projects. Amongst these 
are the Data Processlr.e Systems of the Kaastrlcht, Karlsruhe a.id Shannon Upper Airspace Centres. 
The operation of each of the three above Centres will heavily depend upon rather advanced Data 
Processing Systems. 

Electronic Liata Processing Is here essentially used for the automatic reception and handling of 
Flight Plan and Radar Data und for the presentation of the processed information. 
The three systems  are known under the acronyms of : 

- MADAP :  Maastricht Automatic L)ata Processing and Display Syste.n 
- KAHLDAP      :  Karlsruhe Automatic Data Processing and Display System 
- SHAHDAP      : Shannon Automatic Data Processing and Display System. 

For operational,   technical and historical reasons,  MADAP and KARLDAP are quite similar. 
The Shannon problem is different and so Is the SHANDAP solution. 

2-  MADAP an-i KARLDAP 

2.1.   General Aspects of Maastricht and Karlsruhe Centres. 

The fAastrlcht Upper Airspace Centre is responsible for providing Air Traffic Control 
service in the Upf<er Airspace above Belgium,  Netherlands,  Luxembourg and Northern Germany. 
The area of responsibility of the Karlsruhe Upper Centre is the Upper Airspace above 
Southern Germany. 
The operational objective Is to achieve Air Traffic Control services for the whole area, 
that is to say for all  flights.  Irrespective of their flight conditions.  Doth organisations 
(Maastricht end Karlsruhe) also provide for ti^it coordination with Air Defence. 

This Is achieved in a different way for each Centre  : 

- In the area of responsibility of the Maastricht Centre,  military operations above 
BENELUX are controled by separate military ATC facilities.    Only as far ae Nothem 
Germany is concerned,   these facilities are located in the Maastricht Centre Itself. 

- The concept of Air Traffic Control operations for Southern Germany (Karlsruhe Centre) 
Is based upon the integration of the civil and military control of Upper Airspace traffic. 
The Karlsruhe Ce:itre  is organlfed in such a way that Civil and Military operations are 
controlled from the same control sectors. 
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The basic choice for the systems and subsystems for the Maastricht Centre was made In 
1968,  that la about three years earlier than those for the Karlsruhe Centre.    The pro- 
gress In technology plus the variations In the operational concepts explain the 
difference» between the two projects, and In particular between the two main 
Data Processing Systems.    As will be seen later,  these differences are rather marginal 
from a technical point of view, 
MAQAP has been Introduced Into operation on the Ist October 1973.    KARLDAP Is foreseen 
to become operational by the beginning of 1976. 

2.2. Basic Features of MADAP and KARLDAP. 

2.2.1. General 

MADAP and KARLDAP are characterized by a high degree of automation In the proces- 
sing of flight plan and radar data. 
Complete primary and secondary radar coverage is provided by remote radar stations 
from which radar data are transmitted in digital form via telephone lines. The 
air traffic situation is presented to the controllers on a purely synthetic display 
system. 

2.2.2, Functions 

The r!i;i.'n functions of MADAP and KARLDAP are as  follows  : 

- Flieht Plan Processing 

- Reception and verification of flight data messages from a local permanent 
storage,  or from a local niar,.al Input and neighbouring Air Traffic Service 
units. 

- Extraction of data relevant to flight prediction  (route). 
- Flight plan activation fj"! navigation  (i.e.  periodical computation of flight 

plan position). 
- Processing of Estlnu. rf Arrival over reporting points. 
- Preparation o. Fllgiit a a for display to controlleis either In the form 

of a printed flight prot c s strips or In the form of messages on an Electro- 
nic Data Di play. 

- Radar Sata Processing 

- Reception and ve^iflceilon of radar information arriving in digital form over 
land lines from a number o." remote radar stations. 

- Automatic tracking on secondary radar data.    Initiation of tracks Is automatic 
on 3SR selected codes ard manual on primary radar data, 

- Hiltiradar tracking :  t).ere may be as many tracks as there are radars seeing 
a particular aircraft.    These tracks are combined in a multi-radar tracking 
logic  to display a unique system track, 

- "orrelation of  flieht plan and radar data. 

- Association of the aircraft call-sign to Its secondary radar code. 
- Measurement of track to flight plan position divergence and updating of flight 

plan data using track data. 

- Display and Input of data at operators positions 

- Storage and processing cf information for display in various forir-,  and the 
routing of this Information to the appropriate operator position at the correct 
time. 

- Provision of facilities for direct communication between operators and the 
processing system by moans of manual  Input messages. 

- Additional  functions 

- Such as presentation of wcf-ther data, direct digital exchange of inlormatlon 
with neighbouring Air Traffic Control Centres, recording of data for statis- 
tical,   legal and reconfiguration purposes. 
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2.2.3. MADftP and KARLDftP major Bubayatema. 

Prom a data processing point of view, the operational functions described above 
may be grouped Into three categories ■ 

I The handling of transmission and reception of digital data to and from 
neighbouring Air Traffic Control Units 

II The processing,  assembling,  correlation and preparation for display of 
dftta of varloua nature. 
This category nay be subdivided Into two parts  : 
- The general system functions e.g.   !  - Flight data processing 

- Radar data processing 
- Correlation of radar/flight /ilan data. 

Such general  functions aim at the building of a general data bank des- 
cribing the air traffic situation In the area conaldered. 

- Specific  function« which are "operator working position orientated", 
such as  :   - Tilterlng of data for display purposes 

- Interpretation of controller input orders 
- Updating and renewal of displayed data. 

III The presentation of the information to operators and the Introduction of 
data into the system from operators positions. 

Taking the above into account,  MADAP and KAHLDAP consist logically of 
three major subsystems  : 

- a data comnunlcation and terminal system (D.C.T.S.)  for the exchange of data 
with external units, 

- a central computer complex (C.C.C.) subdivided into  t 

- a main computer complex  (MX) handling the general functions of the system, 
- a peripheral computer complex (PCC) handling operators oriented function!. 

- an operator display system including the input devices forming the man/machine 
interface. 

2.2.4. Reliability aspects. 

Maximuni availability is of course one of the main design objectives of ATC data 
processing systems. This is even more true for MADAP and KARLDAP which have io 
conventional manual fall bacK possibilities. 
The high reliability of MAUAP and KARLDAP result« fro« a oomblnation of several 
features such as :  - unit reliability 

- hardware redundancy 
- software design capable of handling reconfigurations 
- possibility of operation  in a down-pradcl mode. 

2.2.5. Test and  improvement  facilities. 

The oomplexlty of the systems and the dynamic aspect of operational requirements 
necessitate that adjustments and evolution must be feasible without putting 
operation in danger.    This leads to a strong requirement for facilities allowing 
the implementation of lew functions or packages in a real environment.    This must 
be done without interference to the proper operation of the system.    As will be 
seen later,  such facilities are introduced in MADAP and KARIDAP,   by striking a 
balance between the amount of redundancy to be  implemented and the oomplexlty of 
switching over from one t onfiguratlon to the other. 

2.2.6. Programning. 

The on-line progranries,  used for the real-time processing of operational data, 
are run under real time supervisors.    The organisation of the progranvres is 
characterized by the  following aspects  :- modular structure of programt 

- central data banks 
- reconfiguration requirements. 

- Real  time supervisors 

The use of standard Operating Systems coul'* not be envisaged for MADAP and 
KARIßAP real-time operation.     It was therefore necessary to develop special 
real-time supervisors  :  RTSX and MARTOS. 

m —mm 
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Modular structure of programnes. 

In view of the complexity and volume of programmes required (250.000 Instructions 
about), modular programming has been used. The operational and system functions 
have been divided Into modules. Each module performs an elementary function or 
group of functions, such that the size of the corresponding group of routines is 
as far as possible of the order of 1.000 to 4.000 Instructions. The modules can 
communicate only via the supervisor program. They have also access to a common 
data pool. 
Each module contains the following : - local data 

- module control brick which is In charge 
of the interface with the supervisor 

- processing bricks. 

- Data banks. 

The data banks contain information common to several modules, 
tially two categories of data banks ; 

There are essen- 

- the static data bank containing the environment description, i.e. the data 
which are net subject to real time changes such as sector boundaries, airports, 
reporting points, air-routes, aircraft characteristics. 

- the dynamic data bank containing the real-time data dcscilblng the real-time 
air situation. 

The dynamic data bank is core store resident. 

- Reconfiguration aspects. 

The necessity to reconfigure devices and start, stop and restart system with a 
minimum of perturbation to the operation  has lead to a particular organisa- 
tion of the system data base und  to the implementation of special modules. 

5. The MADAP System. 

3,1, Size of the system. 

The size of the MADAP system derives from the following initial design parameters : 
Flight plan processing capacity 
Radar data processing capacity 
Radar inputs 

Controller operating positions 

200 active flight plans 
250 tracks 
up to 6 primary-secondary radar stations 
(average number 110 plots/second) 
46 

As will be described later,  the actual implementation p1an has lead to an organisation 
different from the one contemplated at the design stage. 

J>,2, The Central Computer Complex. 

The Central Computer Complex comprises - the Hain Computer Complex 
■   the  Peripheral Computer Complex. 

3.2.1. The Main Computer Complex (i-CC)  is a triplicated IBM ^70/155 system.    The input 
of radar data  (plots)  to the system is executed by a special device  :  the sub- 
multiplexer, which ensures  the interface  between the radar lines and the M.ain 
Computers.    Each IBM 370/155 has a core storage of 1024 K Bytes.    Four disc 
control units each with three 2314 drives of 29 M bytes capacity can be connec- 
ted via two channel  switches and 2914 switches  to any of the three main computers. 
Two magnetic tape units driving each three tapes can similarly be connected to 
any of the three main computers.    Only one computer executes the on-line pro- 
grammes.    The second is then in a stand-by state whilst the other may be used for 
off-line Jobs. 
In the present situation,   the on-line system makes use of two disc control units 
(2x3 discs) and one tape control unit  (3 tapes). 
The Main Computer Complex Interfaces with the Peripheral Computer Complex via 
parallel data adapter IBM 2701. 

3.2.2. The Peripheral Computer Complex comprises six AEG-Telefunken TR 86 computers. 
Pour out of six are for on-line use, the two remaining being used as stana-by. 
Each TR Z6 has a core sorage of 192 K Bytes  (64 words of 24 bits). 

  -__ 1 iiiffin^iirtniriii ~^-*Ai, 
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The main tasks of the peripheral computers are t 
- formatting and display of data Coming from the Main Computer 
- Interpretation of Inputs from the controller working position 

The core storage of the TR 86 Is used as the picture repetition store of the 
displays. 
Each TR 86 Is connected to a magnetic tape unit. 
Two disc units, each of 2 M bytes can be accessed by either of the two stand-by 
computers. 

3.J. The Operator Input and Display System (OPS). 

The ODS Is subdivided into two parts i the display sub-system 
the operator Input sub-system and teleprinters. 

^.3.1, Display sub-system. 

There are two types of displays : the Synthetic Data Display (SDDs) and the 
Electronic Data Displays (EDDs). Both types of displays are driven by common 
equipments, the Display Drive Units (DDUs). 

- SDDs are circular plan position Indicators used to present the controller 
with the following data : - radar track positions and speed vectors 

- artificial afterglows 
- associated labels  (call-sign,  altitude,  attitude) 
- radar plots 
- maps of air routes, sector boundaries, reporting 
points etc...) 

- EDDs are rectangular displays used to present various flight data information 
(ETAs, flight levels, call-sip: etc..) 

- DDUs share the load of driving a certain number of displays of both type. 

Apart from brilliance and brightness control, all the display functions are 
performed under computer progranne control. 

3.3.2. Operator Input sub-system and teleprinters. 

The following Input/output devices are at the disposal of the controller : 

- Display Control panel for selection of the types of data to be displayed on 
SDDs and for scale and centre settl.igs. 

- Helling Ball used to drive a posltlor -itslgnatlon marker on the dlsplfiys. 

- Touch Input Device consisting of an Elecuronlo Data Display covered by a 
transparent overlay where touch wires are inbedded. This is used as a 
Instantaneously programmable keyboard. 

- Printers Including strip-printers and hard copy printers 

- Keyboards allowing the input of alphanumeric  data for entering the flight 
plan. 

3.4. Other sub-systems 

3.4.1. The Digital Comtnunication Terminal System (DCT3) 

The DOTS is an autonomous front-end processor used for the exchange of ATS 
messages between MADAP and neighbouring Centres. 
The DCTS 13 a dual computer complex comprising two CII Mitra 15 computers each 
with it» own discs and tapes. 
The two DCTS computers work in parallel. The Inputs from the external lines are 
processed in parallel and are buffered on disk until completely retransmitted. 

3.4.2. The Technical Monitoring and Control System (TM;S) 

The functions of the TMSS are the following i 

- centralize the monitoring and control of MADAP and ancillary systems (alr- 
oondltloning, power supply etc..,). 

- eventually, initiate the automatic switching and reconfiguration of the 
system. 

These functions are performed under control of a dual processor system comprising 
two Telemeoanlque T 1600 computers. 
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3.5. Modea of operation of the MADAP 3yatem 

3.5.I.  Norinal state 

The syatem la In a normal atata aa long as a "minimum string" of equipment Is 
available for the syatem to perform the totality of Its operational functions 
to the required capacity. 
This minimum string Is basically composed as follows : 
- one sub-tnultlplexer (out of two), 
- one main computer (out of three) with one disc control unit with       discs    and 

one magnetic tape control unit with three tape units, 
- the number of peripheral computers  (with their Interface) which Is necessary 

to drive the whole display system (two    In the present state,  three for the 
full extension of MADAP). 

The hardwara and software presently available permits that the system can be 
operated as follows 1 

- A complete operational (C-  u chain drives  the operational system.    Within this 
operational chain. It Is necessary to perform the required peripheral unit 
switching in case of malfunctioning  (3MX,  disc,  tapes etc.).    Those actions 
are In principle automatic and software driven, 

- A standby M? is In a waiting state.    If necessary it will be switched into 
the new hardware configuration. 

- Two standby PCs are ready to take over automatically the role of any operational PC. 

- The third MC can be connected to any spare PC in order to constitute a complete 
test and developmrrt chain.    This is of great importance for thorough testing 
of the new programmes. 

- Alternatively,  the third M; with its peripherals can be used as a computing 
centre allowing batch processing,  time sharing operation etc.... The spare 
PCs can also be used as autonomous computer. 

J.5.2.  Reduced state 

In order to provide,  on one hand,  an ultimate fall-back in case of total break 
down of the Main Computer Complex and on the other hand a possibility to bridge 
the gap    between switch-over periods,  a special software package has been developed. 
It is known as REP  (Radar Emergency Processor) and constitutes a replacement for 
the Radar Data Processing and Display functions of the normal state. 
This package is run in the Peripheral Computer Complex only.    In such a mode of 
operation,  radar data from the plot extractors are  fed Into one of the standby 
peripheral computers which takes over the reduced system functions. 

These functions consist basically in performing mosaic filtering and 
radar to call-sign correlation in order to allow maintaining of a labelled radar 
picture to the controllers. 
The REP is activated whenever a MC failure is detected.    It takes then approxima- 
tely five seconds before REP information is displayed on controller screens. 
EXiring that time,  the restart of the MX is attempted.    When the MCC is restarted, 
an operator coimiand will make REP inactive and within 8 seconds of that signal, 
the Peripheral Computer will be in the position to display again M3 data. 

3.6. The MADftP Software 

3.6.1.  Main Computer Operational Programnie. 

- Categories of programmes 

The VC operational programmes comprise 

MC on-line supervisor 

Tie MC on-line supervisor 

the MC on-line supervisor 
the System programmes 
the Application programmes. 

RTSX (real-time system executive)  is responsible for 
controlling the activity of the machine.     It is divided into five sections as 
detailed below : 

■      - -■-■ 
 -       -■■  in«. ■ 
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- Program Control 

All progrannes are arranged In a sat of loop submitted to time constraints. 
The Program Control section Is responsible for selection and Initiation of 
programmes and makes sure that all the different programs are driven in 
order to respond to their tine constraints. All the loops are arranged In 
a level of priority, and the algorithm of selection of a program In a loop 
can be different on each loop and Is application dependent. 

- Interrupt Supervision 

Interrupts occur asynchronously in the system. They are handled with 
absolute priority over all user programs (System and Application). The 
routine driven as result of the Interrupt can be application dependant. 
At the end of this routine, control may either return to the Interrupt 
program or to another one. 

- Input/output supervision 

This section controls all the I/O operations of the system. It deals with 
the queuing and Initiation of requests. 

- Storage managerient 

This section la responsible for : 

- dynamic allocation of storage for programmes transferred from discs 
- dynamic »llocatlon of data storage for programs which need to construct 
messages 

- transmission of data from one programme to another by means of the Input 
queue 

- dequeuing of data from Input queue for processing by user programs. 

- The System Services section executes services for user programs. These 
Includes get time services, communication with the operator console for the 
output of messages and the Interpretation and dispatching of various commands 
debugging facilities and data management. 

- The System Programmes 

They represent about l60 K Bytes, 50^ of which are non resident.    The system 
prcjjrammes are composed of about 31 modules responsible for functions such as i 
- confidence checKlng 
- start-stop, restart 
- status recording 
- device reconfiguration 
- data exchange within the system. 

- Application programmes 

They represent approximately JO modules, totaling about 2^2 K Bytes. The 
majority is core resident. They are divided into the following groups ; 

- Radar tracking 

The corresponding modules are in charge of the management of Information 
supplied by several radars located at different points of the MADAP area. 
Three main steps appear in the treatment of radar Information. 

- Plot elaboration 

The radar plots are elaborated at the radar site. A digital message is fed 
Into MADAP, which contains for a plot, a position, a mode-code (if any) and 
other complementary Information. 

- Local Tracks handling 

A local track is a succession of plots from one radar concerning one air- 
craft.    The corresponding information which Is called In MADAP the "local 
track block" contains mainly smoothed local position, speed and track 
quality. 

       --—*-—-'--—--'■■ -—— ■-■■• ' '-■■■- -•" •■■■ i^mma^nMiMM,,!, 
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- Common tracks handling local tracks and converted to systeni or "ooramcn track«" 

Several local tracks corresponding the aan» arloraft seen by several radars 
are combined to a single cormon track, continuing smoothed system position, 
speed and track quality. 
The configuration of radar used with their plot filtering areas and track 
responsibility areas can be changed automatically in case of non availability 
of data from a particular radar station. 

- Flight plan processing 

The  flight plan processing modulec form the basis for all the planning funo- 
tljns within the ATC system.    The flight information arrives In the system 
through a set of ATC messages coming from adjacent centres via automatic 
links or from manual inputs on keyboards. 
The  flight plan Information Is checked,  processed and updated for oonmmj.oa- 
tlon to the display modulss. 

- Flight plan/radar  track correlation 

Correlation is established by cross referencing common track blocks and flight 
plan data.    After  correlation,   the aircraft call sign is inserted   in the 
label of the radar  track displayed.    The flight plan position of an aircraft 
Is periodically computed and checked against the actual position derived from 
radar data.    The  flight plan position is then updated from the radar position. 

3.6.2. PC operational programs 

The supervisor system for the peripheral computers   (MAHTOS)  includes  ! 

- program control 
- core management 
- program control sub-routines 
- I/O routines. 

The application modules are In charge of the composition and management of mes- 
sage presented to controllers on EDD's, TID's and SDD's.They are also responsible 
for controller/computer dialogue via the normal Input device (TID, KYB, DCP, RIB 
and printers). 
The function of display refreshing Is a computer function. 

3.6.3. Data banks 

The data banks of the Main Computer Complex constitute In fact the system data 
base. 

- The static data bank consists of a number of stores defining the environment of 
the yystem (sector boundaries. Airports, Reporting points, standard routes, air- 
craft characteristics). It Is stored on discs ana requires about 450 K Bytes. 

- The Dynamic Data Bank contains the data describing the instantaneous image of the 
system. These data are In a number of different stores of fixed size. The 
principle stores are  : - flight segment store 

- plan flight store 
- track flight store 
- route segment store 

The dynamic data bank of MADAP has at present a size of 200 K Byte. It is core 
resident. 

- The Reconfiguration stores contain the data necessary for reconfiguration and 
restart action. The most important stores, which are kept on discs are : 
- the extended flight store 
- the minimum restart table 
- the system configuration table 

- The extended flight store 

Upon entry of a flight plan in the system, the data is checked for correctness 
and a record called record A Is created for this flight. This record contains 
therefore practically unprocessed data. This is then processed by several 
modi 1 es in order to extract route data and break the flight data into flight 
segment, route segment etc... to prepare insertion into the various stores 
of the Dynamic Data Bank. 

 ■   •  — - -■ ■ ^—  
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The result of the processing Is record 3, which, toßether with record A 
are stored on disc until the flight Is ajtlvated.  At activation timi«, 
record 3 Is inserted into the Dynamic 3ata Bank and whenever its content 
la completed and updated, the same modifications are made to the HF3 on 
disk. 
The extended flight store contains therefore two types of Information to 
allow system restart. 
Normally record B will be used as it contains the most up-to-date informa- 
tion. This will be a "normal restart". In certain cases, it is however 
necessary to restart from "safer" data and thci., record A is used.  This 
will be an "Elementary System Restart". 

- The Minimum restart tables contain tables suoh as : 

- call signs 
- display settings 
- code allocation 
- MET data 
- Time update message store 

- The System configuration table contains all necessary data concerning 
system status for HTSX, application and system programs. 

- The Peripheral Computer data banks 

As already lentioned, display refreshing is a computer function. 

- The Picture Repetition Store which is an extension of the PC store contains 
all Information sent to the display units. 
It has two roles ; - Data filing to facilitate the storage and retrieval of 

any information displayed. 
- Refreshment memory to display data at a rate of 20 times 

per second. 
The PRS is divided in two parts ; EDDs and SDDa. Each part is divided in 
blocks allocated to a specified screen. 

- The Display Control Store allows correct management of the PRS (space manage- 
ment, retrieval, updating). 

3.6.4. Start - restart problems 

MADAP has basically three types of start and restart ! the System Start 
the System Re-start 
the System Elementary restart. 

The System Start uses no dynamic data and requires that the complete hardware 
configuration 1» specified. It must not be considered as a normal procedure for 
restoring service after a system break-down. 

The System Re-start is the normal procedure after a hardware or software failure. 
Its ectlvation can be automatic or manual. During a system restart, the complete 
data base is rebuilt in core, from the information stored on disc at the time of 
failure. The EPS records I.e. the flight plans are all reprocessed. All programs 
including the supervisor are reloaded. A typical time for restarting the system 
is 30-40 seconds, this time being measured from the automatic detection of an 
error until the first radar plots are visible to the controller. 

System Elementary Restart : In case of Incompatibility of the data recorded on 
disc to be used for a system restart, an elementary restart Is made. In this 
case, the hardware configuration needs to be specified as In a system start. 
Only the code-call sign correspondance is used from the minimum restart tables 
and the EPS contents are checked for validity. Erroneous records are diLoarded 
for further processing. 

3.7. Implementation problems. 

MADAP was Initially conceived as a complete system capable of providing Air Traffic 
Control over BENELUX and Oermany. It later on appeared that It was necessary to organize 
Air Traffic Control In this area on a different basis and the zone of responsibility of 
MADAP waa limited to BENELUX and Northern Oermany. 
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This together with the necessity to transfer responslblllt.es Into Maastricht on a 
progressive basis has  led to a phased Implementation as far as geographical  extension 
Is concerned,  the sequence being the following : 
- Belgium Upper Airspace as  from 1st October 197? 
- Northern Germany Civil Upper Airspace as from 1st April 197'* 
- Northern Germany OAT - 1st October 1975 
followed by the Upper Airspace above Netherlands. 

On the other hand.   It has been found neoossary also to Introduce operational  functlonG 
on a progressive basis.    The Implementation of new software packages do not necessarily 
coincide with geographical extension.  The evolution Is In the direction of enhanced 
reliability and flexibility as well as Increased use of dynamic flight data displayed 
on HDD's for planning and coordination purpose and of Introduction of automatic e-tchanee 
of data with adjacent centres. 

The size of the hardware and of the software  (several hundred thousand Instructions) 
gives an Indication of the complexity of such a system.    Several hundred man-yeers of 
effort have been spent since 1966 to achieve the present result. 

The Implementation of MADAP has required that solutions be found  for a variety of problems 
such as :- System architecture using a maximum of standard equipment 

- Choice of adequate hardware and system software 
- Proper definition of operational functions 
- Programs detailed functional specifications 
- Organisation of software production 
- Software Integration and testing 
- Operational evaluation 
- Introduction Into operation 
- Maintenance of hard- and software 
- Introduction of hardware and software modifications. 

4- The KARIDAP System. 

4.1.  Evolution from MftDAP. 

When designing the KARLDAP System due  account was taken of the MADAP experience. 
Although MADAP was not operational y?t at the initial design stage of KARLDAP,  It was 
pretty obvious that in view of the   operational target date for the Karlsruhe Centre, 
only rather limited variations to MhJJAP aould be considered. 
Those variations are mainly In      the 1 allowing fields ; 
- Method of Inputting radar data 
- Architecture of the display system with its consequences on the peripheral computer 

complex 
- Technical solution for a Radar Emergency Processor 
- Project Execution. 

Other differences have been also introduced du--- to several factors such as variations 
In the operational requirements or necessity to phase the system implementation. This 
has had an Influence mainly on the approach to software production. 

- Method of inputting radar data. 

KARLDAP,  like MADAP allows for two possible routings of radar data.    At the radar line 
demodulator output,  radar data is fed both to the normal state system and to the radar 
emergency processor.    In    MADAP,  radar data is fed into the I'C through the Submultlplexer 
specially developped which was also supposed Initially to handle Input/Output for data 
links with adjacent centres.    The later function is now one of a front-end processor 
for both MADAP and KARLDAP,   and the radar data.  In KARLDAP is fed into the system via 
the Peripheral Computer Complex were standard hardware/software can be used. 

Architecture of the Display system. 

It was decided to implement KARLDAP with an improved display system allowing better 
working conditions  (accuracy,   readability,  amblant llghtine conditions). 
This led to a requirement for high picture refreshing rate   ('jO Hz)  which together with 
considerations linked to display load capability resulted in      a decentralized concept 
for the display system whereby each Synthetic Data Display has its own character 
generator and picture repetition store. 
For EDDs, however,  the centralized version WPJ maintained.    Tils approach which allows 
to see each SDD as an Individual peripheral permits a more flexible organization of the 
Peripheral Computer Complex whereby the proc Jsslng load,  already reduced ooniparod with 
MADAP can be better shared between processors.    This results in a reduced number of 
processors. 
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- Technical solution for a Radar Emergency processor 

In KAfUDAP tevmlnology,   the subsystem used for maintaining radar labelled display in 
case of central computer complex failure is known as the radar by-pass.    This is a 
completely independant subsystem which can feed directly the display system. Kather 
than using a general purpose computer  (as done In MADAP)  it was found preferable to 
make use of a specialized processor which allows a form of tracking and multi radar 
roossic display.    This processor is in fact,  in the first phas s of operation of KARLDAP 
responsible for the radar data processing functions. 

- Project execution 

In view of the experience acquired with the MAÜAP system,  EUROCONTROL has decided to 
assume direct overall responsibility for the implementation of the KARLDAP system. 
After the preparation of the general  configuration of this  system,   the  sub-systems 
were studied in depth and  the equipment was chosen accordingly.     Furthermore  - and 
this Is a factor of major importance In the use of MADAP "know-how"  - Eurocontrol 
has assumed overall responsibility for the production and integration of the software. 

From a more general point of view,   the need to transfer the experience acquired progres- 
sively from one data processing system to another led EUROCONTROL to set up PAUK 
(Programming and Analysis Division EUROCONTRCL) which is attached  to  its Experimental 
Centre at Br^tlgny,   France.    It is this Division which,  vis-a-vls  thu General Director- 
ate of the Agency,   is acting as the supplier of the software  for KARLDAP. 
The System hardware is being supplied through contracts with various firms. 

'♦.<?.  Stages of Implementation. 

As is customary when initial projects are adapted to suit the realities of a situation, 
the Agency has decided to employ several stages in the implementation of the KARLDAP 
project,  the first two of these being known as KARLDAP I and KARIi)AP II. 

In 1 ict, where KARLDAP I  is concerned,   the scheduled date for the start of operational 
service  (late 1975 or early 1976) has dictated the adoption of an Intermediate  stage 
called KARLDAP A. 

Thase various stages differ from each other chiefly in the degree of complexity of the 
functions performed.    One of the guiding principles in the design of the KARLPAP system 
as a whole was that the configuration and capacity of the equipment should be such as to 
facilitate the smooth transition from one stage to another where both the hardware and 
the software were concerned. 

Obviously at the present Juncture the three stages referred to above have not been defined 
with the same degree of detail.    KARLDAP I is scheduled for ly78 and KARLDAP II has no 
fixed date for entry into service.    The present paper therefore deals only .ith the 
KARLDAP I stage and its preliminary phase. KARLDAP A. 

The basic parameters determining the size of the KARLDAP system are as follows  : 

- up to 300 active flight plans in the system 
- up to 250 simultaneous radar tracks 
- ability to drive up to 60 Synthetic Data Displays  (SDDs) and 90 Electronic Data 

Displays  (EDDs). 

4.2.1.  KARLDAP I - Functions 

The main functions of KARLDAP I are  ! 

- Reception and processing of radar information transmitted in digital form from 
a number of radar stations, 

- Reception and processing of ATS data messages from adjacent ATC units or mes- 
sages taken from a data bank, 

- Direct exchange of digital data with adjacent control centres, 
- Correlation of flight plan and radar data and updating of flight plan data 

from the redar data, 
- Storage and processing of data for presentation in various forms   (strip print- 

out and display on screen)  and distribution of data to the different working 
positions,  as appropriate, 

- Direct communication between controllers and the data processing system by 
means of manual input devices, 

- Recording of data for statistical,  legal or reconfiguration pruposes, 
- "Off-line" operation for program development and staff training purposes. 

■      -       -      ■      -           ■"             ■-  ■■   - - 
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4.2.2.  KARLDftP A 

As airJJ'dy mentioned,  a preliminary stage for KARLDAP I has had to be planned. 
The KARLDAP A system differs from KARLDAP I In the following respects : 

(I) radar data processing Is carried out by a processing system which Is 
separate from the computer complex. 

(II) there Is no updating of flight data by means of radar data, the radar 
data/flight plan correlation being limited to associating the oall-clgn 
with the SSH codes. 

(III) the display system Is limited to SDDs. 

(Iv)      flight data are displayed by means of printed flight progress strips. 

(v)        automatic data input Is limited to Information received via the AFTTJ and 
MET Information. 

The hardware oompunents used In the KARLDAP A and KARLDAP I systems, and the 
functions which they   perform, are shown soheraatlcally. 

4.3.  System Structure 

Similarly to MADAP, KARLDAP consists of three parts,  viz.   : 

- the Data Communication and Terminal System (DCTS) 
- the Central Computer Complex 
- the Operator Display System (ODS). 

Reliability is guaranteed by the provision made for system reconfiguration. 

With regard to the computers, 10056 redundancy Is provided, and switching devices for 
switching the standard peripherals and the display units and special input/output 
units   (ODS),  are Installed.    These switching devices are controlled either by the 
software or manually. 

Ijesplte this redundancy and the feasibility   (demonstrated by MADAP) of software capable 
of bringing about system reconfiguration in the shortest possible time,  it has been felt 
necessary to provide a standby unit separate  from the computer complex.    This unit ensures 
that the radar data continues to be displayed in the event of a breakdown of the computer 
complex;   it is referred to as the "Radar By-pass" and can handle up to four radar stations 
simultaneously using a "mosaic" display. 

In the initial operational phase of the system the Radar By-pass acts as the radar data 
processing unit. 

4.3.1.   Data Communication and Terminal System. 

This system will ensure the exchange of digital data between external bodies and 
the central computer complex.    It forms part of the KARLDAP I system and is now 
in the definition stage.    In function and organisation it Is Identical with the 
system being Installed for MADAP. 

As  far as KARIDAP A is concerned,  only limited functions are envisaged;  these will 
be performed directly by the Computer Complex. 

4.^.2.  The Central Computer Complex. 

The functions associated with automatic processing were,  in the case of MADAP, 
classified under the two following headings : 

(a) General functions of the system,  e.g.   ! 

- Multiradar tracking 
- Flight plan data processing 
- Correlation of radar data/flight plan data, giving a general picture of the 

airspace situation in the area in question. 

(b) Specific functions in conjunction with action taken at the working posltions,e.g. 

- Filtering of data for display purposes 
- Interpretation of controllers'input orders 
- Updating and renewal of displayed data. 

'    in   ■ .~~u___  
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This produced a two-tiered structure for the computer "o-r.piex, namely a main 
computer complex and a peripheral computer complex. 

Virtually the sarae Idea Is being used again for KARLDAP, apart from a few differ- 
ences due either to improvements resulting from the experience gained with MADAP 
or to technological advances. The Central Computer Complex therefore consists of 
a main computer complex carrying out general functions, and a peripheral computer 
complex which performs functions specific to the working positions. 

Main Computer Complex 

The main computer complex comprises two IBM ^70/158 computers, one of which is 
used for normal system operation, while the other acts as a standby unit ready 
to come into Immediate operation in the event of a failure of the first computer. 
The structure of the computer complex and the connection to the peripheral 
computers have been designed so that a third computer can be added without diffi- 
culty If this becomes necessary for reasons connected with program development and 
system reliability. 

Each computer is supplied in the following configuration : 

- a central store of 1,02^ K bytes 
- a byte multiplexer channel 
- four block multiplexer channels. 

The secondary external stores consist of the following : 

- six IBM ^333 discs in three pairs, each pair being connectec to one of three 
IBM 3830 disc control units 

- six IBM 3^20 tape units in groups of three, each group being connected to one 
of two 38c3 disc control units. 

The connection to the other co-nponents of the system (I.e. peripheral computer 
complex and the DCTS) is made by means of four 2701 adapters. 

All the devices incorporate a double access for switching from one computer to 
the other under the control of a program. 

Two high-speed printers a^d two card punch/readers are also provided. 

A switching system comprising a set of eight switching units, each of which 
consists of a matrix for connecting four central unit channels to four peripheral 
control units, malces it possible to obtain a wide variety of onflgurations, thus 
contributing to great operating flexibility and optimum aval • jlllty. These 
switching units can be controlled either manually or by mear.. of remote control. 

Peripheral Computer Complex 

The peripheral computer complex performs the following functions : 

- Pre-processing of radar data. 
- Routing of radar data to the main computer complex. 
- Routing and formatting of messages originating in the main computer complex for 
display on the SDDs or tabular EDDs. 

- Conversion of radar data for display on SDDs. 
- Processing of manual input orders from the working positions. 

The complex consists of a total of four identical TR 86 computers supplied by 
ASG/Telefunken, two of which are necessary for the operation of the system. The 
remaining two are intended in the first instance for standby operation in the 
event of failure of either or the first two computers, and secondly, to enable 
comprehensive program development and testing facilities to operate independently. 
Provision has been made for the complex to be expanded to a total of 6 peripheral 
computers, while the manner in which the complex is organized is such that the 
computers are completely interchangeable from the functional viewpoint. This 
makes for great flexibility in operation and increases computer availability. 

The necessary connections are available to enable each computer to handle data 
appertaining to all radar stations and all working positions. During normal 
operation the load will be distributed equally. 

 -  - -^ , ■... 
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Each computer Is supplied In the following configuration : 

- Central unit 
- Store of 48K words each of 24 bits 
- An extension storage unit of 16K words for refreshing the tabular displays. 

The peripheral equipment consists of the following ; 

- 2 disc units 
- 2 high-speed printers 
- 4 magnetic tape units 
- Interfaces with the operator/machine exchange and display system 
- Tape readers and punches 
- One punched card reader. 

Radar data link splitter 

The radar data link splitter  (DL3) enables data to be routed to the peripheral 
computer complex and the Independent radar processing system.    The data Is sent 
In serial form.    Tills unit Is of modular construction and can be extended to 
accommodate up to 24 separate radar data transmission lines enabling a total of 
6 radar stations (primary/secondary)  »o be handled. 

•flie Independent Radar Processing System 

The independent MP 720 radar processing system Is an improved version of equipment 
already developed for the Agency by T-VT (Thorason-CSF) for use In the Initial 
Maastricht system (MtNFAP) anrt   .'or the SHANDAP radar data processing system. 

The system planned for KARLDAP can provide a composite picture from four radar 
stations selected out of a possible six stations.    Furthermore, it does not 
perform the picture renewal function. 

The MP 720 can undertake the following : 

- Secondary radar tracking 
- Primary radar plot processing 
- Radar tracK/fllght plan correlation of the code/call-sign by automatic Input 

from the computer complex,  or by manual Input 
- Transmission of track, plot, and video map data to the display system. 

The system is duplicated and the two MP 7208 operate in parallel,  the information 
from one of them being used for display purposes. 

Testing facility 

With a system of such complexity,  an important aspect is the need for impro/ements 
and developments after1 the initial operational version has been brought in'.o 
service. 

Before the commissioning of the future operational system, the final phase of 
acceptance demands for practical purposes that a complete system which is repre- 
sentative of actual operation,  but does not interfere with the current operational 
system from the performance or reliability viewpoints, should be available. 

Consequently,   the means for completely isolating such a system (consisting of 
Main Computer, Peripheral Computer and input/output displays) from the operational 
system have been incorporated.    The appropriate hardware has already been ordered 
as far as the peripheral computers and the displays are concerned. 

In the ease of the main computer,  provision has been made for a third computer 
and its peripherals to be added without difficulty. 

4.3.3.  Operator Display System (OPS) 

Composition 

The system is made up of the following sub-systems : 

- synthetic dynamic data displays  (SDDs) 
- electronic data displays with touch input devices (EDDs + TIDs) 
- tabular display stations with input keyboards 
- page printers 
- flight progress strip printers 

 ■   ■ -  ■ 
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4.4, KARLDAP Software 

4.4.1. Method of development 

As already stated, the KARLDAP system makes the maximum use of what has been 
achieved In connection with the MADAP project. However the operational charac- 
teristics of the two systems are somewhat different, and the requirements of the 
time schedule have precluded the possibility of a straightforward transfer of 
software. Moreover, the hardware configuration shows a number of Improvements 
over that employed for MAUAP. 

The EUROCONTROL Programming and Analysis Division Is responsible for the produc- 
tion and Integration of the KARLDAP A and KARLDAP I software. For this purpose 
it has a program testing facility at Bretlgny which consists of the following : 

- An IBM 360/50 computer (which is compatible with the IBM 370/158) 
- A TR 86 peripheral computer which is on temporary loan from the KARLDAP system 
- A data display ahd Input/output unit of each of the types used In KARLDAP. 

Final prograime integration will be carried out at the Karlsruhe Centre, 

4.4.2. Development of KARUAP A 

In order to speed up the development of the system the following choices have 
been made ; 

(I) -the monitor for the main computer will be the Customer information Control 
System, (CICS), 

(II) -the software language will be  PI/l» 

(lii)-the modules used with the TR 86 will be modules which have already been 
developed either for MADAP or for other systems. 

4.4.3. Development of KARLDAP 1 

The time-table for implementing KARIDAP I allows MADAP developments to be used 
to the full,  particularly where supervisors, reconfiguration procedures and multi- 
radar tracking are concerned. 

Consequently,   the work of the Programming and Analysis Division is mainly concerned 
with  the application software, since the RT3X (Heal Time Executive)  supervisor and 
special executive nodules  (discs,   interfaces,  etc..) have been adapted directly 
frorr MAQftP -  the   fl'SX for the IBM 370/158s,  and MARTOS  (MADAP Real Time Operating 
oystem)  for the TR 86 computers. 

4.5. KARLDAP implementation 

The KARLSRUHE UAC Is scheduled to come into service with the KARLDAP A system at the 
beglnlng of 1976« In order to facilitate software integration and the operational 
assessment of the system, the entire hardware required for KARLDAP A is scheduled for 
installation and connection by late 1974, beglnlng 1975. The hardware required for 
KARLDAP I will also be available in 1975« however, the Increased complexity of the 
system precludes the likelihood of this phase becoming operational before 1978. 

H^I^^H^.   
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5.  The ^HANDAP System 

5.1. SHANDAP phasea 

SHANDAP (Shannon Automatic Data Processing and Display System) Is a new A.lrT raffle 
Control system which the EUROCONTROL Agency Is setting up In Ireland for the Upper 
Airspace Centre at Shannon. 

Already in 1965. the Increase of traffic In the area had led to a requirement for 
scondary radar coverage In order to supplement the conventional procedural based 
ATC - system. 

Here, contrary to the classical approach whereby flight plan processing Is Introduced 
first if not simultaneously with radar data processing. It was felt necessary, due to 
the characteristics of air traffic in the area to Implement first a radar data proces- 
sing system to be followed latter on by a flight plan processing system. These are the 
two phases for the SHANDAP System : 

SHANUAP I, the main component of which is the RDPS (Radar Data Processing System) 

SHANDAP II, which incorporates the FDPS (Flight Data Processing System). 

The first phase, for which the equipment Is functionning on site on a evaluation basis 
should be introduced into operation in early 1975. It is designed essentially to provide 
the executive radar controller of the UAC Shannon with a labelled radar picture containing 
position and identity information. 

The planned date for introduction into operational service of the second phase, SHANDAP II 
is early 1978. It will automate the processing and display of flight plan rfata, in a 
system where the FDPS and the RDPS are interfaced. It is extensible to meet the whole 
of Irish airspace requirements. 

5.2. The Radar Data Processing System ; SHANDAP I 

The RDPS of SHANDAP I receives aircraft position and code information from a remote 
secondary radar station. A plan position labelled display is generated on Synthetic 
Data Displays as well as reduced plan information on Electronic Data Displays. 

The equipment comprises two main parts : - the radar subsystem 
- the tabular display subsystem. 

Both subsystems are duplicated and are Independant from a reliability point of view. 

Operators communicate with the system essentially with two operational messages : 

- the Current Message (CM) which describes for one flight the basic flight plan data. 

This message will be on one hand displayed to the relevant controller and on the 
other hand used to establish code/call sign correspondance. 

- The Modification Message (MM) is a proposal to correct the Current Message. 

Furthermore the code/call sign correspondance is to be inserted manually. 

5.2.1. The Radar Sub-system. 

The radar Information is received from the radar site through a broad-band 
microwave link over a distance of about 10 miles. Radar extraction is performed 
in the centre by the radar video extractor (EV 720). It is a hard-wired equipment 
and outputs digital plot messages. 

The digital plot messages are then fed into a plot processor (MP 720) which may be 
considered as a flexible "fixed programme" special purpose computer. This equip- 
ment establishes tracks from plots. Once a track is Initiated, the future extra- 
polated position Is computed and compared with the actual next radar position. 
Three windows of increasing size are centered on the extrapolated position. The 
size of the window in which the next radar position falls is used as a quality 
factor to compute a smoothed track position. 

The plot processor contains a data selector which constitutes the interface with 
the radar displays on one Jiand, and with the tabular part on the other hand. 
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It is  through this Jata selector that the code/call sign oorrespondance Is 
Inserted and (irocessed In order to deliver the Syithetlo Data Display, with 
respect to the aircraft In the system. Its position, call-sign and flight 
level (mode C). 
The radar display equipment comprises 4 executive controller positions each 
with their synthetic character and symbol generator. 

5.2.2, The Tabular Subsystem. 

The tabular subsystem contains tlectronlc Designation and Input devices (ED1D) 
In the form of tabular displays and keyboards driven by a multl-8 (Vii)  computer 
system (mini-computer manufactured by Telemecanique). 
The tabular subsystem Is used basically for three purposes : 

- Insertion of code/call sign correspondance for track to call sign correlation 
to be executed In the plot processor. 

- Dispatching of reduced flight plan data Information to the relevant executive 
controllers. 

- Management of the radar display label positioning. 

5.3. The Flight Data Processing System ; 3HANDAP II. 

50.1. Function 

The Shandap  II system Is  to Implement the  following additional  functions,   for 
a capacity of 200 active  flight plans. 

- Input of flight data 

The  flight plan messages,  routed via the Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication 
Network  (AFTN)  or later via oomputer-to-computer links,  will be Inserted Into 
the  system at a flight data suite   (FJS)  under computer assistance. 
F'cr recurring,  regularly operating flights. Stored Flight Plans  (Sr'Ps)  will 
be used.    Flight activation will occur on the basis of an activation message by 
either manually or automatically Input. 

- Processing and management of flight data 

This  Includes    : 

.   route recognition 

.  calculation of EPA and updating from the radar information 

.  SSH code management. 

- Printing of strips 

Provisions are made for extending the strip printing functions to Shannon and 
Dublin ACCs. 

- In conjunction with RDPS 

.   flight plan track correlation 

.   automatic  elaboration ana transmission of the Current Message  (CM)  to the 
RDPS,  thus allowing automatic  code/call  sign association 

.   handling of Modification Messages   (MM) 

.   transmission to RDPS of updated ETAs,   through the Modification Message   (MM). 

50.2. SliANDAP  II Hardware 

The SHANDAP II   system is organised around a central computing complex which 
performs the general system functions as well as the interfacing with ground- 
ground data links,  flight data input positions,   flight data display and input 
subsystem and radar data processing system. 

- Computing Complex 

The computing complex comprises  two identical chains,  one being the operational 
chain and thD second one the standby chain. 
Each chain comprises ; 
- an Iris 55 computer (manufactured by CII) with a memory capacity of 256 

KBytes, 
- a control typewriter 

lfcfc^_... 
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• one disc control unit driving 2 disc units MD 5Q. A disc unit has a 
capacity of 50 M bytes. 

- one tape control unit driving 2 magnetic tape units 72 Ji'jO 
- a high-speed printer 
- a card reader. 

The IHIS 55 Is number of an upward compatible  tamlly  (until 1024 K Bytes) 

Operational Peripherals : 

The operational peripherals comprise the displays,  keyboards and strip - 
printing units.    These devices can    be driven by a common control unit 
(T-VT 6000 microprocessor).    In the initial configuration,   two micro- 
processors share  the  task of driving a total  of six printers and 7 display/ 
Vt-yboards. 

The strip printers are special  purpose equipment   (SÜÜERN) of the same type 
developed  for Karldap.    They are connected to  the IRIS 55 through the control 
unit  (T-VT 6000). 

-  Interface  equipment 

The  Interface with the Al'TN network and with HliVb is ensured by standard 
CII  devices, 

5.30.  SHANJAP XI Software 

System Software 

The system software includes  : The Real  Time Monitor 
The A3TRE Compiler 
Standard iRIÜ software 
System Support software 

- The ASTRE Compiler 

ASTRE is the high level language which the Agency has opted to use for the 
development of SHANUAP II programs.    The ASTHE compiler is part of the 
standard IRIS 55 software. 

- Standard IRIS Software 

The standard operating system used for off-line operation is SIBIS >. 
The standard software operated under SIRIS 3 includes 
- Assemblers and compilers  (ASSIRIS,  Macro Assembler,  MAGIRIS,  FORTRAN, 

COBOL,  etc..) 
- Programming and testing aids. 

- System Support Software 

This covers the ability to simulate the operational Inputs and outputs of 
the SHANDAP II system as well as test programmes allowing modules or groups 
of modules to be tested in a stand-alone mode. 

- Application Software 

The production of the application software is  the direct responsibility of 
the EUR0CONTR0L Agency. 
The production phases are rjther conventional for such a project.    At the 
end of the software system design period,  the amount of application programs 
to be produced for the initial version of SHANDAP is estimated to be of the 
order of 160 K Bytes or about 40.000 object Instructions. 
This corresponds to an effort of the order of 40 man x years assuming the 
use of ASTRK as a high level language. 

5,4.  Implementation 

In order to enable the Programming and Analysis Division of EUROCONTROL tr develop the 
programs required,  a computing chain has been Installed at the EUROCONTHOL Experimental 
Centre, Br6tlgny-sur-0rge,  Prance, at the end of 197'*. 

After program Integration,   the final system integration is to take place at Shannon, 
with subsequent operational evaluation. 

■1 -* 
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THE NETHERLANDS ATC AUTOMATION PROGRAM 

by 

J.S.Smit, 
Deputy Director ATS ;ind Telecommunications, 

Rjjksliahtvajrtdu'tisl 
Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat 

Plesmanweg I 
TIIK HAGUE, The Netherlands 

1.  HISTOHICAL  b'UMMAHY 

1.1.   3ATC0 1 

The Netherlands were on« of the  first otacea in  the  world  to  start an ATC automation 
prograo.  Baok in 1956 Hollandse  iJlgnaalapparaten started  the development of a laboratory 
model  of a strlpprinting system,   which  it demonstrntod  in 1957«  Then the Netherlands Depait- 
munt of Civil  Aviation  placed  an order  for an operational   stripprinting system for Amsterdam 
ACC,  At that time,   the  main  consideration of  the Administration  for ordering- automation equip- 
ment was not  the  immediate  need  for  auch a system (it even  was not  to  be  expected  that the  first 
and simple stripprinting system would prove  to  bo of notioenble help to  the controllers).  The 
overriding consideration was  the  conviction  that  the   time  was  approaching at which ATC automa- 
tion would  become  an indispensable   tool   to keep up with   the   traffic growth  and,   secondly,  that 
the development and  putting into  operational  use  of such  syatams  would  be  a difficult and   there- 
fore lengthy process.  Also,   it was  considered that the  initiative of Dutch industry was a valu- 
able one and worth supporting,  not only for national  air  traffic control   purposes,  but for the 
development of ATC in general. 

iiather  than  starting an experimental  development  project   the   Administration chose  for an 
c .»rational  system as  this would  bring it closdr  to reality and  lead   to a  basis  for further 
operational   system development faster  than any other aiproach. Of course,   the very first strip- 
printing system did not play a vital  role in the  total  ATC  aystem in  the  sense  that a system 
break^iown would  make  ATC  impracticable.   Therefore,   the  risk of delays and mistakes could  be 
taken.   But on   the  other hand   the   pressure   to make  an operational   system was more  challenging, 
particularly as  for such  a pioneer system the   »ntire  world  was watching. 

The  first system,   SATCO  phase   1,   was delivered to  the ACC  in 1960 and  put into operational  usa- 
ge early 1961   •  Compared with what wo know and  see   to-day,   it was  a very  simple  system,   but 
it did  produce  printed  strips.  The  system contained many features  .vhich wer« never really 
used  operationally,   partly  because  of  the lack of suitable  input Equipment,   partly bacause 
of Amsterdam ACC  still   being on an   "automation  island".   Among  these   features were  the  proces- 
sing of revisions  to  basic  flight plans  (clearances,  estimates,   position reports),  even the 
input of radar positions  (be  it  that  these had  to be inserted  by means of coordinates-inputs 
on a teleprinter which,  of course,   was not practicable)  and   the  output of  boundary estimates 
for adjacent centres. 

Nobody will claim that ^ATCO 1 was a real help for the control staff in the sense that 
it created a decrease of the workload (maybe even the contrary was true) but 3ATC0 1 played 
an enormously important role in getting control staff used to the idea that a machine had a 
potential to take away certain burdens from them and, of equal if not greater importance, it 
taught system designers what mistakes had been made and what more had to be done to develop 
a  truely helpful   system. 

1.2.   3ATC0  Z 

The development of JATCO  2 (again destined for operational  use)  had already started be- 
fore  SATCO  1  was operational.  Though convinced  that a further step had  to  be  taken,  particu- 
larly to cope with  the   "jet  age",   the Netherlands Administration  took  a risk in ordering phase 
2  as  this certainly would  penetrate  into  the  overall  operational   system.   I'.adar data processing 
was still  in a stage of development and not ready  for inclusion  into  an operational  ATC sy.-tem. 
Therefore,  SATCO 2  concentrated on flight data processing.  The  controller'ö  tool   would be  a 
computer-driven flight progrese  board,   the controller using a keyboard instead of his pencil. 
The  major feature of this approaoh  was,   that - as  the  controller  could only update his flight 
progress board  by using  the   computer - the oomfuter would  "automatically"  be informed of all 
changes  to  the  flight data,   which it  could  then by program rules use   for  the automatic updating 
of data of that flight displayed,   or  to be displayed,  at other positions.  In other words,  one 
of the major features of SATCO  2 was  the use of the data processing system for coordination 
betwee  control  positions, 
A conflict search  program  (probably  the  first in  the world)  was  included,   also aimed at easing 
the  coordination workload. 

The operational  computer program was based on the rules  for procedural   control.  This,  as 
later showed,  was the  cause of severe    difficulties,  which,  at one  stage,  made it even doubtful 
whether SATCO  2 could ever be  put into operational use. 

In 1964  the  system,   for which  the  program specifications had  been  frozen in 1961,  was instal- 
led at        Aaaterdam and  the   triad  period started.  But in the  meantime,   fundamental  changes had 
taken place at the Amsterdam ACC as a result of t' 1 increasing role of radar in the ATC system. 
As in most centres,  a mixture  of procedural  and radar control  had emerged which required a very 
flexible  way of applying the  rules for separation and coordination.  The  SATCO 2 program was not 
built for this method of ATC and  the  trial  period ended early 1965 in a very discouraging resultf 
SATCO 2 was no    good  the way it was  

Muoh happened in 1965.  Two parallel  actions started,  one  aimed at using SATCO 2 equipment 
(particularly  the duplicated  central   computer system with its automatic switchover facilities 
and duplicated mass memories)   for an extended stripprinting system  to  replace  SATCO  1.  The other 
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action was aimed at finding out why  SATCO  2 had  failed and  what could  be dono  to remedy.  Both 
action« were  auooesful.  In 1966 3ATC0  1   was replaood by an extended  stripprinting system inclu- 
ding both ACC and APP,   Shadow  trialo also  proved  that the  - modified-flight progress boards,   its 
use  ba )ed on a computer  program adai ied  to  the  plan-eiooutive  system,   could  play a role especi- 
ally for inter-sector coordination and  become of real  assiatanoe  to  the  system. 

In the  meartlme,   a new  ATC  building was being built,   In  which a centre had  to  be housed 
suitable  to meet the  requirements of the vastly increasing traffic volume.  A five-sector system 
was developed,   based on  the  use of SATCO  2 with automatic  flight  profres  boards as the operating 
tool   for the  plan-cortroller.   Radar controllers were provided with  printed  strips providing clea- 
rance data.  Approach  control   and   the  tower were equipped with  printers and  also an output link 
with  the military AT1    centre  was  foreseen.  Control-assistants  were  equipptd with printers and 
could,  directly upon receipt   by  telephone,   input  boundary estimates,   while  outgoing estimate  mes- 
sages were printed on  their  printers for passing of the information by  telephone  to  the adjacent 
centres. 

As of consequence,   the   changeover process into  the new  centre  not only meant a physical   re- 
moval  but also a fundamental   change of the ATC system and its working methods.  After several 
months of trials,   shadow working,   programme  adaption,  etc,   the  new centre  with  ^ATCO  2 was put 
into operational  use  on  the  evening of February 26,   196S. 

SATCO 2 contains a duplicated computer-system with automatic  switch-over,   independently 
duplicated drum maps-memories,   seven flight progress  boards  and 48  input-output printer channels. 
SATCC  2  serves  the  Amsteidam ACC,  now ireluding 9 sectors and a flight data section,   Schlphol 
TVfR and APP,  fioterdam TWH/APP,   and  the  automated military ATC  system PHAHOS.  Also,   flight data 
outputs are  provided  for  the  Airport Authority,  airlines,   costum authorities and  for statisti- 
cal   purposes. 

2.  THE Ni^XT OainKATION 

2.1.   Basic approach 

At  the  time  the  oparational  use  of ^ATCO  2 was  well  established,   mid  1968,   it was realized 
that a start had  to  be   made   wit!,   the   successor  to  I'ATCO,   which  later was civen  the  code  name 
SARP.  When approaching  this  problem  the  sessons learnt  from   the   past eiperience  were  put  to 
pradice.  Most inportant of  these are 
- th«  design of an ATC  system  requires a detailed operational   plan covering the leac -time  plus 

a certain period  thereafter,   in order  to ensure   that the   system - when ready  to be  implemen- 
ted - fits  into   the  operatior.ol   environment)   such an operational   plan must  contain  a detailed 
specification of  the  procedures  ;ind  working method)   statements of  "what will   be dont-" do not 
suffice,   they should  specify  "how  it will  be done", 

- the development of  the operational   environment  (route  structure,   procedures etc) muf:t be  in 
accordance  with   th.it  plan)   if  the  neoessity arises  to deviate,   these  deviations mu:-'t   be veri- 
fied  with   the  plan   to  ensure   that  both  reality  and development  romain matched, 

- system designers,   particularly  the  software  staff,  must work in  aji integrated  team with  the 
staff responsible   for  the  design,   implementation ani  execution of ATC  procedures. 

Taking advantage  of the  modest siz1?  of this Administration,   system design and deveiopment 
responsibility was  integrated  with   the   procedure  and  executive  responsibility,   thus ensuring 
to  a maximum degree   the  mutual   evaluation of  the  impact  that  a  future  system will  have on  the 
present and  the  impact  that unforeseen ijquirenents of  to-dc/ will  have  on  that future  system. 

It had  been learnt  (the  hard  way,   but  maybe   the  best way)   that,   once  a goal   has  been  set, 
one  cannot unpunishedly deviate  from  it)   but neither  can one   ignore  newly  arisen requirements 
and get away with it  in   the end.. Therefore  the development of an ATC  system demands a constant 
careful   witch  both of  the  operational  executive   system ad  well   o*"  the  one   being developedo 

The operational   plan developed  for  the  seventies aimed  at expansion of  the   terminal  area 
with  the  holding stacks  located  at  the  TMA entry  points,   and   the  establishment - as  far  as 
possible  - of uni-direotional   routes.   The  data processing system  to  serve   ';VC  was  to  comprise 
radar data  processing and  a  complete  replacement of  the  SATCO   system. 

The overall   plan  resulted  in a  three-phase  approach« 
- phase   1   contained   the   re-organization of  the  route  structure  and TMA,   still  using  the 

existing equipment, 

- phase  2  contained   the   introduction  of radar data processing  for approach  control 
(SARP  l),  while  keeping  SATCO   in use   for  flight data  p^rooessing, 

- finally  phase  3  would   introduce  radar data processing  for  ACC  and  also  comprise   the 
replacement of ."ATCO)   this would  be  realieed  by  the   SARI'  2  system. 

The  above  phar-.ed  approach  avoids,   to  the extant  possible,   that  fundamental   changes  in the 
airspace organization  (and hence   the  soctorization and operational   working method)  coincide 
with  the  introdiction of completely new equipment with  the  objective  to prevent the control 
staff being faced with  a  twofold  adaptation  process  at one  and   the   same  moment.  An exception 
to    this will   be  the  introduction of an upper airspace  sector at Maastricht  as part of phase  3, 

Phase   I   was, via a number of intermediate  steps,  completed in  the  beginning of 1974,  when 
the  so-called  "three   stack  system" was  introduced. 

The  SAHP  1   system has   been  installed  and  is expected   to   be  operational   by  the  end  of  tli i s 
year. 

SAHP 2 will   be  installed  in  the new winfj  to  the  ATC  building in 1976. 
Following the de-bugging and   trial   period,   the operationiJ   familiarization will   take  place  in 
1977  and  the   system is expected   to   be operational   in  the  beginning of 1978. 

iiii.n    i    m.ii ii ■ ..————'•"-—-—^•i« 
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2,2,   SAjtP  1 

oAHP  I   is a radar data prooesaing system for APP Dohiphol.  Hadar data are derived from a 
10 om THA radar plus üSKj   both  primary and  seoundary radar data are digitized on-site by a du- 
plicated extractor  (both  the  radar and  the extractor were manufactured  by CSF),  which feeds  the 

[lot data into  the  (duplicated)   computer  system.  The  oomruter is linked with  the  SATOO  system, 
from which  flight data is roc^ived a.o.   to enable callsign-SSR  code  correlation.  The display 
sub-systr.ii. conpriser;  two-colour PPI' s on which,   by interscan-teouniques,   synthetic data is added 
to  the  raw video,   thus producing a labelled display on which raw  radar data and  synthetio in- 
forroation can be easily distinfjuished  by virtue of the different colours. In addition, each con- 
troller is equipped with  on electronic data display  (KDD)  which  provides him with additional 
flight data,   basically  coming  from   the   SAT'X)  system  (arrival   times,   expected  approach  times,eto). 
The   GAi(?  computer and  display  systems were   nanufactured  by Hollandse  iUgnaalapparaten  (3ARP 
stand:;  for  Signaal   Automatic  hadar  data Processing). 

SABP  1  was designed on  the  pattern of  the  AHT;;-III  system of  the  FAA.  There are,  however, 
some   marked differences.   As  already  mentioned,   the   tracking process  is  applied  to  both primary 
and  secundary plots.  Also,  an automatic calculation of expected approach  times (EAT,   the time 
the  THA may  be entered)  is introduced  the   facilitate  the  coordination between ACC  and APP and 
to avoid THA ccngestion.  The  latter  facility is already practiced  to-day  by use of the SATCO 
systemj   the  calculations will   continue   to   be   carried out  by  the   SATCO   computer  and  fed to  SARP-1 
b".  direct link. 

The contents of the  labels may vary according to  the wishes of the  controller.  The maximum 
data  shown is callsign,  mode  C read-out,   current cleared f-.,  calculated ground speed,  required 
ground  speed,  aircraft typo,  given heading. 

Aircraft identification and label in.'nation is carried out automatically for 4-dlgit SSH 
codes. In oases were controller identification is required, his input is facilitated by light- 
pen. 

     -  -   
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2.3.   SARP-2 

SARP-2 ia a combined  flight data and radar data firooessing syatera,   serving both Amsterdam 
ACC and Sohiphol  TWR/APP.   In addition ^ARP-2 will  be linked with  the  military ATC radar data 
processing syatem PHAROS,   the  Sohiphol   airport data proceasing aystem and will  have input/out- 
put  facilities at Rotterdam ATC,   airlines,  etc.  Also,   the  syatem will   be  linked with t1 3  AFTK 
switching oe- tre. 

Two radarstations,   both equipped with duplicated electronics,  duplicated extractora and 
a back-up S3H antenne,  will   feed  primary radar and  'Ö.:H plot data to  the  central   computer oomplei. 
One of these  is  the  same  ridar  statior  as used in 3ARP-1   (at  .'chiphol  airport),   the other ia  tne 
23-om rodarstation at Herwijnen,   which  is also used  by  the Maastricht UAC and   the PMROo system. 
In addition,  digitized D/P data will   be  received  from a four-station  fixer network to  facilitate 
plot  identification in case  of non-automatic identification. 

The central computer complex (CCC) consists of two radar con.puters, two main computers (the 
same  as  in SARP-1)  and  thr^e  magnetic drum memories. 

Cross-ocnnectiona yive  maximum safetyi   as long as one of  the duplicated elements iö operati- 
ve,   the CCC will  work. 

The  CCC directly feeds  the  EDD'a  and   teletypewriters used  in  the   system,   ."^ach  KDD has  its 
own refresh-atore. 

Plan view displays  (PVD),   showing synthetic data only,   are driven  by display  computers 
(two PVD1 a on one display computer),  which  are linked with  the  CCC.  In addition,   the display 
computers are directly linked with  the  radar extractors,   to ensure   that,   in   the  case of a total 
failure of the  CCC,  plot data is  still  received (radar by-pass).  The display  computers are orga- 
nized  in  such a way  that  closely  related operational   positions  are  uot dependent of  the  same  dis- 
play computer.  To cater for emeryency re-oonfi^iration spare PVD's,   connection on-line,   are provi- 
ded  for and,   in addition,  display  computers  can very rapidly  be   re-allocated. 

The radar and display computers are mini-computera (type JMR-S) developed from the type SMB 
main-computer. The usage of computers of the same family throughout the system greatly eases in- 
terface- problems and is benificial  for  the  software development and maintenance. 

Sarp-2 is designed for controllers  to work in Jay light oonditionsj   the  PVD's  (50 cm diame- 
ter)  have a repetition rate  of 50 Hz.   and  an extremely high definition.   The  controller uses a 
light-pen not exclusively  to  identify the aircraft for which he wants  to make  a input,  but also 
the most-used functions are displayed on  the  PVD,  which enables   the  controller  to make  routine 
inputs by use of his light-pen only  (a form of touch-display).  In other words,  although he may 
use  a keyboard,  he normally  will   only use   the  light-pen,   thus avoiding  the need   to  take  his at- 
tention away from the WD. 

The  iDD's have  been designed  for  fast and easy operation;   identification  keys  along the 
side  and  input keys at the   bottom refer  to data on  the  SDD,  by  which  method  a programmed "key- 
board"  is made avilable. 

The  oombination of PDV s and iOD" s  and  the  concept of plan  and executive   controllers wor- 
king side-by-side,   is aimed  at abandoning  the use of paper  strips. 

The Amsterdam ACC will  ha/e  8 of these  combined working position,   plus  three   spares.  In 
addition,   there will  be  five   flight data positions,  equiped with  EDD's  and alpha-numeric key- 
boards,   plus a flow  control   position equipped likewise.  A few  teletypewriters,   positioned at 
strategic positions in  the  centre,   are  available  for non-routine  inputs. 

Sohiphol  APP  will have   four  combined  working positions,   plus  one   spare.   Gchiphol  TWR  will 
have  four EDD1 a with input  facilities. 

Data Display 

SARP-2 will  integrate  all   ATC  functions  into one  overall  automated  ATC  system,   aimed at 
providing Improved working conditions  (daylight) and further easing the  controllers workload. 
Advantage  is  taken of modern  programme   techniques  to  minimimze   the  flight data shown  to  each 
controller without witholding any data. 

For the  presentation of stripinformation on EDD's a number of rules  arf   laid down in order 
to determine preoicely when and what type of information has  to  be  presented  at which working 
positions.  Also an attempt has  been made   to kee" the  stripinformation for each ATC  function as 
oompreseed as possible.  This  could  be done due   ;o  the vary nature of the  ED.T s on which,  in a 
simple  and fast way,  extra information of any  fight can be  shown. 

Unlike  some other ATC  systems,   the  position of all   aircraft within  a controller selected 
area will   be  shown on  the PVD.   For  the  presentation of these  positions a number of special  sym- 
bols will be used.  Some  of these  symbols   otlong to a special   category  BO  called "under coni-rol 
symbols".  As soon as an aircraft has  been   taken under control  by an airtraffio  controller  thfe 
displayed position or under control   symbol   will  be changed  to  the  under  control   symbol   that 
has been assigned  to  that  specific  control   function. 

Labels of flights will  only appear automatically on  the PVD'a of those  controllers which 
belong ti a so called under  control  sequence  for those  flights.  Using the  route  information 
from the  .flight pi an of a newly entered  flight in  the  aystem,  a sequence  will   be made up of all 
ATC funotions which will  possibly get  these  flights under control.  ATC  functions which do not 
belong  to  the under control  sequence  can only be  provided with label   information on a manual 
input. 

If it has not been  possible   to relate  ra^r plot information with  flightplan information, 
labels of these  flights will   be  shown at  predetermined  times on  the  PVD* s of controllers which 
belong  to  the under control   sequence,  of  these  flights.  These labels will  be  positioned in ■ 
mlnitable which has a fixed position on  the  screen. 

■ • —'•■-■ 
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When a flight is entered  in  the   system it will   be assigned a category.  This will  be done 
by using the  route information  (especially  the  places of departure  and destination)  as entries 
to a matrix in which all  flightoategor-ies are  assembled. 

 i ^    ii     HI ■« __—^— 
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-aoh  oategory is related  to an under control  sequence. As an example  the under oontrol  sequence 
for a  flight entering the  control-area at a  boundary entry point and going to  the  main landing run- 
way of  Sohlphol   isi 

- en route  control   by an Kntry Sector  controller. 
- Stuck  control   by a Stack controller. 
- Terminal  area control  by a Feeder and Director, 
- Tower  control  by an Inbound controller and Ground  controller. 
Prom the route information will be determined which one out of five Entry Sector controllers 

and which one out of three Stack controllers will be concerned with this flight. These controller 
functions will   be added to  the under control  sequence of  ehe  flight, 

Onoo   the under control  sequence has  been made up it cun be used as an entry  to  the  so called 
time/aotion diagram of that flight category.  In this diagram have boen laid down  Uie  moments on which 
information has  to  be distributed  to  all   the  controllers which are mentioned in  the under  control 
sequence.  These  moments can be determined  by  certain  times (e.g.  a given number of minutes before 
KTA doundary RP)  or by a for this flight  significant action which has  to  be  taken  (e.g.  after a SLOT 
input has been made  to  plan  the fligt in  the  Inndingaequence for the main landingrunway). 

Because for all flight the under control sequences and the time/action diagrams are known it 
is possible  to state a few general  rulee  for display and erasure cf flightinformation. 

As  far as  the EDD's are concerned  fllghtstrips will  be displayed at  the moments mentioned in 
the  time/action diagrams. Erasure of strips on a given EDD will  be initiated by an under oontrol 
input of a subsequent oontroller In  the under control   sequence.  We have  intentionally used  the  tern 
subsequent controller instead of next  controller in  the under oontrol   sequence.  This allows th1? 
flexibility to neglect one or more  controllers in  the under control  sequence.  The usefullnesa of 
this feature  can  be  shown in the before  mentioned example of the  control  of an Inbound Sohlphol 
flight.  The  task of the Feeder in the  TMA control  will  be  the guidance of flights from one of the 
three holding positions  to a vector area which  belongs  to  the landing runway in use.   In certain 
combinations of holding positions involved and runway in use  the distance  from  the holding posi- 
tion  to   the vector area could be  so  short  that  the  flight will  be handed over to  the Director wit- 
hout involving the Feeder. Taking the  flight under oontrol  by the Director implies that the strip- 
information on  the  Stack controllers SDD and  the  Feeders EDD will  be removed at  the  same  time. 

The genaral  rules for display and erasure of label  information on PVD's are  even more  simple 
than  the  EDD  rules. Only  those PVD controllers who  belong to  the under  oontrol   sequence of a given 
flight will  be  provided with label information during the   time that the  position  symbol     f  that 
flight will  be displayed on  their PVD.  Only in   those  cases  that no relation  between the  aircraft 
position and  the  flightplan can be  made^   the  controllers will  get the label information In a mini- 
table at  the  predetermined times mentioned in  the  time/aotion diagram.  In the latter case  the la- 
bel information has  to  be removed from  the  screen by manual  input. 

These rather simple rules together with  the time/aotion diagrams prevent controllers from being 
overloaded with  irrelevant information. 

Conflict  search 

SAEP-2 contains two conflict  search  programmes,  one  for boundary positions and one for aircraft 
transiting via de  positions where  the  five ACC  sectors join. Thus,  the  conflect search programmes 
assist in  the  inter-centre and inter-sector  coordination. 

The  separation minima applied in  the  latter case  are  five KM and 1000 feet. 

However,   track deviations of 5 IK  are  accounted for}  conoequently routes which are  separated 
less than 15 KM may cause conflicts.  The  crossing point of two routes,  or the point at which two 
routes are  separated less  than 15 NM is  called  a junction.  At each junction of two routes,   two  con- 
flict-blocks are defined with a width of 10 KM  (5 KM on each side of the nominal  route),   the length 
depending on  the  angle  between the  tracks of  the  routes.  A conflict exists when and as long as two 
or more  aircraft,   which are not separated vertically,   are  calculated to  be  present at  the  same  time 
in  the  conflict blocks around a junction.   Although  the  system does not  contain a conflict resolution 
programma,   it provides a number of facilities  to assist  the  controller in  finding a conflict-free 
path.  For  the  plan  controller,   the aircraft involved in  the  conflict are  shown on  the  EDD and, upon 
request,   the  programma will   indicate  conflict-free levels available within 3000 feet from the origi- 
nal  level.  The executive controller la provided with a means - by a simple light-pen Input - to con- 
fine  the  display of labels to  those  aircraft involved in  the  conflict. 

The  conflict search programme at boundary positions applies time and height  separation criteria 
with distance  separation for sane direction  traffic.  This conflict search programne  is only for use 
by  the  plan controller)   the assistance  for conflict resolution is confined to  the display of tha  con- 
flicting aircraft and,  of course,  newly inserted re-olearanoes are subject  to the  conflict search 
programme. 

The boundary conflict search programme may also be used for the allocation of RETD's (revised 
estimated time of departure) by the start-up controller of Sohlphol TWR. In the case of filed PL's 
at   the  boundary for upper cirspaoe routes,   the  computer will  automatically search  for conflict-free 
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boundary "slots" and,   from these,   calculate RETD's,  which are displayed on the  ctart-up controller's 
t'DD.  He  will   then choose  the US1D which  fits  best in  the  ground traffic-pattern and  input  the  one 
allocated. Then,  the relevant sector display will  be updated accordingly.  This  is just another exam- 
ple of using  the programme   to miwiimize  the need for verbal   coordination. 

Implementation 

Together with  SAHP 2 most associated  systems and equipment will  be renewed,   such as  the  CCTV 
(with digital  data display of certain MUT data,   such  as RVI(,   received automatically)  and  the  inter- 
nal/external  operational   telephone  system with  facilities such as direct access break-in,   conference 
switching,   inter-contre-dialling etc.  Much attention is also  paid  to  console design,  lighting and 
central   monitoring of  the  technical   systems. 

The  change-over process will  be lengthy.   Firstly,   it is  complicated by  the use  of parts of SAfiP-1 
(in fact all   SAHP-1  equipment exept for the display sub-system)  in SAfiI1-2.   This requires a phased 
built-up,   as SA:iP-l  will   continue  to  be  in operational  use during the  change-over process.   Secondly, 
the operational   trials and famil iari'/ation i,f control   staff require  an elaborate  programme;  it  is in- 
tended   to  link  :;ARF-2 with  the  radf-T- simulator,   which will  make  it possible   to  carry-out complete  tri- 
al   an  training exercises with   simula.ei   traffic. 

In" addition to the opprational sys*,. m, an off-line test and progr-iinming system will be available, 
containing ono r.ain and one mini-coiniiuter, rl us separate EDD and PVD displays and, of course, standard 
peripherals  required  for  programming  services. 

  «—MMMM—a      
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3.  TORTHER DEVKLOPHitaiT  AMD COMCLU.JION 

Work is .Iready  in hand for a number of further developments. One of these  is  CAAS,   computer 
assisted approach sequencing.  Another is the  adaptation of the present ATC radar simulator to the 
SAHP-2  system  to  provide  for adequate   training  facilities and minimize  the need  for on-the-job trai- 
ning.   SARP-2 will  also  be made responsive  to   the  ICAO  specificitions for ground-ground automated 
data interchange, 

SAW—2 is  the result of close  collaboration  between the Department of Civil  Aviation  (Direc- 
torate  for ATG and Telecommunication),   the Netherlands National Aerospace Laboratory  and  the Indu- 
stry.   It will  provide  a flexible and modern basis for air traffic control  into  the eighties and, 
we  hope,   prove   to be  a worthy successor  to  its  poineer predecessor SATCO. 

 ■■■ ^ 
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OVERVIEW OF U.S. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM 

Howurd J. Kinhner 
Technical Director  Air Transportalion Systems Div. 

The MITRK Corporation 
ISJODolley Madison Blvd. 
McLean. Va.. 22IÜ1.USA 

SUMMARY 

The purpose ol this paper is to provide a brief overview of the 
technical features of the systems used in U.S. air traffic control centers. 
Emphasis is placed on the recently modernized en route and terminal 
control systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. air traffic control system is operated by the Federal Aviation Administration (F'AA) of the Department of Transporta- 
tion. Within the domestic United States, control is exercised from twenty-one FAA en route control centers and about 370 FAA control 
towers. A network of approximately ♦'O long-range primary and secondary surveillance radars provide data to the twerty-one en route 
centers, and about 140 of the towers have radar approach control facilities associated with them. The airways serviced by the domestic 
en route system encompass almost 200.000 miles of high-altitude routes and about 178.000 miles of low altitude routes. 

Flight plan information flows on-line into the en route system from 315 Flight Stations serving general aviation aircraft, and on- 
line from military base operations offices, Pre-storeu magnetic disc files provide the flight plans for scheduled commercial flights. This 
flight plan data is then automatically distributed to the responsible sectors within the concerned en route centers and to the concerned 
terminals. 

All domestic U.S. en route centers' and sixty-one busy terminal radi  approach control facilities are now equipped with modern 
electronic data processing and display equipment. The equipment and associated software provide controllers with an accurate repre- 
sentation of the current air (raffle situation   Terminal and en route systems are netted together so that flight plan information is auto- 
matically transmitted by digital transmission between terminal and en route centers, between terminals, and between en route centers. 
Similarly, radar'beacon track handover between facilities is automatically accomplished via computer-to-computer digital communica- 
tions. Additionally, a central flow control facility, which also has data processing support, is automatically led flight planning informa- 
tion from the en route centers so that national flow patterns may be adjusted as needed. 

ARTS (Automated Radar Terminal Equipment) 

The sixty-one busy terminals are equipped with a configuration of data nroces ng and display hardware and software called 
ARTS   for Automated Radar Terminal System   ARTS' basic function is to superimpose, on the controller's radar display, alphanumeric 
data blocks containing aircraft identity, altitude, and ground speed   ARTS is used principally by the Approach/Departure function in 
the terminal control facility. A special daylight viewing version of the ARTS display is also used in the control tower cab. 

Figure I shows an ARTS display. Both search radar and ATC radar beacon data are displayed on the Plan Position Indicator 
(PPI) in the normal manner.  Alphanumeric data are superimposed on the PPI by positioning the beam to write alphanumerics during the 
dead time of each radar sweep (i.e., after the time required to display the maximum ranpe of the radar). 

A block diagram of the ARTS system is shown in Figure 2. 

Beacon video, containing a digitally encoded identify and altitude message, and antenna azimuth are quantized by the "Data 
Acquisition Subsystem." The "Data Processing Subsystem" then determines the tenter azimuth of each beacon target reply train and 
performs an automatic tracking function. The automatic tracking associates aircraft flight number with particular beacon replies and 
positions an alphanumeric da'a block alongside its corresponding beacon video target reports. The tracking process also computes 
ground speed for each track to permit monitoring by controllers of speed control instructions or regulations. 

Figure 3 shows the configuration of equipment used at Chicago's O'Hare Terminal. At this location, two radar/beacon systems 
feed the ARTS. In most locations, only one radar/beacon system is used, and only one input/output processor (computer) is required. 
Similarly, most sites use a lesser amount of memory (24,000 words) than the 40,000 words supplied to Chicago. Processor speed is 
approximately 210,000 instructions per second, and basic memory speed is 750 nanoseconds. 

The UNIVAC Division of the Sperry-Rand Corporation is the prime contractor for ARTS, supplying the computers and computer 
programs; the Burroughs Corporation provides the "Data Acquisition" subsystem, and Texas Instruments, Inc. provides the "Data Entry 
and Display" subsystem. 

'in 1^75, twenty en route centers will be operational with both flight plan processing md radar data processing. 

As of the end of 1474, sixteen centers will be completely operational with radar and flight data processing. Four are operational with 
flight data processing only. One center with radar processing only will be phased out. 
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ARTS has been designed as a modular system to provide for future additions of such system features as: 

• Modular redundancy   the ability to sense failures and automatically replace failed units with spare units 

• Radar Tracking   the ability to perform automatic tracking of search radar data to enhance beacon data in fades, and to 
track non-transponder-equipped aircraft 

• Metering and Spacing  the provision of control instructions to the controller to permit him to sequence approaching aircraft 
to obtain more optimum utilization of a runway. 

ARTS computers are interconnected with the en route systems computers so that flight information on arriving aircraft (e.g. 
time estimate at arrival fix) is automatically transmitted from the en route center to ARTS. Similarly, automatic target acquisition in 
the terminal is accomplished by transmission of track position and velocity when handover is to take place. Additionally, the en route 
tenter provides ARTS with a list of scheduled departures so that ARTS may automatically acquire departing aircraft.  Upon acquisition 
of a departure target by ARTS, a departure message is automatically generated to activate the flight plan in the responsible en route 
center vith the actual time of departure. Track handover is also accomplished by a transmission of position and velocity when control 
is transferred from the terminal to the en route center. 

NAS EN ROUTE 

The FAA has provided data processing and display equipment, and computer programs, in twenty domestic en route centers. 
This system is called "NAS   Kn Route   Stage A   or more familiarly   NAS (for National Airspace System). A block diagram of the 
system is shown in Figure 4. 

Radar Processing and Display 

As in the terminal, the principal control tool in en route centers is search radar and ATC radar/beacon. To provide the needed 
radar and beacon coverage over the large area covered by an en route center, some centers are scheduled to be serviced by as many as ten 
radars and radar/beacons. Thus, a major functions in the semi-automation of the en route system, or NAS, is the processing and display 
of search radar and radar/beacon data and the correlation of these data with aircraft identity. This is used to form a pictorial display of 
the air situation in each sector   of the en route center. 

The pictorial display shows a digitally generated picture of search and beacon radar data; the identification of aircraft as well as 
their reported and assigned flight-levels; certain attention-getting information   such as that identifying a newly handed-over track; map 
information for geographic reference; and certain tabular information such as lists of departing aircraft and their assigned atlilude on 
lists of aircraft holding at fixes and their altitudes. 

Typical NAS sector equipment is shown in Fig. 5 

Flight Plan Processing 

Flight plan processing is a major function performed in the NAS en route system (but not in the ARTS system), and it requires a 
considerable amount of the system's capacity   Fach pHot who intends to fly under instrument flight rules (IFR) must file a flight plan 
containing, among other items, the aircraft identity, type, speed, cruising altitude desired, departure time, and route of flight. This in- 
formation is entered into the NAS en route system either from previously stored magnetic discs for most airline flights, or on-line from 
flight service stations or military operations offices for general aviation and military IFR flights. 

The flight plan becomes active on receipt of a departure time from the terminal. This is automatic in the case of an ARTS termi- 
nal, 'fa flight is to traverse more than one center's area, the flight plan is automatically transmitted to the next center twenty to thirty 
minutes prior to its scheduled time of transfer to the next center. 

The NAS computer program is designed to take the route of flight information from each flight plan and print, at each sector 
through which the flight will pass, at least one "flight progress strip." Based on the route information in the flight plan, as well as the 
departure time and speed data, a time estimate over key traffic con'rol points in each sector is computed and printed on the "flight 
progress strip." The route of flight is also printed on the strip. Thus the "flight progress strip" may be used by the controller as a 
planning aid, since it indicates the future intention of each aircraft which will traverse his sector. The flight progress strip is also used by 
the controller as a handy means of recording changes to the flight route or altitude. 

Within the computer program, the flight plan file is updated automatically by the automatic tracking programs so that future 
time estimates of position can be calculated, and wind or speed errors corrected. 

After a strip has been printed at a sector. Controller Updating Equipment (CUE), which consists of a display and entry keyboard, 
is used to pass new information, such as updated time estimates, from control sector to control sector. The CUE can also be used for 
entry of data such as route revisions and altitude reports. 

2 
NAS Computer Program 

The operational program provides the set of computer instructions required to satisfy the air traffic control functions. Figure 6 
is a simplified flow diagram of the system monitoring and control function which shows how the various elements of the computer pro- 
gram are related. This function deals with system control, system performance monitoring, and control of the real time subprograms. 

A control sector is a subdivision of airspace in an en route center. In future busy centers, there may be as many as 80 such sectors. 

2 
The material on the NAS Computer Program was extracted from "Use of Computers in Air Traffic Control." Federal Aviation Admin- 
istration. June, 1970. 

■    ■ 
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As sec» from the Hgure, this control function is composed of six major subprograms. During normal system operation, only thrci' of 
these control subprograms are active:   namely, the master operational control, confidence checking, and recovery data recording. The 
remainder are called in only when failures are delected or errors occur during the system operation. 

Tluv;iiaster operational control subprogram provides for the scheduling of the ATC functions and for the servicing of input/ 
output Jala and initiates the required action in response to interrupts that are received.  It also provides a capability of timing analysis 
whun calculates time information relative to system performance.  Further, this control subprogram provides the recording control for 
the legal and analysis data recording function. 

The programming approach permits the operation of two or more compute modules working simultaneously on the task assign- 
ments i this operation we term multiprocessing)   The scheduler assigns a set of tasks for one compute module and another set of tasks 
for the other compute inodule(s)   These tasks are classified as either routine, which requires that they be operated on periodically, or 
high-priority, which requires the computer subsystem to operate on them within a specified minimum time following the request,  it is 
the responsibility of the scheduler to insure that the routine tasks are sequenced in the correct order and that the lugh-priorily tasks are 
completed within the required minimum tune response. 

The .onfidence checking subprogram dynamically monitors the quality of the data inputs and maintains a current record on the 
availability and quality of the connected equipments and data paths to the {'C'C 

The error analysis subprogram analyzes errors that are detected, determines their significance to the total operation, maintains a 
summary of the errors, and decides on the appropriate course of action   If an error has been classified as equipmenl failure, the faulty 
unit will be isolated from the rest of the system and control is passed over to the reconfiguration subprogum. 

The reconfiguration subprogram accepts requests for reconfiguration from the error analysis subprogram or from a manual re- 
quest. When the request is made as a result of a failure condition, the reconfiguration subprogram replaces the failed module with a 
redundanl module of the same type and control is then passed over to the startover subprogram. 

1 he startup startover subprogram is entered during the initial system initiation and during a system restart due to a transient 
error or a reconfiguration.  Its primary function is to establish initial conditions for the central computer complex and. during a system 
a-start. to expand portions of the recovery data into a complete data base. Control is passed from this point back to the master opera- 
tional control 

The recover) data recording subprogram provides for the recording of essential ,> irtions of the total data base used by the opera- 
tional program to permit automatic recovery of the system operation following a failure. Types of information involved in recovery 
data would be such items as flight plan data, sector control responsibility, track positions, and sector/display console pairing. 

AT( (-'unctions: The ATC functions 1 to 4 shown in the diagram provide for the acceptance, storage, and processing of all Ihght 
data information and the automatic transfer of information between facilities.  Functions 5, 9, and 10 generate computer responses to 
controller-generated requests and process information required for display, supervisory, and other positions. Functions 6 to H accommo- 
date the processing of primary radar or beacon radar data and the automatic tracking of aircraft to maintain flight identification with 
the appropriate radar returns. 

The adaptation function provides the required parameters for all of the above functions and is the means by which one common 
program can be used at different geographical locations. 

Fach of the ATC functional tasks is comprised of many individual subprograms.  The modular programming technique, em- 
ployed in the subprogram design, enables the agency to upgrade any of the operational functions by replacement with more advanced 
algorithms al a later date and with a minimum of effort. This modular programming design has also been extended to the data tables 
which have been centralized into a common pool of information Independent of the main body of program instructions. 

NAS Equipment 

Tile NAS En Route system which has been implemented provides both flight data processing (FDP) and radar data processing 
(RI)P) functions   The system consists of several subsystems of equipment 

Radar Data Acquisition and Transfer 
Communications 
Central Computer Complex 
Computer Software 
Data (-.ntry and Display 
System Maintenance Monitoring 

The Radar Data Acquisition and Transfer Subsystem (RDATS) consists of primary and beacon radars. Common Digitizers (CDs) 
provided by (he Uurroughs Corporation, Weather and Fixed Map Units (WI'MUs) provided by Tasker, Inc., and links for transmitting 
the data to the en route center and to Air Defense Facilities for I'AA/USAF- joint-use radar sites. 

The Central Computer Complex (CCC) consists of general purpose data processing equipment supplied by the IBM Corporation. 
One model of the CCC, the 9020A equipment, has been installed at I I en route centers, and another model, the 90^01). is installed at 
the 9 largest en route centers.  Both configurations are modular, having multiple compute, storage, and input/output elements. 

The operational software, also provided by IBM, resides within the CCC. The CCC receives radar data (aircraft targets and 
weafhc r) from the RDATS. flight plan information over teletype lines from (fight Service Stations and Military and Airlines operations; 
and computer-to-computer track and llight plan data via 2400 bit per second duplex lines from adjacent en route centers and from Auto- 
mated Radar Terminal Systems (ARTS)   The processed llight and radar data are provided to the Data Hntry and Display Subsystem 
from the CCC for presentation to the controllers 

(he material on NAS equipment was extracted from "En Route Automation" I. C Culhane, The MITRE Corp., Oct. 19 71 
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The Data I nlry and Display Subsystem (Dl DS) consists of a display channel, flight strip printers, input/output typewriters, and 
computer update equipment. The display channel includes digital data processing equipment and display consoles. The devices at each 
radar position include a 20-inch diameter plan view display (PVU), computer readout display (CRD), alphanumeric keyboard, trackball, 
and keys for selecting display data and for entering data   The digital computing portions of two different display channel eouipments 
are provided by two companies:  Raytheon Company and the IBM Corporation. The Raytheon system, called the Computer Display 
Channel (CDC), is a general/special purpose mix of equipment and software. The IBM system, identified as the Display Channel Complex 
(DCC), is comprised of a l>020£ computer. Both systems are modular (up to 120 plan view displays) and have automatic reconflguration 
capabilities   The display generating and PVD equipment for both the CDC and DCC was provided by the Raytheon Company and is 
identical for both systems. The DCC (IBM 9020E) is installed at the 5 largest centers, and the Raytheon CDC is installed at the remain- 
ing 15 en route centers. 

The display channel equipment provides radar and selected flight data on the PVD and CRD. Fur each tracked aircraft, identity 
and other pertinent control data are displayed on the PVD. Radar data are displayed, with data from up to five previous scans auto- 
matically presented at a lower brightness than that of the current radar data. Weather contours, showing areas of heavy and severe 
weather, and map data are also displayed on the PVP. 

The D and A sector positions are provided with Raytheon Computer Update Equipment (CUE), and a flight strip printer built 
by IBM. The CUE provides a means for the controller to interface with the CCC f ^r receiving, entering, and updating flight plan data. It 
consists of a small cathode ray tube, data entry keys, and an alphanumeric keyboard. The flight strip printer outputs the strip data gen- 
erated by the computer program. 

The System Maintenance Monitoring Console (SMMC), manufactured by Electronics Laboratories, Inc., provides a continual 
display of status infom ation to the Systems Engineer for all ol the hardware subsystems, and allows the Systems Engineer to input 
hardware configuration changes. 

OTHER US EN ROUTE AND TERMINAL SYSTEMS 

The FAA is currently in the process of procuring a low-cost version of ARTS called ARTS II. This system will be deployed at 
terminal facilities which have traffic of sufficient volume to qualify lor a radar approach control facility, but are not busy enough to 
warrant the original ARTS equipment. Burroughs Corporation was awarded the contract for this equipment. 

The Anchorage, Alaska en route center has very recently been equipped with a hybrid equipment system to meet its moderate 
capacity needs. This system uses a NAS Common Digitizer to "plot extract" long-range radar and beacon video, and to transmit the 
extracted video by narrow-band digital techniques to the center. The radar and beacon data are tracked by a UNIVAC ARTS computer, 
which also prepares this data and associated alphanumerics for display on Raytheon NAS Plan View Displays. 

Another unique en route center in Great Falls, Montana has been in operation since 1963. It operates in a joint facility with the 
U.S. air defense SAGE system and makes use of SAGE data processing and displays for ATC purposes. 

THE FUTURE 

The systems described have evolved from earlier experimental, field trial, and operational U.S. ATC data processing systems. 
Currently, the United States has installed the largest netted ATC data processing system in the world. This system, whose backbone is 
the general purpose digital computer, provides the base from which more advanced generations of ATC data processing can evolve. 

For example, the FAA and its contractors are developing computer program algorithms for eventual inclusion in NAS and ARTS 
which will: 

warn controllers of potential accidental violation of radar separaten standards by controlled aircraft 

warn controllers of potential accidental descent below safi. minima by landing aircraft 

detect potential conflitts between planned flight routes 

provide controllers with aircraft sequencing and spacing instructions to maximize airport approach route and runway utilization 

automatically provide routine control instructions to aircraft via digital data links 

automatically provide proximity and collision warning information to aircraft via digital data links 

The current NAS and ARTS systems are. then, only the beginning of a new generation of automation and semi-automa.ion in 
ATC leading to safer and more efficient air traffic control operations. 

J 
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